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Love in the Time of Choleric
July 21, 2021
A PREAMBLE IN WHICH THE AUTHOR OFFERS HER SERVICES AS AN INTERPRETER, GUIDE, VISIONARY, COMPETENT
ASSESSOR AND FIGURATIVE SEDUCTRESS, AND SUMMARIZES THE BROAD TOPICS CONTAINED IN THIS EPISTLE:
LIFE AND DEATH, VIRAL CONTAGIONS, LOVE AND HOPE, DOUBT AND FAITH, PROVOCATIVE PARABLES, SURREAL
EPISODES OF ASTONISHING FOLLY, PERVERSIONS OF JUSTICE, THE THIRST FOR POWER, UNNECESSARILY DIRE
PREDICAMENTS, SHAME-FACED IGNOMINY, MASS DELUSION, OFFENSIVE AUTHORITARIAN ANTICS, VILLAINLOUS
TREACHERY, THE ADVENTURES AND MISADVENTURES OF POLITICIANS AND CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY, TRIUMPHANT
VAINGLORY, ANTAGONISMS AND ANGER, INTRIGUING PROPHECIES, CURIOSITIES AND CONUNDRUMS, MUSINGS
AND AMUSEMENT, SLINGS AND ARROWS, SESQUIPEDALIAN SPECULATIONS, ABSURDITY AND LAUGHTER.

Thousands of poems and song lyrics have been penned passionately extolling the virtues of love. The Beatles sang,
“Love, love, love … All you need is love.” I love this sentiment, but am not naïve. There are a remarkable number of
countervailing forces that sabotage love, most of them undergirded by selfish greed, overweening ambition and a
paucity of empathy, compassion, moral character, mindfulness and a fair commitment to social justice. Love is most
genuinely expressed, it seems to me, in honestly caring for the health and well-being and happiness of another, and
of others, and not in phony scheming dominion-demanding conservative ideologies and abuses of power.
As Antoine de Saint-Exupery heartfully puts it in The Little Prince, "Here is my secret. It is very simple: one sees
well only with the heart. The essential is invisible to the eyes."
Jonas Salk, who invented a vaccine to protect against polio, once said a simple and extraordinarily moral, necessary
thing: ”Our greatest responsibility is to be good ancestors.” Jonas Salk was exceptional in his degree of altruism,
famously having told journalist Edward Murrow that he didn’t seek a patent for the polio vaccine, equating the
thought to patenting the sun. While polio was a devastating, worldwide affliction in the early 1950s, today there
are only three countries in which the disease still persists.
So what do the plain facts indicate about the likelihood we will be regarded as good ancestors? There is no doubt.
We are leaving a legacy of a destabilized global climate, depleted resources, toxic wastes, polluted waters and
skies, a pathetically divided populace, record levels of indebtedness, societies afflicted by extreme inequalities,
and jealous rich people continuing to impose a harshly rigged economic system and corrupted governance on people,
and an inability to deal effectively and intelligently with these overarching problems. Meanwhile we are driving a
million species of life toward eternal extinction, threatening the well-being and survival of the human race.
The philosophic teacher Buddha insightfully indicated that everything is interconnected, meaning any story can be
understood starting from any place. Let’s start here, right now, as the worst pandemic since 1918 is ravaging the
global populace. Let’s start by seeing clearly that a positive resurrection of our own informed choosing must arrive.
Right Understanding is a solid foundation for all attempts to formulate plans for Right Action. National policies,
when sensibly designed, are consistent with the common good. They should not ignore common good values -- or the
fates of our descendants in future generations. This is why the most important plank in the far-reaching proposals
set forth in this manifesto is the guidance contained in a Bill of Rights for Future Generations.
Republican President Theodore Roosevelt was an outspoken proponent of universal health insurance. He reasoned
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that, “no country could be strong whose people were sick and poor.” In the United States, we are now seeing the
unbelievably costly and deadly folly of a for-profit healthcare system being perpetuated that strives to maximize
profits by forsaking tens of millions of people because they are poor, or are not paid living wages, and thereby are
relegated to being unable to afford healthcare. When they fall through the cracks, it is emergency room costly,
and physically endangers all.
Knowledge can save lives, and ignorance and denial can kill. Experts in public health and the transmission of viral
diseases tell us during the on-going pandemic, in no uncertain terms, that responsible wearing of masks and social
distancing save many lives. By “flattening the curve” of the spread of a contagious pathogen, the pace of spread
will not overwhelm doctors, nurses and hospitals, or outpace the production of crucial medical supplies. These
measures allow heroic first responders and doctors and other caregivers to be able to cope with manageable
caseloads of afflicted patients. In the current coronavirus contagion, the U.S. had a dearth of testing ability and
quick results for way, way too long, and the Trump administration fostered misinformation and culture war
conflicts that have led to the U.S. being the worst country in the world in the number of people contracting the
disease, and of dying from it.
Now, in July 2021, vaccination rates approach a level where disease transmission is inhibited and approaching the
protections afforded by herd immunity, and health precautions are being relaxed after three severe waves of the
coronavirus. Hallelujah! But the more easily transmitted delta variant of the virus is spreading, and people who
have been told that vaccines are more dangerous than the lethal disease, and “anti-vaxxers” and others, are
standing in the way of safer times.
It has been a grueling 18 months since the pandemic began, and more than 34 million people in the U.S. have been
infected, and more than 609,000 killed as of July 21, 2021. States have begun relaxing precautionary measures,
though risks are currently rising as the delta variant proliferates. In any case, as we emerge from this crisis,
there is a powerful pull “to return to normal”. But that would be a terrible mistake.
One of the most important lessons of the pandemic was that normal was not working that well for most people.
Many dysfunctional aspects of our society were thrown into sharper relief, such as the inequities of our health
care system, the institutional racism, the exploitive nature and extreme inequality of the economy, the corruption
of certain politicians, the inadequacies of our social support structures and the ongoing destabilization of the
global climate and the foolishness of our destructive actions on planetary habitats and ecosystems.
“Normal is, to quote MacBeth, ‘the way to dusty death.’ We simply cannot go back to normal, to mindless
consumerism, to political complacency, to business as usual, to endless distractions, to amusing ourselves to
death,” wrote one observer in a letter to the editor of a newspaper. “Our many challenges will only be solved by
an aware and engaged citizenry. We are in a crisis, but every crisis contains both dangers and opportunities. The
stakes are no less than everything we hold dear. There is no time to waste. Don’t go back to sleep.”
An Aside on Dante Alighieri (1265 – 1321), and His Classic Interpretation of Love
Love is a central animating force in human nature. Dante, the great Italian poet, had suffered terrible privations
in his personal life after being permanently exiled from his home and family in his native Firenze, and he felt
himself entering a dark woods. Inspired by an unrequited love from afar for the Florentine woman Beatrice, he
channeled his passion and profound chagrin into writing The Divine Comedy. In this epic poem, Dante imagined
making a journey through hell, then purgatory, then heaven. In Inferno and Purgatorio, he is guided by Virgil, the
Roman poet of the first century BCE, who was widely regarded as the ancient embodiment of the voice of reason.
Love is a main theme of Dante’s story. As he conceived it, there was pure love for God, and subsidiary kinds of
love for family and romantic love for another, along with many kinds of excessive or deficient forms of love.
Dante envisioned Inferno as a place unrepentant sinners go after death, and Purgatorio as a place sinners would
go who sought forgiveness and strived to become free of their sins so they could ascend into Paradiso.
Dante put hubris-swollen Pride in the very first of the seven terraces of Purgatorio. This is where he relegated
persons for having demonstrated too much self-love. Overbearing pride had long been regarded as the original
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and most lethal of the “seven deadly sins”, because those guilty of this form of perverted love were willing to
harm others to satisfy their selfish needs and desires. Moreover, prideful narcissists tend to display choleric
dispositions and use their anger to manipulate people, and exert control over them, and diabolically exploit them.
Ruling Class Wrongs
See clearly. Important lessons were learned from the terrible Depression of the 1930s. John Maynard Keynes
was the foremost economist who studied the problem of how to prevent future similar economic and social
calamities, and his understandings have been remarkably valuable in helping the world ever since.
Today, look at what the reform opposing and democracy undermining ruling class is doing. They are still trying to
shred the New Deal social safety net that was enacted to address the social ills caused by capitalist predations
and boom-and-bust cycles and the excessive speculation of the 1920s. They are jealously defending their wealth,
status and privileges, and stand like a towering stone wall athwart propitious change. And they’re being shockingly
successful in buying the favors of “conservative” politicians, and get them to cut their taxes and reduce budgets
for sensible social safety net programs. They are getting away with this, though they see the writing on the wall
that the well-to-do must soon be required to pay higher amounts of tax because of today’s crisis needs and
wanton profligacy and the debt swindles enacted by Ronald Reagan and the Bushes and Donald Trump.
Economist John Kenneth Galbraith analyzed circumstances and stated, in effect, that ruling class orthodoxy is
merely an expression of efforts to rationalize greed, saying: “The modern conservative is engaged in one of man's
oldest exercises in moral philosophy; that is, the search for a superior moral justification for selfishness.”
When leaders kowtow to corporate interests, the outcomes are often detrimental to real people. Corporations
are organizational tools created for narrow purposes -- to maximize the generation of wealth and facilitate the
monopolizing of these profits by indemnified management and shareholders. So they are not good citizens that
support greater good goals. And they definitely should not be laissez-faire unleashed to act as they want.
The coronavirus is a public health crisis, and shouldn’t be treated as a big opportunity for Big Businesses and Big
Parma to get rich at the expense of the people. Coronavirus testing, treatment and drugs should be free or
affordable to everyone. It appears that domineering capitalists who drive our politics reckon that it would be a
shame to abstain from taking advantage of the huge opportunities for organizations like those in Big Parma to
make a profiteering killing off this crisis -- thereby increasing already scandalously and immorally large profits.
What makes these things particularly galling is the truth in the words spoken by Dr. Martin Luther King, who
astutely said to the Medical Committee for Human Rights in 1966, “Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in
health care is the most shocking and inhumane.” The yawning chasm in lived experience between the fortunate
and the unfortunate is becoming so gaping as to make greater fairness in recovery efforts morally mandatory -especially toward disadvantaged Blacks, Latinos and poor whites. Enact more sensible social insurance policies!
Our current crop of conservative “leaders”, it seems to me, have sacrificed public health and preparedness to
their own pet projects and ambitions and advantages. The naked opportunism of the current crisis reminded me
of Naomi Klein’s book The Shock Doctrine: The Rise Of Disaster Capitalism, so I watched the documentary The
Shock Doctrine again. The film tells the sensational story about Milton Friedman and his Chicago School of
Economics, and their free market doctrines that have been applied, often through force, in countries around the
world, starting in Chile in 1973 and then Argentina and other places like Thatcher’s Britain and Yeltsin’s Russia.
During the emergency of the current pandemic, disaster capitalism and crony favoritism and political corruption
are resulting in particularly woeful, costly and tragic outcomes. This is a new facet of what economist Joseph
Schumpeter described as a “gale of creative destruction”. Schumpeter saw such gales as adaptive mechanisms
necessary to winnow out competitors in capitalist economies, but they are a process that is unnecessarily ruthless
toward workers when the social safety net is inadequately strong.
Economic free market fundamentalist “shock doctrines” resemble an insidious virus in their opportunism and
mindless ability to impose ill effects on a vulnerable public. In these bizarre times, as in every crisis emergency,
opportunists circle like sharks! We are seeing what-the-market-can-bear price gouging, and whatever-they-can-
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get-away-with economic swindles. We are seeing partisan corruption, propagated misinformation, assaults against
the truth, abuses of authority, con man swindles, and vindictive reprisals against anyone who criticizes Dear
Leader Trump for the follies and failures and harms that he and his minions have foisted on us all.
As Huck said in The Further Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, “I seen how it’s possible to take things and twist
them into whatever shape you want, and see them another way entirely that don’t have no resemblance to the
truth.” It is a moral imperative for us to demand smarter win-win solutions to problems, not bigger opportunities
for win-lose opportunism. We should build the foundations of our society on strength, not on weakness, and on
values shared in common, not on narrow goals of maximizing profits and allowing wealth to be monopolized.
Carl Sagan wrote evocatively in The Demon-Haunted World, “One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If
we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We’re no longer interested
in finding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves,
that we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.”
If we were to evaluate our laws on a continuum of consequentiality, we would laws better design them to be truly
fair and just. With more legitimate laws, all the conspiring gloating self-congratulating corruptly-prospering
divide-to-conquer authority abusers in power would be behind bars -- and the nearly 500,000 Americans ruinously
and riskily incarcerated in prisons and jails right now on drug charges, at monstrous expense, would be enjoying
liberty and a compensatory stipend, AND they would have their right to vote immediately restored.
Insights into the Shock Doctrine
Naomi Klein accurately analyzed the forces at work behind the scenes of societal shocks like the pandemic. Back
in 2007, she incisively explored the phenomenon of emergency government actions in her great book The Shock
Doctrine. She showed how corporate elites worldwide have repeatedly and brutally taken advantage of “the
public’s disorientation following a collective shock -- wars, coups, terrorist attacks, market crashes or natural
disasters -- to push through radical pro-corporate measures.” This is the outcome of “the rise of disaster
capitalism”. Watch the thought-provoking film made about this book!
The 2008 financial collapse vividly illustrated the dynamics Klein had so convincingly described. The Wall Street
giants, whose reckless and even criminal behavior ushered in that crisis, ended up after the dust settled even
bigger and more powerful than before the crisis began. Congress gave corporations a $700 billion Troubled
Asset Relief Program bailout, authorized in late 2008, which was a “no-strings bailout”. This public largess left
workers and people on Main Street behind, while their employers reaped huge benefits. Not long after steep
stock market declines reached bottoms in 2008, many big Wall Street banks and corporations handed out big
bonuses to top managers and employees, or made stock buybacks to increase their company’s share prices, instead
of helping most employees with the government generosity in its economic stimulus plans, tax cuts and bailouts.
Naomi Klein sees similar “shock doctrine” dynamics resurfacing in the coronavirus crisis. We are witnessing,
she noted, “this very predictable process that we see in the midst of every economic crisis, which is extreme
corporate opportunism,” a “dusting off” of the corporate and Wall Street wish list on everything from cutting and
privatizing Social Security -- by undermining its current payroll tax revenue stream -- to a wide variety of ways
of enriching corporate entities. Companies favored by Republicans, of course, idiotically include those in
influence-abusing climate-altering fossil fuel industries. Cleaner renewable energy? “What, are you a socialist?!”
“What can we do, this crisis time around, to prevent a ‘shock doctrine’ repeat? We need, for starters, to provide
immediate support for those the coronavirus is hitting the hardest: the sick and those who care for them, the
workers who lose jobs and income. But we can’t afford to stop there. We need, in effect, a shock doctrine in
reverse. We need to seize the openings for change the coronavirus creates, and challenge the capacity of our
rich and powerful to become ever richer and more powerful at the expense of our greater social well-being.”
Journalist Bill Moyers gave an extraordinary speech to the Environmental Grantmakers Association in Minnesota
on October 16, 2001. Hear these illuminating words in his keynote address “AFTER 9/11”: “Those brave
firefighters and policemen and Port Authority workers and emergency rescue personnel were public employees all,
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most of them drawing a modest middle-class income for extremely dangerous work. They have caught our
imaginations not only for their heroic deeds but because we know so many people like them, people we took for
granted. For once, our TV screens have been filled with the modest declarations of average Americans coming to
each other’s aid.” Just as public servants were the great American heroes of those days, right after the 9/11
attacks, doctors, nurses and healthcare workers in hospitals and nursing homes are the unbelievably stressed
heroes today, and they are risking their lives, and those of their families. Bill Moyers insightfully continued:
“I find this thrilling and sobering. It could offer a new beginning, a renewal of civil values that could leave our
society stronger and more together than ever, working on common goals for the public good. More than a decade
ago, the playwright Tony Kushner wrote: ‘There are moments in history when the fabric of everyday life unravels,
and there is this unstable dynamism that allows for incredible social change in short periods of time. People and
the world they’re living in can be transformed, either for the good or the bad, or some mixture of the two.’”
“Alas, it was not to be. There are other sightings to report. It didn’t take long for the wartime opportunists -the mercenaries of Washington, the lobbyists, lawyers and political fundraisers -- to crawl out of their offices on
K Street to grab what they can for their clients. While in New York we are still attending memorial services for
firemen and police, while everywhere Americans’ cheeks are still stained with tears, while the president calls for
patriotism, prayers and piety, the predators of Washington are up to their old tricks in the pursuit of private
plunder at public expense. In the wake of this awful tragedy wrought by terrorism, they are cashing in.”
“If I sound a little bitter about this, I am. The president rightly appeals every day for sacrifice. But to these
mercenaries, sacrifice is for suckers. I am angry, yes, but my sadness is greater than the anger. Our business
and political class owes us better than this. They’re on top. If ever they were going to put patriotism over
profits, if ever they were going to practice the magnanimity of winners, this was the moment. To hide now behind
the flag while ripping off a country in crisis fatally separates them from the common course of American life.”
“They’re counting on patriotism to distract you from their plunder. They’re counting on you to stand at attention
with your hand over your heart, pledging allegiance to the flag, while they pick your pocket!” Villains! Read the
entire enlightening text of Bill Moyers’ great speech online, as republished on 9/11/2014, the 13th anniversary of
9/11. Search for After 9/11, The Greatest Sedition Would Be Our Silence.
Fast forward to 2021, and make no mistake about it: Things like this, on an even bigger scale, are happening again
right now, “in spades”, with the largest federal relief borrowings ever. So it is a good time to remember that,
during World War II, Harry Truman called excessive war profiteering “treason.” When he heard rumors of such
activities, he got into his Dodge and, during a Congressional recess, drove 30,000 miles to pay unannounced visits
to corporate offices and worksites. The Senate committee he chaired launched aggressive investigations into
shady wartime business practices and found “waste, inefficiency, mismanagement and profiteering,” according to
Truman, who called such behavior unpatriotic. Urged on by Truman and others in Congress, President Roosevelt
supported broad increases in the corporate income tax and raised the excess-profits tax to 90 percent, and
charged the Office of War Mobilization with the task of eliminating illegal profits.
Today, never before has there been so sudden an opportunity to exploit a calamity than right now, as the medical
and economic crisis makes it urgently necessary for the federal government to abandon all concerns for the
spiking debt, and to fling open the purse strings of the public treasury to provide trillions in emergency relief.
The Woes Attendant to the Radicalization of the Republican Party
The Republican Party has undergone a radical transformation from a political party with a modicum of honorable
principles and integrity when Dwight Eisenhower and Ronald Reagan were president to a pathological opportunistic
party today that has largely abandoned its principles and is deeply anti-democratic. The longtime White House
political reporter Jackie Calmes succinctly explains this insidiously perverted trajectory in a June 13, 2021 Op Ed
article, My front row seat to the radicalization of the Republican Party.
A primary driver of this ruthlessly partisan GOP opportunism was Newt Gingrich, who pushed hardline policies and
advised his followers in the 1990s to “be nasty”. He tried to keep conservatives perpetually angry at Democrats
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and at government in general, with the help of right-wing media megaphones that had begun after the Fairness
Doctrine in public broadcasting was eliminated, thereby facilitating the mobilization of a nationwide network of
right-wing talk radio hosts like Rush Limbaugh that echoed Gingrich’s subversive talking points every day.
There “was a straight line from Gingrich’s uncompromising, smash-mouth politics to the Tea Party and then to
Trump.” It was nationalistic, protectionist, xenophobic, nativist white supremacism that ran deep, and virulently
encompassed uncompromising stances on immigrants, abortion, gay people, religion and taxes.
It should be clearly understood that, in addition, our government is made less than fairly democratic because of
various provisions in the U.S. Constitution. The way the Electoral College is structured allows a president to win
office despite having support of fewer voters than an opponent (as happened with George W. Bush, who got
540,000 fewer votes than Al Gore, and Donald Trump, who got almost 3 million votes fewer than Hillary Clinton in
2016). Also, the U.S. Senate is not democratically representative, for every state has two Senators, despite
representing different numbers of constituents. For instance, California has almost 40 million people, while
Wyoming has less than 600,000, yet they both have two Senators. This means that less populated states have a
relatively larger say in what bills are passed, and in getting partisan candidates appointed to federal courts. Also,
the current filibuster rule in the Senate has a 60-vote requirement for any bill to be passed, giving a minority the
ability to kill almost any bill, especially when they pursue a top priority of making the other party fail.
Conservatives have managed to capture a 6-to-3 majority of seats on the Supreme Court, allowing partisans on
the high court to make decisions that are contrary to free and fair elections, like the Citizens United ruling that
rationalized Big Money in our elections and lobbying, and gave excessive influence to rich people and giant
corporations, and the ruling in 2013 that eviscerated the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the bizarre decision that
allowed gerrymandering of congressional districts by state legislatures in 2019.
One outcome of the excessive influence grabbed by Republican politicians is found in the coldly calculating
efforts made by Republicans to turn basic preventative health precautions like social distancing and mask wearing
and even vaccinations against the coronavirus into culture war conflicts. This has had lethal impacts, and
contributed to making the USA the worst nation in the world in its response to the pandemic, as gauged by the
total number of cases and deaths. Republicans have even taken to attacking honorable public servants like Dr.
Anthony Fauci and Democrats, trying to gain political advantages at the expense of the greater good. This is
lethal treachery. And it is getting worse with conspiracy theory-pushing politicians like Marjorie Taylor Greene
(R- GA) who promotes baseless QAnon conspiracies and has advocated violence against other lawmakers.
To remedy some of these retrograde challenges, the For The People Act must be passed as a critical first step in
establishing fairer elections and making our government more accountable to the people. We have great needs -desperate needs -- for progressive action and reforms and preventing corruption, and for public service that is
fairly focused on improving the general welfare and the prospects for future well-being.
Think About It!
Extreme short-termism has assumed a mantle of being mandatory in the current crisis, even though it means
burdening every taxpayer in every future year with a unprecedented spiking of national debt obligations. This
expediency will inevitably leave a lousy legacy to our children. A sad legacy of more urgent rationales and efforts
to impose austerity measures on the masses.
Don’t doubt for a minute that there are countless shenanigans going on in this epic moment of public health
emergency, in the profligately cash-flooded swamp in Washington D.C. Where does the sudden influx of money
come from? Ah, yes, of course, prestidigitation from the public treasury. The floodgates have been flung open,
burdening every taxpayer forever hereafter with interest expense obligations on the rapidly mounting debt. This
action will deprive everyone in the future of federal spending that will be taken up by interest costs rather than
social safety net programs or any of the multitude of general welfare things that forced budget cuts will entail.
John Steinbeck penned an extraordinary passage in The Log from the Sea of Cortez: “Some time ago a Congress
of honest men refused an appropriation of several hundreds of millions of dollars to feed our people. They said,
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and meant it, that the economic structure of the country would collapse under the pressure of such expenditure.
And now the same men, just as honestly, are devoting many billions of dollars to the manufacture, transportation,
and detonation of explosives to protect the people they would not feed.” In those words, Steinbeck was
referring to the Second World War that was then going on, nine months before Japan attacked Pearl Harbor -- a
war “which no one wants to fight, in which no one can see a gain: a zombie war of sleep-walkers which
nevertheless goes on out of all control of intelligence.” Steinbeck and his close friend, ‘Doc’ Ed Ricketts wrote
these words while embarked on a famous marine biology expedition to the Sea of Cortez in March 1940, on a 77foot-long chartered fishing vessel named the Western Flyer.
Big Picture Perspective
The coronavirus pandemic has made it crystal clear that there are intolerable dangers in having divide-to-conquer
politicians in control of our national decision-making and priority setting. An intentionally divided populace is
easier to exploit than an auspiciously united one. It’s easier to take advantage of a citizenry that has been made
extremely insecure by shrewd and exceedingly treacherous “conservative” schemers who have torpedoed both
universal healthcare and collective bargaining rights for workers who seek a better deal in their jobs.
We see with heightened acuteness how vulnerable it makes everyone to have leaders like Trump who deviously
boasted about how good a job he was doing -- despite overwhelming contradictory evidence. Compounding such
failings, he played bizarre blame games, and engaged in divisive partisanship, and acted with uncompromising
fixity of purpose to politicize emergencies, control the populace, and exploit and oppress the majority of the
American people. We see how crazy it is to have leaders who are inflexible in their efforts to perpetuate a
highly profitable private medical system that leaves tens of millions of people behind, lacking insurance or access
to preventative healthcare, and frequently unable to afford good medical care. And we see how thin their spin is,
as they bombard us with falsehoods, distractions and emotion-manipulating wedge issue diatribes.
Let’s not lose sight of the bigger picture and longer-term considerations right now, at this overwhelming juncture
of urgent emergency in which we are enmeshed. With win-win solutions abounding, it is time for all citizens to
stand up and insist that our leaders choose propitious plans, rather than allowing scheming Dividers to push for
win-lose plans and swindles and betrayals of the public trust. The rashness of these foibles means that it is our
common obligation to relegate these charlatans to the rejected failure anteroom in the dustbin of history.
Subversive divide-to-conquer politicians have worked overtime to make people believe corporations should have
the same legal rights as real people. They try to give people good reason to distrust government. These ruses
have allowed iron-heeled corporate executives and their feel-good public relations departments to double-down
on their maniacal pursuit of profits over the common good. Privatization? Save the U.S. Postal Service!
Early on, Jared Kushner and his team reportedly decided that, because the virus hit blue states hardest, a
national plan was unnecessary and would not make sense politically. “The political folks believed that because it
was going to be relegated to Democratic states, that they could blame those governors, and that would be an
effective political strategy,” said the expert. This was an incredibly cold calculation, an Orwellian stand that, “as
long as they can make Trump supporters think more Democrats are suffering and dying than Republicans, they'll
keep on their present course.” “The bottom line is that the Trump Administration sees everything through a
partisan political lens. EVERYTHING. As long as they think more Democrats will suffer and die from COVID-19
than Republicans, they'll either avoid doing anything to fight the virus or will do the bare minimum to make it look
like they're doing so.” The subsequent trend is clear, however, with Republicans most ‘hesitant’ about getting
vaccinated and the spread of the delta variant: COVID-19 is now more of a Red State problem than a Blue State
problem … Check out the article in Daily Kos for more information, What happens when red states pass blue
states in #COVID19 cases per capita? We're about to find out.
During stay-at-home orders to control the spread of the virus, essential workers were allowed to continue
fulfilling their duties. But what activities, it begged the question, are essential? Republicans want to advance
their power-abusing agenda by saying gun sales are essential, but getting an abortion is not. Etc. Furthermore,
majorities of essential workers are underpaid, and are required to risk their lives in providing services.
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It is sad that social distancing has become necessary at a time when the need is growing for solidarity, social
cohesion, collaboration, honesty and responsibility in governing. Let’s come together now, with open minds, and
find better solutions to keep people healthier and safer. Let’s ponder what is really essential. Instead of putting
top priority on imposing regressive tax cut swindles, our leaders should rightly emphasize better public well-being
and safety, and improved public education, greater fairness of opportunity, and broader expressions of liberty.
I love the idealistic idea that “All you need is love”. Unfortunately, it turns out that hate can be an even more
powerful motivating force. Roger Stone, the treacherously cunning dandy and self-described “dirty trickster” -now convicted felon -- has made this clear throughout his slimy career. Republicans and manipulative Fox News
opinion voices like Tucker Carlson, and Charles Koch and his pathological ilk, have used this perverse insight to
help them brainwash people into supporting their grotesquely inequitable and anti-democratic agenda.
Dangers of Authoritarianism
The common reactions of Chinese leaders to crisis -- strict secrecy, media censorship, “thought police”, attempts
to protect “stability”, and adherence to central authority -- were evident during the early period of the
coronavirus crisis, according to a detailed insider account published by the China Media Project. On Dec. 30,
2019, this account says, the Wuhan Health Commission “issued an order to hospitals, clinics and other healthcare
units strictly prohibiting the release of any information about treatment of this new disease.”
Likewise, Republican leaders in the U.S. put public health and safety directly at risk when they suppressed truths
about the dangers of the proliferation of the coronavirus pathogen. Like the Chinese government in the early
weeks of the virus outbreak, Trump officials downplayed the threats posed by the contagious virus, and even
called it a hoax. They suppressed vital information and actively misled the public, and also harmfully failed to
rapidly ramp up testing for the disease to find out where the contagion was spreading.
These efforts were made to lull people into a false sense of security, delaying an effective life-saving response.
Then Trump began giving daily Reality Show TV briefings in which he contradicted his own healthcare experts.
He even said in late March 2020 that we may be able to resume work and normal activities by Easter Sunday, less
than 3 weeks later, before being forced to face reality. Then he got flustered with negative feedback to his
quack prescriptions, and began pushing for businesses and schools to reopen earlier than it was safe to do so.
When in doubt, remember what the astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson tells us: “The good thing about science is
that it's true whether or not you believe in it.” An astute observer recalled Chernobyl, the HBO television series,
after having witnessed governments lying to their people. In this show about the nuclear meltdown disaster in
Ukraine in 1986, a man says, “Every lie we tell incurs a debt to the truth. Sooner or later, that debt gets paid.”
Leaders around the world are seizing expanded power under the cover of crisis. The New York Times reported:
“As the coronavirus pandemic brings the world to a juddering halt and anxious citizens demand action, leaders
across the globe are invoking executive powers and seizing virtually dictatorial authority with scant resistance.”
Concerned critics of some of the extraordinary measures that are being imposed say that many governments “are
using the public health crisis as cover to seize new powers that have little to do with the outbreak, with few
safeguards to ensure that their new authority will not be abused.” Questions immediately arise as to when such
emergency measures will ever be relinquished. A United Nations Special Reporter on counterterrorism and human
rights summarized the dangers succinctly: “We could have a parallel epidemic of authoritarian and repressive
measures following close on the heels of the health epidemic.”
Revealingly, early in the pandemic, Trump “said the quiet part out loud” while phoning into “Fox & Friends” to
discuss the first federal stimulus bill passed by Congress. He lamented provisions and calls for adequate funding
that Democrats had tried to add to the package to make voting easier and safer during times of the pandemic.
"The things they had in there were crazy," he said. "They had levels of voting, that if you ever agreed to it you'd
never have a Republican elected in this country again." A salutary potentiality, given the circumstances!
Trumpian Intrigue
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It is sad that Trump was so focused on his personal interests, and so intent on rewarding his friends and loyalists
while punishing his critics and “enemies”. It endangered everyone that we couldn’t trust either his judgment or
his motives. He has always shown he cares more about himself than anyone else, and in power he cared much more
about his own political fortunes than he cared about the general welfare. He is monstrously lacking in compassion
for the health of others harmed by his rigid fixity on underhanded games politics, in healthcare and security.
A stubborn adherence to tax cuts for the top 1% as a solution to all problems has been “conservative” orthodoxy
since 1981. This is a sickly plan. Demonstrably, what has really been trickling down since the Reagan regime has
been more than $25 trillion in burdensome public debt, along with harm-engendering extreme disparities in health
outcomes and safety between the fortunate few and the unfortunate many. We also see vulnerabilities that are
heightened, and the hegemony of Wall Street interests over people on Main Street. It’s as if these trickle down
plans are mean-spirited rather than merely being inadvertent planks in gale-buffeted Tough Luck capitalism.
Risk Taking and Culpability
P.J. O’Rourke famously said, “The Republicans are the party that says government doesn't work and then they get
elected and prove it.” And sure enough, look at the pathetic proof of this observation right now. Trump
Republicans grabbed power by hijacking people’s emotions, exploiting fears, promoting propaganda, circulating
falsehoods on social media, suppressing votes of millions of people, and gerrymandering hundreds of congressional
districts. Then they began brazenly abusing power by giving corporations more and more power, eliminating
regulations, hollowing out government, evading accountability, cutting budgets for the Centers for Disease
Control, dismissing or driving away scientists and experts at all levels of government, and pursuing a perverse
agenda that increases the concentration of wealth in the hands of the few while exacerbating health inequities
and social inequalities.
Republicans have been trying for years to repeal the Affordable Care Act. If they had succeeded at this, with
their lawsuit that was finally rejected by the Supreme Court in June 2021, then more than 20 million Americans
could have lost health insurance coverage -- during an epidemic! And every person with pre-existing conditions
would have been at greater risk of losing medical coverage for their afflictions. In addition, Republican
Governors of 14 states have inhumanely refused to expand Medicaid coverage for people whose income and
resources are insufficient for them to afford health care.
Republicans have three main reasons for having spent the past ten years treacherously trying to repeal or
sabotage the Affordable Care Act. First, its provisions cost billions of dollars every year, and they were
financed by increasing taxes by 3.8% on rich people’s net investment incomes. It is clear that wealthy Republican
donors like the Koch’s, Adelsons, Mercers and their ilk have an uncompromising anti-social aversion to being
subjected to paying taxes. Second, the Affordable Care Act was enacted because the smart black man in the
White House -- a Democrat! -- had spent great political capital championing its passage, and Donald Trump has a
demonstrated racist chip on his shoulder against all of President Obama’s accomplishments. And third, the Act
expanded insurance coverage to tens of millions of folks who were second-class-citizen poor people, who as likely
as not had been relying on public assistance Medicaid for medical care -- and may have been milking the system by
collecting food stamps, even if they did not have a job, “the lazy bums”.
Public health insurance is a traditional “automatic stabilizer” that helps cushion economic adversities during times
of recession, “and one that seems especially critical during a pandemic. Trump has been working to shred this
part of the safety net too, by adding red tape and cutting funding.” The administration also demanded that
states add additional paperwork requirements for enrollment in both Medicaid and the Children’s Health
Insurance Program, causing eligible families to lose coverage. “Hell of a job, guys.”
Trump/McConnell Republicans demonstrate rigid commitments to promoting the ascendancy of rich people and
corporate entities over common folk in all their actions. It is almost impossible to summons enough satirical
ridicule to adequately express how weak their rationalizations are, especially in the glaring spotlight of awareness
that everyone becomes more vulnerable during a contagious disease epidemic when large numbers of people do not
have access to good medical care and/or cannot afford it.
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While Dr. Anthony Fauci is a leading expert on infectious diseases, Trump is a charlatan who struggled to survive
the failings of his administration and the treachery of his agenda and the dangerous inadequacies of his
character. He is unfit to cope with the responsibilities the moment called for. Trump assembled a myopic group
of reactionaries, cowed Yes Men and slavish praise-offering sycophants in his administration’s bizarre corrupt
kakistocracy (i.e., government by the least qualified citizens, and/or the most unprincipled.)
“Since the election of Ronald Reagan, America has tended to value individual market choice over collective
welfare. This coronavirus calamity has revealed that the fundamental insecurity of American life is a threat to
us all.” So when the Trump administration sowed seeds for making the pandemic worse through its actions, it
came on the heels of them having also rammed through debt-financed Tax Cut swindles to primarily benefit the
wealthy. These twin idiocies were already causing the national debt to skyrocket even before our representatives
desperately began enacting unprecedentedly costly remedial stimulus measures and bailouts.
This rash Tax Cut scam was forcing budget cuts for most of the hallmarks of a civilized society, including cuts
from social safety net programs, state department diplomacy, foreign assistance, environmental protections,
public broadcasting, and a whole host of other vitally important things. Simultaneously, Republicans were jacking
up spending on the military and immigration enforcement, and making the government into a threat to the unity,
freedoms, domestic tranquility and human rights of the people -- undermining their general welfare and security.
Trump had a big hand in having made America First in the world in the number of cases of COVID-19, and in the
total number of people who have died from the disease. In a March 30 editorial, A president unfit for a
pandemic, the Boston Globe editorial board wrote that Trump has "blood on his hands" for the way he has handled
the pandemic. “Rather than making the expected federal effort to mobilize rapidly to distribute needed gowns,
masks and ventilators to ill-equipped hospitals and to the doctors and nurses around the country who are left
unprotected treating a burgeoning number of patients, the administration has instead been caught outbidding
individual states trying to purchase medical supplies. … It has left governors and mayors in the lurch, begging for
help. The months the administration wasted with prevarication about the threat and its subsequent missteps will
amount to exponentially more COVID-19 cases than were necessary.”
The Boston Globe editorial stated that what the U.S. needed was a White House that could act “swiftly and
competently” to roll out testing, distribute medical supplies and provide consistent messaging. But instead, Trump
was “epically outmatched by a global pandemic.” It added that the administration made “catastrophic decisions”
and “critical errors” that have “doomed” us to “a season of untold suffering.” It is not hyperbole to say that
Trump and cronies like Republican Governors in Florida, Texas, Oklahoma and Arizona also have blood on their
hands, along with Fox News executives like Rupert Murdoch and Sean Hannity and for their deceitful treachery.
We cannot afford to have rulers supported by a credulous political base that in effect sticks its head in the sand
by believing their Party is right, when in fact their Party led the most corrupt administration in American history.
Their kowtowing to corporate abusers of influence -- while rashly abusing power -- was an outrage to propriety.
We cannot afford to have leaders who play lopsidedly to this political base by exploiting ginned-up antagonisms
and using hot button social issues to “own the libs”. We cannot continue to allow scheming politicians to cunningly
impose their inflexible hegemony of devious, exploitive and opprobrious public policies on the masses.
Authoritarian followers oddly demonstrate a commitment to ideology that, in effect, is willing to cut their noses
off to spite their faces. This is What’s the Matter with Kansas? It is folly for voters to have blind allegiance to
manipulative politicians who push policies that are antithetical to their own best interests, and to the greater
good of the majority right now, and to billions of our heirs in the future. And to life on Earth.
Social distancing and the economic cataclysm are wreaking havoc on billions of individual lives in a surrealistic
moment of Salvador Dali-like melting clock chaos, dissipation, confusion and disarray. Tuning out the toxic
twisted tales told by idiots on the world stage, we tune in to the reassuringly disturbing explanations of Dr. Fauci,
who speaks truth to power with calm, honesty and the knowledge of experience. Let us all give hearty thanks to
experts like him, and to courageous first responders, doctors, nurses and other healthcare workers.
Truly,
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain July 21, 2021

Contact at SaveTruffulaTrees@hotmail.com
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Coronavirus and Disaster Capitalists: An Axis of Allied Forces
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain, creator of the Earth Manifesto
June 2017, with updates through July 21, 2021
This manifesto has been evolving for decades, and at the moment of the latest updates, a specter is haunting the
world. The specter appears in the form of a terrible global pandemic that has infected almost 200 million people
worldwide, and killed over 4 million. This has destabilized societies by making desperate remedial measures
necessary, like social distancing, wearing masks and sheltering-in-place that have caused one of the most suddenly
calamitous economic reversals in history.
This highly contagious coronavirus pathogen has spread insidiously in a series of waves in the United States and
every other country around the world. Humanity does not have any adapted immunity to this novel virus, which is
easily transmitted, even by those who show no symptoms. Unfortunately, the bitter prophylactic medicine required
to stop the contagion involves measures that upend the interconnected systems of production, consumption,
international trade, shopping, public transportation, business and vacation travel, and virtually every facet of
normal intercourse and interaction that is basic to our safety, well-being and general welfare.
This disease is not only a harsh humanitarian healthcare crisis, but also an abrupt economic crisis that has caused a
dramatic spike in unemployment and widespread hardships and severe social disruptions. Most unfortunately,
instead of heeding the wise advice to BE PREPARED, which has been a motto of Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts for
more than a century across the land of the free, the Trump administration was poorly prepared, and divided people
against each other into a perilous state of Two Americas -- of the fortune few who are well-to-do and healthier,
and the masses who are experiencing glaring insecurities, desperate circumstances and higher risks of infection.
A system-shocking crisis like this presents us with powerful motivating energy and glimpses of clarity. We should
not make the existential error of failing to use these dangerous opportunities to make needed reforms. Big
structural changes are required, as Senator Elizabeth Warren often stresses. This remodeling should focus on
helping the vast majority of people, not shoveling public funds to corporate executives and shareholders.
The United States has been in especially dire straits due to the Trump administration having allowed special
interest groups to exert dominating control over our national decision-making and priority setting. As a really sad
consequence, we have been excessively vulnerable to the cruel ravages of the pandemic. Our politics are
dangerously dysfunctional, and We the People have been manipulatively pitted against each other in conflicting
tribal camps, contributing to this dystopian outcome.
Remember Martin Luther King Jr.’s famous words, “Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health care is the
most shocking and inhumane.” He had earlier observed in his Letter from the Birmingham Jail in April 1963,
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality,
tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly.”
The COVID-19 public health crisis has made it clear that the U.S. for-profit healthcare system is deeply flawed.
Health experts tell us that our leaders make everyone more susceptible to getting sick and dying from a contagious
disease like this when they perpetuate a medical system that leaves tens of millions of people without anything
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other than emergency medical care. Many folks recognize that healthcare should properly be regarded as a human
right, and that it is dangerous for everyone to have a shoddy healthcare system that neglects the well-being of a
large segment of our society.
The Sad Implications of Stimulated Inequality
The Chinese word for crisis is composed of two characters, one meaning danger, and the other opportunity. And
sure enough, in every crisis there are silver linings of opportunity, some for better and some for worse.
Look what crony capitalism in the USA is doing. The powers-that-be have succeeded to an astonishing degree in
creating Two Americas, with one faction that has many winners enjoying economic security, and the other
featuring a vast majority of the people who are financially insecure and struggling. The winners in this winnertake-all economy enjoy historically low tax rates on their incomes. This grand capitalist game grinds on until a
severe crisis hits, and then the motivating power of critical needs for reform sparks emergency responses and
social strife and hopefully remedial structural changes. These progress-oriented plans compete with shrewd and
powerful opportunists who jockey for position to hijack the great Shock Doctrine moment to gain more benefits
and advantages and bailouts for themselves at the public’s expense.
The coronavirus crisis shines a glaring light on the harms engendered by the corrupted status quo, with its
excessive class divide, extreme political dysfunction and often a “culture of corruption.” Conservatives have been
the main force behind creating this divided nation of “Two Americas”, as the articulate former U.S. Senator John
Edwards called it. Edwards was a candidate for vice president in 2004 and president in 2008. He spoke about
this extreme social stratification in American society in a famous speech to the Democratic National Convention
in 2004. He referred to haves and have-nots, and spoke forcefully about the true nature of an overarching
injustice of having “the America of the privileged and the wealthy, and the America of those who live from
paycheck to paycheck.” … “I have spent my life fighting for the kind of people I grew up with. For two decades, I
stood with kids and families against big HMOs and big insurance companies. When I got to the Senate, I fought
those same fights against the Washington lobbyists, and for causes like the Patients' Bill of Rights.”
Edwards added, “We can build one America where we no longer have two health care systems: one for families
who get the best health care money can buy, and then one for everybody else rationed out by insurance
companies, drug companies and HMOs. Millions of Americans have no health coverage at all. It doesn't have to
be that way.”
Referring to this Two Americas insight in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in 2005, John Edwards wrote:
“During the campaign of 2004, I spoke often of the two Americas … I spoke of the difference in the schools, the
difference in the loan rates, the difference in opportunity. All of that pales today. Today ... we see a harsher
example of two Americas. We see the poor and working class of New Orleans who don't own a car and couldn't
evacuate to hotels or families far from the target of Katrina. We see the suffering of families who lived from
paycheck to paycheck and who followed the advice of officials and went to shelters at the Civic Center or the
Superdome or stayed home to protect their possessions.”
Now, as the terrible onslaught of the coronavirus finally begins to recede after amazingly effective vaccines have
been developed and widely deployed, this divide is still deep. For instance, early on, a New York Times article
indicated in The 1% Solution to the Pandemic: Escape from New York: “Broad-scale emergencies never fail to
reveal the fault lines in the American class system, and it was suddenly clear that New Yorkers were going to go
about the business of combating the coronavirus differently, with more than toilet paper hoarding and Purell,
because they had a powerful inoculate: secondary real estate.” Elites abandoned the hard-hit Big Apple early in
the pandemic to go to safer environs like their second homes in the Hamptons.
The Riggers and the Rigging
Former Labor Secretary Robert Reich explains these things, and even better, he proposes how to fix them. In
his book, "The System; Who Rigged It, How We Fix It", he exposes how wealth and power have eviscerated the
middle class and undermined democracy. Professor Reich reveals how the system propagates myths about
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meritocracy, free markets and corporate social responsibility to distract us from truths about abused power, and
how it misleads millions of Americans into voting against their own self-interest. The book is a call to action,
asserting that we can win fundamental change and make democracy work for the majority once again.
In The System; Who Rigged It, How We Fix It, Reich says that the real divide in America today is establishment
versus anti-establishment. The triumphant winners -- the comparatively few at the top -- have siphoned off much
of the wealth of the country, to the detriment of average Americans whose wages have been tightly controlled,
and whose health and general welfare and general welfare have been largely ignored.
“America's political and economic systems aren't broken, they're rigged,” observes Reich. “They're rigged for
the rich and powerful, and defined by an unwillingness by those in power to take on the big fights like passing
Medicare for All, or a Green New Deal. It's little wonder why millions of Americans have lost confidence in the
politics of maintaining the status quo.” This is “socialism for the rich”, and it leaves everyone else to endure the
harsh realities of capitalism, especially women and most persons in racial minorities.
Cause and Effect
The ruling class in the U.S. has created a winner-takes-all society and an economy where the top 1% own almost
half the nation’s wealth. Before the pandemic, with three-quarters of all full-time working people living from
paycheck to paycheck, and more than 70% of people owing personal debt, something like 40% of Americans would
struggle to come up with $400 for an unexpected expense, according to CareerBuilder, a leading job site.
A main reason for this state of affairs is that workers have been deprived of bargaining power in the past 40
years as corporations, and the politicians they buy, have succeeded in crushing unions and depriving working
people of better representation. At the same time, according to Professor Robert Reich, “antitrust enforcement
has gone into remission. The U.S. government has basically given a green light to companies seeking to gain
monopoly power over digital platforms and networks (Google, Apple, Amazon, Facebook); wanting to merge into
giant oligopolies (pharmaceuticals, health insurers, airlines, seed producers, food processors, military contractors,
Wall Street banks, internet service providers); or intent on creating local monopolies (food distributors, waste
disposal companies, hospitals).”
Professor Reich explains why and how power has become excessively concentrated in the hands of the few in his
July 2018 opinion article, Almost 80% of US workers live from paycheck to paycheck. By establishing a growing
monopoly on the nation’s wealth, rich people have gained growing power in our Supreme Court-sanctioned influence
peddling politics. And, “Concentrated economic power has given corporations more ability to hold down wages,
because workers have less choice of whom to work for. And it has let companies impose provisions on workers
that further weaken their bargaining power, such as anti-poaching and mandatory arbitration agreements.”
“This great shift in bargaining power, from workers to corporations, has pushed a larger portion of national
income into profits, and a lower portion into wages than at any time since the Second World War. In recent
years, most of those profits have gone into higher executive pay and higher share prices rather than into new
capital investments or worker pay. Add to this the fact that the richest 10% of Americans own about 80% of all
shares of stock (the top 1% owns about 40%), and you get a broader picture of how and why inequality has
widened so dramatically.”
“Another consequence: corporations and wealthy individuals have had more money to pour into political campaigns
and lobbying, while labor unions have had far less. In 1978, for example, congressional campaign contributions by
labor Political Action Committees were on par with corporate PAC contributions. But since 1980, corporate PAC
giving has grown at a much faster clip, and today the gulf is huge.”
Professor Reich continued: “It is no coincidence that all three branches of the federal government, as well as
most state governments, have become more ‘business-friendly’ and less ‘worker-friendly’ than at any time since
the 1920s. As I’ve noted, Congress recently slashed the corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%. Meanwhile, John
Roberts’ Supreme Court has more often sided with business interests in cases involving labor, the environment, or
consumers than has any Supreme Court since the mid-1930s. Over the past year it not only ruled against public
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employee unions but also decided that workers cannot join together in class action suits when their employment
contract calls for mandatory arbitration. The federal minimum wage has not been increased since 2009, and is
now about where it was in 1950, when adjusted for inflation. Trump’s labor department is busily repealing many
rules and regulations designed to protect workers.”
America has experienced a long-run shift from farm to factory that was accompanied by decades of bloody labor
conflict that began in the 1880s. Then a shift took place from factory to office and other sedentary jobs, which
created new episodes of social upheaval. More recently, working people’s diminishing bargaining power has led to
domineering power by large corporations, “and consequentially, the dramatic widening of inequalities of income,
wealth, and political power.” This, in turn, “has had a more unfortunate and, I fear, more lasting consequence: an
angry working class vulnerable to demagogues peddling authoritarianism, racism and xenophobia.”
How the Dreadful Current State of Affairs Came to Be
Here is a germane excerpt from See Clearly: Sanity During Insane Times – Book Twelve of the Earth Manifesto:
The famous economist Milton Friedman once famously declared: “Only a crisis -- actual or perceived -- produces
real change. When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying around.
That, I believe, is our basic function: to develop alternatives to existing policies, to keep them alive and
available until the politically impossible becomes the politically inevitable.” Milton Friedman is right that some
of the best opportunities for dramatic change arise in a crisis. But Friedman advocated “conservative” ideas
that are rather wrongheaded in many aspects, due to the consequential extent that they tend to undermine
democracy and rip off the people. His ideas concerning money supply policy, deregulation, cutting taxes,
privatization, “free trade” and supply-side economics have significantly influenced government policies around
the world since the early 1980s, helping rationalize unacceptably retrograde priorities pushed by conservatives.
The best plan, by far, would be to collect the best ideas together, and seek out comprehensive understandings
that are informed by reason, prudence, fair-minded egalitarianism, and consistency with both the greater good
and expansive concepts of freedom. In other words, we need well-articulated progressive plans, not reactionary
conservative plans, and these need to be articulated clearly and forcefully so that We the People will be saved
from far right policies that are proving to be disastrous to current and future well-being.
When Congress responded to the colossal coronavirus crisis in March 2020 by passing a series of emergency
remedial measures, a major point of contention was controls over a $500 billion bailout plan for big corporate
entities. If this “slush fund” was handed out without adequate transparency, as seems likely, and no one would be
held accountable for this shock doctrine boon to scheming corporations and their shareholders, this will be a
tragic travesty of fair dealing. Republicans always want to give big benefits to people at the top, so they
deviously assure the citizenry that the public assistance to elites will trickle down to the benefit of all.
After the Senate and House hammered out the CARES Act, a record large $2.2 trillion emergency relief bill,
they passed it unanimously. But only after Democrats secured assurances in the bill that a Pandemic Response
Accountability Committee would ensure that the huge $500 billion bucket of money for Big Businesses would not
be used to reward favored corporations like ones in oil, gas and coal businesses, while penalizing others like ones
in clean energy companies. But then the bill went to Donald Trump, and he issued a “signing statement” disclaimer
in which he indicated he intended to ignore the bill’s requirements related to reporting to Congress and
submitting to oversight. This defiant rejection of oversight and accountability in the biggest bailout in U.S.
history was another in a growing list of Republican abuses of power that arrogantly demonstrate corrupt intent.
“Can they be trusted? Will details ever be disclosed? Will there be fairness? Accountability? Don’t bet on it.”
Smarter, fairer and more balanced plans would be vastly preferable. Instead of embracing such common good
plans, Republicans as always are much more focused on comforting the comfortable, even though they thereby
demonstrate a pathological lack of commitment to taking strong and effective steps to preventing the further
affliction of the afflicted.
In the urgency of the current crisis moment, we should not overlook the big picture context of the opportunistic
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gamesmanship involved in picking winners and losers in this emergency. It would be an existential error to lose
sight of the forest in our selective ministering to all the individual trees.
Timeline of the Transmission of the Coronavirus
The Trump administration moved from dangerous efforts to downplay the spiraling risks of the coronavirus for
many weeks to declaring a war on it. In the process of that new approach, Republicans took advantage of the
situation to reduce regulations and expand government power. The Environmental Protection Agency, headed by
former coal lobbyist Andrew Wheeler, announced a sweeping and indefinite suspension of environmental rules as
the pandemic got worse. Green groups warned that this move gave fossil fuel industries a “green light to pollute
with impunity.”
Clear-eyed critics like youth climate leader Greta Thunberg accused the Trump administration of exploiting the
coronavirus crisis to advance its longstanding goal of drastically rolling back environmental protections. “The EPA
uses this global pandemic to create loopholes for destroying the environment,” tweeted Thunberg. “This is a
schoolbook example for what we need to start looking out for.”
Cynthia Giles, former head of the EPA’s Office of Enforcement under the Obama administration, stated that the
new policy was “essentially a nationwide waiver of environmental rules, for the indefinite future.”
After Trump declared a national emergency on Friday, March 13, 2020, his Department of Justice asked
Congress to allow the attorney general to indefinitely detain people without trial in violation of the constitutional
right of habeas corpus. This offensive was similar to what several other presidents have done to take advantage
of national emergencies beyond their constitutional powers. “Abraham Lincoln illegally suspended habeas corpus
during the Civil War. Franklin D. Roosevelt confined people of Japanese descent in internment camps during
World War II. And George W. Bush used his post-9/11 ‘war on terror’ to launch two illegal wars, mount a program
of punitive torture, conduct extensive unlawful surveillance and illegally detain people.”
Knowledge and understanding can be critically important. And ignorance can be dangerous and even deadly.
Consider, for instance, what can be learned from the two most famous economists of the twentieth century, John
Maynard Keynes and Milton Friedman.
John Maynard Keynes (pronounced Caines) was a British economist who studied what could be learned from the
Great Depression. He had the laudable and respect-worthy intent of developing ideas and strategies and policies
that would be effective in preventing another such terrible worldwide economic and social cataclysm.
Keynes’ insightful understandings had been forged in the crucible of the hard times of the Depression, so they
recognized that desperate times call for desperate measures, and he set forth a two-faceted doctrine. First, he
recommended strong federal government action to stimulate the economy during recessions, when slack demand
forces businesses to lay off employees and deficit spending is desirable to get economic activity growing again.
And second, he indicated that sensible measures should be taken to balance the federal budget or run surpluses
during economic expansions, in order to responsibly offset debt incurred during recessionary times. Republicans,
seeking political advantages and greater opportunities for profiteering, violate this broad consensus.
Milton Friedman, in sharp contrast to Keynes, was a powerful ideological proponent of free market economic plans,
and he staunchly opposed New Deal policies and remedies that arose during the devastating economic and social
crisis of the 1930s.
Sensationally, Milton Friedman is the veritable embodiment of understandings that ideas have real consequences.
Naomi Klein shows how Friedman and people following his dogmas have repeatedly used terrible shocks to put into
effect radical policies by privatizing former government functions and helping contractors and other crony
capitalists make big profits while people are too focused on emergencies to protect the greater good.
In the thought-provoking documentary The Shock Doctrine, Naomi Klein gives a groundbreaking alternative
history of the most dominant ideology of our time, Milton Friedman's free-market economic revolution. She
challenges the popular myth that this movement was ushered in through peaceful means around the world. She
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reviews the history of the CIA-assisted military coup against the democratically elected government of Salvador
Allende in Chile in 1973, and the even bloodier right-wing military coup and abuses of power in Argentina in 1976,
and Boris Yeltsin’s transformation of Russia’s state socialist economy into a capitalist oligarchic economy. She
shows historic footage of these and other economic shocks that were used to privatize industries, reduce
regulations on corporations, and violate democratic principles. Economic turmoil, widespread unrest and violence
accompanied these events. After the 9/11 attacks, the U.S. government took advantage of the ensuing crisis to
wage “shock and awe” invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, and a “disaster capitalism complex” arose that included a
newly established sprawling Department of Homeland Security.
An Aside on Humor
Humor has its value, so a lot of the things going around the Internet are worthwhile, like the newscast about the
Trump “Shitshow” and “Dumbfuckery”, and the hysterical New Jersey comedian J-L Cauvin’s masterful impression
of Trump concerning Jesus and coronavirus when the Manipulator-in-Chief was declaring he’d fire the economy
back up by Easter 2020. (To watch these things, search the Internet.)
Cynicism and ridicule seem like quaint, dusty and entirely inadequate means for speaking truth to power in the
face of propaganda-spewing regimes and power abusers clinging to illegitimate authority. But then again, let’s
check in with Mark Twain. His eminence provocatively wrote in his Chronicle of Young Satan: “Will a day come
when the race will detect the funniness of these juvenilities and laugh at them -- and by laughing at them,
destroy them? For your race, in its poverty, has unquestionably one really effective weapon -- laughter. Power,
Money, Persuasion, Supplication, Persecution -- these can lift at a colossal humbug -- push it a little -- crowd it a
little, weaken it a little, century by century; but only Laughter can blow it to rags and atoms at a blast. Against
the assault of Laughter nothing can stand.”
I chuckled ruefully upon reading the news the morning after the Kentucky Republican Rep. Thomas Massie forced
hundreds of House members to rush back to Washington D.C. in late March 2020, risking their lives and wasting
fossil fuels, in order to pass the unanimously approved Senate-formulated $2.2 trillion emergency economic
stimulus package. Leaders of both parties slammed the obtuse Republican attention seeker. Even Donald Trump
angrily charged him with being a “third-rate grandstander.” That was a well-merited insult, but it must have
really stung, coming from the world’s most notorious grandstander, who daily boasts and deceives and struts and
frets his hour upon the stage -- and causes heightened threats to the health, security, sanity, fairly democratic
representation, solvency, sustainability and general well-being of the American people.
One thing we know is that the Trump administration capitalized on the opportunity to try to use the CARES small
business loans and $500 billion “slush fund” to reward cronies and favored industries like oil companies, airlines,
cruise ship operators, giant agribusinesses and real estate companies, and to screw anyone who does not fawn
over Trump, or dares criticize him, or demand fairness, transparency or accountability.
Throughout his career as a scheming bankruptcy-declaring real estate mogul and casino boss, Trump showed he
can be ‘trusted’ only to cheat and lie and levy lawsuits and screw the public. His cunning self-serving selfpromoting actions and highly suspect motives belie any pretense that he cares about anyone other than himself
and his family, and money, power, celebrity and scandalous notoriety and immunity from prosecution for misdeeds.
Make no mistake about it, Trump introduced a new public health risk when he politicized efforts to address the
coronavirus crisis. He and his minions invidiously helped spread accusations that suggest the work of scientific
experts is a hoax, or less valid that the contradictory propaganda Trump spewed on Twitter, and on the White
House briefing stage.
Throughout 2020, many Trump supporters pushed the devious narrative “that health experts are part of a deepstate plot to hurt Trump’s reelection efforts by damaging the economy and keeping the United States shut down
as long as possible. Trump himself pushed this idea in the early days of the outbreak, calling warnings about the
spread of the coronavirus a kind of ‘hoax’ meant to undermine him.” Thereafter, Trump lost interest in trying to
contain the pandemic, and desperately tried to re-open economic activities even though new cases of COVID-19
were reaching awful levels during the remainder of his tenure in office.
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Winners and Losers, Revisited
Every severe crisis creates winners and losers, and in the cold calculus of authority-abusing Trumpism, Trump
Republicans want to take advantage of their positions of power to choose who will win and who will lose. Trump
has displayed his malignant narcissism by acting in vindictive ways, so he cannot be trusted to deal fairly with his
influence in the $500 billion “slush fund” that was included in the CARES recovery and stimulus bill.
Individuals, families and small businesses should have been given most of the relief from the catastrophic health
and economic calamity, instead of so much money being borrowed to bail out businesses and investors. Instead of
allowing businesses to lay off millions of workers and completely disrupt the future economy, it would have been a
much better idea to emulate European countries that guaranteed wages for employees to keep them in place so
that the eventual economic recovery would be easier.
David Brooks gave support to this idea in April 2020, stating, “I would say that, when we look at the bill that was
passed by Congress a couple of weeks ago, the stimulus bill, we’ll regard it as one of the worst economic packages,
maybe in American history, certainly in a time of crisis. What they’re doing in Europe is, they’re preserving their
businesses. They’re keeping people employed. … And we didn’t do that. We took a more individualistic approach,
we’ll just give you $1,200. We had a backstop measure, which is $350 billion for businesses. We should increase
that to $600 billion, $700 billion, so businesses can keep their payroll.” (An increase did follow soon thereafter.)
As it was, who were the winners in the relief package?
-- Big businesses that the Trump administration favored, who got huge cash bailouts from the public treasury,
especially including fossil fuel industries, Big Pharma and the gun industry, whose right-wing organization, the
NRA, used the COVID-19 pandemic as an excuse to pursue their “guns everywhere agenda” and boost gun sales by
exploiting spiking fears that the engineers of a dystopian future are working overtime to make worse. Fraud and
corruption by NRA leaders in the organization are making it even more discredited.
-- Speculators who jumped into the right stocks at the right time, and those who have access to inside
information to use put options and call options to leverage their advantages.
Who were the losers in the relief package?
-- Public transportation systems.
-- Workers in the gig economy.
-- Working women, especially those who become pregnant, and young people and everyone in future generations.
-- Independent contractors and everyone who falls through cracks of the shoddy, hasty, extremely costly plan.
-- Everyone who has to deal with the bureaucratic red tape of trying to get relief without success.
-- Arts organizations like live theater companies and movie theaters and all manner of non-profit organizations,
which are generally engaged in healthier, saner, more crucially important and more socially propitious activities
than for-profit corporations. Non-profits like Meals on Wheels and food banks nationwide surely should have
been included in the gusher of money that was borrowed by the federal government to try to forestall the worst
impacts of this contagion and economic contraction.
-- And, of course, among the losers will be every person who would suffer the cruel ravages of the poorly
controlled viral pathogen.
The Dangers of Economic Recession
The USA is woefully unprepared for a recession, as the insightful columnist Catherine Rampell incisively pointed
out on March 12, 2020. “That’s because both the Trump administration and state-level officials have spent the
past few years dismantling the very programs that would normally cushion the blow.”
Larry Kudlow, who was Trump’s National Economic Council director, put it this way, while trying to prevent early
calls for major fiscal intervention and bailouts in the face of the coronavirus contagion: “Let’s not forget, we
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have automatic stabilizers in the budget, okay?” If the unemployment rate rises, he noted, then “unemployment
insurance, food stamps, various welfare-related programs, those are automatic. You don’t have to go for
additional appropriation.”
“What Kudlow failed to mention,” observed Catherine Rampell, “is that this administration has been steadily
working to make those ‘automatic stabilizers’ much less automatic and much less stabilizing. Soon, for instance,
the Trump administration will start enforcing a new rule making it harder for Americans to get food stamps if
they can’t find work. Which is presumably the time when food assistance might be most helpful.”
Republicans also have been working to weaken regulations that had been put in place to protect workers and their
families from harms related to chemicals, plastics, pesticides and other toxins. Criminally pathetic!
Katrina vanden Heuvel, a columnist covering national politics and progressive movements, wrote in The coronavirus
makes a powerful case for boosting our social safety net: “The U.S. health care safety net is fragile, with tens of
millions of people having no health insurance and millions homeless.” She also noted, “For too long, conservatives
have failed to understand or admit that the building blocks of a strong social safety net -- paid sick leave, worker
protections, universal health care, small-business assistance, as well as measures such as moratoriums on
deportations and foreclosures -- are more than acts of kindness. They’re also economic cornerstones that help
stave off recession.“
The Bane of Increased Stress
Making matters worse, the strife between triumphing capitalists and struggling labor has made the "existential
cost" of financial insecurity much more dire, according to Andrew Abeyta, assistant professor in the department
of psychology at Rutgers University.
Living paycheck-to-paycheck is incredibly stressful. According to the American Psychological Association,
financial stress is the top source of stress for Americans. And it’s a well-known, scientific fact that stress has
many negative ramifications on people’s health.
“One way that living paycheck-to-paycheck can affect your health is the tendency to blow off medical care. A
2014 survey of over 3,000 people conducted by Harris Poll revealed that one in five Americans put their health
care needs on hold because they can’t pay the bill. In fact, more than 12 percent admitted to skipping doctor’s
visits and letting health issues go because of financial concerns. One Australian study even found that financial
stress can drive people to smoke, which boosts your risk of heart problems, considerably.”
Stress itself does plenty to raise your blood pressure and increase the risk of heart disease. “What’s more,
younger adults are in no way immune. Elizabeth Sweet, assistant professor in the department of anthropology at
the University of Massachusetts, conducted a study of stress in young adults and found those in debt to be more
likely to have a higher diastolic blood pressure and worse physical and mental health than those who were
financially secure.”
“Because we have solid evidence for the impact of debt on stress and emotional health (like depression and
anxiety), it is particularly reasonable to think debt can impact aspects of physical health that are sensitive to
stress, like cardiovascular disease and risk factors, obesity and metabolic function,” explains Sweet. “It’s also
important to think about how debt, or the stress associated with debt, can impact health behaviors or coping
behaviors, such as diet, exercise, substance abuse, medical care seeking or avoidance, which could all impact
physical health outcomes,” she says, adding that she is currently conducting more research on how living
paycheck-to-paycheck or carrying debt impacts health.
In contrast, financial security is conducive to psychological health. One study even found a connection between
financial security and the ability to find meaning in life. Andrew Abeyta explains: “An important component of
psychological health involves maintaining a sense of purpose and personal significance, what psychologists refer to
as meaning in life. Part of being a psychologically healthy person is feeling like you are important, and that what
you do matters. People who feel like their lives are purposeful and significant tend to lead happier and more
satisfied lives, and are better able to maintain a positive disposition in the face of stressful life events. Financial
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stress is associated with a reduced sense of purpose and significance. Relentless stress about money can
undermine a person’s sense of self-worth and personal meaning, making them feel worthless and like their lives
are pointless -- a pattern of thinking that can lead to clinical depression, even suicidal thoughts and behaviors.
It’s more difficult for them to enjoy life and they’re less able to psychologically adjust to stressful life events,
potentially setting them on the path to persistent anxiety, depression, substance abuse, and poor health.”
Obviously, the right thing for our elected representatives to do would be to create a fairer system that reduces
the gaps between the haves and the have nots.
Truth or Consequences
One thing should be completely clear: Truth matters. Devious leaders who promote falsehoods threaten the
general welfare and security and personal freedoms. We cannot trust our leaders to do the right thing because
they are so entrenched in their positions, especially Republicans who stand for rich people and stoutly defend the
privileges, prerogatives and domineering influence of their wealthy donors.
The Demagogue-in-Chief vainly struted, preened and congratulated himself, and tried to deceive people by
pushing propaganda that defends white male privilege and doubled down on giving lavish entitlements to the rich.
He deviously pretended to be a populist who cares about working people, while playing his political base against
the common good. But he is lying through his teeth to advance his own self-interest rather than honestly
promoting the greater good. He isn’t merely temperamentally ill suited to lead, but he is a malicious force
undermining public health, psychological well-being, truth, democracy, social cohesion, domestic tranquility, the
general welfare, national security and the broad blessings of liberty.
The respect-worthy former ambassador to Ukraine, Marie Yovanovitch, who Trump removed from her duties in
Ukraine for corrupt reasons, said after the impeachment trial, "It turns out that the truth matters, and
epidemics can't be subdued by tweet.” Ironically, the downfall of Teflon Don II was long-delayed but finally
came about because of a surprising and implacable enemy, the COVID-19 disease, which doesn’t give a damn about
his deceit and mistakes and distorting spin, or his braggadocio and bullying and treachery.
In February 2020, the director-general of the World Health Organization warned that “we’re not just fighting an
epidemic; we’re fighting an infodemic. Fake news spreads faster and more easily than this virus, and is just as
dangerous.” False information goes viral online, and misleads people, and this can cause real world harms -- and
lives to be lost. Misinformation and pernicious disinformation have gone viral with all-pervading transmission on
social media. One purpose of this insidious deceit in politics is to sow doubt and undermine people’s trust in their
government, in order to gain political advantages and get away with swindles and abuses of authority.
The rapid transmission of misinformation, and the ease of proliferation of falsehoods, makes me think of a quote
often misattributed to Mark Twain, “A lie can travel half way around the world while the truth is putting on its
shoes.” This idea is an echo of what Jonathan Swift had written more than 250 years ago, long before social
media made viral transmission a superhighway: “Besides, as the vilest Writer has his Readers, so the greatest
Liar has his Believers; and it often happens, that if a Lie be believ’d only for an Hour, it has done its Work, and
there is no further occasion for it. Falsehood flies, and the Truth comes limping after it; so that when Men come
to be undeceiv’d, it is too late; the Jest is over, and the Tale has had its Effect.”
Trump assembled a government of Yes Men, Con Men and treacherous Dividers. In their winner-take-all games,
they created structural inequities designed to keep the vast majority of the people in positions as second-class
citizens in order to more rashly generate wealth and concentrate it in the hands of the few. They did so by
pandering to fossil fuel companies and other big corporations in profligately stimulating the depletion of natural
resources and exploiting working people and encouraging consumption -- and foisting costs and risks onto everyone
in the future. This cabal of cronies treats Earth like a business in liquidation, adversely affecting the ability of
natural ecosystems to propitiously provide the tens of trillions of dollars in resources and ecological services they
generate every year.
Republicans have an outsized degree of responsibility for having created this system of two highly unequal
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Americas, one severely afflicted by extreme inequalities and vulnerabilities to a pandemic. Their glaring lack of
preparedness for this risk of contagious diseases compounds the underlying harms of an unjust healthcare
system. This fact is shockingly underscored by statistics that reveal the coronavirus infected people of color in
the United States in disproportionately high numbers. Blacks and Latinos have tragically suffered and died from
COVID-19 in much larger numbers than their proportion of the populace.
Trump Republicans have built a house-of-cards economy on priorities that serve to maximize private profits and
unjustly impose costs and risks on everyone. The overriding purpose of this perverse top priority is to help
concentrate wealth ever more narrowly and mean spiritedly.
Trump Republicans have governed as if they have a strong mandate to let corporations socialize costs and risks,
and to evade taxes in order to generate artificial and unsustainable profits. They act like the citizenry wants
them to perpetuate debt-burdening Tax Cut swindles that mainly benefit already advantaged beneficiaries. They
have painted us into a desperate corner instead of pursuing a more responsible approach of balancing annual
budgets and creating a rainy day fund to cover contingencies like disease epidemics or natural disasters.
They rashly ran the economy full-speed ahead in treacherous waters like the Captain of the Titanic, for the
primary purpose of generating wealth that will, by design, be monopolized by insiders and elites. There are vastly
better plans for running a healthier, saner and more sustainable and peaceable society.
The self-described “grim reaper” Mitch McConnell has been staunch in his efforts to prevent government
reforms and legislation consistent with the common good. He has prevented hundreds of reform bills, many of
them bipartisan, which have been passed by representatives of the people in the House of Representatives from
even being considered in the U.S. Senate while he was Majority Leader. He is diabolically giddy with perverse
zealotry at having conspired with the defendant in the Trump impeachment trials to stonewall and obstruct
justice, and to acquit Trump for his abuses of power and obstruction of Congress, even though Trump is
transparently guilty of these offenses.
A funny marquee sign at Madison Avenue Baptist Church read: “The fact that there’s a highway to Hell and a
stairway to Heaven says a lot about anticipated traffic numbers.” Ha!
Dealing with the Disease
The Trump administration's response to COVID-19 was an unnecessarily catastrophic disaster. Millions of people
got sick -- and many have died -- because of the administration's lack of preparedness and sluggish response,
both of which were exacerbated by a callous disdain for science and expertise.
“They should have tested people sooner, on a massive scale. They chose not to.
They should have allowed public health experts to speak freely. They chose not to.
They should have kept all relevant outbreak data on the CDC's website. They chose not to.
They should have let epidemiologists in the room during strategy meetings. They chose not to.”
“The point is, this administration's hostility towards science, expertise, transparency, and facts that don’t fit
their pre-determined narrative have threatened and will continue to endanger lives if we don't force them to act
in accordance with what doctors and epidemiologists -- the real experts -- have been telling them for months.”
“The U.S. is still failing at the very minimum responsibility it has to respond to the global COVID-19 pandemic:
testing. That failure comes down to one thing -- the Trump administration's malign negligence. It goes beyond
simple incompetence. You have to try really hard to botch something as badly as this administration has. As Tom
Frieden, director of the CDC under President Obama told The Wall Street Journal, the early response by the
Trump administration to the coronavirus ‘was kind of a perfect storm of three separate failures.’"
David Keene, an astute political conservative and former president of the National Rifle Association recently said,
“It goes almost without saying that it is foolhardy to play politics with a possible impending pandemic. Rising
above politics, however, is tough for politicians and almost impossible for China’s Communist rulers who always and
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in every way put their ideological interests above all else, regardless of the consequences to others.” Tyranny!
Blaming Democrats and liberals and Hillary Clinton and President Obama was the fallback to many things Trump
did. In a gruesome instance of defensiveness in the face of deserved criticism, Trump urged Mike Pence, the
poorly qualified chairman of the coronavirus task force, not to reach out to Democratic governors who criticize
the administration’s efforts. “I want them to be appreciative,” Mr. Trump said of the governors of Washington
state and Michigan. “I don’t want them to say things that aren’t true. We’ve done a great job.”
Asked about criticisms by Washington Governor Jay Inslee and Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer, Trump
said he advised Mr. Pence not to deal with them. But he said Mr. Pence is too nice to listen to his advice. “He
calls all the governors. I tell him, ‘Mike, don’t call the governor of Washington, you’re wasting your time with
him,” Trump said. “Don’t call the woman in Michigan. It doesn’t make any difference in what happens. If they
don’t treat you right, I don’t call.”
“I’m not talking about me,” the president said. “I’m talking about Mike, talking about FEMA, the Army Corps of
Engineers. When somebody for political reasons wants to blame, I view that as blaming these incredible people.
These people are working 24 hours a day. I think the media and the governors should appreciate it.”
It makes matters worse that the Congenital-Liar-in-Chief was also an increasingly unhinged demagogue. He even
tried to blame Barack Obama once again by concocting a conspiracy theory that there was some sort of
perfidious “Obamagate’. Trump was propped up by scheming power-abusing cronies in the U.S. Senate, and by Fox
News and others in the fecklessly irresponsible conservative political media complex. The Wikipedia entry for
“politico-media complex” elaborates about the true nature of this generally derogative term used to describe “the
collusion between governments or individual politicians and the media industry in an attempt to manipulate rather
than inform the people.” The politico-media complex” is a “close, systematized and symbiotic-like network of
relationships between a state’s political and ruling classes, it’s media industry, and any interactions with or
dependencies upon interest groups with other domains or agencies, such as law (with its enforcement through the
police), and corporations and the multinationals.”
Let’s do a deep dive. Donald Trump is a master manipulator of public opinion and people’s emotions. He does this
for self-serving purposes targeted to satisfy his compulsion to get power, attention, control and money. After
Trump declared a national coronavirus emergency during a press conference on Friday, March 13, he refused to
take responsibility for the persistent delays in administering tests for COVID-19. The U.S. was far slower to
produce test kits than many other countries. Delays in getting tests to public-health authorities and healthcare
providers in all the states contributed to an unnecessarily rapid spread of the disease.
One day before that press conference, Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation’s top infectious-disease expert and longtime director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, appeared before Congress and said:
“The system is not really geared to what we need right now -- what you are asking for … That is a failing. It is a
failing. Let’s admit it.”
Following up on that informed understanding, NBC News White House correspondent Kristen Welker asked in the
March 13th news conference: “Dr. Fauci said earlier this week that the lag in testing was, in fact, a failing. Do
you take responsibility for that, and when can you guarantee that every American who needs a test has a test?”
Trump responded defensively, blaming circumstances and others, “Yeah, I don’t take responsibility at all because
we were given a set of circumstances, and we were given rules, regulations, and specifications from a different
time that wasn’t meant for this kind of an event with the kind of numbers that we’re talking about.” And he
continued at that moment to consequentially downplay the risks in the life-endangering lag in testing for the
disease in the United States, which has been hit much harder than anywhere else in the world.
Later in the press conference, PBS NewsHour White House correspondent Yamiche Alcindor continued to press
Trump on his own responsibility in the situation. He reactively began, “Well, I just think it’s a nasty question”,
transparently trying again to evade responsibility and pass the buck. The optics looked especially bad because he
was reacting in a nasty way to a black woman, and he has had a history of denigrating female reporters.
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Alcindor asked: “You said that you don’t take responsibility, but you did disband the White House pandemic
office, and officials that were working in that office left this administration abruptly. What responsibility do
you take for that? Officials who worked in that office said that the White House lost valuable time because
that office was disbanded -- what do you make of that?”
After calling Alcindor’s inquiry “a nasty question”, he preposterously said that he didn’t know about the office’s
closing. He added, “What we’ve done is we’ve … saved thousands of lives with the quick closing. And when you say
me -- I didn’t do it. We have a group of people. I could perhaps ask Tony (Fauci) about that because I don’t know
anything about it.” That’s a gotcha moment, and one of many. Lies and evasions of responsibility can have serious
consequences, and in this case, they have proved fatal.
This history got bizarrely worse when Trump fled the stage in the Rose Garden on May 12, 2020 after again
declaring that a female reporter’s reasonable questions were “nasty.” Meanwhile, the coronavirus continued to
spread insidiously, causing paralyzing fear in the U.S., and worldwide economic disruptions and stock market
volatility.
In testimony before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, Dr. Fauci said it “would be nice” if
the global-health unit, which Trump had eliminated, were still there, adding “we worked quite well with them.”
The Federal Judiciary
Mitch McConnell and Republican Senators have stacked federal courts with record numbers of judges, many of
whom are poorly qualified and excessively politically partisan. These judges have been chosen partially because
they are relatively young, and selected to ensure that the bane of their life-long tenures will negatively affect
We the People for generations. But McConnell was not content with these accomplishments; he wanted more. He
even asked older federal judges to retire, so that he could replace them with more young partisan judges.
McConnell and his Republican loyalists have made the U.S. Senate into a body that is an insult to democracy,
seeing as how Republican Senators represent significantly less than half of the population, yet he chose extreme
partisans to install in life-long positions in the federal judiciary. It is harmful and irksome to see that one of
McConnell’s top priorities has been to stack federal courts with young right-wing judges who are likely to make
rulings antithetical to the common good for decades into the future.
Republicans should be forced to pay restitution to the people for their wide-ranging wrongdoing. With regard to
these most consequentially egregious wrongs that they have been perpetrating, every Trump-appointed judge to
the federal judiciary has a tainted cloud of illegitimacy for extreme partisanship involved in their appointments.
Since every judge appointed by the Trump cabal is tainted with illegitimacy, Congress should now pass a law that
would require every one of those judges to run in a special election against qualified competitors. This is how we
should establish an auspicious meritocracy in the crucially important judiciary.
Mitch McConnell has been playing shrewd political games for many years, brazenly abusing power. He should be
forced to resign for his having treacherously turned what was once “the world’s greatest deliberative body” into
a partisan graveyard for remedial action, with pernicious effect and deadly consequences. It is wrong that the
evil McConnell refuses to bring hundreds of bills to the Senate floor to even be deliberated, given that they have
been passed by Nancy Pelosi’s House of Representatives, many of them with bipartisan support.
McConnell and his cowed cowardly conservative cronies are marching lockstep with the bullying Demagogue-inChief, and they should all be thrown out of office.
Let’s throw open our windows like a demented Howard Beale and shout, “I'm as mad as hell, and I'm not going to
take this anymore!” Let’s get angry, with equanimity and respectable resolve, and let’s get even!
Truly,
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
Hannibal, MO July 21, 2021
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Good Proposals for Saving Humanity
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain, July 21, 2021
“A healthy and wholesome cheerfulness is not necessarily impossible to any occupation.”
--- Mark Twain
We humans today face the most consequential global challenges ever in history right now, at a moment when billions
of people worldwide are being afflicted by daunting challenges like climate change and the coronavirus contagion
and associated economic adversities. It is clear that the need is growing ever more urgent for us to take smart
steps to responsibly address these epic problems. Comprehensive understanding is needed to properly achieve this.
One of the best and most providential ways of seeing clearly is to cultivate big picture perspectives, ones that are
expansive, inclusive, holistic, open-minded, insightful, farsighted and enlightened by appropriate understandings of
consequential ethics. Yet our collective vision has become distorted by special interests propagating Big Lies and
deceitful spin, and it is crucial that we try to correct our vision to 20/20. Let’s demand big structural changes!
The great playwright William Shakespeare would agree, for he poetically encapsulated this sentiment in his most
famous soliloquy, To Be or Not To Be. In The Tragedy of Hamlet, the Bard provided humanity with the kernel of a
marvelous suggestion, giving voice to Prince Hamlet to philosophize:
To be, or not to be, that is the question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles
And by opposing end them.
Today, democratic fairness and greater equality and justice in governance are under concerted assault. At this
moment when we face existentially serious challenges at home and abroad, locally and globally, we should seek winwin solutions to big problems -- ones that are commendably consistent with the common good.
With all the daunting challenges in the world right now, it is vital that we deal with them well by transcending
extreme partisanship and bitter conflicts and tribal triumphal supremacism, and come together in good faith to
find the best consensus solutions to problems, never forgetting to take into account the consequences of our
courses of action on our descendants in future generations.
Let’s all help us save ourselves -- and life on Earth! The Twelve Books of the Earth Manifesto show the way. Start
here, by seeing clearly and striving to understand insightfully. Powerfully positive guidance for true Right Action is
provided in my proposed Bill of Rights for Future Generations. Excellent recommendations are also made in the
Earth Manifesto compendium of ideas, One Dozen Big Initiatives to Positively Transform Our Societies.
The Truth, the Whole Truth and Nothing But the Truth, More or Less
Below, in The Sad Truth of the Real Character of the Trump Republican Agenda, I provide an unvarnished outline
of the twelve main aspects of Republican political aims. And an exceptionally sensible contrasting to-do list is
provided of twelve categories of good ideas for creating a healthier, safer and fairer future. Enacting such
counterproposals would be consonant with Shakespeare’s advice in Hamlet, where he advised admirable activism.
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Benjamin Franklin, the great statesman, diplomat, political philosopher and Founding Father, was famously said to
have responded to a group of concerned citizens asking what sort of government the delegates to the 1787
Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia had created, and he said, “A republic, if you can keep it.” The late
Richard R. Beeman, Ph.D., wrote in 1998 in an incisive article, A Republic, if you can keep it, “The brevity of that
response should not cause us to under-value its essential meaning: democratic republics are not merely founded
upon the consent of the people, they are also absolutely dependent upon the active and informed involvement of
the people for their continued good health.” Good citizens must play an active role in defending democracy.
A big picture perspective confirms that the Republican agenda is antithetical to the general purposes for which
our ancestors established a Constitution to guide our nation. The Framers of the U.S. Constitution declared their
commendable purpose in establishing this founding document. Hear these words anew, as if for the first time:
"We the People of the United States, in order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic
Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty
to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America."
Despite the growing critical need for good remedial actions, Republican politicians in Congress are obstructing
numerous pieces of legislation that have been designed to make our republic healthier, more secure, more
ecologically sane and more fairly representative, and likely happier, to boot. Many bills, fortuitously, have already
been passed by the House of Representatives, often with support from both sides of the partisan aisle. It is an
egregious abuse of power by Republicans in the U.S. Senate to so arrogantly, unfairly and irresponsibly kill the
prospects for passing such remedial reforms, thereby defying the will of the majority of the people -- and
broadly betraying their best interests.
Rather than dealing responsibly, reasonably, intelligently and equitably with all the biggest problems we face,
Republicans are fooling the American people and selling them down the river, along with all our descendants, by
pursuing a rashly short-term-oriented agenda. This assertion may sound like a laugh-out-loud exaggeration, but a
visceral awareness of its veracity can be gained by reviewing the incisively enlightening summary below, The Sad
Truth of the Real Character of the Trump Republican Agenda.
The extraordinarily damning story of how this came about is told by Steve Benen his article How the GOP Gave
Up on Governing In Order To Keep Winning Elections. He wrote “Voters routinely elect Republicans to the
nation’s most powerful offices, expecting GOP policymakers to have the technocratic wherewithal to identify
problems, weigh alternative solutions, forge coalitions, accept compromises, and apply some level of governmental
competence, if not expertise. The party has consistently proven those hopes misguided. The current iteration of
the GOP is indifferent to the substance of governing. It is disdainful of expertise and analysis. It is hostile
toward evidence and arithmetic. It is tethered to few, if any, meaningful policy preferences. It does not know,
and does not care, about how competing proposals should be crafted, scrutinized, or implemented.”
“By any fair measure, the GOP excels at acquiring power and exploiting electoral structures to keep it, often in
defiance of the American electorate’s will. Republicans may fail in breathtaking fashion when trying to govern,
but they have unrivaled expertise in gerrymandering and voter-suppression techniques.”
Pathologically, one of the main ways Republicans achieve their overarching goals of winning elections is through
the politics of dirty tricks. They are masters at playing dirty tricks to gain power, using things like the Southern
Strategy that gained increased political support among white voters in the South by appealing to dominating
White control over policymaking and bigotry against Blacks. Today, in the Internet age, voters are being
manipulated by outrageous lies, doctored videos and impostors trying to influence elections, but even before the
Internet, many dirty tricks were being perpetrated, in addition to negative campaigning and personal attack ads.
To defend democracy today, it is valuable to understand the world of dirty tricks in the age before the advent of
the Internet and social media platforms. Elaine Kamarck wrote about this in July 2019 in her article A short
history of campaign dirty tricks before Twitter and Facebook. Kamarck provides a summary of some of the dirty
tricks in American elections, showing that they tend to have the following objectives: to create doubt around a
candidate’s character, to confuse the voters about the election, to break into the opponent’s sphere and get
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information on them, and to affect the actual outcome by interfering with the counting process. She goes on to
provide details in recent history like the made-up and debunked 2016 Pizzagate conspiracy theory.
Former defense secretary Robert Gates said on “Face the Nation” recently that “the values and the principles
that the Republican Party stood for” under five Republican presidents are “hard to find” in today’s GOP.
Columnist Jennifer Rubin succinctly observed, “Well, that’s one way of putting it. Another is that the GOP is no
longer a political party with the aim of democratic governance, but a cult that spews lies and hatred to rile up its
White base and retain power. John DiIulio, a University of Pennsylvania political scientist explained that the
White House staff under George W. Bush “talked and acted as if the height of political sophistication consisted
of reducing every issue to its simplest, black-and-white terms for public consumption, then steering legislative
initiatives or policy proposals as far right as possible.”
“DiIulio’s frustrations were understandable. Scrutinizing institutions from an academic perspective, he expected
to see Republican officials shaping policy the way the party had traditionally operated. Throughout the modern
political era, the GOP was a conservative party with core philosophical principles — free-market solutions, limited
government, balanced budgets, social conservatism, and a robust national defense — which Republicans generally
pursued in a rigorous and intellectually serious fashion. But soon after arriving in the nation’s capital (in 2001 to
lead a White House Office of Faith-Based Initiatives), DiIulio grew disillusioned, dejected by a GOP
administration that valued electoral goals at least as much as governing.”
“While absurd developments such as these played out in public, GOP lawmakers’ offices privately stopped hiring
policy staffers and started hiring media flaks, because as far as Republicans were concerned, messaging trumped
governing, and selling a conservative vision to the public took priority over undergirding a conservative vision with
serious legislative proposals that worked.”
“Messaging!” Back in the almost quaint days under George W. Bush, Republicans used hot button social issues of
God, guns gays and uncompromising opposition to abortions to gain support from those in their conservative
political base to grab power. Over the years since then, these divisive wedge issues morphed into elevated claims
of personhood rights for fetuses and corporate entities, and Republicans engaged in a crusade against unions,
working people and poor people, along with a virtual war on women’s reproductive rights and family planning.
Then they ratcheted up fear mongering about immigrants and began casting doubt about climate change and
doubling down on peddling corrupting influence to fossil fuel producers and other Big Money influencers like
billionaires in the Koch network, and they cunningly used system-rigging model legislation crafted by the devious
organization ALEC (the American Legislative Exchange Council).
GOP lawmakers nationwide are upset that their party lost major elections in 2020, so they are using Trump’s Big
Lie and conspiracy theories to pass new laws that make it harder to vote, especially for Black people and
communities of color. These laws are fueled by the far-right corporate lobbying group ALEC that provides the
language for the bills and pressures GOP lawmakers to push Trump’s lies about the 2020 election. And it’s
working: GOP lawmakers have introduced almost 400 voter suppression bills in 48 statehouses this year, and they
have already succeeded in states like Georgia and Florida. These shameful escalating attacks on our democracy
by ALEC are funded by major corporations, including many in Big Pharma and Big Fossil Fuel companies.
Conservatives have also been intently focused on stacking the Supreme Court and other federal courts with
extreme partisans that are most likely to seek twisted rationales to defend the privileges of the rich over the
rights of the poor, and Republicans over Democrats, especially in matters of voting rights and campaign financing.
The latest culture war issue involves “critical race theory”, which holds that “racism is systemic in the United
States, not just a collection of individual prejudices. This is an idea that feels obvious to some and offensive to
others.” Conservative activists have seized this as a new wedge issue, alleging that efforts to inject awareness
of systemic racism and White privilege pose a grave threat to the nation.
“This complaint has come to dominate conservative politics. Debates over critical race theory are raging on
school boards and in state legislatures. Fox News has increased its coverage and commentary on the issue. And
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Republicans see the issue as a central element of the case they will make to voters in next year’s midterm
elections, when control of Congress will be at stake.”
Joint Chiefs Chairman Mark Milley recently delivered an impressive response to GOP lawmakers whining about
critical race theory during a House Armed Services Committee hearing: “I’ve read Mao Zedong. I’ve read Karl
Marx. I’ve read Lenin. That doesn’t make me a communist. So what is wrong with understanding ... the country
which we are here to defend?” Milley also discussed the necessity of understanding white rage, and the role it
played in the insurrection that Republicans refuse to investigate.
“Imagine how crazy it is that House Republicans helped incite a deadly insurrection at our Capitol by promoting
the big lie that Trump won the 2020 election despite getting 7 million less votes than Joe Biden, and then
blocked the creation of an independent commission to hold its perpetrators accountable, and then voted
AGAINST awarding medals of honor to the Capitol Police who defended our country on that horrific day.”
“The Republican Party refuses to investigate the most violent act of insurrection since the Civil War because it
might make the party look bad.” It is clear that House Republicans today are committed to primarily serve
Donald Trump and their own political interests -- not our country or the brave officers who protect them.
In what makes these tactics into a dastardly plot against decency and fairness and freedom in
America, Republicans aren’t stopping at heinous acts to undermine our faith in elections and these other such
initiatives. They are going all the way to the heart of our democracy: undermining the Constitution itself.
“Leaked conference call recordings caught Republicans in the act of plotting to destroy our founding document as
we know it – by using Republican-controlled states to call a constitutional convention. If they manage to call this
convention, they could strip away most of the rights and freedoms the American people depend upon today.
Republicans only need to flip FOUR more state legislatures to orchestrate such a constitutional crisis.”
The Sad Truth of the Real Character of the Trump Republican Agenda
See clearly, honestly and insightfully. Here is an incisive synopsis of the main twelve characteristics of the real
nature of the today’s Republican agenda. This concise summary includes good ideas for how patriotic Americans
should respond to the ruthless Republican domination of our society, and thereby deal propitiously with each of
these wrong-headed strategies.
1. The top Republican goal is to gain and maintain power, no matter how unethical the means used -- and no matter
how contrary to the enlightened values set forth in the great Preamble to the U.S. Constitution.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Enact Democracy reforms that were passed by the House of Representatives in H.R.1 to
prevent politicians in every state from gerrymandering, enacting unfair restrictions on voting, and misusing Big
Money from system-corrupting big corporations and wealthy donors. And reinstate provisions of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act that the John Roberts court eviscerated in a wrongly decided, malfeasance-encouraging ruling in 2013.
2. Republican politicians give big corporations increased influence in corrupting our elections, skewing our national
priorities and deciding issues in their narrow favor. They kowtow to polluters that have a vested interest in
maximizing profits without regard to public health, safety and well-being, and they allow corporations to get their
taxes reduced by the politicians they buy. At the same time, they work tirelessly to avoid being held to account,
and cover-up their tribe’s wrongdoing by torpedoing good governance.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Enact a Constitutional Amendment to constrain corporate corruption, as advocated by the
Move to Amend coalition, and to reverse the Supreme Court ruling in the Citizens United case that allows private
interests to corrupt our elections and skew our national priorities and distort our decision-making. Also take
effective steps to prevent the subversion of accountability and proper governance in our democratic republic.
Reject unconstitutional violations of the separation of powers by the executive branch, and strengthen the
checks and balances that help promote the common good and defend personal liberties for the people.
3. The GOP stokes the fires of unbridled profligate consumerism, and accelerates the conversion of planetary
assets to cash at the fastest possible rate, making sure to channel most of the profits into the hands of the few.
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COUNTERPROPOSAL: Embrace ecologically sane conservation measures to tamp down wasteful consumerism and
prevent profiteers from irresponsibly converting planetary assets to cash at a completely unsustainable pace.
This stimulated scheme to liquidate natural resources is too environmentally insane and socially treacherous.
4. Republicans pretend to care about hard-working Americans in the middle and lower classes, while slavishly
doing the bidding of wealthy elites and influence-abusing corporate entities. They follow the deeply unprincipled
ploys of demagogues by bullying people, hijacking their emotions, scapegoating immigrants, lying promiscuously,
intimidating critics, attacking opponents, opposing progress, and trying to undermine investigative journalists and
the free press, as explained by the brilliant professor of law Eric A. Posner in The Demagogue’s Playbook.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Demand that Republicans in the U.S. Senate work together with Democrats to pass needed
legislation that is designed to make sure hard-working Americans in the middle and lower classes are treated
more fairly, and thus respect the vast majority of the people rather than pandering so exclusively to corporate
entities and wealthy elites.
5. Republicans facilitate cost-externalizing schemes by allowing waterways and lakes to be polluted and directly
contribute to the destabilization of the global climate by spurring activities that wantonly spew greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere. These harms are foisted onto the public, along with costs resulting from correlated health
adversities and amplified risks and mounting costs associated with extreme temperatures, floods, droughts,
wildfires, deteriorating weather patterns and other climate-related disasters.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Strengthen constraints on cost-externalizing schemes to prevent corporate entities from
imposing these costs onto the public. Recognize both the effectiveness and desirability of strong incentives and
disincentives to influence aggregate behaviors, and accordingly demand that our representatives levy a Carbon
Offset Assessment on all fossil fuels burned. Structure this carbon fee in highly progressive ways, so that the
bottom half of the population is not adversely affected by higher energy costs. And let’s hammer out a sensible
bipartisan Green New Deal that strengthens protections of the environment while significantly reducing economic
inequality in the USA, and make sure social, environmental and climate injustices are mitigated.
6. Republican politicians drive up public borrowing in a national debt burdening swindle that gives Tax Cuts that
primarily benefit the richest 1%, further concentrating wealth and power in the hands of the few.
Thomas Paine, the great American patriot and author of Common Sense, once thoughtfully wrote, “By a plain
method of argument, as we are running the next generation into debt, we ought to do the work of it, otherwise we
use them meanly and pitifully. In order to discover the line of our duty rightly, we should take our children in our
hand, and fix our station a few years farther into life; that eminence will present a prospect which a few present
fears and prejudices conceal from our sight.”
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Reverse part of the 2017 Republican Tax Cuts that reduced corporate taxes by a whopping
40%, mandating an increase in the nominal corporate tax rate from 21% to 28%, and/or impose a minimum tax of
15% on net corporate taxable income to prevent tax evasion schemes. And help bring deficit spending under
control by raising more federal revenues from profit distributions, capital gains and inheritances received by
wealthy people. Do this in a smart and socially fair way that is structured to be much more highly graduated.
This will make certain that corporations and rich people will pay a fairer share of the federal income tax burden.
And consider a small annual wealth tax assessment on the rich to reduce the record high national debt.
7. Republicans stack the Supreme Court and other federal courts with “conservatives” who have partisan biases
and are most likely to help sell the people down the river by siding with those engaging in all these schemes and
misdeeds and fiscal irresponsibility and existential malfeasance.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Balance the Supreme Court with more progressives rather than allowing conservatives to
continue their illegitimate domination of the court, and stop letting highly partisan conservatives get away with all
their influence peddling.
Impeach and remove Clarence Thomas from the Supreme Court and replace him with an eminently well-qualified
candidate. The rationale for this removal, in addition to his @MeToo dishonesty with the American people about
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his sexual harassment of Anita Hill, is that he has broadly betrayed the ethical principles and judgments of his
predecessor Thurgood Marshall, the first African American Supreme Court Justice, who had been an honorable
representative of the best interests of black people on the high court from 1967 to 1991, and was infinitely
better than the extremely partisan ideologically Black-betraying Clarence Thomas.
8. The GOP pushes hard-line foreign policies and conspires with autocrats in other countries to mutually advance
their greedy authoritarian agendas and help each other get away with oppressive, hubristic abuses of power.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Embrace responsible diplomacy and fair-minded peace building in all our foreign relations,
and seek mutually beneficial compromises in all conflicts. And recommit to our allies who share our values, instead
of siding with autocrats in places like Russia and Saudi Arabia that are ruled by power-abusing authoritarians.
9. Conservatives dominate many media outlets and push propaganda and deviously spin every development on
social media platforms and Fox News, rationalizing their fundamentalist views and divisive, anti-democratic,
equality undermining, anti-immigrant and ecologically insane agenda. In addition, they undermine the free press
by treating it as “an enemy of the people”, while acting in ways that makes Republicans themselves the real coldly
calculating enemies of the people.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Strengthen protections of journalists and whistleblowers to make sure the media “Fourth
Estate” remains a powerful positive influence in our society, and seek to create a media atmosphere that is more
balanced, honest, scientifically true, inclusive, uniting, egalitarian and ecologically sane.
10. Trump Republicans abuse power to achieve the planks of their nefarious agenda, even if it involves activities
that are unconstitutional like encouraging foreign countries to interfere in our elections and our domestic affairs.
And they act as accomplices to cover up their misdeeds to stay in power.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Prevent abuses of authority by any politician, and strengthen our national commitment to
policies that truly benefit the majority of Americans, and that protect the well-being of all in future generations.
11. The GOP divisively hypes up reactionary sentiments to gain support for forcing millions of women around the
world to have unwanted children. They achieve this male-domineering hegemony over women with a dominiondemanding zeal and a moralizing piety. They insist on absolute rights for human zygotes, embryos and fetuses,
while at the same time damning everyone to be born in the future to existences in an increasingly dystopian,
resource depleted, polluted, climate destabilized, conflict-ridden and overpopulated world. This modern Brave
New World will be characterized by diminishing supplies of clean fresh water, worsening weather extremes, rising
sea levels, spiking insecurity and heightening strife. The moral right and wrong that Republicans try to claim are
twisted all out of true propriety, and their rationalizations are antithetical to true pro-life positions because
they degrade the quality of life and contribute to accelerating extinctions, all to reinforce their self-serving
beliefs and repressive actions.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Invest in educating and empowering women worldwide, and protect their health and
reproductive rights. Now that Virginia, a required 38th state, has voted to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment,
remove the bureaucratic barriers that are preventing it from becoming the latest ratified Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution. It is, after all, eminently sensible, for it simply stipulates, “Equality of rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex”.
12. Republicans violate the Golden Rule of fair-minded reciprocity by treating others in ways they themselves
just HATE to be treated. George Orwell wrote in his intriguing novel Animal Farm: “All animals are equal, but
some animals are more equal than others”. The cruelty-prone pigs on the Trump Republican Animal Farm today
are pursuing a rash agenda that gives them superior rights and power than all the other less fortunate and more
ethical and principled animals.
COUNTERPROPOSAL: Recommit ourselves to the auspicious good sense ethic of the Golden Rule, being mindful
of how positive this ancient time-tested tenet will be in fostering social cohesion and peaceable coexistence in an
increasingly crowded and ruthlessly competitive world.
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“We have it in our power to begin the world over again.”
--- Thomas Paine
Republicans have defended a corrupt pay-to-play crony capitalist system that gives moneyed interests powerful
domineering influence and control. Trumpism represents a “win-lose approach” to economics that facilitates the
triumph of insiders over the common good. A top Trump Republican priority is to try to make sure that the
wealth-concentrating features of our government are not reformed in any meaningful way. To achieve this goal,
they use demagogic tactics like lashing out vengefully against anyone who criticizes their corruption and abuses of
power. Donald Trump, for instance, angrily lashed out at Republican Senator Mitt Romney after Mitt took a
principled stand on the first impeachment trial vote. Trump is a danger to our democracy and future well-being,
and should be disqualified from any federal office for his egregious lies and malfeasance.
It is wrong to allow domineering influence by corrupt politicians and giant businesses to rig our economy in ways
that are unacceptably short-term oriented, rudely regressive, extremely inequitable, harmfully polluting of
oceans, waterways and skies, rashly wasteful of resources, and causing of woes because they contribute to the
dangerous destabilization of the global climate. They are compounding these harm-engendering schemes by
subverting proper governance and deeply and deviously distorting our understandings and using dividing-toconquer tactics to get away with their far-reaching misdeeds.
Trump Republican actions are made worse by patronage politics and a spoils system in which the Republican Party
under Trump gave government civil service jobs to its supporters, friends, relatives and ideological allies during
Trump’s four years in office as a reward for their support, instead of fairly choosing people who were qualified,
competent, effective, honest and responsible. The Republican attitude seems to be “Since the house is on fire,
let us warm ourselves,” as an old Italian proverb advises. Translated to English, the proverb means: “Grab the
loot and run.”
The great political activist and revolutionary philosopher Thomas Paine provocatively pointed out, “A body of men
holding themselves accountable to nobody ought not to be trusted by anybody.”
Republicans stimulate revolutionary strife with their exceedingly divisive strategies and radical partisanship. It
is highly valuable to have a clear understanding of the manipulative measures they use to sabotage our democracy,
for they come straight out of a dastardly democracy-sabotaging Demagogue’s Playbook. These despotic tactics,
as summarized in Wikipedia’s “Methods of demagogues” include the top twelve methods used by demagogues
throughout history, in many times and places, to gain popularity, political support, loyal obedience and dominating
power and control. I have summarized the 12 main methods demagogues use to make democracies into
authoritarian dictatorships in my essay Demagoguery and the Dangers of the Demise of Democracy (review it at
EarthManifesto.com).
The lessons of history show it is risky business to defy the will of the people in such rash ways. And it is wrong
to succeed at this by hijacking people’s emotions and brainwashing them in order to betray their best interests.
John Fowles wrote in The Aristos, back in 1970, about the universal nature of many types of anxieties people
feel. He observed, “To be alone in an office, with dozens of telephones all ringing at the same time. Anxieties
should make us all feel as one. We all feel them. But we let them isolate us, as if the citizens of a country would
defend it by each barricading himself in his own house.” It would be a better plan to throw all the coldly
calculating divide-to-conquer politicians out of office, and embrace solidarity and national policies that promote
social cohesion and the general welfare.
Authoritarian dictator wannabes are vying for increased control worldwide during the pandemic. This trend is
colossally dangerous, for they are seizing ungodly new powers under the cloak of darkness and the cover of
distractions afforded by the crisis. These autocrats are conspiring together to help each other stay in power,
and to get away with their outrage-provoking misdeeds. The outcome is pathetic: sustained assaults on people’s
liberties, the subversion of representative democracy, and repressive actions being taken against their peoples.
Their baneful anti-social ambitions are to satisfy their greed for power, money, glory, celebrity and notoriety.
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One key to improved national security is improved mutual security, rather than a maniacal pursuit of supremacy
and the ability to abuse power by means of inflammatory rhetoric and treacherous activities.
Ominously for the American people, Trump press appearances and rallies and communications as he struts and
frets his hour on the world stage resemble the most “tried and true“ method of becoming a dictator in the 20th
century, which was by “relying on extralegal methods, typically involving a mob of supporters who use violence to
intimidate opponents, whether they are journalists, bureaucrats, judges, politicians, or ordinary citizens.“ The
Trump-incited January 6 insurrectionary riot was the worst example of this so far.
Conservatives seem to relish a schadenfreude satisfaction of “owning the libs”, even though this sometimes comes
at the great cost of cutting off their noses to spite their faces, so it is pathologically poor recompense for the
harms they cause. Great? “It sucks”, as Jerry Seinfeld says in his funny comedy routine, 23 Hours to Kill.
The Fix is In. Let’s Fix this Fix.
Some of the best investments our government can make are in social insurance policies like a system of universal
healthcare, and better and more affordable public education, which effectively improve prospects for the general
welfare. This even happens to be in the best interests of the ruling profiteers, for they are standing on very thin
ice by ramping up inequalities, insecurities and stresses on the restive populace, and ruthlessly profiting off the
labors of working people while abandoning them whenever convenient. And they are working at cross purposes to
wrangle ever bigger debt-financed tax cut swindles to primarily benefit the top 1%.
Their treacherous Trumpian Trojan Horse has gotten away with election cheating efforts in the Ukraine Plot to
extort another country to solicit their interference in our elections to benefit Trump. He also so far has gotten
away with a litany of abuses of power, including having stonewalled Congress in a despotic refusal to provide the
legislative branch with any documents or to comply with official subpoenas that would shed light on the depth of
the treachery in which the Trump administration was engaged. This is a despotic instance of having violated the
saving-grace separation of power in the U.S Constitution in order to evade accountability. This violation shred
the liberty-defending system of check and balances that was designed to help prevent despotic acts.
Remedial Actions
Think about this. In the Declaration of Independence, our colonial ancestors stated that prudence dictates that
“Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; … But when a long train of
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute
Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their
future security.” The colonists declared Independence from Britain because they had suffered “repeated
injuries and usurpations” at the hands of the British monarchy, “all having in direct object the establishment of
an absolute Tyranny over these States.” To prove this charge, our Founders “submitted to a candid world” a
litany of Facts that made them so revolutionarily upset at British colonial rule.
Similarly, the American people today have suffered “repeated injuries and usurpations” at the hands of the
ruthless and deviously dishonest Trump regime, and its “long train of abuses and usurpations” were, in comparison,
much worse. The long list of offenses against Right Action, ethical principles, honesty, reasonable responsibility,
propriety and ecological sanity is too consequential to ignore.
The authors of the Declaration of Independence were quite aware that “all experience hath shewn that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which
they are accustomed.” Today, the evils are becoming insufferable. It is an Amazing Disgrace that the Trump
regime was so hubristic in abusing its authority as to compel the American people -- especially Blacks -- to rise up
in struggle to combat our sea of troubles. And it is an outrage that We the People could not count on the honesty
and integrity of Trump Republicans to do the right thing. Instead, the majority of the people were forced to
accept the government being broadly corrupt, and to watch almost powerlessly all the divide-to-conquer political
chicanery, electoral cheating, and suppression of fair representation.
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Trump told a rare truth when he said “you’d never have a Republican elected in this country again” if everyone is
able to freely vote, without voter suppression and the many Republican measures that keep millions of American
citizens from exercising their right to vote. The For the People Act must be passed to rectify these wrongs and
get Big Money out of the drivers seat in our politics.
A Thought Experiment
See clearly, Republicans! Imagine how outraged you would have been if Barack Obama had engaged in so many
abuses of power and so much public corruption, scandalous behaviors, propagation of disingenuous spin and telling
of outright lies as Donald Trump has. Imagine how you would feel if President Obama had indulged in so much
obstruction of justice, stonewalling of Congress, cover-ups of wrongdoing, and other unconstitutional actions that
seriously undermined the checks and balances and separation of powers established by the U.S. Constitution.
Conservatives: Imagine how outraged you would have been if Barack Obama had so rudely violated all of the
founding principles of the U.S. Constitution, as spelled out in its great Preamble. If instead of striving to create
a more perfect union, he had used cunning emotion-hijacking divide-to-conquer tactics. If instead of trying to
establish justice, he had pushed oppressive anti-Black injustices, discriminatory social policies and elitist
corporate-kowtowing economic policies. If instead of working to create greater domestic tranquility, he had used
demagogic fear mongering, emotional hijacking and twitter attacks to cause social cohesion to fray. If instead of
focusing on the general welfare, he had swindled all taxpayers in every future year with regressive debt-financed
Tax Cuts, and undermined protections of the environment, and arrogantly opposed steps to prevent the
destabilization of the global climate. If instead of providing for the common defense, he had heightened risks of
war with Iran and helped cause other countries to falter, and courted terrorist blowback. And if he had been
weak on human rights and antagonistic to the health and reproductive rights and prerogatives of women, rather
than honorably striving to “secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our posterity.”
Imagine if Barack Obama had engaged in so much bullying and so many maniacal tweetstorms and chaos-causing
edicts. Imagine if he had suppressed criticism by wreaking retribution against anyone who dared question him or
denounce his corruption. Imagine if he had told more than 30,000 falsehoods during his time in office (as
documented by the Washington Post’s FactChecker) -- and then pushed a Big Lie that a free and fair election was
fraudulent, and then incited a riot to try to prevent the peaceful transfer of power to a duly elected successor.
Imagine if Barack Obama had heaped scorn, derision and contempt on his opponents, and cheated, lied and taken
crude advantage of people’s emotions to grab power and desperately try to cling to it. What if Barack Obama had
weaponized religion and used it against the virtuous precepts of Jesus’ teachings to advance an agenda favorable
to the few against the general welfare of the many? Imagine if he had tried to exclude tens of millions of people
from health insurance coverage because they have “pre-existing conditions”, instead of having responsibly worked
to help improve healthcare with the Affordable Care Act. Imagine if he had rashly assaulted public lands and
Clean Water, and wantonly contributed to the natural disaster-intensifying instability of the global climate.
Imagine how you would feel if any future Democratic president were to use these precedents set by Trump
Republicans. Imagine if any future president tried to drive us on a doom-like trajectory by pandering to Big Oil
and Big Coal, instead of responsibly heeding the increasingly urgent scientific warnings as to the advisability of
leaving 80% of greenhouse gas-producing fossil fuel resources in the ground for the rest of this century.
Imagine how you would feel if Barack Obama had acted as a self-serving authoritarian who harshly criticized the
teenage climate activist Greta Thunberg, Time Magazine’s “Person of the Year”, who committed herself and her
generation to helping save humanity from future climate hell. And think about the bizarre contrast of a
manipulative egomaniac who would fly to the elite billionaire’s enclave in Davos, Switzerland to brag about
supposedly salubrious economic effects of extreme short-termism in sabotaging environmental protections and
cutting taxes on the wealthy and stoking the fires of materialistic consumerism, resource depletion, the burning
of fossil fuels and the rashly irresponsible externalizing of costs and risks onto all persons in the future. And
imagine if Barack Obama had arrogantly adopted all of the harshly Machiavellian techniques and tactics of The
Demagogue’s Playbook, as assessed by Eric A. Posner, the astute Professor of Law at the University of Chicago.
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Imagine if Barack Obama had engaged in corrupt swindles like pushing the regressive 2017 Tax Cuts bill, financed
by a dangerously mounting public debt burden, which is contributing to drastically exacerbating disparities in
income, wealth, health and security between the haves and the have-nots, and adding to the risk of a calamitous
debt crisis that will amp up pressure to impose harsh austerity budgets in the future.
Remembering the strong Republican opposition to remedial spending undertaken to reboot the economy in the
aftermath of the financial crisis of 2008, one can see clearly how hypocritical and coldly calculating Republicans
are. They manifested a rash willingness during Trump’s reign to fling open the public treasury and the Federal
Reserve to wildly benefit corporate CEOs, investors and shareholders that are prospering, instead of focusing on
helping families and working people and the poor who are in desperate need.
Wrongdoing and Rightdoing Evaluated
“Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing there is a field. I'll meet you there.”
--- Rumi
The diabolical Mitch McConnell is a self-described “grim reaper” of progressive reform who succeeded in
impeachment trial wrongdoing by leading a party of obsequious co-conspiring Republican politicians in the Senate
to acquit Donald Trump in two impeachment trials, despite the extensive evidence of his misdeeds. Trump
Republicans rallied around their Dear Leader and made the trials historic shams by refusing to hear any
witnesses, and by covering up relevant evidence. By this act of infamy, they abjectly violated their duty to
exercise accountability over usurpations of power and abuses of authority by the executive branch.
The first acquittal did not mean Trump was innocent of the proven allegations against him in the first
impeachment trial for having extorted Ukraine to gain personal political advantages, to the detriment of our
national security. “That’s not what I would have done,” ventured Senator Lisa Murkowski, in one of the weakest
expressions of criticism imaginable, but bolder than the vast majority of sycophantic and complicit Republican
Senators. Even the retiring Tennessee senator Lamar Alexander had to contort proper understanding in
unbelievable ways to rationalize not upsetting the anger-prone and loyalty-demanding despot. He basically said,
“Well, of course the House proved beyond a reasonable doubt that Trump was guilty as charged in the Ukraine
Plot, but it was more important to the American people to have Trump remain in power than to remove him from
office for the most serious and consequential impeachable offenses ever committed in U.S. history.”
The acquittal in these impeachment trials without witnesses marked dark days in American history, for they are
instances of our institutions being insufficiently strong to withstand our country’s march toward authoritarianism.
We must honorably strengthen our democracy. The acquittals didn’t mean that Trump was innocent of abuses of
power. Former National Security Advisor John Bolton’s book, The Room Where It Happened, confirms this fact.
Trump is, in actuality, guilty of the charges and many other offenses in serious ways. Irresponsible ways.
Discriminatory ways. Excessively despotic ways. Unethical ways. Illegal ways. Immoral ways.
If the shoe had been on the other foot, and a Democrat like Barack Obama had engaged in even a small fraction
of the intrigue and violations of law and propriety and decency that Trump has, Republicans would have pursued a
scorched earth policy and torn the man to shreds -- and removed him from office. Instead, Republicans stood by
their tainted man, and violated their special oaths in Senate impeachment proceedings that vowed they would
impartially consider Trump’s actions. This revealed desperate efforts to remain in power so that they could
continue to abuse authority in the long litany of mean-spirited ways that their agenda represents.
Make no mistake about it: our colonial ancestors hated despotic rule for very good reasons. We’re like proverbial
frogs in a pot of water being brought to a boil, endangered by the insidious encroachment of Trump Republican
despotism and by its sneaky deceitful cheating propaganda-spinning misinforming emotion-manipulating nature.
A Riff on the Perverse Usefulness of Enemies
The use of the term "enemy" serves the social function of designating a particular entity as a threat, thereby
invoking an intense emotional response to that entity. The enemy, as an object of social anger, has throughout
history been utilized as a propaganda tool to focus fear and anxiety within a society toward a particular target.
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Enemies are often set up to hijack people’s emotions and conquer the people by dividing them.
When the pandemic began to spread in the United States, denial was pervasive among many in the Trump
administration, and among Trump’s supporters and followers. One expert evaluated this situation as a pattern
used to spread misinformation that resembles a textbook propaganda campaign. As Dartagan explained in his
online post, By making the pandemic a battle of ‘us and them’, the pro-Trump media set their audience up to die:
“Modern conservatism and what we understand as the ‘right’, with its torch-bearer, the Republican Party, does
not thrive in this country based on its inherent ideas or philosophy. The absolute dearth of legislation passed by
the Republican-dominated Congress during the first two years of the Trump administration (beyond a singularly
skewed tax cut for corporate America) is the best evidence of that. Republicanism and conservatism do not exist
because of their ‘ideas’, because, frankly, their ideas are largely repugnant to most Americans. That is why they
rely on inflaming division and prejudices in their base while seeking to suppress the votes of as many nonRepublicans as possible. Their ‘ideas’ … are toxic and unpopular.”
“So the right wing always needs an enemy to blame, someone ‘conspiring’ against them, and they need a media
apparatus to stoke fear of that enemy in their supporters. The enemy can be African American, Latinx, Muslim,
or a member of the LGBTQ community; the villains can be teachers, government employees, or even college
professors. More generically, that enemy can be the ‘media,’ ‘liberals,’ or ‘Democrats’. And even more broadly,
‘financial elites’ -- which, roughly translated, usually means ‘Jews’. It really doesn’t matter.” … “Tobin Smith, a
former Fox News anchor, explained last year in an op-ed for the New York Times how the network deliberately
creates enemies for its viewers, to bind them to the network by providing them a sense of grievance, of someone
conspiring against their interests. He explains the psychology as activating the Fox viewer’s ‘fight or flight
juices’, making the viewer feel as if he is being attacked. He compares it to the administration of a highly
addictive drug, prompting the viewer to come back again and again for another ‘conspiracy fix.’”
Almost Biblical Ravages
We find ourselves at an extraordinary focal point in human history when our burgeoning human numbers, soon to
total 8 billion, are threatening our future and the sustainability of our activities, and even our own survival. As a
result, our societies are experiencing almost biblical adversities on planet Earth. The contagious coronavirus that
began in China rapidly spread from country to country, killing over 4 million people by July 2021, cratering
economies and threatening the lives and prospects of billions of people around the world. Swarms of desert
locusts ominously decimated crops last year in a number of poor countries in East Africa, and other almost biblical
disasters are occurring like terrible wildfires that burned tens of millions of acres in Australia in December and
January 2020, adding to the horrifying spate of climate change-exacerbated wildfires that have taken place in
the last few years in California, the Pacific Northwest, Canada, the Arctic, the Amazon and many other places.
And scary information is coming to light about a glacier in Antarctica, which scientists have dubbed the Doomsday
Glacier.
This Antarctic glacier, Thwaites, is one of the largest glaciers in the world. “The trouble with Thwaites … is that
it’s also what scientists call ‘a threshold system.’” As it melts, it may be reaching an ecological tipping point.
What this means is that, “instead of melting slowly like an ice cube on a summer day, it is more like a house of
cards: It’s stable until it is pushed too far, then it collapses. When a chunk of ice the size of Pennsylvania falls
apart, that’s a big problem. It won’t happen overnight, but if we don’t slow the warming of the planet, it could
happen within decades. And its loss will destabilize the rest of the West Antarctic ice, and that will go too. Seas
will rise about 10 feet in many parts of the world; in New York and Boston, because of the way gravity pushes
water around the planet, the waters will rise even higher, as much as 13 feet. ‘West Antarctica could do to the
coastlines of the world what Hurricane Sandy did in a few hours to New York City,’ explains Richard Alley, a
geologist at Penn State University and arguably the most respected ice scientist in the world. “Except when the
water comes in, it doesn’t go away in a few hours -- it stays.”
These apocalyptic developments are far worse than the ten plagues that the God of the Israelites brought down
on Egypt due to Pharaoh’s ruthlessly hardhearted actions, according to the Exodus story in the Bible. This story
is one of the greatest tales ever told. According to this story, ten biblical disasters were inflicted on Egypt. God
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repeatedly hardened the heart of Pharaoh for some inexplicable reason, and made Pharaoh’s hardheaded refusal
to let the Israelites go exceedingly opprobrious.
Scientists are the visionary prophets of modern times, and they sharpen the acuity of their understanding by
using their knowledge of physics, biology and ecology to improve the accuracy of their prophetic prognostications.
They study the natural world and look at evidence in geologic history, and then extrapolate trends, and use the
scientific method to test and verify predictions. This evolution of knowledge is crucially important to our future.
The Age of Reason isn’t dead. Many scientists regard it to be their professional and moral responsibility to warn
us of the probable consequences of failing to heed risks that “conservative” leaders are amplifying by denying
climate change, undermining environmental protections and engaging in other existence-threatening follies.
Mother Nature is not some imaginary God, favoring the chosen faithful and wreaking retribution against enemies.
She is mercilessly unconcerned about our particular fates, and may even regard both flourishing biological
diversity and mass extinctions with the same detached equanimity. We anthropomorphize nature; it is our human
evolutionary propensity to see human attributes and motives and spirits in animals and trees and even mountains
and other physical aspects of the natural world. Giving respect to Nature is in our own best interests.
How much longer will Trump Republicans be able to get away with their system rigging, obstruction and engaging in
betrayals of the public trust, graft, violations of the Constitution, and irresponsible derelictions of duty?
Let’s not despair. Here’s the Good News! We need not wait until after we’re dead for measures of salvation. We
simply need to plug our ears against the dangerous voices of the devious promoters of this dastardly agenda, and
ignore the lies they are telling us. We should emulate the hero Odysseus, who withstood the allure of seductive
Sirens that tried to perfidiously lure him and his sailors with their enchanting music and singing voices, to cause
them to be shipwrecked on the rocky coast of the Sirens’ Greek island. Odysseus succeeded at this by having his
crew stuff their ears with beeswax and lash him to his ship’s mast to restrain him until danger was past.
Once We the People throw the co-conspiring scoundrels who are promoting and perpetuating a villainous backward
agenda out of office, greater hopes for salvation will be at hand. We should expeditiously proceed to implement
eminently salubrious and wholesomely providential remedial plans, coming together to create a stronger, fairer
and more broadly inclusive society, and a more meaningfully healthy, flourishing and peaceable humanity.
Let’s adopt this visionary virtue of Right Perspective, and pay forward provisions for a more positive legacy to all
of our heirs. Do this by demanding a global ratification of a Bill of Rights for Future Generations to commit all
people to the guidance of Golden Rule reciprocity with regard to all persons in the future. Let’s abide by the
wisdom articulated in my essay Intelligent Precautionary Principles Enunciated — Holy Cow! And let’s focus on
One Dozen Big Initiatives to Positively Transform Our Societies, as set forth in this manifesto.
Interim Conclusion
With all the global challenges going on in the world right now, and all the serious shortcomings in the way they are
being addressed, people are well justified to feel like flinging open their windows and shouting like a halfdemented Howard Beale in the film Network, “I’m as mad as hell, and I’m not going to take it anymore!”
The current dire situation reminds me of cartoonist Gary Larson’s "The Far Side" cartoon that shows two guys in
a rowboat on a lake watching as multiple nuclear mushroom clouds billow in the distance. “One fisherman gawks,
cigarette dangling loosely from his lips, head cocked slightly back. He has obviously just blurted out the obvious
question. His companion, far less interested in the imminent destruction of the planet than what it means for
their outing, cuts right through all the nonessential parts. The caption reads: "I'll tell you what this means, Norm
-- no size restrictions, and screw the limit."
Truly,
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
July 21, 2021
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What’s Happening Here
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
July 7, 2021
Coronavirus stalks the land around the world. This essay is not merely idle criticism. Excellent remedies to the
great challenges we face are close at hand, as proposed herein and throughout this manifesto.
There’s something happening here, and what it is ain’t exactly UNCLEAR. Everybody look what’s going down! The
following is a summary of many of the wrongful activities that are taking place right now that are undermining the
purposes set forth in the great Preamble to the U.S. Constitution “to form a more perfect union, establish justice,
insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the
blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.”
Economic Schemes
See Clearly. The powers-that-be are relentlessly pushing an agenda that drives up private profits by stimulating
economic activities. In the process, resources are being depleted, big costs and risks are being socialized,
protections of the environmental commons are being sacrificed, and too many people and organizations are denying
the damages and accumulating dangers associated with an unfolding planetary warming-induced destabilization of
the global climate. To get away with the overarching irresponsibility of this course of action, influential leaders
are selling political influence and engaging in public corruption, conspiring especially with fossil fuel companies.
They are thus wrongly prioritizing short-term profits over long-term stability and the common good.
The age-old two-for-one capitalist swindle prevails, in which most of the benefits of economic activities accrue to
corporate CEOs, stockholders and rich people -- and working people are being left behind. Big Businesses crush
collective bargaining rights in order to more easily control their employees, and to tightly control wages and
benefits, and create increased job insecurity that makes it easier for management to take advantage of workers -and to lay them off whenever convenient. This state of insecurity pathologically helps keep employees from
demanding better treatment and a fairer deal.
Trump Republicans are foremost among those pushing this wrong-headed agenda. They seem to subscribe to the
Mushroom Theory of Management: Keep employees in the dark, heap bullshit on them, cultivate them and let them
stew for a while, and finally “can them” whenever they want. They have staunchly allied their Party with the ruling
class to further rig our economic and political systems to their radical advantage, ripping off the people, and in this
time of pandemic crisis, they secured a huge bailout in the CARES Act that included $500 billion to be doled out to
businesses by the most corrupt federal administration in American history. Democrats in Congress finally agreed
to this big business bailout “slush fund”, after getting reassurances that there will be transparency and
accountability in funds given out. But in a naked show of corrupt intent, when Donald Trump signed the bill, he gave
the finger to the American people and penned his signature to a signing statement refusing to be constrained by
transparency and accountability measures.
The Impacts of Cults of Personality on the Way Things Are
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Some of the worst atrocities in world history have taken place because cult leaders have exercised a sinisterly
mesmerizing and deeply affective thrall of their compulsive personalities over their followers or peoples. There
have been many political authority cults as well as religious authority cults, and valuable lessons can be learned by
understanding both varieties. Right Mindfulness is required.
Authoritarian political cults of personality have generally involved worse misdeeds, malfeasance, abuses of power,
criminality and whole phalanxes of crimes against individuals and humanity than the relatively less harmful
religious cults. In the former category have been those headed by Josef Stalin, Mao Zedong, Benito Mussolini,
Adolf Hitler and Donald Trump, among many other notorious autocratic leaders in history. In the latter category
have been cults like that of Reverend Sun Myung Moon and his “Moonies”, of Jim Jones and his People’s Temple
followers, of Bhagwan Rajneesh and his Rajneeshees, of Keith Raniere and his NXIVM followers, and of acolytes
of the Church of Scientology and L. Ron Hubbard and his curious Dianetics.
A cult of personality, or cult of the leader, arises when an individual or a country's regime uses the techniques
of mass media, propaganda, the big lie, emotion manipulation, fear mongering, spectacle, the arts, patriotism,
and government-organized rallies and demonstrations to create an idealized and heroic image of a leader,
often through unquestioning flattery and praise.
--- Get Woke
Characteristic pathological commonalities can be seen between leaders of various cults, who tend to exhibit
overweening narcissism, a craven need for attention, a compulsion to be given absolute loyalty, a mocking or
acrimonious disparaging of anyone who questions or defies them, a preposterous exaggeration of achievements,
and a demonizing subversion of opposition parties and media outlets that expose them.
A glaring instance of how political authoritarians gain power is found in Donald Trump who, Lucifer-like, calls
honest and responsible sources of information an “enemy of the people”, while championing -- and being
championed by -- right-wing front groups and media outlets that prominently include slanted news and jaundiced
opinion broadcast by Fox News, Newsmax, Breitbart and OANN. These propagandists spin reality to emotionally
manipulate their viewers and advance their too often malign profit-obsessed agenda.
For years now, ever since the Fairness Doctrine in public broadcasting was eliminated in the late 1980s, rightwing media has spread misinformation, propaganda and conspiracy theories and called it "news", and because social
media platforms have decidedly inadequate controls, those lies can spread across the Internet like a viral
contagion. A self-feeding cycle of lies between network, voter, demagogic leaders and Republican lawmakers
results.
Cult followers like Trump’s find it hard to break free, for core members of his political base face the challenge
of abandoning their identification with Trump and their adopted skewed worldviews, and they also find it hard to
acknowledge they have been fooled and taken advantage of by a cunning con man demagogue. “It would mean
accepting on some level that you were wrong.”
Hundreds of family members of cult leader Reverend Sun Myung Moon’s Unification Church used services
of “deprogrammers” to get their children away from church membership and the “Moonies”, and activities of the
church were widely reported in the media, generally in a deservedly negative light. Most followers of cult-like
leaders find it hard to escape from the manipulative and intimidating psychological control of cult authorities.
Steve Hassan is a former member of the “Moonies” who is now a mental health counselor specializing in harmful
cults. He is an expert on “the unethical use of powerful psychological influence techniques”. Years ago, Hassan
recruited and indoctrinated new members into the Unification Church, where “Moonies” blindly followed their cult
leader, who involved himself and his followers in political activism during the Cold War as a fierce advocate for
anti-communism. He professed to believe that democracy had to defeat communism “as a necessary step in the
Divine Providence to establish the Kingdom of God on earth.” Many evangelical religious fundamentalists today
seem to regard Trump with a similar bizarrely misplaced reverence, which helps enable him to abuse power.
Divide-to-Conquer Treachery
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See clearly. Republicans are using relentless divide-to-conquer tactics and weaponizing fake news and following a
long litany of cunning emotion-manipulating tactics, as explained in Demagoguery and the Dangers of the Demise
of Democracy, and in professor of law Eric Posner’s The Demagogue's Playbook: The Battle for American
Democracy from the Founders to Trump. Two of their top tactics are to scapegoat immigrants and demonize
liberals.
They are taking advantage of human nature to create tribal divisions and exploit in-group fundamentalism to
prevent the citizenry from uniting and coming together around common good goals. In dividing people against
each other, and scaring them, they are fooling them into going along with a corporate oligarchic agenda that
triumphs over the greater good.
Trump Republicans frequently attack the free press, using grandstanding appearances on TV and social media
platforms like Facebook and Twitter where they micro-target people with emotion-manipulating disinformation
designed to undermine social cohesion and democratic institutions.
They are trying to deceive people with spin broadcast by the Fox News propaganda machine, which is reinforced
by far-right news and opinion commentary from right-wing talk radio and outlets like Breitbart News. These
news purveyors constitute a “conservative media complex” that resembles State Propaganda media in fascist
regimes, and for the same purpose -- to brainwash people into supporting or tolerating an agenda of corrupt
profiteering and proliferating abuses of power.
Demagogic authoritarians today use jawboning tactics and moral suasion, and bully people and intimidate and
threaten critics to get them to obey their authority, no matter how contrary to the common good. They float a
whole raft of false conspiracy theories, microtargeting people whose profiles make them gullibly susceptible to
being angered by the disinformation. They do this with a cunning concealed motive of confusing and distracting
people from what’s really going on. This is a real coldly calculating sell-the-people-down-the-river conspiracy to
gain power and cling to it.
What trickles down is exacerbated inequality, harsher injustices, public corruption and a divided populace that is
confronted with a colossal challenge in trying to throw off the yoke of their treacherous dominating hegemony.
Trump and his supporters take a perverse pleasure in “owning the libs”, in a tribal orgy of self-satisfied complicity
in abusing power and exerting domineering repressive control over the masses. After the dangers of the
pandemic began to multiply in the U.S., Trump cynically said, “Some people said I am trolling the Democrats and
maybe I am." Oh, isn’t that just swell -- politicizing the response to a global pandemic, at a cost of countless
thousands of lives, in order “to own the libs”.
Republicans even chose to politicize law enforcement, and to demonize and dehumanize undocumented immigrants.
Actions like this tend to not only wreak grave injustices, but also to reduce public faith in the democratic process
and subvert traditional American values.
Trump Republicans are building walls and tearing down bridges between people for partisan advantage, and the
Trump administration enforced stringent income-based requirements for green cards and certain visas,
instituting the most ambitious unilateral effort in recent history to reduce legal immigration to the country.
The Perspectives of Peter Meijer, Republican Representative from Michigan
American democracy faces an existential threat -- subversion from within. Our Founders were rightly concerned
with foreign interference in our domestic affairs, and they were also acutely aware of the historical dangers of
an overthrow of the constitutional order from within. It is our patriotic duty at this crucial point in history that
we do not allow manipulative public trust-betraying schemers to end our great experiment in fairly representative
democracy. Party over Country attitudes are anathema to American values.
On Memorial Day 2021, Peter Meijer blasted conservatives in a series of tweeted messages. This veteran of the
U.S. Army wrote about military veterans and their sacrifices to protect the American people and our democracy
and liberties, stating “... there are those who take this sacrifice for granted, waxing patriotic while salivating for
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civil war. Claiming they need to destroy the Republic in order to save it is the ultimate betrayal of oaths sworn.
Those treacherous snakes can go straight to hell.”
He added, “Today & always, remember the fallen and those who loved them. Remember what it was they
sacrificed for. And remember the need to protect it from the greedy delusions of craven demagogues who’d burn
it all down if it meant more power or profit for them.”
Meijer was one of 35 Republicans to break with his party and vote in the House to establish an independent
commission to investigate the Jan. 6 attack on Congress in the U.S. Capitol, which he described as an “objective,
authoritative, even-handed” attempt to understand how and why the insurrection took place.
“At the end of the day, we need accountability. We need an open transparent investigation that will yield a public
document that the people can reference,” Meijer told CNN’s Jake Tapper shortly before the vote in late May on
the January 6 commission. “Right now we still have more questions than answers on what occurred on Jan. 6, on
what led up to that. Really it’s essential we don’t move past this without that sense of accountability.”
The effort to create the commission passed in the House but failed in the Senate after the chamber failed to
secure the 60 votes needed to overcome a ruthless and irresponsible Republican filibuster.
Peter Meijer had also voted to impeach Trump following the Jan. 6 attack, saying he felt it was “important that
we have elected leaders who are not thinking solely about what’s in their individual self-interest, not what is going
to be politically expedient, but what we actually need for the country.”
Dan Rather notably wrote on Memorial Day, “In my book it’s pretty simple. If you work hard to PREVENT people
from voting, you pretty much admit your ideas aren’t popular and you fear the verdict of the people.” Let all
Americans join in common cause to deliver the deserved verdict in every election contest from now on!
Government Abuses of Power
Good leaders are strong and responsible, not authoritarian strong men who run roughshod over the best interests
of the citizenry.
Trump Republicans are acting with an unethical and immoral lack of honesty, integrity, honor, rectitude, or true
patriotic support for the best interests of the Country. They seem to abhor democratic fairness, choosing to
play coldly-calculating politics to gain narrow advantages for their Party.
They are cementing in place a corporatocracy in the USA that is ruled by wealthy plutocrats and elites in
business, government, Christian religions and conservative media.
The Trump administration made a sharp dark turn toward authoritarian abuses of power during its tenure in
office, violating the rule of law and norms of behavior, and finally provoking an insurrection on January 6 to try to
prevent a peaceful transfer of power to Joe Biden, who got more than 7 million more votes than Trump in the
2020 election.
The ruthless juggernaut of the authority-abusing Trump regime assumed increasingly domineering control over
the airwaves and the U.S. government -- and the lives of Americans. It unconstitutionally wielded authority and
engaged in overly aggressive governing by executive order and Twitter proclamations, and worked tirelessly to
diminish the power of the legislative branch to exercise oversight and hold those who abused power accountable.
Trump Republicans exploited the failure of Congress to limit system-corrupting Big Money political campaign
contributions, and the failure by the John Roberts Supreme Court to rule fairly in numerous cases. The
grandfather of these wrongly decided cases is the Citizens United ruling that facilitated the socially undesirable
impacts of having rich people and giant corporations exert excessive influence in our national policy-making and
priority setting.
Donald Trump often purged people from the government who were not loyally marching lockstep with his corrupt
authoritarian agenda. He and his minions engaged in suspect business dealings, and told lies habitually to try to
get away with these shenanigans.
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Trump Republicans worked to promote Trump’s best interests, putting Party over Country by reducing the
independence of the Justice Department and going after their perceived political opponents while helping cronies
and friends of the administration. One glaring instance of this was when Trump and his collaborating Attorney
General Bill Barr undermined the independence of the Justice Department in the sentencing of the selfdescribed dirty trickster Roger Stone. By politically interfering in cases involving Trump loyalists, Trump stoked
controversy and provoked outrage, creating yet another distraction from more consequential wrongdoing that was
going on. Trump loyalists were even put in charge of the important U.S. Attorney’s Office for Washington D.C.
And Trump simultaneously sought to harm anyone who seemed to be insufficiently loyal to him personally, or who
criticized him or expressed opposition to his abuses of authority.
Trump also put his heavy hand on the scales of justice by attacking judges who made decisions he didn’t like. And
Republicans stacked federal courts with partisan judges who were chosen to be most likely to help enable this
corrosion of constitutional checks and balances, and to side with their agenda and its enablers in many legal
battles against their attempts to expand executive power in violation of laws and provisions of the Constitution.
In doing so, they torpedoed the independence of the federal judiciary. This was bad news because it eroded the
separation of powers in the U.S. Constitution, which was designed by our honorable despot-despising ancestors to
providentially assure all Americans with the blessings of liberty for themselves and all their heirs -- us!
Trump Republicans reduced regulations that had been put in place to protect people from predations by big banks
and other corporate entities. They pushed devious trickle-down Big Lies and laissez-faire ideologies that benefit
the few at the expense of the many.
Healthcare Wrongs
Republicans have been trying their damnest for the last 10 years to eviscerate Obamacare and its preexisting
conditions coverage, telling bald-faced lies about this money-addled and power-obsessed treachery against tens
of millions of Americans. Throughout the pandemic, having such a fragmented and inhumane for-profit system of
medical care and health insurance actually made everyone more vulnerable to being afflicted by the contagion.
Trump Republicans failed to control excess profiteering on pharmaceutical drugs by giant multinational drug
companies. In fact, they in effect made it ever easier for those profiteering giants to prosper. While drug
company shareholders liked it, millions of human beings were harmed.
They strongly opposed a fairer system of more affordable and universal medical care and health insurance
coverage. They failed to rein in costs for critical needs of people without medical insurance, and tried to make it
easier for giant insurance companies to discriminate against people who have “pre-existing conditions”. Their
selfish goal in this was to further increase profits for corporate behemoths involved in these industries. This
turned out to be one of the most consequential aspects of the REAL overarching malaise in our society.
They continued to perpetuate the highly unjust war on drugs that has inflicted terribly unjust and
disproportionately negative impacts on downtrodden poor people and black people and Latinos. This pathetically
contributed to making our Incarceration Nation unacceptable unfair.
The Trump administration was slow to ramp up coronavirus testing to identify persons who are contagious, putting
everyone at greater risk. Also, doctors, nurses and health professionals across the country were not provided
with enough personal protective equipment that they needed to keep themselves and their families safe. “And
when they aren’t protected, patients are put at higher risk.” The administration even moved to decrease nursing
home oversight and infection-control regulations, making older folks more vulnerable to this contagious affliction.
Trump asked African Americans for their vote before the 2016 election, saying, “What do you have to lose?” We
are now seeing what his racially discriminatory, white supremacist, reactionarily insensitive policies and priorities
really are. Staunch Republican opposition to expanded and improved healthcare is almost like genocidal
negligence, due to the impacts it has on racial minorities. We all have repeated the Pledge of Allegiance
throughout our early school days -- well, let’s demand that our leaders dramatically improve their efforts to
create “one nation, under God, indivisible” in our democratic Republic for which the American flag stands.
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The fickle finger of fate gave us this cruel contagious epidemic at the wrong time in history, for we need strong,
responsible leadership and an effective national action plan, yet we were dealt a federal government led by rigid,
scheming, profit-prepossessed anti-government “conservatives” who are pushing a retrograde agenda. This is a
true tragedy, for we have a critical need of honest and science-believing leaders who trust experts and are
committed to public health and security, and who are knowledgeable, intelligent, fair-minded, flexibly adaptive
and free from the powerful sway of corrupting influences and conflicts of interest.
The optics of these things look outrageous, especially when desperate people were forming long lines to get
something to eat from food banks. A near daily Survivor-like Reality TV show went on for months that gave the
Narcissist-in-Chief a platform for his daily fix of attention, and a combative opportunity to blame others and
deceive the citizenry, as he strutted and fretted and preened and twisted the truth in his hour upon the stage.
This was a tale told by a conniving idiot, and the American people would have been far better off if his malign
influence was removed from the bully pulpit earlier, after his first impeachment trial, and he were to be heard
from no more.
A new word impinged on my awareness as the COVID-19 stalked the land: shambolic. The word means chaotic,
disorganized and confused. Derived from the word shambles, it casts a pathological light on politicians and the
Demagogue-in-Chief who promised to fix the rigged systems that have created extremes of inequality and
injustices in the land of the free. In reality, once they fooled just enough people to squeak out an electoral
college victory, despite having lost the popular vote by almost 3 million votes, they chose to blatantly abuse their
positions of power and arrogantly and outrageously betray the public trust.
If Barack Obama had indulged in even a fraction of the socially irresponsible, intentionally divisive, self-serving
malfeasance and public corruption as Donald Trump has, Republicans would have reacted with such outrage that
they would have hounded him out of office. Just imagine if Barack Obama had manifested a Trump-like attitude
of arrogance and snide volatile anger-prone hot-headedness, and presumptuous egomaniacal hubris, and if he had
shown himself to be a prissy insult-hurling prima donna who plays an aggrieved victim card to get his way.
This infinitely antagonistic hypocrisy puts in proper context the irrational double standard of Republican
apologism and their enabling of Trump’s treachery against the common good. It reflects a perversely immoral
collateral white supremacist male domineering attitude that is harmfully discriminatory against blacks and Latinos
-- and biased against women.
Taxation and Debt Intrigue
Republicans ran up the national debt from 2017 to 2021 by over 30%, partially due to a shrewd strategic initiative
of giving debt-financed tax cuts to primarily benefit the wealthy. This put pressure on national budgets to cut
spending on smart social insurance and safety net programs that help protect people, including Medicare,
Medicaid, food stamps and dozens of other programs. This orgy of deficit financing violated the basic Keynesian
principle that prescribes balanced budgets or running a surplus during times of a growing economy and low
unemployment, so that a safer economy is pragmatically created that ensures the government will be able to
stimulate the economy when deficit spending is critically needed, like during contagious disease outbreaks and
economic recessions in which businesses lay off millions of working people. Check out Intelligent Precautionary
Principles – Holy Cow!
See this gambit for what it really is. These cunning politicians indulged in extremely short-term-oriented deficit
spending for narrow partisan political benefits. This unrestrained orgy of private profiteering and public debt
burdening is unsustainable, and it will leave a harsh legacy to our heirs in the future. This rash strategy painted
the American people into a risk-encumbering corner and accelerated the probability and heightened the eventual
severity of a calamitous debt crisis. Republicans, in essence, emulated a treacherous enemy that indiscriminately
planted deadly landmines behind them, which will potentially endanger all that follow.
Foreign Affairs Roguery
Trump Republicans governed the country like a banana republic, but with a hyper-stimulated military-industrial
complex and a power-abusing hegemony of military might over peaceable conflict resolution. This endangered
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world peace. Bernie Sanders once said he would embrace American exceptionalism, declaring, “As the wealthiest
and most powerful nation on earth, we have got to help lead the struggle to defend and expand a rules-based
international order in which law, not might, makes right.”
Conservatives are further endangering peaceable coexistence by stoking sectarian conflicts between Shia
Muslims and Sunni Muslims, the two main schism factions of Islam in the Middle East, and they are rattling the
saber against countries like Iran, exploiting violence-prone rifts between extremists.
Republicans are hyper promoting the proliferation of guns and weapons of war around the world. Russia and the
U.S. are the world’s largest arms exporters. As a result, we are witnessing people singing songs and carrying signs
hooraying for conflicting sides, with scheming leaders failing to lead to improve the general welfare of the people.
Trump Republicans hollowed out the State Department, undercutting its diplomacy functions. And they pursued
hard power military options instead of smarter, fairer and more mutually secure soft power approaches.
They allied themselves with conspiring autocratic rulers in countries like Russia, Saudi Arabia and Turkey to
continue over-exploiting fossil fuel energy resources, despite knowing the huge costs and dire outcomes that are
resulting from this wrongful course of profit prepossessed and power hungry action. Tellingly, the three biggest
oil-producing countries are the United States, Saudi Arabia and Russia, and they are all aware that climate
experts say we must leave 80% of known reserves of coal, oil and natural gas in the ground during the remainder
of this century. Much profit can be made, however, and much corrupt power can be usurped, by denying the
necessity for “meaningful and effective measures to control climate change”. As an Open Letter signed by 100
business leaders, including Donald Trump, stated in December 2009: “If we fail to act now, it is scientifically
irrefutable that there will be catastrophic and irreversible consequences for humanity and our planet.”
Trump Republicans are thus collaborating with an international cabal driven by Big Oil corruption, and they have
created what Senator Bernie Sanders accurately called “a new authoritarian axis” of countries corrupted by Oil
Politics. This is Vladimir Putin’s “authoritarian kleptocracy”, as Sanders described it in a speech in 2018: “There
is currently a struggle of enormous consequence taking place in the United States and throughout the world. In
it we see two competing visions. On one hand, we see a growing worldwide movement toward oligarchy,
authoritarianism and kleptocracy. On the other hand, we see a movement toward strengthening democracy and
egalitarianism and economic, social, racial and environmental justice.”
Michelle Goldberg wrote in early 2020 that Vladimir Putin seems bent on subverting the rules-based international
order. “By most accounts, he’s less interested in cultivating faith in his own system than in destroying belief in
alternatives. He aims to paint liberal democracy as nothing but an empty slogan papering over zero-sum contests
for power.” As with all demagogic autocrats, Putin does this for corrupt purposes. “In this project, Trump
couldn’t better serve Putin’s interests if he were a conscious Russian asset. Under Trump, the U.S. has
abandoned the pretense of backing democracy and human rights, meaning there are no longer any great powers
that even pretend to put morality at the center of foreign affairs. The horror of this era isn’t just the
emergence of an axis of authoritarianism, but the fact that there are so few allies to counter it.”
“Almost any Democratic president would represent a victory over the authoritarian kleptocracy Putin has sought
to export all over the world.” As a presidential candidate, Bernie Sanders, for instance, “believes that American
foreign policy should be oriented around expanding democracy in the face of what he called ‘a new authoritarian
axis.’” DO NOT VOTE FOR DONALD TRUMP EVER AGAIN. Overthrowing domineering rule will be a blow against
the corrosive cynicism in which authoritarianism thrives.
America could become a country where we heed the voices of women and young people of all races who demand
better than having plutocratic rule and nationalist demagogy. We shall overcome the tactics and tools that men
like Vladimir Putin have used to bring liberalism to its knees. “To young idealists around the world, America would
look -- dare I say it -- great again.”
Michelle Goldberg also noted in her Feb. 2020 Opinion article, “Building a multiracial social democracy is one of
the great political challenges of our time. Few nations on earth have figured out how to create, in heterogeneous
populations, the solidarity needed to sustain a robust public sphere. Putin has exploited this difficulty, stoking
tribal fears in countries with changing demographics to make liberalism look like a form of social dissolution.”
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The Politicization of National Intelligence Agencies
Trump ignored evidence that Russia was interfering in our elections, and instead actively suppressed such
evidence from being released -- even to Congress. An intelligence official gave a classified briefing to the House
Intelligence Committee in February 2020, once again warning that Russia is interfering in our elections “with an
eye toward aiding Trump — as it had in 2016”, as a New York Times editorial explained it.
Trump was furious about the briefing, “not over the threat of foreign meddling, but that Congress had been told
about it”, so he replaced the Director of National Intelligence with John Ratcliffe, a former commentator for
Fox News and a Trump loyalist, who was regarded as one of the most conservative members of Congress. In this
firing and replacement with a loyalist, Trump further politicized U.S. intelligence agencies, putting a partisan in a
position for which he is completely unqualified, having had little intelligence experience and having never run a
large bureaucracy.
Back in July 2019, Trump had said he intended to nominate John Ratcliffe to replace Dan Coats as the Director
of National Intelligence, but then Ratcliffe was forced to withdraw his name after some senators and former
intelligence officials said his resume was too thin, with no experience in the intelligence community, and that he
was likely to politicize intelligence agencies. Media reports criticized the job that Ratcliffe had done in his
prosecutorial involvement in terrorism and immigration cases. He is a former small-town Texas mayor who had a
history of embellishing aspects of his law enforcement career, so he is a poor prospect to have led the nation’s
seventeen intelligence agencies.
Here is another outrage-provoking instance of Trump having politicized national intelligence agencies to benefit
himself personally. In a reactive move reminiscent of Dick Nixon’s “Friday Night Massacre”, Trump made a
vindictive decision on April 3, 2020, ‘under the cover of darkness’, to fire Michael Atkinson, the inspector general
of the intelligence community. This was the duty-bound man who had rightly forwarded a whistleblower complaint
to Congress concerning Trump’s violations of laws, ethics and apparent impeachable offenses against provisions of
the U.S. Constitution in the Ukraine Plot.
“Inspectors general are government watchdogs traditionally granted a great deal of independence so that they
can ferret out waste, fraud and other misconduct in government agencies without fear of reprisal. But Trump
has demonstrated repeatedly that he has little regard for the positions, which were created by Congress after
Watergate to increase government accountability, and he expects executive branch officials to serve his
interests.”
The signal here, to the intelligence community and personnel in the military forces and all Americans, was to not
“dare tell the president what he doesn’t want to hear.” This signal was wrong, because our national security is
irrevocably tied to having honest, responsible and more truly patriotic officials in government.
At a briefing the day after firing Michael Atkinson, Trump endorsed the firing of Captain Brett Crozier of the
Navy, who was removed from command of the aircraft carrier Theodore Roosevelt after sending his superiors a
letter pleading for help for his coronavirus-stricken crew. An almost stupid-seeming Secretary of the Navy,
another member of the Trump kakistocracy, told the thousands of sailors on the aircraft carrier in Guam that
Captain Crozier, their well-regarded leader, was either “too stupid, or too naïve” because he indirectly publicized
the predicament aboard the aircraft carrier. Perhaps Crozier went outside the hierarchical military chain of
command to get help to save the crew from the contagious coronavirus, but it was a selfless act of heroism to
make his extraordinary effort to take steps to stop the insidious spread of this infectious disease through the
crew’s tight quarters.
Consider this in the context of Trump’s grant of clemency to Eddie Gallagher, a Navy Seal platoon leader who had
been convicted for having posed for a photo of him with the dead body of a teenage captive in Iraq that he had
killed with a hunting knife. Fellow platoon troops described Gallagher as a “toxic” character who was “OK with
killing anything that moved.”
The Personification of Amoral Aspects of Capitalism
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Dante does a great job of personifying love in Inferno. Personification is a literary device used to give authority
and human-like qualities to an abstract idea.
Understanding this, let’s insightfully and incisively personify “conservatism” in our turbulent and tempestuous
world today. Conservatism has come to embody a malign force standing against the tide of progress and the
common good. It is at once authoritarian and anti-government.
See this for what it really is: the true purpose of Republican orthodox conservative ideology is to strongly
support the engines of enforced order, including a bigger military and stronger police forces and more ruthless
immigration enforcement agents. At the same time, Republicans powerfully oppose good governance, adequate
social programs and public investments in things like healthcare, needed medical equipment, physical
infrastructure and protections of public lands and the environment.
This is what makes them simultaneously treacherously authoritarian and anti-government. One stark proof that
anti-government ideologies can be deadly can be seen in the statistics of African-Americans dying from the
COVID-19 disease at far larger numbers than their proportion of the populace.
We were all subject to the oppressive hegemony of the Trump regime, and as the divide between the fortunate
and the unfortunate becomes more drastically extreme, risks are escalating of crimes, violent unrest and
desperation.
Insecurity of workers may be advantageous to capitalists, but increasing the amount of desperation of the
masses from an already extreme disparity is irrationally unwise -- in addition to being grotesquely immoral.
Tens of millions of Americans are getting as mad as hell, and may soon demonstrate that they are not going to
take it anymore. Especially if they become aware that one of the largest provisions of the $2.2 trillion borrowed
under the CARES Act gave huge benefits to people like Donald Trump and Jared Kushner. “Republicans added a
$170 billion tax giveaway that primarily benefits wealthy real-estate investors, and even allows them to offset
losses they incurred before the pandemic. That tax break is larger than the bill's provisions backstopping hospitals ($100 billion) and all state and local governments ($150 billion). It’s indefensible, and
Republicans would rather not have to talk about it.”
While most Americans received a $1,200 check with the Egomaniac-in-Chief’s signature on it as part of the first
big coronavirus relief legislation, those who made over $1 million per year will reap a huge windfall that will cost
the rest of us $90 billion. “That's because Senate Republicans snuck in a provision into the coronavirus relief bill
that removes a limit of how much ‘pass-through’ businesses can deduct on their tax returns. What this means is
that 43,000 millionaires and billionaires (the richest 0.1%) will receive more than 80% of the tax benefits from
this provision in the stimulus. This is class warfare against the rest of us.”
According to the story in the Epistles to Timothy in the New Testament of the Bible, the Apostle Paul exhorted
Saint Timothy, the first Christian bishop of Ephesus, to make intercession prayers to those in authority. Paul
said, “I urge, then, first of all, that petitions, prayers, intercession and thanksgiving be made for all people — for
kings and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and quiet lives in all godliness and holiness.” Hallelujah!
Prayer is notoriously ineffective in getting desired results. Rather than such an obsequiously passive supplication,
We the People should demand that self-proclaimed superiors acknowledge the rights of the people, and actually
Stand and Deliver conditions conducive to peaceable coexistence and vastly improved public health and much more
widespread security and well-being.
The Advent of Socialism
As Catherine Rampell, a columnist at The Washington Post, made clear in her July 2019 opinion piece Trump is the
True Socialist, Donald Trump not only tried to gain political advantage by scare-mongering the American people
about his opponents being “socialists”, but also acted as a perverse type of socialist himself. “Trump has actually
implemented anti-market, Soviet-style, centrally planned policies, and he has used the power of the state to
punish political enemies. He has merely chosen different beneficiaries (and victims) of his Big Government
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bigfooting.”
“In some ways, in fact, Trump has proved himself a more successful socialist than Sanders is likely ever to be.
Many of Sanders’ core ‘socialist’ agenda items, after all, are opposed by not only Republicans but also by moderate
Democrats and even Democratic leadership. Trump, meanwhile, has bullied and brainwashed his supposedly freemarket party into backing a command-and-control-style economy. When it’s commanded-and-controlled by Trump,
anyway.”
“With nary a peep from his party, Trump has tried to prop up pet industries, such as coal, by government fiat.
Indeed, other Republicans have since copied his strategy at the state level.”
“Likewise, in a move that once would have had Republicans screaming bloody murder, Trump has slapped tariffs on
virtually every major trading partner around the world to protect favored industries, such as steel. This not
only failed to rejuvenate steel but also led to widespread retaliation, including tit-for-tat tariffs aimed at farm
country, a key part of the Republican base.”
“Trump then decided even more central planning was in order. Again, his party didn’t stop him. First, the
president unilaterally decided to use taxpayer funds to bail out farmers hurt by his trade wars. When that didn’t
work, he did it again. In a tweet Friday, he suggested that a third bailout might yet be necessary. Already,
Trump’s farmer trade bailouts are more than double the size of the 2009 auto bailout.”
“A decade ago — with the global economy on the verge of another depression — Republicans howled that this U.S.
auto industry rescue package was ‘the leading edge of the Obama administration’s war on capitalism’ and would set
us on ‘the road toward socialism’. Then when Trump gained power, these same Republicans seemed curiously
unperturbed. Conservatives, likewise, complain that Sanders and his socialist allies wish to bloat budget deficits.
Under Trump, of course, this has already happened. The deficit in fiscal 2019 was a whopping 48 percent higher
than it was in fiscal 2017, thanks to GOP policies. And while “Crazy Bernie” did say he would jack up tax rates to
(partly) offset his proposed spending, Trump has raised some taxes on Americans, too — he’s just done it more
regressively, through taxes on imports rather than income.”
“Trump’s version of socialism soaks the poor, not the rich.”
“If conservatives are genuinely frightened by Sanders’ proposed downward redistribution of wealth, they might
consider the sort of redistribution practiced by Trump -- in particular, the many ways Trump has used his office
to redistribute taxpayer dollars into his own pocket. Just last week, during a tour of western states, Trump
elected to fly his entourage back to his hotel in Las Vegas each night rather than stay in the other cities he was
visiting. Whatever Sanders’ flaws, at least he doesn’t try to steal everything that’s not nailed down.”
“If you’re a Never Trumper worried that Sanders will take this country down the road to serfdom, beware:
President Trump has already paved the path.”
The Great Value of Scientific Understandings
Rush Limbaugh’s “four corners of deceit” dogma was revealed in a 2010 article in Nature research journal titled
Science Scorned: The anti-science strain pervading the right wing in the United States is the last thing the
country needs in a time of economic challenge. Limbaugh, the “conservative” radio host who is widely listened to
across the U.S., pushed this propaganda that there are “four corners of deceit”: government, academia, science
and the liberal media. “Those institutions are now corrupt and exist by virtue of deceit. That's how they
promulgate themselves; it is how they prosper.” The Nature editorialists observed, “It is tempting to laugh off
this and other rhetoric broadcast by Limbaugh, but Limbaugh and similar voices are no laughing matter.”
Rush Limbaugh’s “dittoheads”, who believed his manic propaganda, should instead try to see clearly. Limbaugh
incessantly urged his gullible listeners to be suspicious of science, misleading people in ways that are now proving
to be fatal in the global pandemic. He and right-wing media have prospered by manipulatively exploiting people’s
fears and sowing doubt, cynicism, confusion, misinformation and disinformation. These ratings resemble textbook
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examples of propaganda campaigns, producing intentional ignorance and obedient belief and immersion in echo
chambers that endanger even their occupants.
We should inoculate ourselves against those who zealously take advantage of the “illusory truth effect” that
makes people regard falsehoods as true just because they have been endlessly repeated. We should also
inoculate ourselves against the virtual pathogen of right-wing treachery in pushing propaganda and divisive tactics
in order to gain and maintain power and domineering control over the populace.
There is a corollary to the illusory truth effect: there is no such thing as bad publicity, and an untold number of
people in the Trump base are being deceived into mistaking familiarity with honesty and trustworthiness and
responsibility.
Instead of “draining the swamp”, Trump Republicans have made the rotting morass of public corruption into a
winner-take-all concession stand where crony insiders feast while the masses suffer increased privations and
predations and insecurities. These divide-to-conquer schemers are rigging the economy and political system even
more unfairly than they were before their power grab by deregulating and privatizing and greasing the wheels of
cost externalizing schemes and risk-socializing scams. They are lying through their teeth about their agenda, and
relying on the “illusory truth effect” to catapult the propaganda that helps them get away with these scams.
During Trump’s tenure in office, they worked to cripple vitally important government functions like State
Department diplomacy and Environmental Protection Agency efforts to protect people and vital ecosystems and
the global climate from mindless exploitation.
Environmental Harms
Trump Republicans slashed budgets for the Environmental Protection Agency and denied scientific understandings
in order to help corporations maximize private profits. The list of egregious actions by conservatives in the
environmental arena is too long for the space available in this essay. They are spelled out in detail in See Clearly:
Sanity During Insane Times – Book Twelve of the Earth Manifesto, which can be viewed online.
Interim Conclusion
It is apt that these ideas were first expressed on Easter Sunday in the year 2020, for Dante’s journey with
Virgil took place beginning on Thursday evening before Good Friday in the year 1300, and ended several days
after Easter Sunday.
Dante and Virgil, seeking understanding, illumination, solace and salvation, journeyed down through the descending
depths of Inferno, with its nine concentric circles of hell, witnessing all the unrepentant sinners who were being
subjected to eternal punishments for their sins. Then Dante and Virgil ascended up the seven terraces of Mount
Purgatory, where they witnessed sinners seeking forgiveness for their ”seven deadly sins” transgressions.
These eventful passages then led to Dante arriving in Heaven, where he was reunited with his muse Beatrice.
Dante’s allegorical depiction of Paradiso, guided by Beatrice, is a series of nine concentric celestial spheres
surrounding the Earth. These lofty spheres were a representation of the ascent of the soul to God, and were
based on the four cardinal virtues -- Prudence, Justice, Temperance and Courage, and the three theological
virtues -- Faith, Hope and Charity.
Understanding the deeper meanings of Dante’s Divine Comedy, we come to realize that virtues are better for
humanity, and sins of those who hold power over us are too dastardly to allow them to remain in power. Throw the
bums out of office!
Truly,
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
Hannibal, MO
July 7, 2021 (first version published on Easter Sunday, April 12, 2020)
To Do
(1) We should rightly demand that the Fairness Doctrine in public broadcasting be brought back to strengthen
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democracy and defend it from corrupting vested interests and their pandering puppets, demagogues and
deceivers. This was a policy of the U.S Federal Communications Commission from 1949 to 1987 that sensibly
required holders of broadcast licenses “to both present controversial issues of public importance and to do so in a
manner that was honest, equitable, and balanced.”
(2) Enact a revised version of the For the People Act that has been passed by the House and is being considered
before the Senate in June 2021. The bill has overwhelming bipartisan support among voters -- 67% of Americans
support the bill, including 56% of Republicans and 68% of independent voters. Unfortunately, conservative
Democratic Senator Joe Manchin announced that he is not supporting this transformative voting rights bill
because of lack of bipartisan support from Republican Senators. But Republican lawmakers are simply too afraid
of Trump and his followers that are the partisan problem, and they are playing politics to try to regain power by
cheating with new laws that suppress the votes of poor people, Blacks, Latinos, students and other constituencies
that tend to vote for the general welfare instead of Big Money donors and right-wing front groups. Revise the
bill (S1) that dates from before the 2020 election, so that it addresses “what is by far the most pressing
problem of the moment, which is Republican-controlled states taking vote certification out of the hands of
election officials and giving it to partisan legislatures. If such procedures had been in place during the two
months between Election Day last November and Jan. 6 of this year, Donald Trump's efforts to get the vote tally
tossed out in crucial swing states may well have been successful.”
(3) Expand the Supreme Court from 9 Justices to 13 to give an opportunity to reform-minded and corruptionbusting leaders to choose new Justices to balance out the far-right partisan tilt of the three Trump judges who
ally themselves with the excessively extreme Clarence Thomas and Samuel Alito -- and Chief Justice John
Roberts, who Courts have allowed Big Money and Dark Money and secret money to corrupt our elections, along
with gerrymandering and voter suppression. These partisan conservatives on the nation’s highest court have also
allowed a whole bloomin’ litany of wrongs in structural racial discrimination and environmental destruction and
failures to ensure public safety in sensible gun regulation.
Addendum: Measuring the Authoritarian Mind-Set of Trump’s Followers
Some of the biggest questions about Trump involve his followers. “Who are they, what do they want, and why do
they support him no matter what?” The new book Authoritarian Nightmare: Trump and His Followers, coauthored by John W. Dean and Bob Altemeyer, is an effort to answer those questions. Without his supporters,
“Donald Trump would be nothing but a Twitter troll,” they assert. Dean has seen presidential malfeasance
firsthand. He served as White House counsel for Richard Nixon, was involved in the Watergate cover-up, later
provided congressional testimony about Nixon’s culpability, became a key prosecution witness in the trials of
Nixon administration officials and pleaded guilty to obstruction of justice.
Authoritarian Nightmare effectively combines Dean’s knowledge of politics and the presidency with Altemeyer’s
expertise in authoritarianism. The first hundred pages deal with Trump’s upbringing, business career and
presidency, and cover some of the same ground as Mary L. Trump’s Too Much and Never Enough: How My Family
Created the World’s Most Dangerous Man. Like her, Dean and Altemeyer consider Trump to be a narcissist with
an incessant need for attention and praise who was trained by his authoritarian father “to intimidate and control
others”, and whose bullying behavior was evident even in childhood.
A poll by the Monmouth University Polling Institute in late 2019 overwhelmingly found that most Trump
supporters are both highly authoritarian and very prejudiced, and revealed that authoritarian views are deeply
embedded in the belief system of many Republicans. Trump’s followers don’t care too much about his dishonesty
and questionable actions because their primary concern is the perceived corruption of the purity of American
society, write Dean and Altemeyer. Trump’s base is oblivious to his unpresidential behavior, endlessly forgiving of
his incompetence, and stands “ready to give Trump all the power he wants” in exchange for his promise to reverse
societal change and protect them from the purported danger posed by “lawless” minorities and immigrants.
No matter what he said or did, Trump’s approval ratings consistently stayed around 40 percent throughout his
presidency, thanks to the unwavering support of his base supporters.
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Existence, Economics, and Ecological Intelligence
An Earth Manifesto publication by Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
Last revised on July 7, 2021
Introduction
Ecological economists and clear-eyed philosophers are keenly aware that everything is intricately interconnected,
so anywhere can be a good place to start as a jumping off point in examining the whole. My chief concern here in
this fifth essay of Book Three of the Earth Manifesto is to assess planetary conditions through a lens of economic
policies and priorities. This story is broad and consequentially impactful, and is interwoven with good evaluations of
understandings related to economic and social systems in countries around the world. This includes a wide range of
governments stretching from communist to socialist to democratic capitalist to laissez-faire crony capitalist.
People around the planet are living in a new Gilded Age that is an evolutionary metamorphosis of the one Mark
Twain wrote about in the early 1880s. In those days, extreme inequalities developed as capitalist business elites
and robber barons lived fabulously opulent lives of great wealth and conspicuous consumption. At the same time,
working people suffered from oppressive actions by their capitalist employers, and were forced to organize
together to gain a better deal in the internecine strife between laborers and the ruthless hegemony of
monopolistic corporatocratic “trusts”. This disparity of wealth and poverty featured exploitive business practices
and many abuses of power -- and terrible working conditions -- and it got worse and worse until labor strikes turned
deadly and a necessary Progressive Era was launched in reaction. At that time, courageous muckraking journalists
sailed onto the scene, viscerally expressing the outrage felt by common folk against social ills and injustices
perpetrated by giant corporate entities.
“Few things are harder to put up with than the annoyance of a good example."
--- Mark Twain, Pudd'nhead Wilson
The gap in fortunes and privileges between the super-rich and all other Americans has been radically widening in
the past 40 years. Economic inequities have become almost as extreme as they were in Mark Twain’s days. In The
Gilded Age: A Tale of Today, Mark Twain wrote about a phony patina of prosperity that materialized during an era
in the late 19th century when conspicuous consumption was glaringly gaudy. At that time, there was widespread
corporate and political corruption and many abuses of power by “robber barons”. In that era of industrialization,
many workplaces were unsafe, the use of some products was dangerous, wages were low, child labor was pervasive,
numerous violent assaults took place against workers in labor unions, and there were many discriminatory practices
against women and people in racial minorities. In addition, big corporations often engaged in monopoly practices
that made competition very unfair, and harmed consumers, polluted the commons, profligately wasted resources
and were heedless of the depletion and damages they caused to the environmental commons.
Mark Twain decried rapid increases in economic inequality during the Gilded Age. A historian named Vernon Louis
Parrington later called the period “the Great Barbecue", ostensibly because many eminent people at the time were
figuratively roasting the country to amass huge amounts of wealth, and enjoyed special banquets and benefits and
privileges exclusively for themselves. An exceedingly narrow concentration of income and wealth developed in
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those days, as it has again today. This deep inequity eventually sparked a powerful reaction in the far-reaching
Progressive reform movement that flourished from the 1890s until about 1912. Then an economic boom took place
after World War I and the global pandemic of 1918, during the Roaring Twenties. This episode rudely culminated
in a shocking crash of wild speculation in the stock market in 1929, ushering in the harsh Depression of the 1930s.
This economic crisis created massive social unrest, and forced financial and political elites to agree to a fairer deal
in which the concentration of income and wealth was reduced between 1945 and 1980, and the middle class was
strengthened, and America was made truly fairer.
I repeat: Elites were forced by these developments in our democracy to agree to a fairer deal. Today? “Damn
the masses!” Wait a minute -- can't 99% of the people prevail and require rich people to pony up a fairer
contribution to social insurance policies that will actually serve to make the average person more secure, and will
also help protect plenty of the privileges of the rich? To create a safer society, we need greater fairness, not
more debt-financed tax cuts and accompanying austerity measures that cause the social safety net to fray.
Today the richest Americans are once again brazenly abusing their power in astonishingly effective ways. They
are doing so by working to subvert fairly representative decision-making, and by making sure they continuously
increase their relative advantages over all others. CEOs, Wall Street fat cats, billionaires, lobbyists and our
political representatives are lavishly entertaining themselves with sumptuous banquets, often at the expense of
the public. They jealously rationalize their good fortune by promoting disingenuous, misleading and often patently
false ideological arguments. Super-empowered corporate entities abuse power by corrupting our political system
to give themselves and their shareholders greater prerogatives and benefits. Top management tightly control
wages paid to workers and collaborate together to get the politicians they buy to give them regressively
structured low tax rates at the expense of young people and all taxpayers in the future. This is not good.
Inequalities and inequities are widening between people in many arenas, including in opportunities available, tax
rates paid, income earned, wealth accumulated and overall privileges enjoyed. These trends are creating grave
risks to our national solvency and the fairness of our politics, and a wide range of dangers to collective well-being.
The hallowed idea of government “of the people, by the people, and for the people” is being perverted into
government of corporate interests, by corporate interests, and for rich people. This betrayal of our national
ideals is unethical and wrong. It is a perfidious subversion of our democracy that is being foisted on us by a small
set of ideologically uncompromising and greed-driven wealthy people who are betraying the public trust. They are
succeeding in this swindle by rigging the system for their own narrow benefit, evading taxes, and striving
mercilessly to exploit natural resources and diminish the power of working people. In demanding both historically
low tax rates for themselves and austerity for the masses, they are contributing to huge budget deficits and
powerful pressure for cuts in funding to vital things like health preparedness, public education, national
infrastructure, cleaner renewable energy, innovative research and development, family planning programs, and
protections of wildlife, endangered species, public lands and the environment.
Public tax policies change the distribution of income, as they have especially since Ronald Reagan began gutting
progressive tax policies by slashing marginal tax rates on the highest income earners from 70% to 28% in the
1980s. Less obviously, but possibly with even more influence, government policies are being cemented in place
that have enormous effects on the distribution of income before taxes are taken into account. Public policies
establish “the rules of the game”, so they have determinative effects by establishing laws affecting patents,
copyrights, competition, securities, contracts, minimum wages, corporate governance, international trade and
labor rules and regulations relating to financial markets and high-risk ventures. A variety of exceptionally special
deals are given to powerful vested interest groups, and the Federal Reserve pursues policies that lopsidedly aid
and abet artificially inflated growth in rich people’s assets.
Compounding these injustices, as was sensationally revealed in 2016 by the disclosure of scandalous Panama
Papers tax avoidance schemes, governments lose something like $3 trillion every year due to secret offshore tax
havens around the world.
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These are some of the ways that government entities, and thus politicians, have had an outsized role in making
America into a winner-take-all society, especially since Ronald Reagan came to power. As inequalities increase to
extreme levels, people’s attention is diverted from the real big long-term problems that are insidiously festering
in the world. Unless we admit this reality and take bold steps to prevent looming economic calamities and
ecological disasters, Nero’s fiddling while Rome burned will appear like an episode of zoning out by a crackling
campfire compared to being baked by a coming worldwide conflagration. Huh?
By allowing abuses of power like this to persist, our leaders are damaging vital ecosystems and unconscionably
cheating people in future generations. Even the Vatican has called for an overhaul of economic systems in the
world. Pope Francis has expressed concern about economic instability and trends toward ever-widening
inequalities of income and wealth between people in nations around the globe. These issues transcend the ability
of governments everywhere to effectively address them. The Vatican stated in 2011 that new institutions are
needed that are capable of helping solve issues like this, “now that vital goods shared by the entire human family
are at stake, goods which the individual states cannot promote and protect by themselves.”
In late 2013, Pope Francis castigated certain elements of modern capitalist systems and decried the "idolatry of
money". He asserted that these things were leading to “a new tyranny” around the globe. The perversely
entertaining outrage-stoking right-wing radio personality Rush Limbaugh was enraged at the Pope’s words back
then, calling his ideas "pure Marxism." Ha! Jesus was then the first Marxist? Who knew!
Wealthy partisans have ironically taken advantage of religious conservatives to get our economic system rigged to
their benefit, ignoring the fact that religion appeals to the downtrodden, and that Jesus told the multitudes that
rich people won’t have a chance in hell of getting into heaven if they treat poor people in rudely uncompassionate
ways. Perhaps I exaggerate? Here is what the Bible says in Matthew 19:24: “Again I tell you, it is easier for a
camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich person to enter
the kingdom of God.”
In any case, great economic thinkers weigh in below, and their perspectives are synthesized with those of arcane
but insightful economic theorists like Hyman Minsky and Arthur Cecil Pigou. Important Big Picture ideas are also
explored that relate to democracy, capitalism, socialism, taxation, deficit spending, government financing, proper
accounting, common sense incentives and disincentives, and systemic corrupting influences. And recommendations
are provided for much smarter plans for really improving our societies.
“My role in society, or any artist’s or poet’s role,
Is to try and express what we all feel.
Not to tell people how to feel.
Not as a preacher, not as a leader, but as a reflection of us all.”
--- John Lennon (1940 – 1980)
Economics and Ecological Intelligence
Here is the bottom line. The wealthy few in the USA are giving an ever-worse Bad Deal to all Americans outside
their elite circle. They are doing this by using the excessive influence of their Big Money to buy the allegiance of
politicians, and then exerting maximum pressure to satisfy their narrowly focused desires, generally to the
detriment of the Many. One of the pathetic consequences of this corrupt dealing is that the gap between rich and
poor is lurching to ever-more pronounced extremes, and common good goals are being rashly torpedoed.
Many highly significant and existentially important points are made in this essay, along with a marvelous scope of
Big Picture understandings that include vital perspectives articulated by ecological economists. But one especially
galling thing needs to be stated right now, at this crucial crossroads in history. Sane public priorities in the world
today are being sacrificed to satisfy short-term goals of profiteers, polluters and ruthless exploiters of working
people, natural resources, public lands and the environmental commons. These schemers are prepossessed with
greedily selfish gains, and they are being assisted in this overarching scam by pandering politicians, authoritarian
demagogues and fundamentalist propagandists who are pushing a far right agenda. The resulting outcome is that
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fairness in our democratic republic is being drastically diminished, and public debts are being run up in egregiously
irresponsible ways, and people in the future are being broadly betrayed.
The root cause of these wrongheaded priorities and associated harms, inequities, injustices and treachery toward
all persons in posterity is an excessive zeal for giving in to those who want to gain and abuse domineering power,
and hoard money and satisfy their greedy compulsions. These drives are manifestly motivated by ego, status
seeking and righteous expectations of being able to always get their way at the expense of the people. My good
friend the underground Mole guffaws, declaring, “I have a big beef with this bullshit!”
Capitalism and Its Discontents
Capital has overwhelmingly prevailed in the internecine struggle between Capital and Labor since the dawn of the
capitalist era. Karl Marx was so concerned by the predations of capitalism that he wrote The Communist
Manifesto, harshly criticizing big businesses and sensibly advising, “Workers of the World, Unite!” Capital has
been able to achieve this domineering power for similar reasons that the Tragedy of the Commons occurs.
Businesses have a laser-like focus on gaining advantages for themselves and getting the best return on their
investments, while everyone else in an economic commons has more scattered motivations like achieving good
citizen goals, as articulated in The Common Good, Properly Understood.
The most consequential ways that multinational corporations have been able to achieve their amoral domineering
hegemony over the masses of working people and the common good has been through the malign influence of their
Big Money in corrupting our politics, with the collaboration of conspiring and benefitting politicians. Corporate
entities have been so successful at this in the U.S. that, “Revealingly, federal corporate income taxes have been
sharply reduced since 1950, while federal payroll taxes on working people have been almost quadrupled.
Concentrations of economic power have a corrupting impact on democracy AND the free market. When Congress
passed the Sherman Antitrust Act in 1890, its author, Sen. John Sherman of Ohio, declared, “If we will not
endure a king as political power, we should not endure a king over the production, transportation and sale of any
of the necessities of life.”
Fast forward to more modern times and it can be seen that a wide divergence has taken place between workers’
productivity and the growth of pay for typical workers over the last four decades. And this was no accident.
The typical worker has lost $10/hour in compensation as a result of successful efforts by employers to keep wage
growth down over the past 40 years. This fact has been documented by Lawrence Mishel and Josh Bivens in
Identifying the Policy Levers Generating Wage Suppression and Wage Inequality, a paper that explains why pay
received by workers has lagged far behind the growth in productivity over the period from 1979 to 2017.
With all the existentially daunting challenges facing countries around the world today, it is becoming critically
important to fund larger sources of revenue for governments to deal with economic, social and environmental
problems, and one of the best sources would be to get more money by enacting minimum taxes on corporations,
and by eliminating tax havens and illicit tax evasion schemes like those revealed by the Panama Papers scandal.
Egregious abuses of power by rich people, giant banks and corporate entities are among the most crucial issues of
our time. They achieve their goals in cahoots with politicians and governments that help them avoid paying taxes.
They not only use political pressure to get politicians to reduce the amount of taxes they pay, but they also use
their extensive means of engaging in malfeasance to avoid and evade paying taxes.
The first way corporations avoid paying taxes is detailed by Gabriel Zucman and Gus Wezerek in a New York
Times article on July 11, 2021 titled Shut Down the Tax Havens. Tax haven nations like Ireland and Hungary
attract giant multinational corporations to locate their headquarters in their countries by assessing lower tax
rates than other places. For instance, Ireland has gained big advantages by engaging in “a race to the bottom”,
charging low corporate tax rates, so that in 2018, “U.S. corporations reported more profit in Ireland than in
Mexico, China, Germany and France combined.” As a result, 24 of the biggest 25 biotech and pharmaceutical
companies have their headquartered in Ireland.
“Companies have resorted to devious schemes to justify their profit shifting,” observe Zacman and Wezerek. “in
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2018, Facebook made $15 billion in profit in Ireland — the equivalent of about $10 million for each of its
employees there.” … “This is tax evasion, pure and simple.” It should also be regarded a form of corrupt
malfeasance. For example, ”In its quest to avoid taxes, Apple moved some of its intellectual property to Jersey,
a small island in the English Channel.”
Tax avoidance schemes like this deprives governments worldwide of something on the order of $3 trillion every
year around the world.
The second main way that huge multinational companies avoid paying taxes is by hiding hundreds of billions of
dollars in profits in shell companies. The sensational story of the Panama Papers reveals the contents of a trove
of 11.5 million leaked documents from inside the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca that detail financial and
attorney–client information for more than 200,000 offshore entities (disclosed beginning on April 3, 2016.) The
Panama Papers overwhelmingly expose the dark underbelly of global finance.
An anonymous whistleblower leaked these millions of confidential documents to a German newspaper, and they
were investigated by more than 100 investigative journalists before being revealed to the public. A Nobel Prize
was given to these journalists, who are a part of the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, for
their courageous work in following up on the leads provided. The scandal took down the Prime Minister of Iceland
and the Prime Minister of Pakistan, and many government officials in Brazil, and exposed hundreds of others
involved in financial misdeeds. The extraordinary story of the Panama Papers leak of secret tax havens set up by
people in many countries in the world is a real eye opener, also involving drug trafficking and money laundering.
Income inequality is one of the defining issues of our time, and one reason it is getting steadily worse is due to
“massive, pervasive corruption”, according to the whistleblower who leaked what has become known as the Panama
Papers from a law firm in Panama. In a statement titled The Revolution Will Be Digitized, the leaker said growing
global income inequality and corruption allegedly enabled by Mossack Fonseca motivated his or her actions. This
anonymous “John Doe” said the papers demonstrated the “injustices” perpetrated by the industry that creates
offshore companies, and blamed governments for allowing offshore havens to proliferate, creating “French
Revolution levels of inequality and injustices.”
Another scandal of enormous proportions has been revealed by the FinCEN Files investigation, which revealed
that trillions of tainted dollars flow freely through major banks, swamping a broken enforcement system. Huge
global banks often serve oligarchs, criminals and terrorists, in defiance of crackdowns on misdeeds. This FinCEN
Files investigation has been honored as a finalist for the 2021 Pulitzer Prize in International Reporting, bringing
acclaim to this groundbreaking project by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, BuzzFeed
News and more than 100 other media partners around the world.
The FinCEN Files exposed secret U.S. government documents revealing that JPMorgan Chase, HSBC and other big
banks have defied money laundering crackdowns by moving staggering sums of illicit cash for shadowy characters
and criminal networks that have spread chaos and undermined democracy around the world. The records show
that five global banks -- JPMorgan, HSBC, Standard Chartered Bank, Deutsche Bank and Bank of New York
Mellon -- kept profiting from powerful and dangerous players even after U.S. authorities fined these financial
institutions for earlier failures to stem flows of dirty money.
U.S. agencies responsible for enforcing money laundering laws rarely prosecute megabanks that break the law,
and the actions authorities do take barely ripple the flood of plundered money that washes through the
international financial system. In some cases the banks kept moving illicit funds even after U.S. officials warned
them they’d face criminal prosecutions if they didn’t stop doing business with mobsters, fraudsters or corrupt
regimes.
JPMorgan, the largest bank based in the United States, moved money for people and companies tied to the
massive looting of public funds in Malaysia, Venezuela and Ukraine, the leaked documents reveal.
The Pulitzer Board at Columbia University recognized the FinCEN Files reporting team for pulling off a “massive
reporting project” that produced “sweeping revelations” about the “role of some of the world’s biggest banks in
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facilitating international money laundering and the trafficking of goods and people, corruption that continues to
frustrate regulators across the world.”
An Overview
Twelve score and three years ago our forefathers declared independence from the British Empire in the year
1776, and brought forth upon this continent a new nation conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that
all people are created equal in their natural human rights. Now I imagine the entire body politic gathered here
together, one nation, indivisible and committed to liberty and justice for all, and we are collectively pledging
allegiance to these great ideals in their essence. In curious contradiction, however, many Americans are angry at
each other, at pathetic loggerheads, and the interests of narrowly focused groups are taking precedence over
broader civic concerns. The American people are sadly divided by stoked conflicts, culture war differences,
extremely partisan politics and unreal volumes of really fake news propagated in social media. With our society
becoming increasingly characterized by growing extremes of economic insecurity, social injustices and rude
unfairness in representation, these developments are being effected to increase the concentration of wealth in the
hands of the richest 1%. These happenstances are undermining social cohesion, fair-mindedness and our
democratic form of governance, and they endanger the well-being of the American people and our children and
grandchildren and everyone in generations to come.
A great battle of ideas has been taking place in the world in the past century. Libertarians, conservatives and
market fundamentalists stubbornly maintain that the best plan is to adhere to strict principles of private
enterprise, and to make government rules as favorable to powerful private interest groups as possible while
minimizing both the collective bargaining rights of workers and protections of the environment. The top goal of
these folks is to gain domineering power by pandering to the desires of rich people to pay the minimum amount of
tax. One of the main means to accomplish this goal is by peddling influence to giant corporations and trying to
make sure that workers are weak in their power to negotiate. By staunchly supporting objectives like this, these
extreme partisans are basically rationalizing inequalities, inequities, injustices, heightened social stresses and the
unwise and excessive exploitation and degradation of natural ecosystems. One unspoken goal of these individuals
is to help ensure that the richest 1% of the people continue forevermore to own more wealth than almost 90% of
the Americans below them on the lower rungs of the economic ladder.
Astoundingly, the 400 richest families in the USA today have more wealth than the bottom 180 million people
combined. And many of these rich people demonstrate a brazen eagerness to utilize their accumulated riches to
corrupt our representatives to get them to commit to never ever imposing any higher levels of tax on earnings,
investment income, capital gains or inheritances. One principal problem with this pathological and severely skewed
state of affairs is that there is far-reaching truth in this observation made by Louis Brandeis, a Supreme Court
Justice from 1916 to 1939:
“We can have democracy in this country, or we can have great wealth concentrated in the hands of a few,
but we can’t have both.”
Which shall we choose? In the highly regarded tome Capital in the Twenty-First Century, French economist
Thomas Piketty skewers assumptions about a supposed invisible hand of benevolence in advanced capitalist
economies. He “forecasts sharply increasing inequality of wealth in industrialized countries, with deep and
deleterious impacts on democratic values of justice and fairness.”
Thomas Piketty is one of the most prominent economists in the world today, so we would be wise to heed his
cautions when he says that, unless something changes, wealthy individuals will keep getting wealthier, and they will
do so at an accelerating rate. He describes this prospect as “terrifying”, and adduces convincing reasons why.
And Piketty not only poignantly analyzes problems related to global capitalism, but he also prescribes creative
solutions for the inequality problem, like a “global wealth tax.” More about this intriguing proposal later.
A higher quality of life can cost more money, and a fairer distribution of the nation’s wealth would allow a few
hundred million Americans to be able to afford more nutritious foods, enjoy greater security in health matters,
live in safer neighborhoods, drive more dependable vehicles, experience less stress and existential anxiety, be
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offered better and less expensive public education, be able to enjoy a few more pleasurable indulgences, and be
given a more generous modicum of leisure time to be able to appreciate life and the peace and beauty in Nature.
Heck, greater economic security and less reactionary national policies would even make it more likely that people
would have more space to connect with others in healthier ways, and to treat them with more neighborly empathy
and compassion.
As the progressive Texan Jim Hightower emphasizes in his Hightower Lowdown, EVERYONE DOES BETTER
WHEN EVERYONE DOES BETTER.
Studies show that people who earn $50,000 to $75,000 annually are happier than those who make less than this,
considering a wide range of factors. But, ironically, those who earn more than $75,000 are not necessarily any
happier, in general. This makes it colossally crazy to allow our representatives to push a top national priority of
continuing to help rich people gain the lion’s share of money generated from business activities.
The fact that wealth in the U.S. is derived from the exploitation of common natural resources, and from profiting
hugely off the labors of working people, makes it even more brazenly blatant that moneyed interests are greedily
acting to corruptly rig the system to make damn sure that wealth continues to be concentrated ever more
narrowly in the hands of the few, year after year after year.
It would be extraordinarily easy to improve the prospects of people today, and of everyone to be born in the
future. All we need to do is to take bold steps to enact sensible measures like ones outlined in One Dozen Big
Initiatives to Positively Transform Our Societies. To accomplish this propitious goal, we should pry the conniving
fingers of the wealthy off the controls of decision-making in the USA, and find effective ways to limit the power
of anti-democratic corporations and authority-abusing governments in the world.
Thomas Piketty adduces a persuasive variety of technical reasons in Capital in the Twenty-First Century for why
wealth will continue to become more concentrated in the hands of the few, as the years pass. These insightful
understandings point the way toward needed reforms. As the destabilizing economic disaster caused by the
coronavirus crisis recedes, we should rightly enact reforms to reverse the foolish debt-financed Republican Tax
Cuts scam. Tax rates must be restructured to be more progressive, with significantly higher top marginal tax
rates. In doing this, one guiding principle should win out: NOT ONE PENNY MORE should be given in lower tax
rates to people in the top 1% than they enjoyed before the 2017 debt-financed Republican tax cut scam.
Revolutionary reforms are required, so let’s come together to agree on a peaceful, honest and expeditious means
for achieving these changes. Otherwise, without remedial action, the proverbial pitchforks are going to come out
for the power-abusing rich, as common sense billionaire Nick Hanauer made abundantly clear in his brilliant article
The Pitchforks Are Coming … for Us Plutocrats. Tumultuous unrest is supremely undesirable, for it destabilizes
our country and threatens peaceful coexistence, with potentially cataclysmic negative consequences.
Every system requires tweaking when it gets out of kilter, and human priorities are definitely out of kilter due to
extreme inequalities and injustices, which have gotten much worse with “conservative” policies, priorities, and
corporate abuses of power like those being perpetrated by gun manufacturers and oil and coal conglomerates,
chemical companies, pharmaceutical drug companies, tobacco companies and many corporations involved in the
military-industrial complex. Humanity is also out of kilter with nature, and with stable global climatic conditions,
and even with the laws of physics, perhaps more than ever before. Our leaders should face the real implications
of this sorry state of affairs.
In a soliloquy spoken by Prince Hamlet in the "nunnery scene" of William Shakespeare's play Hamlet, the clever
protagonist expresses the famous philosophic query, essentially recommending that we choose to right wrongs:
To be, or not to be, that is the Question:
Whether ’tis Nobler in the mind to suffer
The Slings and Arrows of outrageous Fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them.
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Let’s be clear. Our political representatives should serve the public by responsibly honoring the will of the
majority of the people and the common good. They should stop engaging in fear mongering, exploiting people’s
insecurities, goading antagonisms and pursuing other divide-to-conquer strategies. They should stop pushing
priorities that create ever-more exaggerated extremes of inequalities, especially in healthcare. They should
agree to restrictions on campaign financing so that wealthy people and big corporate entities are prevented from
bribing politicians with huge political contributions. They should be restricted in their short-term-oriented
profiteering scams, and act with greater fiscal responsibility, instead of exploiting expediencies and financing
their priorities with dangerous and rashly increasing levels of public debt.
Let’s honor the outspoken voices of high school students in the aftermath of the mass shooting that took place in
Parkland, Florida (“we call BS”), and courageously take steps to honestly fix the problems that affect us, including
ones like gun violence, sexism in the workplace, climate disruptions and environmental degradation. All of these
challenges are being made worse by inaction and wrongheaded policies pushed by “conservative” leaders.
Restore and Strengthen Democracy
Perhaps the best way to correct challenges like these would be to strengthen democracies. “Let’s be honest.
Democracies are fragile things,” says Samantha Power, the administrator of the U.S. Agency for International
Development. “Attacks on judges, journalists, election officials and other institutions in the United States
underscored that an assault on freedoms and civil liberties could happen anywhere.” That is why, Ms. Power said,
“it is so important to stand up against corruption, to stand up against autocratic behavior wherever it occurs -because these actions can quickly grow to threaten stability, to threaten democracy, to threaten prosperity.”
A very small percentage of people in the world own half of all global wealth, and they tend to be loath to pay
taxes on their incomes -- or even to pay taxes on their assets after they die. Many of them hide their wealth in
tax shelters in tax haven countries, and spend lavishly to corrupt governments to rig the system to their greater
advantage. By using tax shelters, affluent individuals living on easy street are contributing to everyone else living
lives on severely potholed rugged roads.
The huge sums of money that financial elites are hiding in various tax shelters, along with the many shenanigans
that are going on with shell companies in tax havens, are causing a variety of morbid symptoms by reducing the
amounts of money available to governments worldwide to finance greater good goals, thereby depriving billions of
people of better living conditions and greater security.
A responsible and robust democracy is in the best interests of all. When aspects of it fail, as is revealed to have
happened by the Panama Papers in the underhanded doings of a law firm in Panama, it is a warning sign that tells
us far-reaching reforms must be made. The anonymous whistleblower who leaked the hundreds of thousands of
legal files from the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca points out that, for the past 50 years, “executive,
legislative and judicial branches of governments around the globe have utterly failed to address the
metastasizing tax havens spotting Earth’s surface.” The courageous whistleblower makes it clear that financial
regulators, tax authorities, banks, courts, the media and legal professionals have failed citizens around the globe.
It is the ethical and moral obligation for representatives of the people to honestly take strong steps against
corruption that contributes to these failures. Those who politicize the pandemic, and who wage culture wars
against the common good, and indulge in fear mongering, and divide people to rule over them with hubris, deceit
and abuses of power must be thrown out of positions of authority.
A main difference between the Republican Party and the Democratic Party today is that Democrats want to
restore democracy, and strengthen it, while Republicans want to place more restrictions on voting and rig the
political system even more radically against fair representation.
Republicans would seemingly rather hype up culture wars than help the American people, and by opposing anticorruption measures, they betray the public trust. They are engaged in a surprising litany of devious distractions
from important issues. This is “a scrapheap of GOP manufactured controversy” in 2021 that has included “the
great Dr. Seuss silencing to Potato Head hysteria to cancel culture”, and then to bans on teaching critical race
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theory. “Scapegoating people of color and white liberals for all of conservatives’ perceived societal ills is the
battle flag Republicans are carrying into 2022.”
Columnist Jennifer Rubin writes, “Republicans are taking refuge in Kafkaesque rule-making that empowers
individuals and state authorities to harass, intimidate and confuse Americans attempting to exercise their
fundamental rights. The law becomes a partisan tool to wage against opponents and to further otherwise
unpopular social objectives (e.g., criminalizing abortion). It is a recipe for partisan legal administration and
election nullification. If they cannot win elections and defend their policy objectives, Republicans appear willing
to burn down democratic elections and “equal justice under the law.”
Republican Governor of Florida Rick DeSantis and his enablers in the Florida legislature have restricted the
voting rights of people who disagree with them, limited academic freedom and expression, and banned the right
to protest. “Ron DeSantis is now a GOP favorite, even more so than Donald Trump, according to 2024 polling.”
“Back in the dark ages of the last century, the right-wing culture war was often described with a reference to
the three Gs: God, guns and gays.” These days, the right-wing culture war is perhaps better described with
three Vs: vaccine derangement, validation of white racial innocence, and valorization of insurrectionists.
The Conservative Political Action Conference in Texas in mid-July 2021 “treated the nation to a parade of such
obsessions. We were told the large percentage of Americans who remain unvaccinated against covid-19 is a cause
for ecstatic celebration. We were told ‘Marxist’ Democrats want to indoctrinate your children to be ashamed of
their whiteness.”
“Republican-led State legislatures are working urgently to pass bills that will ban teachers from speaking honestly
about race. Imagine telling teachers they’re not even allowed to mention events like the massive racial justice
protests for Black lives last year! Banning teachers from mentioning systemic racism won’t make it go away -- it
will only prevent our children and future generations from purposely confronting it. Our kids deserve the truth.
Politicians should stop meddling with our children’s classrooms.”
Tucker Carlson on FOX News spews lies about COVID-19 and vaccines to get higher ratings. He is a quizzical
fear-exploiting far right demagogue who has become an outspoken voice against vaccines, making more people
vulnerable to getting the coronavirus and contributing to people suffering and dying and transmitting the virus,
and preventing people everywhere from gaining herd immunity against the ravages of the pandemic.
We must find common ground instead of weaponizing differences for narrow goals and political gain.
“Republicans will do almost anything to distract from what they really absolutely don't want to talk about ever:
The Capitol insurrection and the critical role Donald Trump, his cult following, and GOP lawmakers played in
fomenting that attack.”
“Why are Republicans so scared of it? Because if any one of them is held accountable then the vast majority of
them will also be deemed equally as culpable in the court of public opinion at the very least. That's why GOP
Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy promptly killed the bipartisan Jan. 6 commission that had met every single one of
his demands. Unfortunately for McCarthy and the rest of the Republican Party, they're going to have to do a hell
of a lot more distracting between now and the fall of 2022.
A Mini-Me Makes a Persuasive Claim
A touching aspect of the important documentary Inequality for All is the larger-than-life mini-me character of
Robert Reich and the personal motives he expresses that have inspired him to champion greater economic justice.
Robert Reich was always very short, due to a rare genetic condition, so bullies in school tended to pick on him. He
found it valuable and safer to affiliate himself with older boys who were able to command more respect, and that
is how he made friends with a young man named Mickey Schwerner, who cared about social justice so much that
some years later he ventured to the Deep South to honorably help black people exercise their right to vote
during the “Freedom Summer” of 1964. Tragically, this friend and protector disappeared in Mississippi for
several months and then was found dead, murdered by racist members of the white supremacist Ku Klux Klan. No
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culprits were ever apprehended.
As a result of his personal circumstances, Reich relates, he has always been acutely sensitive to injustices in the
world, and to bullying of folks in the working class by those who insistently proclaim their all-but-divine right to
riches, status, power, privileges, maximized corporate profits, and low rates of tax on their incomes and capital
gains. Bob cites the murder of his friend as an inspiration to "fight the bullies, to protect the powerless, and to
make sure that the people without a voice have a voice." This is a truly commendable life purpose!
The USA was founded by people who loved liberty and hated despotic abuses of power, so it is surprising that the
richest 1% of Americans have been so successful today in buying enough influence to control policy-making in the
U.S. Senate – and in rulings made by the Supreme Court. And it is tragic that they have used this control to
corrupt our national purposes into a weakly rationalized protection racket for greedy privilege. An expansive
examination of this theme pervades the ideas that unfold in this essay.
“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamed of in our philosophy.”
--- William Shakespeare, Hamlet
Ecological Economists to the Rescue!
“In the nineteenth century, anti-capitalist critics like Marx insisted that economics must be contained within
an ethical context; they contended that social justice counted for more than industrial efficiency or private
profit. In the late twentieth century, the environmental movement is trying to teach us that both economics
and ethics must be contained within an ecological context.”
--- The Voice of the Earth, An Exploration of Ecopsychology, Theodore Roszak
A scientific and philosophical discipline called ‘ecological economics’ has been in the process of being articulated in
the past four decades. Ecological economics is guided by the need for humanity to find ways to live sustainably
and to leave a fairer legacy to people in the future. This discipline is concerned with the carrying capacity of
natural ecosystems, and the conservation of resources, and the true implications of environmental damages
caused by human activities.
Ecological economists recognize a broad range of unintended consequences of our actions. They point out the
wisdom of honestly taking into account these bigger-picture perspectives in all public policy decisions. They
question economic ideologies that advocate a gospel of stimulated consumer indulgences, recklessly wasteful
growth, less regulated cutthroat capitalism, and national policies that will exacerbate risks created by growing
social inequalities. Ecological economists contend that it is foolish to measure economic activities in distorted and
misleading ways, and to make dubious assumptions in analyses of costs and benefits of public policies. And they
strive to advance ideas consistent with values that really represent the greater good.
Ecological economists emphasize the vital importance of natural capital and the incalculably valuable “ecosystem
services” provided by a healthy biosphere. It makes much more sense to give serious consideration to these
underpinnings of expansive well-being than to mindlessly ignore them -- or to adamantly deny them. We simply
must begin to recognize the hidden costs associated with courses of action that recklessly deplete resources and
cause irreversible harm to habitats and ecosystems, or that contribute to destabilizing the global climate.
A group of young plaintiffs between the ages of 8 and 20 is suing the federal government and major energy
companies on grounds that the U.S. is failing to protect them from the harmful effects of excessive emissions of
greenhouse gases. Efforts to block this climate change lawsuit have so far failed, and U.S. Magistrate Judge
Thomas Coffin in Eugene, Oregon rejected motions to dismiss the lawsuit. The youths contend that the release
of climate-destabilizing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere is a violation of their constitutional rights. They are
demanding that the government be forced to create a plan that would cut the volume of emissions. Since
Republican politicians often dominate national policies in the halls of power, it is their dead serious responsibility
to take action to mitigate the risks and cost associated with global warming and the unfolding climate crisis.
Nonetheless, they persist in trying to evade this responsibility.
In the 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review, climate disruptions were described as “threat multipliers”, which will
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aggravate stressors abroad such as poverty, environmental degradation, political instability and social tensions.
During the Trump reign, Republicans chose to politicize these issues and deny the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions into the atmosphere, even though recent years have been the most costly ever for extreme weather
events. In 2017 alone, powerful hurricanes and severe wildfires caused over $300 billion in damages.
Giving consideration to climate change as a threat multiplier, it is intriguing to contemplate a report published in
May 2019 by the Breakthrough National Centre for Climate Restoration in Australia, which reckons probabilities
for catastrophic climate developments to be much higher for extremely severe outcomes than is generally
understood. The analysis in the report indicated that negative feedback loops of greenhouse gas emission
impacts on the climate pose an “existential threat to human civilization” within the next 30 years. The report
found that the climate crisis could lead to “the breakdown of nations and the international order” as the global
climate -- which we are rashly altering -- tumbles past a point of no return toward “an uninhabitable Earth.”
The implications of failing to reduce greenhouse gas emissions into Earth’s atmosphere are dire. Oceans are
absorbing a large proportion of the tens of billions of tons of carbon dioxide that humankind is spewing into the
atmosphere every year, making ocean waters less alkaline. Sadly, in conjunction with this change and a global
average warming of sea waters, coral reef communities in the world’s oceans are being decimated and widespread
coral bleaching events are taking place.
Coral reefs are crucial incubators of life in ocean ecosystems. They provide living habitats and sources of food to
something like 25% of all marine species, and they support fish stocks that feed more than one billion people.
They are made up of trillions of tiny animals, called polyps, which form symbiotic relationships with algae, which in
turn capture sunlight and carbon dioxide to make nutrients that feed the polyps. An estimated 30 million smallscale fishermen and women depend on reefs for their livelihoods, including more than one million in the Philippines
alone. In Indonesia, fish supported by the reefs provide the primary source of protein. As corals die off, some
are saying this is a “Coral-pocalypse”.
In a parallel development, honeybees have been dying at a record pace in recent years in a phenomenon scientists
call “colony collapse disorder.” This situation creates a grave risk for food production because bees are critical
pollinators of many crops, and some scientists have dubbed it a “Bee-pocalypse”. In the Big Picture, humanity
does not want to be subjected to a “Anthro-pocalypse” in which our global population will collapse, so we need to
establish robust safeguards against every eventuality that leads in that direction.
One of the cautionary lessons of history is that an economic collapse is often the end-game result of unchecked
growth and a disregard for the foundations of well-being. Our societies cannot ignore with impunity all the
ecological damages and the heedless over-exploitation of resources. The ancient civilization on Easter Island in
the remote reaches of the South Pacific collapsed because the native Rapanui people apparently failed to see
limits on the amount of arable farmland, native palm forests and fresh water on their small island, even as they
depleted these vital resources and their population grew beyond sustainable numbers. The relics of their famous
monumental volcanic stone statues stand in mute testament to their ancestor worship and deity-like regard of
chieftains and elites, and the eventual folly of their ways.
Potential economic catastrophes pose risks much too serious to ignore. When our leaders pay too little heed to
long-term considerations, such shortsightedness creates an increasing likelihood of terrible hardships for billions
of people in coming years. During economic boom times, people tend to develop “disaster myopia” and ignore the
real likelihood of what things could actually go wrong. And they tend to forget the vital importance of sensibly
adhering to precautionary principles. This truth was emphasized when the 2020 Pandemic outbreak began.
Excessive damages to the crucially important environmental commons could be catastrophic for humanity, and
such harms could be practically irreversible on any meaningful time scale. This is why ecological economists tell
us we would be wise to take precautionary measures into account in our public policy approaches. It is also why
they advise us to make smarter investments in healthier and fairer plans and priorities, and in economic activities
that will prove to be sustainable over the long run.
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Many people want something for nothing, so they don’t support rules that require us “to pay as we go”. In
Congress, our representatives consequently resort to the risk-laden expediency of borrowing huge sums of money
from people in the future to finance the demands of vested interest groups and the dictates of short-termoriented goals and the greed of the top 1% in striving to get huge Tax Cuts for themselves at the expense of the
public and every taxpayer in the future. This myopic strategy consequentially threatens to make a wide variety
of negative impacts worse, portending one salient aspect of our pathetic legacy to our descendants.
It would be smart for us to embrace ecological economics as the mainstream of our understandings of economic
development. The short-term orientation of other economic ideologies is proving to be far too destructive and
unsustainable. It is time that we make a much clearer distinction between the mere quantity of growth we can
achieve and the contrasting factors that contribute to real improvements in the quality of life. The overall
quality of life, after all, is assuredly more important by all meaningful measures.
Efficient allocations of resources cannot be considered alone without assessing the fairest and best uses of
resources, or the sustainability of activities. We can no longer continue to ignore carrying capacity limitations
inherent in natural ecosystems. The overarching value of healthy habitats and intact ecosystems and adequately
protected biological diversity of life on Earth should be recognized and respected. The full range of problems
created by industrial agriculture should be taken into account, and we should also be honest with ourselves about
the ramifications of egregiously wasteful and polluting uses of fossil fuels and the huge subsidies being given
every year to related industries in countries worldwide.
We should also seek ways to give stronger protections to critically important rainforests and temperate forests,
and wetlands and estuaries and coral reef communities and ocean fisheries. Surely it would be wise to strive to
prevent further declines in wild fisheries and nursery habitats. The problems associated with impending fresh
water shortages should also be boldly and comprehensively addressed. And courageous actions must be taken to
prevent further disruptions of global weather patterns being caused by our improvident propensities to wantonly
spew tens of billions of tons of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere every year.
Introspection into Rational Rationality
Our decision-making about the best courses of action to pursue is dominated by a condition known as “rational
irrationality”. This is the unfortunate situation where rational actions, from points of view of individual choices,
lead to outcomes in aggregate that are irrational. Professor Garrett Hardin was right when he almost poetically
opined in his 1968 article, The Tragedy of the Commons, “Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each
pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons.”
The true tragedy of the commons is that intently-focused laissez-faire capitalist interest groups are driven to
exploit the environmental commons, damaging and depleting it, while all other people involved are much less
focused on ensuring that commons areas are adequately protected and best managed for the longer-term greater
good. Additionally, perverse allowances are too often put in place that encourage the unsustainable exploitation
of the commons, and it would be like unilateral disarmament in a war to cease this exploitation. The rules of the
game simply must be changed, as has been providentially done with “catch shares” in fisheries, so that everyone
benefits in the long run.
Ideas promulgated by economists and politicians powerfully affect people’s lives and our societies. Good ideas are
becoming ever more urgently important in our world, beset as it is by viral and bacterial diseases, financial crises,
episodes of high unemployment, chronic underemployment, record numbers of Americans living in poverty, growing
inequities, surges of refuges, a continuing rapid growth in global human numbers, and economic activities that
deplete resources, damage ecosystems and contribute to the disruption of normal patterns of storms,
precipitation and temperatures. Bad, misguided and inflexible ideas can lead to disastrous consequences.
We should reach the conclusion together that a civilizing sense of social cohesion requires us to manage our
societies more fairly and more intelligently. This is the secret! Ideas in Common Sense Revival and in Part Four of
the Earth Manifesto online contain numerous specific ideas on how humanity should be improving our societies and
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heeding ecological understandings and coping effectively with the valid concerns of ecological economists and
other visionary thinkers. Check out these compendiums of good ideas!
Politics, Not Economics, is the True Morality Play
Many people see economics like a morality play, and in particular as a tale of excess and sin, and of deserved
punishment as a consequence. “We lived beyond our means, the story goes, and now we’re paying the inevitable
price,” wrote economist Paul Krugman in April 2013. “Economists can explain ad nauseam that this is wrong, that
the reason we have mass unemployment isn’t that we spent too much in the past but that we’re spending too little
now, and that this problem can and should be solved. No matter; many people have a visceral sense that we have
sinned and must seek redemption through suffering -- and neither economic argument nor the observation that
the people now suffering aren’t at all the same people who sinned during the bubble years makes much of a dent.”
Paul Krugman made this cogent point in a perceptive New York Times Op-Ed column titled The 1 Percent’s
Solution, adding that there is nothing about the fact that bankers made bad loans in 2005 that made it sensible
to force ordinary workers to suffer historically high levels of unemployment and underemployment for many
years after the financial crisis of 2008. He expresses a strong conviction that the economics profession should
not preach sermons, but do their jobs. And the task in their important jobs is to figure out how the economy
should be improved for the benefit of the majority of people and the greater good.
Robert Reich makes it clear in his books Saving Capitalism: For the Many, Not the Few -- and The System: Who
Rigged It, How We Fix It -- exactly how our current system is rigged to benefit the Citizens United-emboldened
few, and he makes excellent points and proposals that could launch us on our way to smarter solutions to the many
dilemmas we face.
While it can be deceptive to portray economic activities as a morality play in an absolutist judgmental way, there
is a contrasting sense in which work activities actually can be accurately regarded as a morality play. The
judgment in this drama is clear: the 1% of people who largely control the economic system are emulating bad guys
who almost personify evil in a Manichean vision of black-or-white judgmentality. If you ever hear politicians or
business executives or religious fundamentalists using the word “lazy” when they are talking about working people,
snap to attention! There's something happening here, and what it is ain't exactly UNCLEAR. In the song For
What It’s Worth, Buffalo Springfield recommended:
“It's time we stop, hey, what's that sound
Everybody look what's going down.”
Many conservatives advocate austerity policies for the masses, and the fact of the matter is that the agenda of
these folks looks a lot like a simple expression of the preferences and demands of wealthy people. This agenda is
shrewdly sugarcoated in a facade of supposed academic rigor. “What the top 1% wants becomes what economic
science says we must do.” And “it’s not just a matter of emotion versus logic. You can’t understand the influence
of austerity doctrine without talking about class and inequality.”
In the film Inequality for All, Professor Robert Reich exposes the deep inequities and adverse effects of rising
economic inequality in the USA. He makes it crystal clear that real wages for the middle class declined for years
after the 2008 financial crisis, while the top 1% of people reaped almost all the gains made in the economic
recovery. Reich expresses heartening optimism that, by working together, Americans can change this undesirable
dynamic. Progress has eventually gained sway throughout our nation’s vaunted history, despite occasional periods
of retrograde trends, and Robert Reich believes the turning point is approaching that these inequitable trends
will be reversed. The American people managed to gain a fairer bargain and broader prosperity between the
Depression of the 1930s and the ascendancy of Ronald Reagan starting in 1981, so we sure could do it again today!
Emmanuel Saez, a French economist and Professor of Economics at UC Berkeley, confirmed this fact that the
richest 1% of Americans made almost all the gains in the economic recovery between 2009 and 2015, and that
middle class wages have fallen in real terms, after inflation is taken into account. Inequality of this magnitude is
“poisoning our society and making a mockery of the American dream of equal opportunity.” Professor Saez
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recommends that much higher taxes be implemented on the individuals earning the highest income, with marginal
federal tax rates on the highest levels of income of at least 70%. Yep, that is the same level they were before
Ronald Reagan began reducing them to a sensationally low level of only 28% during his tenure as president.
Economic strategies that would help create good jobs and more widespread prosperity would be much better than
current strategies designed mainly to increase corporate profits, stock prices and the concentration of wealth in
the hands of the few. These more propitious plans include improving our current educational system to make it
more affordable and more accountable for improved outcomes; creating powerful incentives for corporations to
keep jobs in the U.S. rather than offshoring them to lower cost countries; increasing minimum wages so that
families can make ends meet on the amount they are paid; reducing payroll taxes on the lowest levels of income
for every taxpayer and raising the cap on income subject to payroll taxes; giving workers more collective
bargaining power; creating a safer, more stable and more inclusive economic system; and reducing risks and costs
of bailouts by constraining the multiples of leverage allowed to banks and mandating higher levels of equity.
Here's some good advice:: “Always frame policy solutions in terms of what can be gained, not so much in terms of
what can be lost.”
Is Freedom Just Another Word for Nothing Left to Lose?
Political corruption today often involves subtle forms of influence peddling rather than illegal bribery or outright
fraud. People with money and power have the most influence over determining what economic rules to codify in
our system, so these rules disproportionately benefit them, generally at the expense of the majority of everyone
else.
The political establishment has sold the average American down the river in too many regards, especially by
making international trade deals that have sent millions of manufacturing abroad, and by spending too much money
on military involvements abroad while catering too eagerly to wealthy people and running up the national debt to
satisfy misguided priorities. Establishment interests have betrayed the public trust by using coldly calculated
strategies to divide people and fan the flames of grievances, frustrations, anger, racist antipathies, gender
politics, white male anxieties and religious intolerance. Incumbent politicians have driven a hard bargain with
working people and the poor while striving to rig the economy ever more remarkably in favor of the well-to-do,
and these efforts have contributed to a dangerous widening of extremes in inequality in our society.
When establishment interests bailed out Wall Street and giant corporate entities during the credit crisis of
2008, the best interests of the majority of people on Main Street were mostly ignored. On top of all these
objectionable actions, which gave the politicians who represent us historically low approval ratings, these
conniving politicians deceived the people they should be representing by lying to them about whose best interests
they really intend to champion once they are elected and begin making new laws and spending decisions.
Those who argue most vehemently in favor of "free markets" and against government interference in markets are
generally the same people who exert the most disproportionate influence over the rules that govern markets.
They equate the "free market" with liberty, but behind the scenes they manipulate the rules of the game to
their own advantage. "They extol freedom without acknowledging the growing imbalance of power in our society
that's eroding the freedoms of most people", as Robert Reich incisively explained in Saving Capitalism: For the
Many, Not the Few. Reich adds, "Those who claim to be on the side of freedom while ignoring the growing
imbalance of economic and political power in America and other advanced economies are not in fact on the side of
freedom. They are on the side of those with power."
Every day that passes provides more proof of the corrupting influence unleashed by the Supreme Court's wrongly
decided 5-to-4 ruling by "conservatives" in the Citizen's United case. Something like $10 billion was spent on the
2016 national elections, representing more than twice as much as the amount spent in 2012. And almost $1 billion
of this came from billionaires Charles and David Koch, in a blatant display of their relentless effort to undermine
environmental protections and the greater well-being of working people.
Millions of Americans are justified for being bitterly angry about feeling betrayed by international trade pacts
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that have moved their jobs out of the country, and due to being left behind by elites in the increasingly unfair
disparities between their fates and those of the stunningly well-to-do. It is all but a crime for egotistical selfpromoting alpha-male fear-mongering politicians to hijack the pride and passions and prejudices of working folks,
and their frustrated feelings and anger, and to trump their general welfare for the bald purpose of creating an
even more unfair society that gives more power to giant corporations, and is belligerently nationalistic, racist and
ethnocentric, while promoting the continued supremacy of white males.
It is noteworthy that Congress approved a top Republican goal in May 2000 to give China "permanent normal trade
relations." Since that Congressional action, more than 2 million factory workers lost their jobs as big businesses
outsourced production to China. The reason factory owners relocated their businesses to China and other low
wage countries has been to dodge high American wages and environmental protection costs, and to move
production to places where workers are paid poorly and are forced to work long hours. This decision has turned
out to have a much worse impact on blue-collar workers than almost any other trade deal in history, including the
North American Free Trade Agreement that passed on a bipartisan vote in 1993.
The harsh economic and political effects of this deal with China directly contributed to the blue-collar anger that
Donald Trump harnessed to challenge the GOP’s pro-trade orthodoxy. Trump exploited this anger of workers who
have lost good-paying factory jobs by charging that our leaders made a bad deal with China.
Another gift arrived in April 2016 from the Goddess of Coincidence and Revelation, materializing smack dab in
the middle of the rancorous competition for the world’s most powerful position. With millions of Americans
outraged about how politicians have “sold them a bill of goods” by championing the marvelous merits of
international trade agreements, it was a source of surprise when the Panama Papers scandal erupted and revealed
some of the myriad ways that powerful people hide their wealth. In this biggest data leak in history, an
anonymous source “John Doe” tapped into a Panamanian law firm named Mossack Fonseca and leaked millions of
documents that provided details on how global elites have used Panamanian law to shield income and information
from tax authorities.
It turns out that a “free trade agreement” with Panama that Congress enacted and President Obama signed in
2012 was partially responsible for Panama’s status as a top tax haven. The leaked information revealed “the dark
secrets of offshore tax havens and phony shell companies favored by the mega-rich and powerful -- from
plutocrats and politicians to movie stars and professional athletes -- who use them to hide and hoard their
fortunes, even as billions live and die in poverty,” reported Michael Winship, a senior writer with Bill Moyers.
The bottom line is that U.S. trade policy has harmed the working class while making the rich much more wealthy.
Millions of jobs have been shipped abroad and profits have been concentrated in the hands of the few, who hide
them to avoid paying taxes on them. President Obama, like most members of the establishment, both Democratic
and Republican, was a strong supporter of trade agreements, and he made an interesting observation about the
scandal in Panama when he stated, “tax avoidance is a big global problem. It’s not unique to other countries
because, frankly, there are folks here in America who are taking advantage of the same stuff. A lot of it is legal,
but that’s exactly the problem. It’s not that they’re breaking the laws, it’s that the laws are so poorly designed
that they allow people, if they’ve got enough lawyers and enough accountants, to wiggle out of responsibilities
that ordinary citizens are having to abide by.”
Lori Wallach, director of Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch made the issue clear: “The Panama Papers just show
once again how entirely cynical and meaningless are American presidents’ and corporate boosters’ lavish promises
of economic benefits and policy reforms from trade agreements.” The Panama free-trade deal’s “investor
protections and official U.S. stamp of approval made it safer to send dirty money to Panama.”
Senator Bernie Sanders has commendably spoken out against provisions in establishment trade deals, as he did in
2011 when he talked passionately on the floor of the Senate in opposition to the Panama deal. Sanders said that
the pact “would make this bad situation much worse and keep the United States from cracking down on abusive
and illegal offshore tax havens.” The Panama Papers proved that Bernie Sanders was right, and the establishment
was deceiving the people in promoting the merits of the Panama free trade agreement.
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There is maybe $25 trillion hidden in shell companies around the world, out of the reach of governments and
public scrutiny, according to Porter McConnell, director of the Financial Transparency Coalition. This has a huge
impact on the global economy, says Ms. McConnell, from corporate tax evasion and money laundering to
international criminal trafficking in drugs and people. According to the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, developing countries lose seven times as much as they receive in development aid, due to money
hidden in tax havens.
“The Panama Papers has brought global attention to the impact one Panama-based firm has had in setting up shell
companies for wealthy individuals and politicians around the world. But the United States happens to be one of
the easiest places in the world to establish a shell company through which a corporation or a wealthy individual
can hide their wealth, and McConnell explains that there is a case to be made on both ends of the political
spectrum for changing the rules so that there is more transparency and more capacity to police illicit activity.”
States that notably include Delaware and Nevada have made themselves very popular for corporate entities to
incorporate in, by offering lax laws governing schemes like this.
Big corporations are increasingly using schemes in trade deals known as "investor-state dispute settlements" to
retaliate against countries that enact climate protections or reject dirty fossil fuel projects. Consider this
little-known type of devil-in-the-details provision that is often found embedded in the fine print of international
trade agreements. Such rules are another way that good aspects of expanded international trade, which is
facilitated in trade deals, are offset by nefarious provisions that run counter to the greater good.
When the rules of trade agreements and other rules of law turn out to be at odds with fairness and propriety,
then the laws should be changed. And when politicians who are supposed to be representing the best interests of
the people are formulating new trade deals and new laws, the people should demand greater honesty and integrity
from our representatives and insist they refuse to allow big corporations to have free rein in writing provisions of
laws in their favor, especially if it is likely to cost workers millions of jobs or taxpayers billions of dollars. And
when federal judges and Supreme Court Justices are divided along ideological grounds in any specific case, they
should be commended to consider true fairness and propriety of the law in making their rulings.
During the 2016 election season, the latest international trade agreement under consideration would have been
the biggest of them all. The proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership was like “the Panama deal on steroids,” and it
would almost certainly have helped rig markets even more favorably for giant corporations and the wealthy. The
worst provisions of such trade agreements should be eliminated before ratifying them.
Republicans have relentlessly pursued a strategy of simultaneously weakening the government, complaining about
the failure of programs they had just sabotaged, and creating a perpetual-motion machine of government
destruction. And conservatives seem to be disrespectful of, and often downright antagonistic to, the concept of
fair-minded reciprocity as embodied by the Golden Rule. For instance, many of them are passionately opposed to
desegregation and civil rights for blacks, and fundamental rights for women, and broadminded public financed
education. And they want to have things their way, and are increasingly unwilling to compromise, and in their
world there seems to be no place for uppity women or uppity blacks or uppity students or uppity liberals or
Mexicans or Muslims or immigrants or refugees.
Most conservatives express zealous opposition to comprehensive immigration reform, preferring to scapegoat the
many millions of undocumented immigrants that work in the shadows in some of the least desirable and most
poorly paid jobs in America. They demonstrate a fierce loyalty to the idea that these "illegal aliens" should all be
deported, a plan that would have calamitous consequences for our economy, along with disastrous impacts on the
persons involved and the countries to which they were sent.
"Extremism in defense of liberty is not a vice, but I denounce political extremism, of the left or the right,
based on duplicity, falsehood, fear, violence and threats when they endanger liberty."
--- George W. Romney, Mitt’s father
America’s Political Duopoly
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Our leaders are engaging in twin sins of serious irresponsibility by indulging in converting natural resources to
cash as quickly as possible, without regard to consequences, AND in funneling the vast majority of short-term
profits made through this depletionary activity into the pockets of a relative few.
One awful obstacle towers above all others in preventing us from taking positive steps to remedy the resulting
serious socioeconomic and environmental problems that confront us. This hurdle is the staunch opposition to fairminded reforms by conservatives in our political system. We must ensure that “conservatives” cannot be so
successful in dominating our economy and politics.
This is the conclusion reached by Charles Ferguson, who directed the compelling documentary film Inside Job
about the 2008 financial crisis. Let’s recall that situation. In the aftermath of this crisis, enormous bailouts
were given to banks and corporations trading on Wall Street, while many tens of millions of Americans on Main
Street experienced dire setbacks like home foreclosures, job losses, and general hard times. The lessons of
history reveal an oscillating pattern of artificially stimulated good economic times followed by economic busts.
Well-heeled smart operators find ways to benefit wildly on both the boom and the bust.
Charles Ferguson also wrote about a sensational story told in Predator Nation: Corporate Criminals, Political
Corruption, and the Hijacking of America. Ferguson gradually arrived at an understanding that one fundamental
structural problem in American politics is at the root of many of the worst problems in the world today. He says
we have a political duopoly system that is “a remarkable system for remaining in power”. This system has been
perfected by both Republican and Democratic politicians to maintain their power. In so doing, this establishment
mainly serves America’s plutocratic oligarchy, i.e. today’s rule by the wealthy few.
“Far from being in an era of brutal partisan warfare, as conventional wisdom holds -- and as watching the
nightly television news might suggest -- the U.S. is now in the grip of a political duopoly in which both parties
are thoroughly complicit. They play a game: they agree to fight viciously over certain things to retain the
allegiance of their respective bases, while agreeing not to fight about anything that seriously endangers the
privileges of America’s new financial elites.”
Pay close attention to these provocatively insightful words in Predator Nation:
“America has experienced a profound realignment of its politics over the last generation, driven by a
combination of globalization, American economic decline, and the rising use of money to shape American
politics and government policy. The core of this realignment is that the two political parties now compete for
money, while colluding to hide this fact. They provide the appearance, and often the reality, of fierce partisan
conflict on social and ‘values’ issues, whereas on the issues of critical concern to the financial sector and
America’s economic oligarchy, their actions are almost identical. We have, in short, a political duopoly -- a
cartel formed by the two parties that, between them, control all of American politics.”
“At first glance, the suggestion that both parties are colluding and under the influence of a single oligarchy
seems absurd. There are red states and blue states, and the two parties are viciously polarized. And there is
real political conflict in America, especially on social issues that matter to the two parties’ bases -- abortion,
gay marriage, sex education versus religion in schools, creationism and evolution, guaranteed-health-insuranceas-socialism, taxes-and-government-as-evil, gun control, welfare, drug policy, immigration, environmental policy
and the reality of global warming. These are very real, very important issues; and on these issues, each
political party can credibly tell its base that defeat would mean real, painful losses.”
“But that is exactly the point. It’s a brilliant strategy. These social and ‘values’ conflicts serve excellently to
divide and distract people who should, and perhaps otherwise would, be dangerously united in feeling that they
were being raped by their CEOs, their bankers, their elected leaders, and the political establishment. Thus,
each party can continue to command the grudging support of people who fear that if the other side won, they
would lose something important, which leaves the two parties free to collude on the most important thing to
both of them -- money.” …
“Whether this duopoly will endure, and what to do about it, are perhaps the most important questions facing
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Americans. The current arrangement all but guarantees the continuing decline of the United States as a
nation, and of the welfare of the bottom 90% of its citizens.” …
“Many Americans no doubt still believe in the American dream. One wonders how long they can maintain that
illusion, for America is transforming itself into one of the most unfair, most rigid, and least socially mobile of
the industrialized countries. … No other developed country, even class-conscious Britain, comes remotely close
to the extreme income and wealth inequalities of the United States … The flip side of the growth in American
inequality is an obscene, morally indefensible decline in the fairness of American society -- in education, job
opportunities, income, wealth, and even health and life expectancy.”
Fast forward to July 2021. The virus pandemic has made economic inequalities drastically more extreme, and
combined with the Republican Tax Cut scam enacted just before Christmas Day in 2017 as a huge present to
wealthy people and big shareholders and the highest income earners, the national debt has been driven sky high.
It is titanically stupid for We the People to go along with mortgaging the future by borrowing more trillions of
dollars in public debt obligations to give more than 80% of the tax cut benefits to people who don’t need it -- the
wealthiest 1%. The passage of the Tax Cut bill was an instance of corruption incarnate.
All Americans should unite in opposition to giving even ONE MORE PENNY in debt-financed wealth creation for
the power-abusing few. After all, we have already allowed the national debt to be driven up from less than $1
trillion in 1980 to more than $28 trillion in July 2021 because of Ronald Reagan’s shrewd embrace of Arthur
Laffer’s ideological zeal for slashing taxes. Reagan cut the top tax rate by an incredibly generous 60% between
1981 and 1988, and it is still less than half the average rate in effect from 1945 to 1980. For additional
illumination on this issue, check out Sad Implications of the Two Dueling Santa Claus Strategies in Political
Economics.
We have a moral obligation to take courageous action to remedy this state of affairs. The urgency of the need to
positively change the most egregious aspects of the status quo motivates the lines of thinking that follow.
Lessons Learned from Observations of the Mark Twain Bank in St. Louis, Missouri
We are living in a period when the inherent instability of capitalist economic systems is starkly apparent.
Economists called the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in 2008 and the subsequent international credit crisis “a
Minsky moment”. They were referring to the little-known economist Hyman Minsky, who developed a “financial
instability hypothesis” in connection with his personal observations as an economist while he was a director of the
Mark Twain Bank in St. Louis, Missouri. I’m not making this up!
Hyman Minsky noted that stability yields to instability in a cyclical progression. In early stages of an economic
cycle, banks lend cautiously to borrowers, sensibly requiring loans to be collateralized safely with pledges of
underlying assets. When an economic boom begins to develop, the competition between lenders intensifies and
finance becomes more risky and speculative as banks make loans to less creditworthy borrowers. Eventually,
banks throw caution to the wind in a bubble frenzy, and indulge in “Ponzi finance” schemes in which borrowers are
more vulnerable to default because they may be unable to even afford payments on their loans.
Primary contributing factors in this boom and bust cycle are irresponsibly risky activities by bankers and traders.
This is why rules governing the financial industry should be changed to keep leveraging of borrowed funds within
safer parameters. This is also why effective rules should be put in place to prevent systemic risks and
vulnerabilities from developing that lead to credit crises and economic recessions and bailouts. It just doesn’t
make sense to allow the ‘rational irrationality’ of self-interested players to subvert the greater good in such
significant ways. This is an economic problem, and it is also a serious social and environmental problem, and it has
real ethical underpinnings.
Hyman Minsky’s description of the cycles in the economy reveals a salient fact: the best plan for society as a
whole is to make sure that there are reasonable minimum requirements for the amount of down payments and
collateral required for home loans, so that real estate booms and busts are leveled out, rather than being made
more volatile. Clear rules should be formulated to ensure that our entire economic system is not threatened by
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speculative risk-taking, and to prevent excessively leveraged gambles and the unregulated use of financial
derivatives. A stable economy is more important than a boom-and-bust bubble economy, for the well-being of the
majority of people over the long term.
Some say that corporations should be allowed to regulate themselves. Joel Bakan, author of The Corporation,
strongly disagrees. He points out: “No one would seriously suggest that individuals should regulate themselves,
that laws against murder, assault and theft are unnecessary because people are socially responsible. Yet oddly,
we are asked to believe that corporate persons -- institutional psychopaths who lack a sense of moral conviction
and who have the power and motivation to cause harm and devastation in the world -- should be left free to
govern themselves.”
This is a persuasive perspective. We simply cannot continue to allow big corporations to abuse their influence and
evade accountability. Deregulation, corporate favoritism, privatization and bubble economics have caused too
much financial turmoil in the past 20 years, and we can no longer afford to allow “conservative” politicians,
economic fundamentalists, and proponents of laissez-faire legislative and regulatory policies to dictate our
priorities and dominate our national politics and decision making. Surely the primary reason our government does
not work better for the majority of Americans is because it has been bought off by wealthy people and big
corporations. For more extensive insights into the details related to this state of affairs, see Common Sense vs.
Political Realities: An Anatomy of Dysfunctionality.
The Foibles of Power Abuses by Big Banks
Think about the banking industry. Senator Bernie Sanders has an often-repeated refrain that “the business
model of Wall Street is fraud.” A “business model” is a plan for making money. Is fraud really an essential part
of the way Wall Street banks make money? We should rightly be strengthening the Dodd–Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act, instead of allowing banking interests to subvert its protective innovations.
Sensationally, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau received more than 1.2 million consumer complaints
between 2011 and 2017 about dealings with financial firms, and it succeeded in returning $12 billion to 29 million
people wronged by financial institutions. Most of the complaints were against credit card companies and banks
that had engaged in activities related to debt collection and mortgages. Those institutions prefer weaker
consumer protections, and Republicans are perversely taking the side of Wall Street against Main Street.
Evidence confirms that banks try to bilk customers in a number of duplicitous ways to make bigger profits, and
that’s not the only line of business where banks commit fraud. According to Richard Eskow, offenses committed
by the biggest banks include “price fixing, bid rigging, market manipulation, money laundering, document forgery,
lying to investors, sanctions-evading, and tax dodging.”
In April 2016, a $5 billion fraud settlement was reached with Goldman Sachs along with a $1.2 billion fraud
agreement with Wells Fargo Bank. And that’s on top of about $200 billion in fraud fines and settlements that
were made by banks in the years after the 2008 credit crisis. “How many settlements, how many billions, will it
take to convince some fact-resistant pundits and politicians that there is an epidemic of fraud on Wall Street?”
Another broad category of corporate malfeasance is tax avoidance. One of the most popular schemes in recent
years is known as a “corporate inversion”. Consider the example of Pfizer Inc, one of the world’s wealthiest
pharmaceutical companies. Like many companies before it, notably Fruit of the Loom, Seagate Technology,
Transocean, Eaton Corporation and Burger King, Pfizer decided to move its tax address offshore in a merger that
would allow it to claim foreign citizenship -- for a main purpose of dodging U.S. taxes. Under this type of tax
loophole, Pfizer claimed it intended to become an Irish company, while its headquarters and employees would stay
in the US. “The company will continue to benefit from all that America has to offer -- millions of customers;
nearly $1 billion in federal government contracts; an educated workforce; good transportation systems; and
strong financial and drug safety systems. Not much will change, except that Pfizer just won’t have to pay its
share of the cost for most of this.”
In a surprise announcement at the time, the Obama Treasury Department finally cracked down in April 2016 on
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this type of corporate scam, throwing a wrench in Pfizer’s plan to merge with the company Allergan in a huge
$152 billion deal. It is noteworthy that Pfizer is not exactly a model corporate citizen. It allegedly hiked prices
of seven of its top selling drugs by an average of almost 40 percent since 2014, and it charges 12 times as much
for Medicare patients in the U.S. for those drugs as it charges in Ireland, where it had intended to relocate to
save on U.S. taxes. And Pfizer will almost certainly continue to overcharge Americans for prescription drugs,
using a variety of rationales, even though it failed to get permission to move abroad.
The biggest corporations in America also exploit tax loopholes to stash huge sums of money abroad, having more
than $2 trillion offshore in 2016 that allowed them to avoid paying an estimated $700 billion in taxes. The last
time giant corporate entities got permission to “repatriate” such funds was in 2004, when they brought back
money at a 5.25% tax rate and promised that the repatriated funds would be used to create jobs and other
things beneficial to the majority of Americans. But that money was primarily used in mergers and stock buybacks
that mostly benefitted CEOs and big shareholders. And, “Not surprisingly, more corporations also rushed to set
up real or dummy operations abroad to take advantage of the next sting.”
Fervent proponents of repatriation and tax cutting are like advocates for deregulation. They propound ideologies
that mainly benefit wealthy people and narrowly focused special interest groups. These ideologies are often
disguised as populist initiatives, but in reality, they are a ruse by rich people to get outsized benefits for
themselves by enlisting the gullibility, insecurity, anger and frustration of the masses to support goals that are a
boon principally to an extremely small proportion of the populace.
Any honest analysis of the effects of regressive changes in taxation that were implemented under Ronald Reagan
and George W. Bush and Donald Trump reveals that these changes have made life harder for most Americans.
These changes are an outright disaster for tens of millions of people who have seen the purchasing power of their
wages decline, or have lost their jobs or savings or homes, or who are incarcerated in prisons, or who have been
forced to choose to risk their lives fighting wars because it is one of few “good” opportunities available to them.
Since cutting taxes has led to gigantic increases in the national debt, this ideology is also decidedly negative for
the prospects of all people in future generations. Hell of a job, guys!
“Push the frappe button again, man!”
--- Vinnie del Mar
Muckraking and Its Causes of Discontent
Think clearly about the Progressive Era of the early twentieth century. Crucially valuable public service was
rendered to the American people by the muckraking writers who helped expose the many economic and social ills
of early capitalism, for this helped drive a great movement of widespread social activism and political reform
between the 1890s and the First World War. The objectives of the Progressive movement were to address
problems caused by industrialization, urbanization, immigration and corruption in government. Alert -- boy, do we
need another commendable round of far-reaching progressive reforms today!
Giant corporations capitalize on weak, corrupt, deregulated and divided government. Perverse incentives for
allowing Big Money to corrupt our government have given corporations domineering power, which they use to
further weaken the government and divide people. Corporate entities have thus has become a determinative
factor in formulating our laws radically in their favor, and this is having a sad impact on the general welfare.
One of the first and most famous of the honorable muckraking writers was Frank Norris, who tragically died of a
burst appendix in San Francisco in 1902 at the young age of 32. Norris notably wrote The Octopus, a novel about
the despised Railroad monopoly in California’s Central Valley. This was the first in a planned trilogy of novels he
intended to write. He had observed to a friend that “He wanted to write something big, something about
business and the frontier and California, something not merely atmospheric but with guts in it.”
Kevin Starr, the noted historian of California, writes in his Introduction to The Octopus: “Like the tentacles of
an octopus, the tracks of the railroad reached out across California, as if to grasp everything of value in the
state.” The Octopus was based on the pivotal incident of an actual deadly shoot-out between wheat farmers and
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the Southern Pacific Railroad in 1880. It is a stunning novel of the waning days of the frontier West. “To the
tough-minded and self-reliant farmers, the monopolistic, land-grabbing railroad represented everything they
despised: consolidation, organization, conformity. But Norris idealizes no one in this epic depiction of the volatile
situation, for the farmers themselves ruthlessly exploited the land, and in their hunger for larger holdings they
resorted to the same tactics used by the railroad: subversion, coercion and outright violence.”
The ranchers, who were growing wheat on land leased from the Southern Pacific Railroad in the central San
Joaquin Valley in California, confronted a U.S. Marshall and his deputies who had come to evict them on behalf of
the railroad. Complicated legal efforts had been made before the deadly confrontation by the Settler’s League,
an organization of the wheat farmers, but they had lost out to the Railroad in the corrupt legislative chambers of
both Sacramento and Washington D.C., and in the courts.
The Octopus was a turn-of-the-century epic novel that tells a sordid story of greed and betrayal, of ranchers
who are struggling against the rapacity of the Railroad monopoly in California, which will stop at nothing to extend
its domination. The company controls the local paper, the land and the legislature, and when the farmers organize
to protect themselves, the Railroad even manages to control the state rate-fixing commission.
The contentious issue was made worse by the fact that, using shrewd machinations, “a handful of people, including
the railroad, owned most of the land in California’s Central Valley, and since land was the ultimate source of
wealth, they owned everything.” The Railroad wanted to evict wheat farmers from lands they had farmed for
many years, during which time the ranchers had pooled their capital and brought water from the Sierra Nevada
to parched lands with fertile soils in the Central Valley. The land had been worth something like $5 an acre until
improved by the farmers, but after they had invested in an irrigation system to allow crops to flourish, the
Octopusian Railroad monopoly wanted to jack up the sales price to $20 to $40 an acre, in a classic case of powerabuse by big business entities.
“The Governor” is one of the characters in The Octopus who is the very paragon of pre-Civil War, pre-corporate
America values and perspectives of frontiersmen. He was “possessed of an ethic that prizes, if only as a matter
of myth and metaphor, honesty, self-reliance and fair play.” Corporate entities, ironically known back then as
business “trusts”, prized values that were markedly different. They wanted things “consolidated, organized,
predicated -- and fixed. The trust wanted ownership, not freedom; conformity, not rugged individualism. In the
second half of the nineteenth century, the frontier was vanishing, and the trust was on the rise. From this
encounter between land and capital, freedom and monopoly, there arose a host of secondary socioeconomic and
political issues which Norris so compellingly chronicles in The Octopus: class conflict between the middle classes
and the plutocracy, the disposal of public lands, the corruption of government, the watering of stock, the
suppression of labor, unemployment, price fixing, the blacklist.”
Republican president Theodore Roosevelt responsibly responded to egregious abuses of power perpetrated by
corporate trusts by courageously engaging in “trust-busting” legal actions, breaking up more than 130 gargantuan
businesses like Standard Oil into smaller organizations less capable of exerting ruthlessly controlling and
harmfully consequential power over the people.
Fast forward to today, and corporate entities have become sprawling organizations far too powerful for national
governments to adequately control, especially in fossil fuels, petrochemicals, plastics, pharmaceutical drugs, big
agribusiness, banking, communications, health insurance, gun manufacturing, Big Tech and military contracting.
The consequentially damaging and decidedly anti-social outcome of this corporate conglomeration is to create
excessive damages to the health, safety and overall well-being of human beings, and of life on Earth.
Instead of a Progressive Era today, our leaders are driving us further into a Regressive Era, of rash abuses of
power. Take one instance, the giant corporate behemoth Monsanto, which alone owns the key genetic traits to
more than 90% of the soybeans planted by farmers in the U.S., and 80% of the corn, and sure enough, Monsanto
is charging farmers very high prices because of this new form of monopoly power. “And farmers are getting
squeezed from the other side, too, because the food processors they sell their produce to are also consolidating
into mega companies that have so much market power they can cut the prices they pay to farmers. This doesn’t
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mean lower food prices to you. It means more profits to the monopolists.” As the Trump era unfolded, farmers
in the USA were seriously hurt by trade tariff disputes with China, and then catastrophic disruptions caused by
the pandemic recession, drastically compounded the woes of agriculture.
“We’re living in a season of corruption the likes of which we haven’t seen but in a banana republic,” observed
Steve Schmidt, a veteran GOP strategist and Trump critic. He said this after another particularly chaotic week
in the Trump-occupied White House. “Everywhere you look you see incompetence, malfeasance, self-dealing and
corruption.” As the great patriot Thomas Paine wrote in his Appendix to Common Sense: “We have it in our power
to begin the world over again.” Let’s just do it!
It is noteworthy that Frank Norris did complete the second novel of his planned trilogy The Epic of the Wheat.
Titled The Pit: A Story of Chicago, it was published in 1903, the year after he died. The Pit was set in the wheat
speculation trading pits at the Chicago Board of Trade Building. One of its main characters, Curtis Jadwin, was
smitten by the unparalleled charm and beauty of Laura Dearborn, and despite the fact that she didn’t want to get
married, he persisted and was eventually rewarded. For the first years of their marriage, the couple was happy
together, but then her husband discovered a new passion that eclipses everything else -- speculation in wheat.
Little by little, he became increasingly obsessed with speculating until the deafening murmur of "wheat-wheatwheat, wheat-wheat-wheat" is all he could hear. And of course his speculation ended in ruin.
But first, he continued wheat trading and grew richer by the day. “He discovers that he is in the position to do
the impossible -- corner the market. The game for him has lost its fun, however, and is taking a serious toll on
both his mental and physical health. He cannot concentrate on anything other than counting bushels of wheat,
and cannot sleep for his nerves won’t let him.” The Pit “is a whirlpool, a military battleground, and an arena for
the combat of enraged animals (bulls and bears).” Greedy and crazed with power, Curtis Jadwin tries to control
the forces of nature and drives the price of wheat up so high that people around the world, including his best
friend Mr. Cressler, are financially destroyed. “Only when the ‘Great Bull’s corner’ is finally broken, and he and
his wife are reduced to poverty, can Curtis and Laura finally see past their individual problems and rediscover
their love for each other. The couple decides to leave Chicago and head west, and the reader is left with the
feeling that the Jadwins, despite the horrors they’ve just been through, have found happiness at last.”
Judging from the epic scope and philosophic stature of The Octopus and The Pit, it would be marvelous to imagine
his third book materializing, because The Wolf: A Story of Empire would no doubt have capped his compelling
trilogy with extraordinary additional insights. Norris enriched the imagery in his novels by employing elements of
Naturalist novels, including detachment, realism, determinism, pessimism and the struggle for survival.
Treacherous Schemes Threaten the Republic
Extreme levels of income inequality represent a new “inconvenient truth”, to borrow the phrase Al Gore used
about the dangers of a warming planet. This real inconvenient truth reveals the dark side of unfairness in our
economic and political systems, and its negative impacts on poor people and the middle class. I expressed this
opinion long before the coronavirus crisis: “Harsh days of reckoning are coming, especially since Republicans
rammed through their extremely regressive Tax Cut law in December 2017.”
To be able to pay for the trillions of dollars in tax cuts in the tax cut bill, Republican politicians seeking shortterm advantages structured the law to incur an additional $1.5 trillion in borrowed money, and they are now trying
to impose draconian budget cuts on the people. History can oft times enlighten us. Draco was the first recorded
legislator of Athens in Ancient Greece about 2,700 years ago. He was the first democratic legislator, “inasmuch
as he was chosen by the Athenian citizens to be a lawgiver for the city-state, but the citizens were fully unaware
that Draco would establish harsh laws.” To this day, the adjective draconian refers to unforgiving rules or laws
like the ones Draco put into effect. Interestingly, almost all of Draco’s laws were repealed by the wise Solon, an
early progressive who is known as “the father of democracy” for having equitably cobbled together sensible
compromises between vying factions in the early 6th century BCE.
All Americans have been launched on a path of high risks by the schemers who are doubling down on debtfinanced largess for the highest income earners and the wealthiest people. Every millionaire will get an average
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tax cut in this fiscally irresponsible gambit of more than $50,000, each and every year. Every billionaire, on
average, will get a vastly larger tax reduction every year. And these tax cuts will be rashly financed by the
expediency of borrowing more money on top of the already risky record-high national debt, which spiked from
$20 trillion when Trump came into office in January 2017 to well over $27 trillion as he ignominiously left office,
and rapidly is increasing due to emergency pandemic relief measures.
Understand one thing clearly. Future taxpayers are unlikely to ever pay back a penny of the additional national
debt being incurred, but here is the scam, bottom line. At an average long term interest rate cost of just 4%,
the interest expense that all future taxpayers will be forced to pay will be equal to 100% of the amount borrowed
every 18 years or so, over and over and over and over again.
See clearly that this is myopic debt swindle is a short term-oriented gambit that is bequeathing to posterity a
treacherously irresponsible legacy. The great American immigrant patriot Thomas Paine wrote in his famous
pamphlet Common Sense that, “by a plain method of argument, as we are running the next generation into debt,
we ought to do the work of it, otherwise we use them meanly and pitifully. In order to discover the line of our
duty rightly, we should take our children in our hand, and fix our station a few years farther into life; that
eminence will present a prospect which a few present fears and prejudices conceal from our sight.”
Today, our government is being controlled by plutocrats and corporate interests, and they are trying to conceal
this truth from us. By recklessly burdening people in the future with record levels of debt, they are treating
countless numbers of our progeny meanly and pitifully, and wrongly betraying our duty to leave them a healthier,
fairer, safer and more fiscally sound and ecologically sane legacy. This incisive understanding is being drowned
out by apologists who rationalize this pathological scam with their deceitful trickle-down propaganda, and who
shrewdly facilitate this ruse by sharing some relative crumbs from their One Party Tax Cut law with the masses.
We are rashly running up the national debt as a short-term political expediency to pander to those few who
demand domineering political advantages. This is all but criminal, and our political leaders are treacherously
corrupt to be bending over backwards to accommodate the con men who have bought our government and bribed
our representatives. Let us remember that our Founders expected our representatives to honestly represent the
people. This is a swindle wherein the bank accounts of the greedy are being padded, at colossal future expense.
The politicians driving this outrageous outcome are unrepentant, an attitude that could condemn them to be
destined for eternal punishment in the lowest levels of Dante’s Inferno.
Extremes of inequality in the USA today are profoundly exacerbated by this and other treacherous schemes
being perpetrated against our country by special interest groups conspiring together to gain unfair advantages
and abuse the influence of their money. These interest groups are led by rich people, Wall Street bankers,
conservative billionaires, the highest income earners, pandering politicians, the Republican Party and corporate
CEOs. And these special interests are super-empowered by Fox News and far right media outlets like Breitbart
News, and by Russian meddlers in our elections, and the NRA, and “libertarian” billionaires like the greed-addled
Charles Koch and his ilk. Also assisting in this subversion of the common good are a wide array of nefarious
actors on social media, especially those that micro-target people with negative propaganda, fake news, lies, a
plethora of distracting outrages and misleading conspiracy theories being spread on Facebook and Twitter, etc.
The comprehensive scope and consequential implications of the ideas in this manifesto are too vital to not go viral.
And the awareness conveyed and the expansiveness of the worldview envisioned could auspiciously be Good News
for humanity. More details about the far-reaching schemes and scams being perpetrated in our crony capitalist
country today are contained in See Clearly: Sanity During Insane Times - Book Twelve of the Earth Manifesto.
The full contents of See Clearly can be viewed online.
The proof, as they say, is in the pudding. The top priorities of Trump Republicans since January 2017 have been
to maximize private profits by reducing regulations, gutting environmental protections, opening up public lands
and coastal waters to exploitation by fossil fuel industries, and allowing corporate entities to externalize many
costs and growing risks onto the public. These schemers have manifested a strong desire to cut spending on
affordable healthcare programs to help pay for their regressive debt-financed tax cuts. This is a diabolical goal,
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considering it is done to funnel the most money possible into the bank accounts of the few.
Radical systemic change is needed, and we should begin at once with honest and fair-minded reforms. We need to
demand that Republican politicians stop pushing us in the wrong direction, and stop running our country into ruin
merely to give fat cats bigger and bigger and bigger slices of the economic pie, and more of the national wealth.
An Incisive Fusillade of Critique
The 2016 presidential primary elections unfolded in a surprisingly revealing way. The majority of Americans are
revolutionarily unhappy with the political establishment, rating politicians with nearly the lowest approval level
ever in history. As a result, voters gave strong support to Bernie Sanders, who called for revolutionary changes
in our economic and political systems, and to Donald Trump, who deleteriously exploited people’s frustrations,
anger, fears and prejudices to gain power. Conservative factions brazenly promised to double down on their
misbegotten “trickle down” tax cuts, and thus perpetuate the extremely anti-egalitarian and dysfunctional system
that is wreaking so many hardships on working people and the average American.
Since politicians representing elite factions are delivering such a lousy deal to the people, they should be unable
to win election contests in a fair-minded democratic republic. So these coldly calculating politicians resort to the
most astonishing litany of unethical means to achieve their overarching goal of gaining and maintaining power.
They resort to trickery, gamesmanship, deceitful propaganda, Big Lies, demagoguery, emotion hijacking and fear
mongering. They also take advantage of the Twin Sin tactics: (1) corruptly gerrymandering hundreds of
congressional districts to give anti-democratic over-representation to conspiring conservatives, and (2)
significantly under-representing the best interests of the majority by suppressing the votes of millions of
Americans, especially of blacks, Latinos, students, disabled people, drug offenders and poor people.
Under cover of the pandemic, they further tried to curtail voting rights by making dangerous in-person voting
mandatory, suddenly adamantly opposing voting by mail. Making matters worse, they wanted to let the U.S. Postal
Service go bankrupt, so that profiteering by corporate executives and investors could have bigger opportunities
to gain more private profits. And, that dang critic of political malfeasance who owns the great Washington Post
would be forced to pay much higher postal rates.
To compound these far-reaching injustices, Republican politicians have treacherously torpedoed all efforts to
reform campaign financing rules that would limit the corrupting influence of Big Money in our elections. And they
have stacked the Supreme Court with ideological Justices who blindly profess to believe that a gusher of specialinterest money, which they in effect authorized with their narrow Citizen’s United ruling, would not "give rise to
corruption or the appearance of corruption", as Justice Anthony Kennedy put it in the 5-4 majority opinion. The
astute syndicated columnist Jim Hightower assessed true appearances and actual impacts, and wrote of these
words in his Hightower Lowdown, “Wow, if ignorance is bliss, he must be ecstatic!” One observer noted, “Who
knew so much political naïveté could be cloaked in a single judicial robe?” It was in this January 2010 decision
that the Supreme Court upended our democratic elections by decreeing that corporations and wealthy individuals
can spend unlimited sums of cash in campaigns to elect candidates they favor.
To seal the deal in the 2016 elections and win domineering control, shrewdly scheming Republican politicians
resorted to micro-targeting of millions of people on social media sites, feeding them hyper-negative propaganda
and fake news and conspiracy theories, and they got big assists from right-wing hackers, Russian Intelligence
operatives, alt-right media outlets like Breitbart News, and the hyper-partisan spin-meisters on Fox News. And
they rashly abused the power they gained through these nefarious strategies by facilitating an illegitimate
tectonic political realignment in favor of hard-right politicians. In doing so, they rudely tilted the civic playing
field toward the desires of greedy elites, generally to the detriment of the vast majority of the people.
A statue of Lady Justice in the Supreme Court building depicts Lady Justice blindfolded, to represent the idea
that legal justice in our constitutional republic should be administered with objectivity and impartiality, and “do
equal right to the poor and to the rich.” The National Foundation of Patriotism indicates that Lady Justice is one
of the most recognized legal symbols of American justice, most often portrayed not only as a blindfolded woman
but as a divinity carrying a sword and a set of scales, which symbolize the fair and equal administration of the
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law, without corruption, greed, prejudice or favor, and regardless of money, wealth, power or identity.
Republicans are trying to create a “post-truth world” of hyper-partisan partiality, and Lady Justice looks on with
disdain. To be ideologically blind in the pursuit of domineering power is contrary to the ethical administration of
justice, as are commitments to far-right ideological convictions. Our criminal justice system is deeply corrupted
by racial and class injustices, and “conservative” Justices should be shamed for their refusal to try to rectify
these wrongs. It is a real national disgrace to let Big Money unfairly rule our nation.
Supreme Court Partisanship
Prior to the whole Mitch McConnell/Brett Kavanaugh power play, I observed: “It appears that God has been
hardening the hearts of Republican politicians for decades, but the LORD seems to have really amped up His
jealous anger in the Pharaoh-selecting Republican primaries in 2016. God even seems to be getting ironical in His
advanced age, for ‘He’ suddenly took Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia’s life at a real inconvenient juncture,
forcing Republican leaders in the Senate to refuse to fulfill their Constitutional duty to consider his replacement,
and to concoct bizarrely disingenuous and dishonest rationalizations for their stubbornness.
The Senate had never taken more than 125 days to fill a Supreme Court vacancy, but then Republican Senators
dragged out the process for almost a year. They preposterously claimed they wanted to give the people a voice
by waiting until the next president was chosen, and President Obama would no longer be in office, as if the
American people would suddenly become single issue voters and choose the next president according to whether
or not they wanted another ideological conservative on the highest court in the land. To be really honest, if our
representatives really wanted the people to weigh in on this particular issue, they could have asked them right
then, and be done with it. Polls conducted on this issue consistently showed that a significant majority of the
American people thought Senators should do their jobs, as specified by the Founders in the Constitution, by
giving fair consideration to President Obama's eminently qualified and reasonably centrist nominee.
It is amazing that the unexpected vacancy on the Supreme Court caused by the sudden death of ideologically
conservative Antonin Scalia resulted in such a vicious curveball being thrown into the cauldron of American
politics. The development cast partisan arguments about his replacement into stark relief. A top Republican goal
is to stack federal courts with conservatives who will allow moneyed interests to corrupt our national decisionmaking and democratic processes. Their arrogant refusal to fulfill their Constitutional duty to give consideration
to a replacement for Scalia faced contradictory and almost farcical headwinds, for the majority of the American
people saw how deeply disingenuous and dishonest this obstruction really was. Republican claims that the people
should be allowed to decide by waiting for the results of the presidential election in November 2016 were
preposterous, for that vote involved dozens of issues, not just this one.
“There’s a reason beyond garden-variety partisanship that Senate Republicans resist even holding hearings on
President Obama’s nomination of Merrick Garland to the Supreme Court. Their gambit evades a full and open
debate over the conservative judicial agenda, which is to use the high court in an aggressive and political way
to reverse decades of progressive legislation.”
--- E.J. Dionne Jr. of the Washington Post Writers Group
There is a central irony of accusations by conservatives that liberals use "judicial activism". In actuality, they
are the ones who are uncompromising judicial activists. “It's precisely because Merrick Garland's record reveals
him to be a devout practitioner of judicial restraint that an intellectually frank dialogue over his nomination would
be so dangerous to the right. It would expose the radicalism of their jurisprudence."
E.J. Dionne Jr. astutely pointed out that the narrow 5-4 majority of conservatives on the Supreme Court before
Antonin Scalia died were responsible for the Citizens United ruling, which overthrew decades of precedent and a
century of practice involving limits on the power of big money in politics. These partisans are also guilty of having
eviscerated the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Dionne also pointed to rulings in which the Supreme Court scrapped
“all manner of legislation aimed at protecting workers’ rights, the environment and consumers. Historically, it’s an
approach that, more often than not, leans toward employers over employees, creditors over debtors, property
owners over less affluent citizens, and corporations over individuals.”
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Dionne provocatively concluded: “At heart, this is a debate over how we define democracy. It’s also a struggle
over whether government will be able to serve as a countervailing force to concentrated economic power.”
Dominion-demanding conservatives have adopted my-way-or-the-highway attitudes with arrogant hubris and selfrighteousness. It is hard to see how fairness can be restored in our dysfunctional democracy, other than by
voters “wising up and throwing the bums out." The unprecedented stance by Republican Senators of refusing to
even hold hearings on a Supreme Court Justice to fill the vacancy left after Antonin Scalia died is emblematic of
the extremely oppositional positions that conservatives have taken on many issues. Things have gotten much
worse than they were 25 years ago when a bruising battle took place over the nomination of Clarence Thomas for
a lifetime position on the high court. Think back to those days. #MeTOO, Anita Hill.
Ponder this. Justice Thurgood Marshall was the first African-American Justice on the Supreme Court. He
served a distinguished 24-year tenure on the Court before retiring from his position in 1991. Justice Marshall
had had a remarkably honorable liberal record of jurisprudence throughout his life, and it was appropriate to
choose another black man to replace him. But Republican politicians, with diabolically Machiavellian resolve, chose
an ambitious black judge who would become the most conservative Justice on the high court, betraying the best
interests of African-Americans and indeed the vast majority of the American people. It was unjust and coldlycalculating cynicism for conservatives to have chosen such an extreme ideological conservative to replace
Thurgood Marshall. The ideological bent of Clarence Thomas was so far right that his confirmation was highly
antithetical to almost everything Thurgood Marshall stood for The coldly-calculated political nature of his being
chosen, and the degree of political chicanery involved in his being confirmed after Professor Anita Hill
courageously came forward to shed light on his character, is provocatively told in the HBO film Confirmation.
EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW. Those words are written above the main entrance to the Supreme Court Building
in Washington, D.C. They express the ultimate responsibility of the Supreme Court to ensure the promise of
equal justice under the law to the American people. When federal courts are stacked with conservatives, there is
no equal justice for the people.
Truer impartiality rules are needed in our judicial system. A judge must have the freedom to decide cases based
on the facts and the law -- not based on a judge’s own personal beliefs or the views of special interest groups. It
is a cornerstone of our democracy to guarantee the right to every citizen of a fair trial and fair-minded rulings.
Without judicial independence and impartiality, this right is compromised.
The American Bar Association created a Commission on the 21st Century Judiciary to study how to ensure
fairness, impartiality and accountability in state judiciaries. The hearings focused on developments in the states
where the judiciary has been excessively politicized. Members of the commission made recommendations in their
report Justice in Jeopardy (2003), emphasizing the importance of the rule of law, judicial independence and the
impartiality, integrity and qualifications of judges, along with the need for judges to demographically reflect
society. The report highlighted these things as important for public faith and confidence in the judiciary.
One of the biggest dangers may be that, with conservatives wielding domineering power in our society, they are
abusing their authority over the people and it could result in “goodbye freedom”. Right-wing extremism can be
remarkably patient, noted Steven Weber. "That is, until it makes its move, and then it is sudden and explosive."
Let’s stop them from achieving this goal. Dump Mitch McConnell, and his conspiring enablers.
Tellingly, there were 70 percent fewer polling places during the 2016 presidential primary elections than in 2012
in Maricopa County, Arizona, which includes the city of Phoenix. Terribly long lines resulted, and many voters
were forced to give up trying to vote. Officials wouldn't have been allowed to eliminate all those polling places if
the Voting Rights Act had not been gutted in a 5-to-4 vote by conservatives on the Supreme Court.
Chief Justice John Roberts has tried to assure the American public that his Supreme Court is “apolitical”. But
with the politically-biased Republican-favoring Citizen’s United ruling and decisions that undermine the Voting
Rights Act and the conservative biases against strong remedial action on partisan gerrymandering and women’s
reproductive rights and many other issues, this is proving to be a devilishly hard sell.
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Billions of dollars are being funneled into our elections in a form of legalized bribery, even as American voters -especially minority voters -- are being discouraged from voting. It is no wonder that government no longer works
for ordinary Americans. The real intent of voter ID laws like those passed by former Governor Scott Walker in
Wisconsin and his Republican colleagues, and many others in Republican-dominated states like Georgia and Florida,
is not to prevent voter fraud, but to prevent voters from voting who are likely to vote for Democrats.
The Brennan Center for Justice indicated that states across the country purged more than 16 million people from
voter rolls between 2014 and 2016. Voter suppression is increasing at an alarming rate, leaving countless eligible
voters disenfranchised and incapable of participating in our democracy. And after the January 6 mob assault by
Trump supporters that was incited by Trump and his Big Lie about the outcome of the 2020 presidential election,
Republicans in almost every state are trying to pass laws that will disadvantage Democrats. This is wrong!
After the Supreme Court ruled in 2013 to gut crucial sections of the Voting Rights Act, many state legislatures
introduced measures to restrict the right to vote. But in Oregon, Governor Kate Brown signed a first-in-thenation bill to automatically register all eligible Oregonians to vote when they obtain or renew a driver’s license or
state identification card. Once the law went into effect, it has been successful in registering many more people
to vote, which is a desirable goal in our representative democracy. Let’s act to make it easier to vote in each and
every one of the 50 states!
The U.S. state of Oregon had commendably established vote-by-mail as the standard mechanism for voting with a
citizen’s initiative in 1998, and vote-by-mail has maintained a high level of support ever since it was passed.
Sudden Republican opposition to making it easier and safer to vote in 2020, during a severe stage of the
pandemic, was merely a cynical ploy to deprive millions of Americans of their right to vote.
"Independence is my happiness, and I view things as they are, without regard to place or person; my country is
the world, and my religion is to do good."
--- Thomas Paine
The Nature of Whataboutism
Let us smile broadly, seeing that serious days of reckoning are coming and yet self-serving conservatives who are
masquerading as honest political representatives of the American people are fighting internecine political battles
to promote their own careers while abdicating their greater responsibility to take smart steps to deal fairly with
the challenges we face.
One way conservatives go about fooling people is by engaging in arguments involving “false equivalence”. These are
logical fallacies in which two completely opposing arguments appear to be logically equivalent when in fact they are
not, and instead embody inconsistencies in logic and distortions in understanding. An especially disingenuous
subset of logical fallacy is “whataboutism”.
NPR correspondent Danielle Kurtzleben explained what this tactic is. "Whataboutism" is a rhetorical tactic that
is a devious way of changing the subject. Curiously, this was a classic propaganda tactic often used by the Soviet
Union and, later, Russia. “As Russian political experts told NPR, it's an attractive tactic for populists in
particular, allowing them to be vague but appear straight-talking at the same time.” Donald Trump, of course,
often employs whataboutism to deflect criticism when someone makes a valid point, and uses it as a devious tool.
“The idea behind whataboutism is simple: Party A accuses Party B of doing something bad. Party B responds by
changing the subject and pointing out one of Party A's faults — ‘Yeah? Well what about that bad thing you did?’
(Hence the name.)” The cunning ruse can be almost laughable.
Mark Twain reckoned that against the assault of laughter, human follies can be blasted to rags, and those who
abuse power and make preposterous manipulations of public persuasion can be overthrown. So let’s laugh them out
of office, and thereby remove the terrible threats they are posing to the overall well-being of humanity.
Public Corruption and Keynesian Insights
The negative consequences of our corrupt political leaders are far-reaching. Public financing of education has
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been slashed in recent years, causing student debt to skyrocket to unconscionably burdensome record highs. We
are failing to maintain the nation’s infrastructure, as reflected by the pathetic “C-” grade given by the
preeminent organization of knowledgeable engineers, the American Society of Civil Engineers (in their 2021
Infrastructure Report Card). Trump Republicans are shamefully pandering to corporate entities to sacrifice our
public lands and global climate, especially for the benefit of their benefactors in profit-maximizing industries like
those exploiting fossil fuel resources. Our economic system is unfairly rigged to reward Big Money donors
and enact national priorities that are bizarrely backwards because they double down on the insane scheme of
converting natural resource assets to cash as rapidly as possible while irresponsibly ramping up deficit spending
and creating increasingly severe inequities, and undermining prospects of well-being and the stability, security
and sustainable existence of all people in the future. And the social safety net is being cut to enable regressively
structured Tax Cuts to be perpetuated, driving up the national debt to risky levels for the main purpose of
allowing the top 1% to gain an ever-increasing monopoly on the nation’s wealth.
Before the pandemic, deficit spending was being ramped up at a time in the economic cycle that we should have
been balancing the budget or running surpluses to reduce the national debt. This was essentially the brilliantly
simple understanding articulated by John Maynard Keynes, the most prominent economist of the 20th century.
John Maynard Keynes (pronounced ‘Canes’) was known for having articulated the most basic economic principle of
the last century. He intently studied the causes of the boom and bust of the Roaring Twenties and the Great
Depression of the 1930s, with the commendable big objective of identifying the best way to prevent a repeat of
the catastrophic impacts of such a severe economic downturn. Then he came to the well-informed conclusion that
in recessionary hard times, when businesses are retrenching and laying off millions of working people,
governments need to make up for slack consumer demand by applying the hyper-stimulus of deficit-financed
increases in government spending, preferably by making smart investments like those in needed infrastructure.
John Maynard Keynes had made it clear, in no uncertain terms, that once the economy recovered from crisis and
the unemployment rate dropped to more normal levels, it is mandatory for governments to take away the punch
bowl from profiteering speculators and to demonstrate fiscal responsibility by balancing the budget and cotrolling
the growth of the national debt. Keynes is known as “the father of macroeconomics” for his work, and it is
grotesquely ironic that “conservatives” today have embraced a contradictory strategy that the government
should cut taxes on rich people no matter what is happening in the economy, and irrespective of whether the rate
of joblessness is high or low, and no matter how high the national debt has been run up.
In contradiction to this wisdom, Republican politicians rammed through the incredibly irresponsible Tax Cuts Act
in December 2017 that rashly violates this central Keynesian understanding. The current national debt of well
over $28 trillion in July 2021 is rashly up from less than $1 trillion when Ronald Reagan came into office with his
folksy new “conservative” strategy of promoting deficit-financed tax cuts to give rich people a bigger and bigger
share of the wealth generated through the exploitation of natural resources and the productivity of workers.
Today’s federal debt exceeds 100% of Gross Domestic Product, an extremely risky level that has skyrocketed
from a safer level of about 32% in 1981.
Following up the “win” for rich people of their inequitable 2017 Tax Cuts swindle, Republicans cooked up their
budgets during the time they controlled the White House, and they were real doozies. Budgets are moral
documents, so the details of those budgets were a serious indictment of Republican betrayals of the common
good. They proposed slashing big amounts from the main pillars of social safety: Medicare, Medicaid, Social
Security, food stamps and federal housing assistance. Advocates for reducing poverty say the proposed cuts
were a radical restructuring that would make life more precarious for nearly 100 million low-income Americans
who rely on at least one of those programs, and would potentially push millions of people off the programs and
reduce benefits for the rest.
Keynes was a treasury official in the 1940s who saw government deficit financing measures as required to meet
economic crises like the Great Depression. But he regarded deficit financing as a “rather desperate expedient”,
and pointed out that it is risky for governments to go into debt to maintain high levels of consumption. He saw
wastefully profligate spending as habit-forming, and potentially destructive of countries as well as of companies
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and individuals. He would have told our leaders before the advent of the sudden pandemic recession that they
should balance budgets at the time while the global economy was expanding, and would have warned them against
irresponsibly rash short-term plans that involve borrowing huge sums of money to stimulate economic growth in
times of low unemployment, record high debt, huge projected budget deficits and hyper stimulated consumption.
These understandings made it insane for Republicans to have rammed through the new round of regressively
structured Tax Cuts in 2017, using Trickle Down Big Lie rationalizations. That law alone will dangerously drive up
the national debt, adding to an additional $10 trillion that the Congressional Budget Office forecasted will be
incurred over the next decade, before this tax folly was enacted into law without any support from Democrats.
It is time for our leaders to be more honest and responsible.
Bernie Sanders is a prominent voice continuing to vigorously criticize capitalism and its failures. “We must
understand that unfettered capitalism and the greed of corporate America are destroying the moral and
economic fabric of this country, deepening the very anxieties that Mr. Trump appealed to in 2016,” he wrote in a
June 2019 Op-Ed in the New York Times. “We are the wealthiest nation in the history of the world and,
according to Trump, the economy is ‘booming.’ Yet most Americans have little or no savings and live paycheck to
paycheck. … If we are to defeat Mr. Trump, we must do more than focus on his personality and reactionary
policies.” Let’s focus on the wrongheadedness of the rash short-term-oriented policies pushed by Trump
Republicans.
As Mark Twain once wrote, “Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because Fiction is obliged to stick to
possibilities; Truth isn’t.”
The Shifting Meaning behind our National Motto
Perhaps we might meditate for a moment on our national motto before 1956 -- E Pluribus Unum, or “Out of Many,
One.” I feel strongly that everyone in our country would find it advantageous if we all worked together to find
better ways to resolve the serious problems we face. It is a sad fact that our national motto was changed in
1956 to In God We Trust. This motto carries a much different message than “Out of Many, One.” The change
makes it seem like we value disunity and discord more than unity in our nation today. Yet it has been recognized
since the days Aesop, the ancient Greek story teller, that “United we stand, divided we fall.” Uncompromising
partisanship and extreme conservatism augur poorly for the future well-being of our people and country.
Notably, God is proving to be untrustworthy to keep peace between the faithful of various religions, or between
nations. It is curious that this change in our national motto took place just two years after the phrase “under
God” was added to America’s oft-recited Pledge of Allegiance. This change was made in reaction to perceived
menaces of “godless Communism”, but it unfortunately also signaled a turning away from our founding roots in
religious tolerance and a separation of church and state. The Religious Right in the past 50 years has been acting
as though it can provide a tautological proof that our Founders were Christians who believed that their particular
obedience-demanding Almighty God is meant to rule supreme, and that ‘He’ is a staunch conservative.
If we really want liberty and justice for all, we need our leaders in Congress and the White House to represent
the greater interests of all Americans, not just moneyed interests who corrupt our politics and public policy
decision-making by giving politicians Dark Money big bucks to finance their election and reelection campaigns.
Moneyed interest groups generally have very narrowly self-interested agendas, and they demand high-end tax
cuts and more corporate perks and subsidies, and less collective bargaining power for workers, and increased
private profits by being allowed to continue to foist costs onto society. They tend to want less public-interest
regulation or oversight, and fewer requirements for accountability, and no limits on campaign contributions, so
that they can continue to jerry-rig the system even more outrageously in their favor. It would be much better
guidance for us to try to honestly create fairer “liberty and justice for all”!
The litany of hard-fought battles for expanded rights came into existence through hard fought struggles by
millions of workers and families against ruthless business entities that have dominated this arena of strife for so
long. After the Depression began in the 1930s, the serious shortcomings of capitalism were starkly highlighted,
and wealthy people were forced to make concessions to create a fairer society. They created a New Deal that
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ushered in an age of more broadly shared prosperity after World War II, and gains in worker productivity were
shared more fairly until Ronald Reagan brought his folksy revolution along to reverse this progress.
Dr. Tiffany Twain, like thousands of others before her, is throwing down the proverbial gauntlet, and wondering,
“What heroes will pick it up and run with it?”
It appears to me, my dear Mr. Copperfield,” said Mrs. Micawber forcibly, “that what Mr. Micawber has to do,
is to throw down the gauntlet to society, and say, in effect, ‘Show me who will take that up. Let the party
immediately step forward.’ ”
--- Charles Dickens, David Copperfield
What Form of Governance Would Be Best?
No nation has ever actually tried libertarian rule, probably proving that societies need regulations and rules of law
and adequate revenues and a reasonably balanced role for government to ensure the public good. Germany, Japan,
Italy and other countries tried fascist rule in the middle of the 20th century that featured abusers of authority
and close ties between government and financiers and industry, but this mode of governance was disastrous and
reprehensible because it involved opprobrious and often horrific repression and tragic wars of aggression, and
tens of millions of people were killed.
The Soviet Union, China and many other countries have tried communistic governance, but it turns out that
planned economies allocate resources according to dictates that do not accurately reflect supply and demand, so
they tend to be inefficient, bureaucratic and inadequately flexible, and they constrain freedom and are poorly
capable of competing with capitalist economies. Market-sensitive economic systems that are relatively
competitive have generally demonstrated an ability to outcompete centrally planned ones. That’s one reason that
communist China has unleashed its billionaires and huge population on capitalist-like cutthroat competition.
Look here now. A contrasting view was revealed when China proved to have been more effective in preventing the
calamitous spread of COVID-19 than zealous acolytes of individualism in the USA and in Europe, who tend to be
freedom-loving “Don’t-Tread-on-Me” folks resisting edicts about social distancing and wearing masks, or dumbly
refusing to get vaccinated with some of the most astonishingly effective vaccines ever invented.
The Soviet Union made a heroic effort to compete militarily with the U.S. during the Cold War, and it kept up
well enough to contribute to the endangerment of the world a thousand times over with its nuclear weapons and
mutually assured destruction (MAD!) geopolitics. To accomplish this, the Soviet Union had to skimp on things like
education, national infrastructure and their social safety net. This caused the Russian people a cataclysmic
variety of privations, and even worse ones when their system eventually collapsed and their union fell apart. Some
Russians are really, really rich these days, but their fragmented country is still much worse for its costly
emphasis on militarism throughout the 45-year-long Cold War.
Since market economies are effective in utilizing people’s selfish motives, the best plan in general involves
encouraging responsible “free market” policies and smart incentives, and making good use of market forces to
achieve objectives consistent with the greater good.
Free market economies are afflicted with their own serious shortcomings. For one, demand for products and
services is artificially stimulated through aggressive advertising and promotion, so people’s desires are skewed
into a grotesque caricature of sensible consumption and resource usages. Resource allocations are distorted
because a high priority is placed on consumerism, to the detriment of moderate resource usages and conservation
and more spiritually enlightened purposes for living.
Another failure of capitalist systems is found in periodic economic slumps, recessions and depressions associated
with bubble economic policies, or other kinds of calamitous happenstances. These economic disasters harm
millions of people and leave large numbers of people destitute or unemployed for long periods of time. The
overwhelming influence of the profit-prepossessed military-industrial complex also distorts our national
priorities. Surely our oligarchy has failed the people in being woefully ill-prepared for a global pandemic.
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There are always economic trade-offs and unintended consequences in all policy decisions. These and many other
issues are explored below.
Why Win-Win Philosophies Are Better than Win-Lose Ones or Lose-Lose Ones
Our societies have always been powerfully influenced by both zero-sum games and positive-sum interactions.
Zero-sum games are those in which one person’s benefit is another person’s loss. In contrast, positive-sum
interactions are situations where people make choices that improve the lots of both parties at the same time.
Positive-sum relations shift incentives from an exploitive one-sided selfish gain to a more mutualistic, empathetic
and sane utility in which both sides benefit. Specialization and exchanges of mutual benefits in commerce have
been accompanied by the development of safeguards that were required to prevent people who had the capacity
to be ruthlessly selfish from taking unfair advantage of others, generally at the expense of the greater good.
A key insight of evolutionary psychology is that human cooperation and the social emotions that support it -- like
trust, empathy, sympathy, gratitude and guilt -- were naturally selected for, over many generations, because
these qualities allowed people to flourish in mutually beneficial positive-sum interactions within their own clans
and in-groups. This cooperative spirit conferred survival advantages over other groups that had more fiercely
competitive or selfish individualistic members.
Human relations have unfortunately too often been dominated by win-lose gamesmanship. These zero-sum games
include ruthless monopoly practices and predatory exploitation and arrogant plunder and aggression in warfare.
Some of the worst of these zero-sum situations are so-called “social traps”. In a social trap, a group of people
acts to obtain short-term gains for themselves that lead to a net cost for the group as a whole in the long run.
Classic social traps include “tragedies of the commons” conditions like overfishing, the mindless extermination of
wildlife, overgrazing of cattle on fragile lands, and the destruction of rainforests by logging enterprises and
agricultural interests that clear vast tracts of forest.
The most pervasive and negative social trap of all is that of wealthy people who unrelentingly pursue their own
self-interest at the expense of the common good. Politicians who pander to these rich people help them intensify
this extremely unfair and ill-advised national dilemma.
In capitalist economies, a fever pitch of competition pits business owners and speculators and wealthy people in a
triumphalist struggle against reasonable prerogatives and fair treatment of those who work for a living. When
unfairness in competition arises and becomes worse with monopoly practices, and corrupting abuses of power by
people vested in anti-social selfish advantages negatively affects many people. Social justice and the overall
security of the citizens of a country are often undermined. It seems to me to be an exceedingly poor plan to put
policies in place that effectively force the vast majority of people to be excessively busy, and to subject them to
high levels of stress by allowing corporations to squeeze workers mercilessly. It is intolerably unfair to allow
business owners, managers and shareholders to grab most of the rewards of increasing worker productivity, since
this deprives the vast majority of workers from sharing more broadly in the fruits of their contributions.
Long ago in 1814, the Virginia politician John Taylor of Caroline made this provocative assertion: "There are two
modes of invading private property; the first, by which the poor plunder the rich ... sudden and violent; the
second, by which the rich plunder the poor, slow and legal. One begets ferocity and barbarism, the other vice and
penury, and both impair the national prosperity and happiness, inevitably flowing from the correct and honest
principle of private property."
Alert, my fellow Americans. Absorb the implication of this observation made by Senator Taylor 207 years ago,
during the infancy of our grand experiment in democratic governance. An implicitly arrogant presumption that
private property and wealth deserve superior rights to real people underlies provisions that perpetuate the
status quo, but it’s a bad plan to turn up the heat on simmering rancor that can lead to either violent revolution or
authoritarian repression. Smart social insurance policies that make the economy and political system fairer by
reducing extreme inequalities of income and net worth are a much better plan, for they will help ensure more
broadly shared national security and happiness, and reduced risks of extreme unrest. And they give emphasis to
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the ideal articulated in the Pledge of Allegiance that our United States of America really does represent a
modicum of liberty and justice for all, and is honorably opposed to despotism, cronyism and tyrannical oligarchy.
It is easy to overlook the extent to which in-group cooperation was a crucial part of survival for clans of our
ancestors throughout the long evolutionary history of our kind. It is true that our instincts evolved in situations
involving much competition for food and the most desirable mates, but our instincts also evolved in contexts of
intense competition between social groups. Natural selection favored groups that worked together for the
greater good of their clan or tribe as a whole. Behaviors that involved cooperation within clan groups and
between males and females were integral aspects of our survival and prospering as social creatures.
It is provocative to consider the insightful realization of the famous psychotherapist Sigmund Freud about our
deepest motives: “It is impossible to overlook the extent to which civilization is built upon a renunciation of
instinct.” He was talking about the renunciation of aggression, selfish greed, and promiscuous sexual instincts,
not the more collaborative impulses that are explored in modern day books like Steven Pinker’s The Better Angels
of Our Nature. In a parenthetic irony, while Sigmund Freud had developed theories about repressed sexual
drives in our unconscious minds, he indulged in a close long-term relationship and possible sexual affair with Minna
Bernays, his wife’s younger sister. “Nice going, Dr. Freud! Shouldn’t you have been more virtuous in sublimating
those impulses?!”
Human societies have gone through a civilizing process over the millennia, as human numbers increased. Many
growing pains have been associated with the hundreds of millions of people who have moved from rural
environments to urban ones. The civilizing process has involved a gradual inhibiting of people’s anti-social
impulses, and has featured the development of more keen abilities to anticipate longer-term consequences of
actions. In addition, civilizing processes have involved the cultivation of empathic sensitivity and a willingness to
take into consideration other people’s thoughts, feelings, perspectives and human rights.
As societies grow more civilized, people succeed in coexisting with each other through an improving degree of
self-control, empathy and mutual respect. These qualities are born of Golden Rule considerations, not merely
through fear of punishment by authorities or deities. Civilizing influences include the control of appetites and
the curbing of extreme emotions, and the transcending of violent impulses. People become more civilized when
they are willing to delay gratification to achieve important goals, and when they give greater consideration to the
sensibilities and natural rights of others. As civilizations grew and developed, so did an awareness of cultural
guidelines of moral conduct, decency, hygienic “campfire etiquette”, and the propitious value of live-and-let-live
attitudes. A recognition also dawned that it was socially desirable to avoid rashly unhinged inhibitions and
episodes of dangerous emotional hijackings and concomitant strife and violence. In a sensibly regulated society,
no one would be able to purchase any assault weapons without a background check to find out about their mental
health history or possible terrorist leanings.
In his seminal work Civilization and Its Discontents, Sigmund Freud observed that the fundamental tension
between civilized society and individuals stems from the individual's quest for freedom and the contrary demands
of civilization for people to conform, to repress instinctual drives, and to avoid excessive exploitation of common
resources and harms to the well-being of human communities.
Civilizing influences are promoted by public policies such as the reasonable governance of a nation by means of a
system of fairly formulated laws. Also, there is a mutual utility involved in fair trade commerce between people
that has made these activities largely positive influences that have contributed for centuries to making our
societies less cruel, barbaric and violent. The result of all these civilizing influences, according to Steven Pinker,
was a curious outcome: “A culture of honor -- the readiness to take revenge -- gave way to a culture of dignity -the readiness to control one’s emotions.” Hallelujah!
International trade has been a broad civilizing force, but it can have retrograde impacts when self-interested
giant corporations abuse their influence to enact provisions of trade agreements to the detriment of the
majority of people. When trade agreements are written with too much input from profit-prepossessed corporate
entities, some of the provisions may turn out to be gravely unfair and socially undesirable. Agreements like the
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North American Free Trade Agreement can contribute to inequities, worker dislocations, and tragedies of the
environmental commons. One glaringly absurd example of such a provision is an “investor-state dispute
settlement” system that allows big corporations to sue the U.S. government for any decisions that prevent them
from maximizing their profits. The egregious instance of TransCanada announcing plans to use such NAFTA rules
to sue the U.S. government for $15 billion over the rejection of the Keystone XL carbon-heavy tar sands pipeline
was blatantly ridiculous. It is contrary to the greater good to allow big companies to use such provisions to
challenge public moratoriums on fracking, phase-outs of nuclear power plants, or other protections of water, air
and the global climate.
Donald Trump made the imposition of tariffs a key component of his trade agenda. He seriously misled people by
obscuring the fact that his tariffs on imports are basically paid by American consumers. There is also a strong
classic argument against tariffs that has received insufficient attention: they often lead to political corruption.
This is because their application is determined by crony favoritism, and huge agribusinesses gain while small
farmers are hurt. Corruption is a real cause for concern even with a well-run government. However, when we had
a president who openly used his office to enrich himself and his allies, it was a bad problem. There is abundant
evidence that Trump used tariffs and their application as a tool to reward friends and punish his political
enemies. He did this with farmers, by screwing them through the imposition of tariffs and then trying to mollify
them by giving big subsidies to offset the harmful impacts. Of all his pathological character defects,
“vengefulness is the one principle that Trump has adhered to consistently.”
When international trade agreements are insufficiently fair, they can contribute to the rise of reactive rightwing anti-immigrant movements that threaten the general welfare and peaceful coexistence. The Brexit vote in
June 2016 was a shocking confirmation of this observation. The European Union had been formed in 1993 to
anchor European countries in common bonds and shared policies on trade, and to ensure the free movement of
people, goods, services and capital so that member states would prosper together in peace. The rash departure
of Britain from this coalition portends negative outcomes for Britain, Europe and the world.
Allowing such a union to dissolve into daunting uncertainties and more intensely amplified conflicts is not a good
plan. More than 70 million people were displaced worldwide at the beginning of the summer of 2019, and this new
post-World War II record number of refugees requires us to take courageous political action to stop conflicts
and to forestall the reactionary energy generated by anti-immigrant sentiments. Filippo Grandi, the United
Nations. High Commissioner for Refugees pointed out, "If you don’t solve problems, problems will come to you." It
is disturbing to understand that refugee problems stem not only from environmental calamities like severe
droughts and resource shortages, but also by the insecurities made worse by failed states and by conflicts
exacerbated by the destabilizing impacts of U.S. military interventions and related offensives by terror groups.
More than half of all refugees in the world in recent years have been from four countries: Syria, Afghanistan,
Yemen and Somalia -- and even more tragically, over half of all displaced people are children.
Seventy percent of the population of Oxford, England favored a REMAIN vote in the Brexit dustup, and I feel
that the smart people there evaluated the choice in a more civilized, rational and aware manner than those who
have been riled up by austerity policies and stoked fears and exacerbated insecurities and fomented hostility
toward immigrants and refugees.
A Clarion Call for Reform
Journalist John Cassidy wrote a book titled How Markets Fail: The Logic of Economic Calamities. In it, Cassidy
made clear how much we need fundamental reforms in our economic and political systems. He sagely observed
that it is not enough to merely tinker with the status quo. Our systems are structured in ways that ensure the
perpetuation of the status quo, or even worse, they facilitate changes in the way things are that benefit
entrenched interests at the expense of the greater good. Consequently, our systems are dysfunctional, and it is
proving to be much too difficult to reform them. This makes it increasingly important for us to collectively
demand that our econopolitical system be more fairly and honestly restructured.
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Everyone can see that there are many serious problems that need to be solved. To best cope with these daunting
existential challenges, an accurate and comprehensive understanding of problems must be developed. The
relative importance of items in our hierarchy of priorities should be rearranged appropriately. And it is becoming
increasingly urgent for us to focus our energies, and to allocate resources accordingly.
Albert Einstein once wisely observed, “We can't solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when
we created them.” Einstein also noted that it is insane to do the same things over and over again and expect
different results. So, let’s get creative!
The existentially challenging problems we face include a wide range of environmental dilemmas and a variety of
complex conundrums related to social justice, peaceful coexistence, real fiscal responsibility and proper longterm priorities. We should minimize undue interferences by the government with people’s personal liberties. We
should deal more fairly with poor people to reduce the record number of people living in poverty. And we should
give overarching consideration to the critical need for giving greater respect to our beautiful home planet’s
ecological commons. To solve these problems, a sustained and passionate commitment to the greater good is
required. And more honest representatives who demonstrate much greater integrity!
“Technique in art is like technique in lovemaking: heartfelt ineptitude has its charms, and so does heartless
skill, but what we all really want is passionate virtuosity.”
Awareness of the Population Connection
Ecology is a comprehensive field of study that looks at broad inter-relationships between plants and animals and
ecosystems. Ecology takes into account the impacts of human activities on natural habitats, and it cultivates
perspectives that are longer-term oriented than the current short term-oriented ideologies that dominate our
economic system. Ecological understandings are basically more valuable ways of comprehending our species’ interrelationships in the struggle to prosper and pursue meaning and find happiness and live healthy lives.
Economic growth is the overriding goal of most economic policies. Growth is stimulated, in part, by continuous
increases in the number of people on Earth. From a long-term point of view, economic growth is structured like a
mega Ponzi scheme predicated on a growing population and an increasing average per capita consumption of goods.
This ‘plan’ cannot continue indefinitely, due to natural limiting factors, so we should get our economic house in
order and heed the insights of ecological economists!
“Living is easy with eyes closed
Misunderstanding all you see.”
--- John Lennon, The Beatles, Strawberry Fields
We can no longer afford to misunderstand all we see. The human population is almost 8 billion people on Earth,
and by about 2040, current trends indicate the global population will reach NINE BILLION. By the year 2100,
the United Nations estimates there will be something like ELEVEN BILLION, assuming no catastrophic ecological,
climate, pandemic disease, widespread starvation or world war setbacks. These trends mean much more than
terrible traffic! There will be a greater intensity of competition in the struggle to survive and get ahead. This
will cause an escalating rate of resource exploitation, and limits will become more viscerally clear. Worse
environmental problems will become increasingly apparent, and associated worsening poverty will make it likely
that more people will go hungry, or desperately engage in violent conflicts. These global challenges loom before
us like a tsunami gathering force and magnifying its deadly potential as it approaches shore. This wave seems to
be converging toward a crescendo, as if a Rapture-mad deity is wrathfully working itself into a frenzy. But folks,
the cause of this danger isn’t God, it’s US!
Compelling correlations exist between the rapid growth in human population and the long litany of environmental
challenges that face us, as set forth by organizations such as the Sierra Club, the Cousteau Society, Natural
Resources Defense Council, and Population Connection. I strongly recommend that readers consider the ideas
that Jared Diamond expresses in his insightful book, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed. His
observations about the depletion of native forests and other natural resources by the people of Easter Island,
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and similarly myopic actions by other ruined civilizations throughout history, make it clear that we would be wise
to give much more serious consideration to the implications of our own similar courses of action on island Earth.
More than 200,000 people died in a tragic earthquake in Haiti on January 12, 2010, and it is startling to realize
that they were in effect ‘replaced’ in total number on Earth in less than one day. The number of human beings
alive has increased by more than 70 million each and every year since 1965. This is stunning! And it is surely not
a sustainable trend for much longer. We should find ways to restructure our economies and social orders
worldwide so that we are effective in reducing the growth in the human population. This would be a smarter
strategy than marching lockstep toward terrible tragedies when we have exhausted resources and irreversibly
damaged the vital ecological foundations of our well-being.
Thomas Paine was eminently wise to suggest that the best way to confederate and embrace all the various
competing interests in a nation would be through a representative democracy that fairly takes ALL interests into
account as best possible. Shall we try it?!
We surely should give people in the future much greater consideration and respect by committing our nation to
the overarching principles contained in a common sense Bill of Rights for Future Generations.
The most plausible threats that could portend a collapse of our global civilizations can be found in developments
that parallel collapses of earlier empires and civilizations. Let's consult with Professor Jared Diamond, who spent
considerable effort evaluating what may have been the primary factors leading to the collapse of early human
societies. Diamond's scholarly conclusions can be found in his compelling book, first published in 2005, Collapse:
How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed. In this book, Diamond reviews the causes of historical and prehistorical instances of societal collapse, and he adduced three specific factors, including environmental changes,
the adverse effects of changes in climate patterns, and hostile neighbors. While the bulk of the book is
concerned with the demise of historical civilizations, Diamond also argues that humanity collectively faces many
of the same issues today, with possibly catastrophic near-future consequences for billions of people.
Diamond lists 12 environmental problems that confront us. Though this list does not include global pandemics, the
dangers of such outbreaks are obviously potentially cataclysmic. The first 8 problems have historically
contributed to the collapse of past societies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deforestation and habitat destruction
Soil problems (erosion, salinization, and soil fertility losses)
Water management problems
Overhunting
Overfishing
Effects of introduced species on native species
Overpopulation
Increased per-capita impact people have on the ecological commons.

Further, he says four new factors may contribute to the weakening and collapse of present and future societies:
1.
Anthropogenic climate change
2.
Buildups of toxins in the environment
3.
Energy shortages
4.
Unsustainable overexploitation of the Earth’s photosynthetic production, exceeding carrying capacity.
A Valuable Insight into Competing Interests
Professor Robert Reich was the Secretary of Labor in Bill Clinton’s administration. He discusses a conundrum of
human behavior in detail in his insightful book Supercapitalism. As consumers, we generally want cheap prices and
good deals. By providing such things, companies like Walmart, CostCo and Amazon have been extraordinarily
successful. At the same time, people in their roles as speculators and investors want the highest possible returns
on investments.
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In contrast, as citizens we value things that are often contrary to what we want as consumers and investors. We
want safe and healthy communities, and expanded social justice, and safeguards of our liberties. We want good
quality affordable public education, and a fairer deal for workers. We want reasonable access to health care and
disease prevention for all. We want a stronger social safety net, and a modicum of security in retirement, and
equitable institutions, and peaceable coexistence. We want a stable economic system with credit adequately
available at a fair cost, and better controls over debt-burdening swindles. And we want clean air and clean water,
and protected parks, open spaces, public lands, wilderness areas, wildlife refuges, and biological diversity.
In summary, as consumers and investors we do NOT want products and services to contain all the costs of a
healthy society, because we want prices to remain low and profits to be high. As citizens, however, we DO want
prices to include the fair and sane treatment of workers and communities and the environment. Over the last
few decades, things have generally gotten better for consumers and investors, but they have gotten worse with
regard to good citizen goals and long-term considerations.
This way of looking at our economy makes it clear that the competing interests we should be trying to bring
together are not just some clear-cut strife between “us and them”, but a conflict between the goals within each
and every one of us. Recognizing this, it is crucial that we begin to require the inclusion of all production costs in
the prices of goods and services, so that consumers will pay a little more for them and investors will receive a
little lower return on their investments, but assurances will be made that common good goals will have a better
chance of being achieved.
One thing all taxpayers have been conditioned to want is a share of the spoils of the on-going debt-financed Tax
Cut scams, no matter how foolhardy it is for our leaders to borrow money from all taxpayers in every future year,
and thereby mortgage the future for the primary benefit of the top dogs in our society. For the greater good,
however, we need a dramatically more progressive tax structure, and better-balanced budgets.
A Big Perspective on the Failings of the Capitalist System
There are a variety of shortcomings of capitalist economic systems. Cyclical periods of rash risk-taking and
irrational exuberance are followed by periods of fear-dominated aversion to risk. These characteristics of Bull
and Bear markets involve episodic intervals of spiking volatility, which incidentally serve to generate bigger fees
for Wall Street firms. Such schemes make these vested interests wealthy and powerful. Other problems arise
in addition to the propensity within capitalist market systems to create destabilizing economic booms and busts,
and to stimulate the unsustainable depletion of natural resources and the degradation of our natural environs.
Capitalist systems have a socially irresponsible tendency to create ever-more extreme concentrations of wealth
and power in the hands of a small minority of rich people, and this money is allowed to buy influence and power,
effectively subverting democratic fairness by slavishly seducing politicians into doing the bidding of wealthy
people at the expense of the greater-good interests of the vast majority of all others.
These dynamics of capitalism are facilitated by socially unfair activities in which big profits are privatized while
many costs are socialized and environmental protections are ignored or violated. It is precisely because money is
allowed to buy so much influence that our national policies are so skewed to benefit the few at the expense of
the many. Rich people, giant corporations and vested interest groups manipulate our democracy to the detriment
of small businesses, innovative entrepreneurs and the majority of Americans, as well as all people in the future.
This is how the system works, NOT merely how it is failing.
Politicians often carry out a charade of pretending to be working to redress national problems, when in fact they
are pandering to financial and commercial interests to which they are beholden. As a consequence, they expend
most of their energies striving to raise campaign funds and protect the status quo and give entrenched interest
groups even more advantages. This could and must be changed!
The overwhelming majority of Americans are members of the Many. Together we have the collective power to
demand the formulation and implementation of policies that would strengthen the middle class and make success
easier for entrepreneurs and small businesses, and also serve to alleviate the hardships of the poor.
Simultaneously, we could ensure that our nation provide a more secure social safety net of health care and
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affordable retirement. And we could make sure that sensible precautionary principles are followed, so that the
environment is reasonably protected.
To accomplish these goals, much of the spin propagated by giant corporations and right-wing talk show hosts and
operatives in think tanks should be rejected. In its place, we should cultivate clearer visions of the nature of
human impulses and social institutions, and of the consequences of political policies, and of the real aspects of
economic exigencies and ecological truths. And we should demand action that is consistent with these larger
visions and more important values.
A Vast and Rash Uncontrolled Experiment
A compelling point is contained in the treatise Comprehensive Global Perspective: An Illuminating Worldview in this
manifesto (online, and in Book Seven of the Earth Manifesto):
The worldwide impacts of human activities have never been as all-encompassing as they are today. The course
upon which humanity is embarked has many parallels in history, but it is unprecedented in global scope.
Technological and demographic changes are affecting societies and the natural world with a broad scope -- and
an accelerating speed.
We are all inextricably involved in a rash uncontrolled experiment in (1) industrialization, (2) urbanization, (3)
stimulated consumerism, (4) profligate resource use, (5) rapid population growth, (6) large-scale monoculture
agriculture, (7) economic globalization, (8) excessively high levels of deficit spending, (9) asset speculation,
(10) financial deregulation, (11) inegalitarian social policies, (12) status-seeking behaviors, (13) divisive political
strategies, (14) aggressive militarism, (15) extensive habitat modification, and (16) the generation of a myriad
of pollutants, toxins, wastes and greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere. Almost every other species
of life on Earth is affected by this uncoordinated concatenation of activities. No one knows exactly what the
outcome and the consequences of this risky experiment will eventually be.
To better manage our economic, social and environmental challenges, we should cultivate new ways of thinking, and
behave and act with more broad-minded intention. Strong resistance generally arises in opposition to ‘paradigm
shifts’, but when we are able to understand these challenges in bigger-picture perspectives, the opportunities
grow for achieving important progress and propitious change. Among the many things we should unflinchingly
reform are irresponsible aspects of unbridled capitalism and unfair imbalances in globalization. National policies
that create speculative bubbles should be scrupulously evaluated to preemptively prevent the need for costly
bailouts. We should invest in green measures designed to gain independence from fossil fuels. We should make
bold commitments to avoiding hawkish nationalism and imperial aggression and risky provocations. Sensible and
open-minded attitudes should be adopted toward national policies regarding women’s health and family planning
and reproductive rights and contraception and abortion. And our electoral system that obeys Big Money over all
other influences should be broadly reformed.
Nobel Prize winning economist Joseph Stiglitz writes in Globalization and Its Discontents that globalization has
brought huge benefits to millions of people around the world, but that it has been poorly managed. Market
fundamentalist ideologies have been allowed to hijack good intentions, and the troika of international trade and
governance institutions -- the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and World Trade Organization -- have
set the rules of international economic activities “in ways that, all too often, have served the interests of the
more advanced industrialized countries -- and particular interests within these countries -- rather than those of
the developing world.”
Joseph Stiglitz observes that globalization should be reshaped to realize its greater potentials for the good of
humanity, and that international institutions should be reshaped to contribute to this goal rather than to
narrower priorities demanded by vested interest groups. This is eminently reasonable thinking!
Pope Francis has expressed empathy with marginalized people like those stricken with extreme poverty or
migrants who are exploited or females who are trapped in sexual slavery. This sale of life and dignity is the dark
side of markets, so Pope Francis vividly warns against the “globalization of indifference.” The Pope is not some
sort of devilish “neo-Marxist”, and he makes it clear that market outcomes are not generally socially just, and he
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calls for public investment in fairer opportunities in the world. “Absent a moral commitment to human dignity,
justice and compassion, capitalism is conducive to materialism, individualism and selfishness. It is a system that
depends on virtues it does not create.”
When we see the bigger picture, it can help us re-evaluate issues, and to be better able to shift our priorities to
fairer and more honorable ones.
Let’s Ratify a New Square Deal
The exuberant ‘Rough Rider’ Republican president Theodore Roosevelt advocated “Square Deal” policies in the
early years of the 20th century, during what was the last decade of Mark Twain’s life. Strong parallels exist
between economic conditions back then and those today. In Roosevelt’s day, corporate entities like big oil
companies and railroad conglomerates abused their influence in monopoly-like manners to quash competition,
exploit workers and increase profits, while foisting a long litany of harms upon society.
Today, banks and corporations have sprawled across all international boundaries around the planet and gained so
much power that they can now declare themselves to be “persons” in the United States, supposedly pursuant to
the Fourteenth Amendment. This claim gives them valuable rights like those of due process and equal protection
under the law. Corporate persons tend to be picky and choosy about what ethics they subscribe to, and they
claim they should be accorded the overarching right to maximize profits, minimize tax obligations, and receive
limited legal liability for wrong-doing and harms to real people. These rights inadvertently mean that everyone
else in society has their fair rights circumscribed, and their well-being diminished.
Think about Theodore Roosevelt presiding over a trust-busting era in which many large businesses were broken
into smaller and less powerful organizations so that they would be less capable of abusing the power of their size.
Inequities between wealthy people and working-class people had grown excessively pronounced, so Square Deal
policies were designed to curb corporate abuses of power and root out corruption and reduce the exploitation of
workers, farmers and consumers. As a part of his Square Deal, Roosevelt also laudably strived to ensure that
resources were conserved and great tracts of valuable public lands were protected.
A new Square Deal is needed with similar goals in the world today. This initiative should be designed to assure
people reasonable rights within sensible guidelines that include fair-minded responsibilities to every person in
society and all people in future generations. To overcome injustices associated with the entrenched status quo, a
sustained movement is needed that will create an effective coalition led by principled leaders. Occupy Movement
protests in 2011 helped inspire a national conversation about extreme levels of inequality, and they focused
attention on efforts to increase economic fairness, but progress is hard to come by, due to stiff resistance by
prospering power-abusing elites.
The anger and hope of similar movements since then should now be channeled into strategies that will forge a new
political and economic order. We should all hope that the forces of decency and humanity will prevail over those
of reaction, bigotry, polarizing divisiveness, discrimination, pigheadedness and policies that exacerbate inequality.
The compelling and well-conceived documentary film Inequality for All promised to advance this vital awareness
by sharing Professor Robert Reich’s poignant perspectives. So does the overriding theme of Thomas Piketty’s
Capital in the Twenty-First Century.
A modern new Square Deal should emphasize a reduction in the concentration of wealth in the hands of the top
1% of Americans. It should strengthen the middle class and address the fact that about 34 million Americans are
living below the official poverty level, as reported by the U.S. Census Bureau for 2019.
A study of the status of women in the U.S. revealed that the worst states for women, in terms of average pay,
under-representation in leadership and barriers to reproductive health care are West Virginia, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Kentucky and Utah, with Indiana, Texas and Alabama also in the worst ten. An average of more than
25% of women in these states do not earn enough to lift them out of poverty. Sadly, all of these states are
dominated by Republican politicians who hew to conservative orthodoxy, and thus prevent women from being
accorded fairer treatment. There is plenty of shame in ranks of politicians to go around!
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We should remember the important understanding expressed by Franklin Roosevelt: "We cannot be content, no
matter how high the general standard of living may be, if some fraction of our people -- whether it be one-third
or one-fifth or one-tenth -- is ill-fed, ill-clothed, ill-housed and insecure."
Women are vitally important parts of families, so it makes sense that they should be treated more fairly. The
Global Gender Gap Report 2017 found that “globally, gender parity is shifting into reverse this year for the first
time since the World Economic Forum started measuring it.” Sadly, in the 2020 Global Gender Gap Index, the
U.S. ranked 53rd in gender equality in the world, far behind Iceland, Norway, Finland and Sweden, the nations
that treat females most fairly. This Index measures gender equality by studying the relative gaps between
women and men in terms of four key areas: educational opportunity, economics, health care and political
representation. I call for everyone to become more supportive of policies that will significantly improve the
status of women in these arenas -- in the U.S., and around the world.
Part of the reason that the U.S. rates so low, curiously, is because of “The Caveman Dilemma”, as Greg Hanscom
explained in “Why We Take Such Lousy Care of Ourselves and the Planet.” As it turns out, collective action is
needed to help us make choices that are in our own greater self-interest. As a society, we need to come together
to make concerted efforts to induce the majority of people to do what is right. And government should be on the
side of women’s best interests, because traditional cultural conservatism undermines the principles of gender
equity, and people are too easily swayed by stereotypes and established biases and the rigid structure of the
status quo. All these ideas are consistent with rallying cries of feminists and sensible ecological economists and
people involved in protest movements like the Occupy Wall Street protestors in New York City some years back,
and with their philosophical kin around the planet.
Note that Donald Trump has become the man who represents the official face of Republicans, as nasty and ugly
as this may be for the health and general welfare of women. This is having adverse effects on efforts to improve
the status of females in our society. As a conniving candidate, Trump opportunistically wanted to outlaw abortion,
criminalize it and punish women for making the difficult decision to terminate a pregnancy, or then to punish
doctors who selflessly provide this important service. “Males who get women pregnant? No responsibility or
punishment for them -- just high fives for having scored some titillating sexual favors, or non-consensual thrills.”
God’s Own Trumpet Sounds for Greater Good Goals
Our courageous forefathers famously declared in 1776 that when a form of governance becomes destructive of
the “unalienable rights” of its citizens, it is their right and indeed their duty to alter that system and lay new
foundations based “on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to
effect their Safety and Happiness.” When our economic and political systems facilitate “a long train of abuses
and usurpations”, they simply must be changed. Common sense tells us that NOW is the time to begin
revolutionarily altering these systems.
The days figuratively run past like wild horses over the hill. Ecological “tipping points” appear to be approaching
that could push us toward abrupt changes in environmental conditions. And social “tipping points”, on top of the
pandemic cataclysm and racist police brutality, appear to be stoking revolutionary discontent and outrage over
increasing inequality. This is especially the case in chaos-engendering destabilizing movements like the advent of
demagogic Trumpism and the earlier so-called Arab Spring that became a nightmare for many millions of people in
countries like Egypt, Libya, Yemen, Syria and others in the Middle East and northern Africa.
Our Founders championed the honorable ideals of the Enlightenment Era. These included a measure of equality
of rights for all, along with recognitions of the vital importance of the general welfare of the people. In pursuing
these goals, they tried to create a fair system of representative government of the people, by the people and for
the people. This was a brilliant idea, but the system they established was unfortunately susceptible to becoming
entrenched against fundamental reforms. In many ways, the gap between our country’s ideals and its reality
seems to be growing wider. It is time today for us to unshackle our imaginations and reject discredited
ideologies, and to overcome the corruption inherent in the influence of Big Money in our politics. Let’s Move to
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Amend! It is time for We the People to collaborate together with both determined idealism and grounded
pragmatism, to begin honestly building healthier, fairer, and more fiscally and ecologically sound societies.
Likewise, all people around the globe should strive to make their countries fairer so that they will have sturdier
foundations, and thus help ensure they will more likely be sustainable far into the future. I call on the ruling
interests in every nation to accept progressive adaptive reforms and help set their peoples on more auspicious
paths toward satisfying the intentions of “general welfare” clauses like that in the Preamble to our Constitution.
Let the rich who possess 50% of the world’s wealth -- about 2% of people around the world -- pay for this, as a
form of restitution for having gained their riches through rigged systems.
Think about the fact that the Supreme Court ruled in Citizens United that any individual or any company may
spend as much money as they want to anonymously influence our elections. The consequences have been
disastrous: politicians are beholden to special interests, and voters are in the dark about who's trying to buy
their vote, and representatives of the people are betraying them in order to give wealthy people what they want.
And regular people who want to run for office to make a difference and improve the world are unable to afford
the skyrocketing cost of running a campaign.
The Move to Amend coalition proposes a Constitutional amendment that simply and sensibly declares: “We, the
People of the United States of America, reject the U.S. Supreme Court's Citizens United ruling and other
related cases, and move to amend our Constitution to firmly establish that money is not speech, and that human
beings, not corporations, are persons entitled to constitutional rights.”
In an overwrought political climate defined by shouting partisans on cable news, it seems like moderation and
compromise have fallen into ill repute. But victories that are achieved without some buy-in from opposition
parties are often short-lived -- and are generally followed by intense backlashes that can wipe out nearly
everything that had been put in place.
Wealth Inequities
"There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics."
--- Mark Twain (“erroneously attributed”)
Another disparity between Americans highlights the extreme level of unfairness in our economic system today.
It is the “intergenerational wealth gap”. According to an analysis done by the non-partisan Pew Research Center,
the wealth gap between older and younger Americans has widened sharply in recent years. The average net worth
of people over age 65 increased by 42% between 1984 and 2009, while the average net worth for those younger
than 35 years decreased by 68%. The average net worth for those between the ages of 35 and 44 went down by
44% during this period. These trends are exceedingly unfair, and have probably gotten dramatically more
extreme in the throes of the global pandemic.
These statistics confirm that the interests of older people have been given significantly more weight than those
of younger ones. Meanwhile, we are piling up unfunded liabilities and risky levels of national debt and growing
annual interest expense obligations. These will be heavy burdens on people in the future, and they will radically
increase the inequities our descendants will face by forcing them to effectively start their lives with an everincreasing negative net worth. These trends are colossally unfair, retrogressive and ill advised, and thus
misguided and socially unacceptable.
It personally irks me to see that real estate prices have inflated so much once again after 2009 lows. These
increases in home costs in many places make it ever more challenging for renters and first-time home buyers, two
categories of people who are disproportionately young. And it makes the terrible problem of homelessness much
worse. The smartest plan for any society would be found in farsighted investments made in its young people. Like
in their health, educations, nutrition, living situations and overall well-being! Let’s invest! Sensible investments
should also be targeted to alleviate the increasingly severe problems related to homelessness in the USA today.
“If you think education is expensive, wait until you see how much ignorance costs in the 21st century.”
--- President Obama
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The Nefarious Role of the NRA
Spokespersons for the National Rifle Association claim credit for having gotten Donald Trump elected, and they
are right that their vociferous right-wing organization does deserve much of the blame for the triumph of Trump
and many other Senators and Congressmen. A very good case can be made that the dark videos produced by the
NRA, which feature angry spokesperson Dana Loesch, tossed emotional bombs into the public discourse in order
to help gun manufacturers make big profits. With this divisive wedge resounding in the echo chambers of our
minds and the public consciousness, we are unable to adequately counter anti-progressive politicians or prevent
harms to public health, safety and well-being.
A horrifying mass shooting took place at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida on February
14, 2018 -- Valentine’s Day! -- when a deranged teenager with an AR-15 semi-automatic weapon killed 17 students
and teachers, and wounded another 14. Soon afterwards, Parkland student Emma Gonzalez gave a passionate talk
that became a video sensation about the failure of politicians to act to make the public safer from gun violence.
Bizarrely, Republicans in the Florida legislature soon thereafter voted to reject a ban on assault rifles.
After the Florida high school massacre, Wayne LaPierre of the NRA tried to turn the debate from school safety
to fears of creeping socialism, telling a conservative crowd that they "should be anxious and frightened" about
the prospect of Democrats regaining control of the White House and Congress. "If they seize power,” he
ominously declared, “our American freedoms could be lost and our country will be changed forever.” These
proclamations show that he was propagating devious extremist views in defense of profiteering by gun
manufacturers, and the organization can be seen to have become virulently opposed to moderate and progressive
policies.
A more objective understanding of history and politics, however, reveals that those who hold authoritarian rightwing Strict Father worldviews are the ones that most seriously threaten people’s personal liberties, not liberals
and their more empathetic Nurturant Parent paradigm and what conservatives disparage as “nanny government.”
The incisive journalist Catherine Rampell makes it clear that the Republican Party is the primary driving force
behind the obstruction of fair-minded common sense policy changes on things like gun safety. Just after the
Florida mass shooting, she wrote, “Nine in ten Republicans support background checks for all gun buyers. The
same share supports preventing mentally ill individuals from purchasing guns. Majorities of Republican voters also
support banning gun modifications that can make semiautomatic guns more like automatic ones; barring gun
purchases by people on terrorist no-fly lists; banning assault-style weapons; and creating a federal database to
track gun sales.” … “Again, that’s what Republican voters want. Those preferences have been ill-served by NRAfunded Republican politicians, however.”
It seems obvious that Republican politicians care more about their own careers and high-paying jobs, and wielding
power, than they honestly care about public safety and the well-being of young people. Thomas Friedman made
this case clearly and forcefully in a New York Times article on February 21, 2018 titled Stop Tweeting and Get in
the NRA’s Face.
The NRA has spent heavily on getting Republicans to oppose sensible policies on gun safety. Defying public
opinion in order to pander to this far right gun organization, Republicans have consistently refused to even
consider bills in Congress that would require universal background checks, or close loopholes in gun show sales,
ban assault weapons, outlaw bump stocks, or fund research on gun violence by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. “We could vote on any of those pieces of legislation right now.
But the Republicans control the
House (until January 2019), Senate and White House -- and the truth is that even after the Sandy Hook
slaughter of school children, and even when kids die every day in deliberate shootings, accidental shootings,
drive-by shootings and random shootings, Republican politicians have blocked even the tiniest gun reform laws to
protect our children and communities.”
A Declaration of Inter-Dependence
The great naturalist John Muir, inspired by the world explorer Alexander von Humboldt, once said that when you
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tug at any single thing in nature, you find it attached to the rest of the world. Filmmaker Tiffany Shlain and the
Moxie Institute have elaborated on this idea in their excellent film, Connected: An Autobiography About Love,
Death and Technology. Watch this film to get a good idea about Tiffany’s biographical perspectives on the
philosophic physician, Dr. Leonard Shlain, whose four books I admire deeply. The film is available on Netflix.
Here is an entertainingly apt description of Tiffany Shlain by newspaper columnist Leah Garchik: “Filmmakerphilosopher Tiffany Shlain, whose work reflects a ‘Poor Richard’s Almanac’ sensibility -- here’s a good way to live
your life -- is a dazzling blonde in a fedora, with assertive lipstick.” With that image in your mind, consider that
Tiffany Shlain has commendably created a film series that advocates positive global change. The first film in the
series expanded on the last line of Connected: “For centuries we’ve declared our independence. Perhaps it’s now
time we declare our interdependence.”
The Moxie Institute created a Declaration of Interdependence to give people pause to realize how important it is
to recognize our interdependence with each other, and with the healthy ecosystems that are the foundations of
well-being. These tenets are vital for creating a better future. I recommend that everyone watch this film.
Let it ripple! Contemplate the ideas contained in the script of this short film:
A DECLARATION of INTERDEPENDENCE
When in the course of human events, it becomes increasingly necessary to recognize the fundamental qualities
that connect us,
Then we must reevaluate the truths we hold to be self-evident:
That all humans are created equal and all are connected.
That we share the pursuits of life, liberty, happiness, food, water, shelter, safety, education, justice, and hopes
for a better future.
That our collective knowledge, economy, technology, and environment are fundamentally interdependent.
That what will propel us forward as a species is our curiosity, our ability to forgive, our ability to appreciate, our
courage, and our desire to connect …
That these things we share will ultimately help us evolve to our fullest common potential.
And whereas we should take our problems seriously, we should never take ourselves too seriously.
Because another thing that connects us ... is our ability to laugh ... and our attempt to learn from our mistakes.
So that we can learn from the past, understand our place in the world, and use our collective knowledge to
create a better future.
We can make the future whatever we want it to be.
So perhaps it’s time that we, as a species, who love to laugh, ask questions, and connect ... do something radical
and true.
For centuries, we have declared independence. Perhaps it’s now time that we, as humans, declare our
interdependence!
Reflections on Recent History
After the first 12 years of the 21st century finally staggered into the history books, I observed: “Wow, what a
doozy they have been! First the terrible 9/11 terrorist attacks took place, and then a colossally costly and
unending global ‘war on terror’ ensued in reaction. Economic bubbles in technology stocks and real estate and oil
price speculation were inflated and then burst, and there was even a bubble in the prices of contemporary art.
Globalization trends intensified as the economies of China and India grew at rapid rates, and millions of jobs in
manufacturing were lost in Western nations to cheap labor competition overseas. Environmental impacts of fast
growth in consumption and increasing rates of resource exploitation became more detrimental. Devastating
hurricanes, floods, droughts, wildfires, earthquakes and tsunamis wreaked serious havoc in many areas. And the
population of human beings on Earth experienced a net increase of more than 800 million people.”
Consider the economic meltdown that began in December 2007 and reached its worst point in late 2008. This was
still distinctly impacting the global economy for a decade. Think of it! We have been living through one of the
most sensational and scandalous debacles in the history of capitalism, and in many ways it has been an “Inside
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Job”. Laissez-faire ‘free market’ capitalist ideologies took a blow as unprecedented interventions by governments
worldwide were necessitated to get credit flowing again to prevent another serious economic depression. Bank
losses and write-offs around the world cost in excess of $1 trillion. In addition, Western governments
committed an amount in excess of $10 trillion to shore up their financial systems, according to estimates made by
the International Monetary Fund. About half of this astonishingly large cost came in the form of direct financial
commitments, and the other half in various kinds of guarantees and insurance plans.
Despite all these emergency measures, tens of millions of people lost their jobs and many people lost their homes
or a significant portion of their savings. The enormous costs of this economic bust were foisted upon workers,
taxpayers and people in future generations who are being obligated for gigantic liabilities and unprecedented
levels of debt. This outcome is exceedingly unfair, so we should boldly change course from the policies that
contributed to this state of affairs.
Our economic system obviously does not work adequately well when it fosters boom and bust cycles that force
people to shoulder the burdens of the bust who are different from those whose rash leveraging of risks
contributes most to economic cataclysms. Even worse, the adversities affect almost everyone, while the perks
and rewards have gone primarily to the culprits who have profited the most from the inflation of the bubbles.
Since tens of millions of people have been hurt by the economic turmoil, it seems absurd to allow big bonuses to
be paid to the corporate and banking CEOs and top managers whose risk-taking decisions were a primary cause of
this disastrous outcome. Our Congressional representatives and the President and the business community and
shareholders, take heed!
There is much to be thankful for in the world, but this is certainly not the “best of all possible worlds”, as Dr.
Pangloss wryly postulated in Voltaire’s famous short story, Candide. We could, however, work together to create
a much better world, and the ideas in the Earth Manifesto suggest a wide range of salubrious ways to achieve this
good goal.
Visceral Connections: The Intimate Impacts of Creative Destruction
Capitalist economic systems tend to promote a process that economist Joseph Schumpeter called “creative
destruction”. By allowing businesses to fail that do not compete successfully, a winnowing-out takes place that
ensures a kind of survival of the fittest organizations. This can have positive effects by letting innovative forces
transform markets, products, equipment and production methods, making capitalism quite adaptive when
competition is fair. But it can be quite maladaptive when entrenched interest groups use unfair tactics like
monopoly practices, or when they take advantage of the power of their size to quash competition. Likewise,
negative outcomes are generally associated with corrupt government policies and agencies that allow free rein for
vested interests to seize special advantages, privileges, and subsidies for themselves.
Creative destruction can have salubrious effects by improving production processes and product quality, and
healthy competition can lead to lower consumer prices. But it can also wreak terrible dislocations and hardships
on workers and passive investors and the environment. To manage change well, individuals and businesses and the
government need to be more flexible and forward thinking, and give higher priority to the common good.
When the federal government is forced to bail out organizations that are “too big to fail”, this thwarts market
processes. Under such circumstances, taxpayers should be rewarded for their rescue of organizations that
indulged in speculative risks and other types of “moral hazard”. This compensation to taxpayers should come in
the form of significant stakes in the profits that the bailed out entities earn after they recover. It is unfair for
us to risk national bankruptcy to save banks and other institutions without requiring them to make large
contributions to taxpayers from their resurgent profits. It was, after all, the speculative gambits taken by
CEOs, bankers and other players that are mainly responsible for the havoc wreaked upon millions of people
worldwide as a consequence of the 2008 financial crisis.
Creative destruction sometimes merges with ruthlessly exploitive aspects of capitalism, as analyzed by author
Naomi Klein in her compelling book Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism. When this occurs, not only is
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our standard of living at risk, but so is our financial, physical and ecological well-being. Even our liberties and
basic human rights are at stake. We can begin to take control of these dysfunctional aspects of capitalism only
by understanding them better, and by courageously acting in accordance with more enlightened understandings!
The Story of Stuff
The excessive promotion of consumption is contrary to long-term greater good goals, especially when it
contributes to the wasteful depletion of resources and production of toxic wastes and the generation of huge
volumes of climate-altering greenhouse gases. Annie Leonard, the social activist, folksy filmmaker and promoter
of sustainability, explores the risk-laden madness of wasteful consumerism in her compelling video The Story of
Stuff. She points out, startlingly, that 99% of all the stuff we extract, produce, distribute and consume every
day becomes a waste product within 6 months.
Annie Leonard also created an animated video titled The Story of Broke. In this film, she succinctly encapsulated
important issues related to the misuse of taxpayer funds and the misleading idea that our nation is broke. She
refers to the established status quo as “The Dinosaur Economy”, and makes it clear that far too much money is
given to companies vested in the status quo in the form of tax subsidies, risk transfer subsidies, freebie
subsidies, and resource extraction subsidies. She examines the obvious folly of allowing businesses to
externalize big costs onto society for the clean-up of pollution and toxic wastes -- things that big corporations
should be required to include in their prices and actual bottom-line profits. These simple and entertainingly
illuminating videos can be viewed online right now. The Story of Change is another video that Annie Leonard
made, prior to becoming Executive Director of Greenpeace USA, which provides valuable perspective and ideas on
how we might best head where we need to go.
With our human numbers now nealyg 8 billion, and seemingly destined to reach 9 billion well before the year 2050,
we are going to run up against harsh limits in the supply of food, raw materials, energy and fresh water. The
capacity of the environment and the atmosphere to absorb all the waste products, toxins and climate-disrupting
greenhouse gas emissions that result from this profligate consumption will become a more crucial consideration.
A Norwegian businessperson named Oystein Dahle once made this compelling observation: “Socialism collapsed
because it did not allow the market to tell the economic truth, and capitalism may collapse because it does not
allow the market to tell the ecological truth.”
Republican “truths” are becoming more suspicious by the minute. The Republican Party and its angry, fervently
righteous, easily manipulated and simple-minded Tea Party wing may deny these understandings, but such denials
will only have the effect of speeding the pace at which our runaway train of consumption and waste production is
lurching toward calamitous outcomes. No matter how zealously myopic conservatives wave their <Don’t Tread on
Me> flags, and no matter how desperately our leaders strive to stoke consumerism to create jobs and increase
corporate profits, ecological truths cannot be indefinitely ignored.
The Tea Party did tap into some valid grievances. The American people have been promised beneficial effects of
international trade agreements, but most of those agreements contain wrongheaded provisions like the one in the
North American Free Trade Agreement that encourages corporate lawsuits against the government, and in
general those that make it easier for giant corporations to send factories and jobs abroad, and contributed to
conditions of stagnating domestic wages and diminished opportunities for blue collar workers, and increasing
inequalities. And Republican politicians have exploited those feeling of grievance by scapegoating Mexicans and
immigrants and Muslims and gay people and women to gain more power. Don’t fall for this social trap, for it is
another variety of scurrilous hard times swindle! Renounce the egomaniac exploiter Trump and his minions!
“The survival of a species is, by definition, biological existence that is indefinitely sustained. The human race
needs to more clearly recognize and respect the fact that we cannot continue to consume far more than can
be supplied by natural and biotic resources, regeneration, and healthy ecosystems. The carrying capacity of
damaged ecosystems is less than that of healthy ones, so it is an overarching necessity for us to act to
prevent harms to habitats that will upset the providential balance in nature.”
--- Comprehensive Global Perspective
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Revelations Exhibited in Our Enveloping Maniacal Consumer Culture
We are immersed in what psychologists call a manic culture. This manic state is characterized by short and
fragmented attention spans, compulsive behaviors, scattered energies, poor impulse control, profligate spending,
shallow understandings, addictions to sensationalism, tweeted propaganda, unmindful argumentation, a fixation on
celebrity and eternal youth, occasionally indiscriminate sexual appetites, widespread consumption of fast foods,
happy-face promotions, increasing susceptibilities to mental depression, and widespread uses of anti-depressant
and psychotropic drugs and addictive opioids.
More than $200 billion is spent on advertising in the U.S. every year to stimulate demand for products and
services, and to sway people’s opinions. This amount exceeds the GDP of about three-quarters of the countries in
the world. That’s A LOT of suasive propaganda! This advertising can be perniciously manipulative, a form of
subtle indoctrination that results in a wide variety of outcomes that are socially undesirable and even harmful
when considered from big picture perspectives.
Advertising is particularly effective in affecting children, whose minds are not yet fully formed or capable of
realizing that such persuasion can be untrue, distorting and manipulative. The imagery of marketing can have
negative impacts on the development of young person’s brains, and it tends to objectify gender roles and create
unrealistic body images. Astonishingly, TV programs for children in the U.S. are interrupted by advertising on
average every 3 minutes. Every three minutes! This is crazy. Brain conditioning at a young age is especially
influential because brains of youngsters are unable to distinguish fiction from healthier visions of “reality”.
Television advertising subjects people to a barrage of images and commercial messages that are loud, seductive
and insidiously intrusive. The medium in which messages are delivered has profound impacts that significantly
influence people beyond the scope of the content of the messages. Repetition in advertizing can insidiously
imprint commercial messages on our subconscious minds with a force that can contribute to unhealthy fixations
and manic character. This may be one reason why attention-deficit and bipolar disorders are proliferating!
Rapid successions of images, subconscious messaging, persuasive marketing, and chatter on social media are
physiologically affecting our brains, contributing to misguided values, sleep deprivation, rude behaviors, rage,
alienation and mental depression. Our psyches are powerfully influenced by programming focused on celebrities,
sensationalism and violence. Polarizing political rhetoric, ranting talking heads on television, and anger and hate
incessantly expressed on talk radio (and on many websites) also take their toll. The demonizing of people with
differing perspectives, and imagery containing demeaning stereotypes, all contribute to mania in our cultures.
The increased susceptibility of many Americans to mental depression makes it the leading cause of disability, and
anti-depressant drugs currently are being prescribed to more than 20 million Americans.
Oddly enough, many drugs that are available over the counter in other countries are sold only by prescription in
the U.S., which is one of the few advanced nations that allow direct advertising to consumers of prescription
drugs. Such advertising is becoming increasingly obnoxious and intrusive, because it is so repetitive, especially
ads for erectile dysfunction drugs and prescriptions for unsavory afflictions, all of which disclose long lists of
harrowing potential side effects.
“Ask your doctor!” Even the American Medical Association favors a ban on advertising prescription drugs directly
to consumers. Spending on such advertising increased by 60% in the four years from 2012 to 2016, contributing
to unnecessary increases in the prices of prescription drugs. Revealingly, such advertising became ubiquitous only
after lobbyists managed to get the Food and Drug Administration to make regulatory changes in 1997 that
allowed it. Seeing the many negative impacts of such advertising, and a paucity of positive ones, it is high time
for the FDA to reverse this decision. In particular, ads for prescription drugs like Viagra and Levitra that
encourage sexual activity should be banned from prime-time television on the grounds of common decency.
All in all, what we really need is a prescription for more positive influences! Here are a few. Experience nature
outdoors more often. Cultivate friendships. Join the Slow Food movement and enjoy leisurely meals with friends
or family. Spend time cooking or gardening. Listen to soul music, jazz, classical music or the blues. Find time to
meditate or enjoy silence. Read an entertaining or spiritually uplifting book. Immerse yourself in what Carl Jung
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called the Spirit of the Depths, not just in the Spirit of the Times. Be with what is. Sing words of wisdom.
Create some “senseless acts” of beauty and generosity. Accentuate the positive. Breathe deep and let go of
negative thoughts that compel obsessions. Recover an authenticity of the soul by focusing on honest spirituality,
true values and healthier philosophy. And support progressive ideas, reforms and good leadership.
Or watch some comedy by stand-up comedians or late-night entertainers like Bill Maher or Stephen Colbert.
Humor is healthy! Think, for instance, about a “Friends of Irony” email that once circulated on the Internet,
which contained visually funny photos of ironic juxtapositions of various images. One showed the reader-board of
upcoming events at a church’s Parish Hall. It read:
MONDAY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
TUESDAY
ABUSED SPOUSES
WEDNESDAY EATING DISORDERS
THURSDAY
SAY NO TO DRUGS
FRIDAY
SOUP KITCHEN
------------------------------------------------SUNDAY SERMON
9 A.M.
“AMERICA’S JOYOUS FUTURE”
Ha! That struck me as a funny commentary on our culture, almost as humorous as a handwritten sign in front of
“Le Petit Mort”, which read:
Psychic Fair Cancelled
Due to Unforeseen Circumstances
Important Steps to Greater Fairness and Justice
The Founders of modern democracies essentially championed a social contract in which greater fairness and
justice for a nation’s citizens would be honored and respected. To actually create such a state, our economic and
political systems need to be restructured so that they actually do provide for fairer and more just conditions.
One important reform that would ensure greater fairness to people in future generations would be to require
businesses to include all currently externalized costs in the price of every product and service, particularly those
costs related to the prevention and clean-up of pollution and the safe disposal of wastes and toxins, and medical
care for people harmed by pollution. We should additionally re-evaluate all government expenditures and tax
loopholes that provide subsidies to big corporations. Subsidies to vested interests tend to hamper competition
and impede innovation. Taxpayers are forced to finance these subsidies without enjoying adequate benefits, and
this is contrary to the greater good. The influence of vested-interest money in election campaigns and the
intense lobbying of our representatives in Congress to manipulate their decision-making should be lessened, so
that the policies put in place are more honestly focused on the common good.
“Rent-seeking” is the general term that economists use for gambits employed by exploitive interests to get money
at the expense of the public. Rent-seeking activities often refer to efforts to capture various monopoly
privileges that stem from government regulation of a market. Rent-seeking, in general, involves getting a bigger
share of existing wealth, rather than actually creating any new wealth. Joseph Stiglitz analyzes this concept in
Chapter Two of his compelling book The Price of Inequality. He discusses the curious fact that countries with
large amounts of crude oil, like Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq, which should be able to afford to treat
their people more generously because of the huge windfall receipts of money from their large oil reserves, tend
instead to have more unequal societies because of political corruption and rent-seekers and their abuses of
power. While an abundance of natural resources should allow countries to take better care of their poor people,
and to invest in things like better education systems and universal healthcare, it turns out that countries with the
most natural resources are often among the ones with the most extreme inequalities.
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Another form of rent-seeking involves selling things to the government at prices higher than market.
companies and military contractors excel in this form of highly profitable but socially detrimental swindle.

Drug

Rich people worldwide tend to gain at the expense of everyone else by means of a variety of socially undesirable
rent-seeking activities. These actions and scams include lobbying to get perverse government subsidies, laws that
make the marketplace less competitive, lax enforcement of existing laws, and statutes that allow corporate
entities to take advantage of others or to foist costs onto the rest of society.
The Perspectives of Arthur Cecil Pigou
Economic arguments can be quite complex. But it is important to understand them in a comprehensive way. This
is how we can create the best balance in decision-making. Take, for instance, the insights of Arthur Cecil Pigou, a
British economist who was one of the first people to articulate the nature of imperfections in markets and to
examine market failures due to “cost externalities”.
A big variety of deep interdependencies exist between people, and there are many “spillover effects” of one
person’s actions onto the well-being of others. The same is true for businesses. For this reason, Arthur Cecil
Pigou advocated subsidy incentives (“extraordinary encouragements”) and tax disincentives (“extraordinary
restraints”), because such mechanisms generally have the salubrious effect of properly reflecting both social
benefits and costs to society that are not accounted for in private transactions.
This idea of properly designed incentives and disincentives, boldly implemented, points to one of the best plans
for making our societies healthier and more sustainable. A “Pigou Club” of prominent economists and pundits
recommends that we enact higher gasoline taxes or other forms of carbon emissions taxes. The purpose of these
taxes would be to allocate a higher price to the burning of fossil fuels, so that cost externalities associated with
risks created by our dangerous addiction to these sources of energy would be reduced. Pigouvian taxes like this
would serve to reduce the rate of increase in the quantities of greenhouse gases we are spewing into the
atmosphere every year. We should listen to these Pigou Club experts in this regard. They include a wide range of
people like Paul Volker, Alan Greenspan, Bill Gates, Jeffrey Sachs, Paul Krugman, Joseph Stiglitz, Robert Reich,
Lawrence Summers, Michael Bloomberg, Al Gore, Bernie Sanders, Thomas Friedman, and even Arthur Laffer,
Charles Krauthammer and Grover Norquist.
Imagine the effect of a new incentive system designed to increase fuel efficiency on all new vehicles sold. If
much higher sales taxes were assessed on purchases of vehicles that get less than 20 mpg, and the proceeds
were used to provide rebates for all vehicles that get more than 40 mpg, it is easy to see how demand for
vehicles would be significantly shifted to more fuel efficient vehicles. Such a system of incentives would
powerfully influence people’s choices and buying decisions. We could even be more effective in weaning ourselves
from our Achilles’ heel dependence on oil, and from extremely high costs related to positioning our military forces
in and around nations that have the biggest oil reserves in the world. At the same time, we would burn less oil and
cause less pollution and create fewer greenhouse gas emissions, and hence cause less damaging changes to global
climate conditions. This would be a smart course of action!
Federal gasoline taxes are only 18.4 cents per gallon, and they have not been increased since 1993. Inflation
diminishes the value of money over time, so the net amount of this tax has effectively gone down by more than
one-half in the past twenty-eight years. Simultaneously, the costs of materials for highway construction, repair
and maintenance have increased significantly. Costs of military expenditures to ensure uninterrupted access to
imported oil from Middle Eastern countries have skyrocketed. Costs for public health, traffic congestion and
environmental damages associated with oil industry activities and transportation systems and air pollution and oil
spills have also increased much faster than the rate of inflation. And our national debt has reached record levels,
exceeding a staggering $28 trillion in July 2021. This penalizes people in the future as a result of our weak-willed
inability to manage more fairly and fiscally responsibly.
The inescapable conclusion is that gasoline taxes should be increased to help finance these costs. Instead,
uncompromising “conservatives” are right now preventing the passage of a fee-and-dividend carbon tax program
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that would reduce the rate of depletion of fossil fuel resources and pay out all the revenues generated to all
Americans in a highly egalitarian way, measurably reducing inequality.
People buy insurance to cover potential calamities like floods, fires and auto accidents. But when it comes to
larger considerations of our probable impacts on the health and well-being of people in future generations, we
seem to be unwilling to pay a modest and reasonable premium in the prices of products and services to finance the
costs externalized onto society, or to mitigate the adverse health impacts of polluting activities. We are
essentially collectively unwilling to act to minimize damages done to ecosystems, or to reduce the pollution of
waterways, or to prevent inadvertent impacts of human activities on the gaseous composition of the atmosphere
and the stability of Earth’s climate. It is time for us to remedy this state of affairs by making fiscally and
ecologically intelligent changes in the systems that encourage these misguided outcomes.
Almost all free market economists and people who advocate a better-managed economic system admit that
incentives are important. But free markets give too little emphasis to aspects of existence that are vital to our
collective well-being. They do this because they fail to adequately take into account the guidance of socially fair
and environmentally enlightened understandings. Sensible calls are being made for more enlightened ways of
seeing true social well-being by beginning to use Gross National Happiness measures rather than value-deficient
Gross Domestic Product measures in assessing the performance of our economies.
Instantaneous Lucidification
To get economic incentives right, it helps to understand big picture perspectives. We should stop blindly acting
as though corporate prerogatives and laissez-faire business doctrines are the end-all of policy making. Too many
of the incentives created by corporations and governments are “perverse incentives”, like those in the banking
industry that encourage speculation and highly leveraged risk-taking and predatory banking practices.
Incentives should be designed to encourage people to behave in ways that are more socially and environmentally
beneficial. Disincentives should be formulated and instituted to prevent costs from being foisted onto innocent
victims. Cost-shifting from corporations to taxpayers and people in the future should be reduced. Once the
details and magnitude of this cost shifting are understood, we should be better able to make smarter
determinations of how to structure incentives and disincentives so that they reflect realities and mitigate
adverse impacts on society.
The Environmental Protection Agency completed a six-year study in 1997 that took into account the human health
and welfare and environmental effects of the Clean Air Act. The EPA found that the total benefits of Clean Air
Act programs in the 20-year period from 1970 to 1990 ranged from about $6 trillion to about $50 trillion, with a
mean estimate according to varying assumptions of $22 trillion. These benefits represent the estimated value
Americans put on avoiding the dirty air quality conditions and dramatic increases in illness and premature deaths
that would have prevailed without the 1970 Clean Air Act and associated programs at the state and local level.
The actual costs of achieving these benefits of pollution reductions over the 20 year period were $523 billion.
This is a small fraction of the estimated $22 trillion in benefits gained. From this perspective, it seems obvious
we should collectively be making choices that respect environmental protections, rather than allowing them to be
undermined by narrowly-focused interest groups!
A study by the federal Office of Management and Budget in 2003 sought to evaluate the cost and impact of
environmental laws over the 10-year period from 1992 to 2002. The extensive analysis found that the cost to
businesses and government of environmental and health regulations was 5 to 7 times LESS than the costs to
society related to dealing with pollution and toxic waste clean-up and related adverse healthcare expenses for
workers, families and people in communities nationwide. These findings prove that it is downright absurd to let
lobbyists and politicians rewrite environmental laws to weaken protections like those of the Clean Air Act.
And it is all but criminal to put industry operatives with serious conflicts of interest in charge of federal agencies
to undermine the very purposes for which the agencies were established.
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Many of the incentives in our economic and political systems are sadly misguided. They provide big benefits to
small constituencies while costing significant amounts to the general public. Incentives like this should instead be
re-targeted to provide overall benefits at reasonable costs. We should keep in mind that these costs are not just
monetary ones. They include harmful impacts upon real people’s health and the quality of their lives.
Good Ideas
There are exceptionally stupid laws in every county and every state and every country. Let’s all agree to demand
that our representatives in the United States work to get rid of the worst ones! In Happy Harbingers in Good
Ideas for a Better Future, the creation of an Office of Public Integrity is proposed. Its mission would be to
establish a system of Citizens’ Civil Grand Juries in every county and state in the U.S., along with a federal Civil
Grand Jury. One of the responsibilities for these bodies of citizen volunteers could be to solicit input from all
citizens as to which are the stupidest laws in effect in their jurisdiction, and these Civil Grand Juries should be
given the responsibility of assessing the merits of the laws suggested as the most stupid. These Juries should
use the criteria of comprehensive considerations of the negative consequences of the laws, both intentional and
unintentional. The Civil Grand Juries should be authorized to submit their findings to appropriate officials who
would be expected to deliberate and take action to get rid of such laws.
An even better idea, of course, would be to create respectable Civil Commissions staffed with well-qualified
independent thinkers and relatively objective experts who will be given the responsibility of honestly assessing
what rules of law are really best for society.
If we let up on the masses a bit more by making conditions and laws less opprobrious, this strategy would make
everyone more secure. Let’s enact universal healthcare and a national minimum wage law starting at $15 per hour,
indexed to inflation for periodic increases. Let’s honestly debate the value of investments in people rather than
in padding the bank accounts of those who get the biggest proportion of benefits in our society.
A Discordant Tune Rudely Interrupts the Course of this Soliloquy
Anyone who has been sucked into the lures, extreme-pressure sales presentations and high costs of timeshare
industry agents will find the reality-show-like documentary film The Queen of Versailles to be a sad cautionary
tale of crass materialism, pathetic hubris and tawdry conspicuous consumerism.
This film is a revealing and unsavory story about a wealthy timeshare magnate named David Siegel and his “aging
trophy wife” Jackie, who is 30 years younger than him, and their eight children, and the woes that befall them
when the real estate bubble burst and the financial system froze up during the recession of late 2008. When the
economic downturn began, the Siegel family was building the largest private home in America, a 90,000-squarefoot home in Florida that was modeled after the Palace of Versailles. Apparently the 26,000 sq. ft. home they
lived in was just not enough to match their needs and egos. David Siegel was also involved in constructing a
massive 1,250-unit luxury towers project in Las Vegas and other Westgate Resorts timeshare projects. The
credit crisis posed a serious financial challenge to this rags-to-riches family, and the story of the Siegel family’s
pathetically gaudy prosperity and fall toward bankruptcy makes viewers feel that our society needs a serious
dose of respect for more moderate consumption and more sensible national policies. The obtuse follies of some
rich people make it appear eminently reasonable for us to re-focus our national policies on benefitting groups of
people other than grotesquely self-centered people like these!
The Queen of Versailles is a modern view into the character and eccentricities and practically lurid excesses of a
family caught up in a perverse version of pursing the American Dream. The exceedingly heavy ecological footprint
of these wealthy people is almost incalculable. This tale doesn’t resemble a glamorous episode of Robin Leach
portraying the Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous. It is rather the story of a pathetic family led by a shrewd
businessman who is insensitive to the wastefulness of materialistic consumerism. The film is reminiscent of The
Beverly Hillbillies TV show of the 1960s, which depicted a family of unsophisticated “hillbillies” who had struck it
rich in oil and moved to Beverly Hills, where they lived ‘high on the hog’ next to a greedy bank president and his
blue-blood wife, with a variety of resulting funny situational culture conflicts.
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David Siegel brags in the film that he personally got George W. Bush elected, hinting he did so illegally. This is
reason enough to bemoan Siegel’s powerful influence, considering the negative impacts that the policies of the
Bush administration had on the U.S. in terms of its war policies and the wantonly irresponsible tax cuts for the
rich that contributed to big increases in deficit spending and the national debt. We still have not recovered from
these unwise initiatives, or the extremely costly wars Bush involved us in abroad. There is a distinct possibility
that future financial crises will be caused by factors related to these rashly imprudent actions. For this reason
alone, David Siegel and his ilk should not be coddled with such pathetically generous national tax policies.
Ruth Stafford Peale was the wife of Reverend Norman Vincent Peale, the man who wrote The Power of Positive
Thinking. She once said, “Find a need and fill it.” This was great entrepreneurial advice. The timeshare industry
was built on a far less noble adage: “Create a need by exploiting people’s desires for luxury, and manipulate people
using high-pressure sales presentations into buying a timeshare product that is often excessively costly.” As
much as 50% or more of the original price of a timeshare purchased from a developer goes toward marketing
costs, sales commissions and other fees. Timeshares turn out to be poor investments for the majority of buyers.
We obviously need to more intelligently refocus our economy and national priorities!
The Goddess of Irony appeared to have taken an avid interest in this story as the 2012 presidential election
approached, for here was a sensational denouement to it. David Siegel sent an email to all of his employees in
2012, indicating, “Of course, as your employer, I can’t tell you whom to vote for.” He then scurrilously offered “a
few facts that might help you decide what is in your best interest.” He declared that re-electing President
Obama would “threaten your job” and result in “less benefits and certainly less opportunity for everyone."
As it ironically turned out, Siegel was completely wrong in this prognosis of economic doom if President Obama
were to be re-elected, as he was. "Just over two years after penning that company-wide email, Siegel informed
Westgate employees that instead of layoffs, he would boost their minimum wage to $10 per hour beginning in
2015. In fact, according to Siegel, 2014 was a banner year." So wrote Scott Keyes, a senior reporter for the
Center for American Progress, in a fascinating report in early 2015.
In announcing the wage hike, Siegel said, "We’re experiencing the best year in our history and I wanted to do
something to show my gratitude for the employees who make that possible.” He also told the Orlando Business
Journal, “things have never been better.” Despite writing in 2012 that any tax increases on the wealthy would
mean job losses -- “Rather than grow this company I will be forced to cut back,” he said at the time -- Siegel was
extraordinarily successful growing Westgate in the several years after taxes were increased by a small amount
on the wealthy. In 2014 alone, Siegel and Westgate bought a hotel in Las Vegas for $180 million, began
constructing a large retail center in Orlando, and purchased the Cocoa Beach Pier. Siegel also acquired the
Orlando Predators Arena Football team and continued constructing his 90,000 square-foot mansion, which will be
the biggest in the entire USA once it is completed.
Siegel isn’t the only conservative to have predicted economic doom if Barack Obama won re-election. Among
others were Mitt Romney, who argued that unemployment would be stuck above eight percent, and Donald Trump,
who predicted a crash in the stock market. Instead, from November 2012 until the start of the pandemic, the
unemployment rate dropped to around 4% percent, and the stock market keeps jumping to record highs. Oh,
come all ye faithful, stop believing in the dark, deceitful prognostications and prescriptions of "conservatives"!
Recognize the implications of these facts. Being imprisoned in the echo chamber of their own solipsistic extreme
conservatism, most die-hard far right partisans do not have an accurate understanding of what really constitutes
the greater good. Conservative billionaires like Siegel don't seem to have a clue as to what really constitutes the
common good, and in their greedy myopia, they often don't even understand what contributes to their own best
interests. A classic example of this was demonstrated when Ronald Reagan criticized Social Security in 1961,
warning that if a program of subsidized medicine was enacted (which it eventually was, when it became Medicare),
it would "curtail Americans' freedom" and that "pretty soon your son won't decide when he's in school, where he
will go or what he will do for a living. He will wait for the government to tell him." Trickle down apologists
claimed that tax cuts will pay for themselves. Free trade agreement proponents authoritatively assert that
trade agreements will be best for the American people, but they are written mainly to benefit giant corporations,
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and thus often contain provisions that betray the best interests of millions of American workers. War
enthusiasts believe preemptive wars and military occupations will prove to be advantageous for the prosperity and
security of Americans, but the unintended consequences of such aggression usually prove them dead wrong.
Not long after watching The Queen of Versailles, I just happened to see Rory Kennedy’s good film Ethyl, about
her then-84-year-old mother Ethyl Skakel Kennedy and Robert F. Kennedy, who had been assassinated on June 6,
1968 during his run for President. What a startling contrast in families! Ethyl and Robert had 11 children, and
almost every one of them dedicated their lives to some aspect of social and environmental justice. This is a
striking contrast to the trajectory of David and Jackie Siegel’s eight children, who appear to have less noble and
more pathetic involvements in the world. Progressive nurturant values and concerns for the greater good can be
seen to be significantly more desirable from the standpoint of society as a whole than narrowly selfish and
unempathetic values that typify ‘conservative’ Strict Father values and right-wing prescriptions.
Once again it seems clear that, as a nation, we should strongly support broadminded attitudes, better systems of
public education, expanded opportunities for the vast majority of people, and far-sighted investments in the wellbeing of the American people. We should do these things instead of giving in to Republican impulses that focus
our national priorities on ever-lower tax rates on the highest income earners, and ever-more perks for people who
are wealthy, and cuts in government programs that would otherwise help the average American. Policies that
create more severe austerity for the majority of Americans are not a good idea. Efforts to reduce health
insurance coverage of millions of people? Efforts to slash food stamp outlays? What next?!
In July 2015, presidential candidate Jeb Bush declared that American workers must work longer hours to make
more income. This observation ignored the fact that the average American worker already works longer hours
than workers in every other advanced country in the world. The real problem is that the inflation-adjusted
compensation for the average American worker has been practically frozen for decades because of misguided
national policies, and many jobs do not provide living wages.
A Call for Fairer and More Progressive Taxation
Regressive changes in our system of taxation tend to concentrate wealth and increase disparities between the
fortunes of the Few and the Many. This results in increases in inequality that make everyone in society less
secure. Poor people and those in the middle class become less secure in economic terms because their struggle is
made harder to pay for safe housing, good nutrition and adequate healthcare. The rich become less secure
because a heightened impetus develops in society toward stress-engendered conflicts, crime, and excessively
costly repression and incarceration. More money is consequently needed for police forces and prisons to enforce
this inegalitarian state, and to defend against increasing impulses toward revolutionary or reactive change. More
money is also spent on wars to distract people from a lack of fair opportunities, and from the daunting existential
dilemmas associated with our unfairly rigged and gimmicky econopolitical system.
Occupy this thought: Wealthy people have pushed their luck too far by abusing the power of their influence to
get the lowest tax rates in generations at a time of record debt and wide-ranging socioeconomic crises. We
should now take action to reverse the Bush tax cuts and Trump tax cuts on the highest levels of earnings. By
restoring tax rates to levels that pertained during the Clinton era for all annual earnings above $250,000, future
deficit spending could be significantly reduced. We simply cannot afford to borrow more money to allow the
richest 2% of Americans to hoard it, and let them pay historically low tax rates. Such gambits come at the
expense of the other 98% of Americans, and of all persons-to-be in the future.
Business magnate Warren Buffet once provocatively suggested that federal budget deficits could be ended “in
five minutes.” Here’s what he suggested: “You just pass a law that says that anytime there’s a deficit of more
than 3% of GDP, all sitting members of Congress are ineligible for re-election.” Of course our representatives
would never pass such a law unless there was intense and unified pressure from their constituents. Ummm, shall
we? The point, in any case, is that a law like this would put the incentives in the right place to help deal with the
risky, unfair and foolish expediency of record levels of deficit financing.
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A practical 5-year plan to dramatically reduce federal budget deficits is set forth in One Dozen Big Initiatives to
Positively Transform Our Societies. See the Fiscal Responsibility Act under the heading Balanced Budgets
Initiative. This plan would be effective in reducing federal deficits because it would give the primary deciders in
our country -- wealthy people, CEOs and top managers in banks and big corporate entities -- a powerful motivation
to demand that politicians actually move toward fairly balancing the national budget.
One observer noted: “Time and again we have proven incapable of addressing major national concerns without the
boot of acute crisis bearing down on our necks.” This is true, and yet today, as we emerge from the throes of the
most severe economic crisis since the Depression of the 1930s, gridlock and dysfunction prevails in our politics.
We seem to be incapable of making fundamental changes like fair-minded campaign finance reforms or more
strict restrictions on lobbying. We have been unable to make really smart changes to our banking system like
restoring the sensible Glass-Steagall Act to eliminate conflicts of interest between activities of depository
banks and investment banks. Inadequate efforts have been made to reform the Commodities Futures
Modernization Act of 2000 to sensibly regulate the risks of financial derivatives, which so contributed to the
severe credit crisis of 2008 and on-going economic instability in many countries.
We also seem incapable of sensibly improving our highly unfair and costly healthcare system. Our representatives
have adamantly refused to create a single payer universal healthcare system, and they have denied people the
freedom to buy a public option that would compete with profit-prepossessed, coverage-denying plans sold by
highly profitable health insurance companies. We have been unable to rein in ludicrously profitable Big Pharma
industry companies with all their predatory marketing schemes and obnoxiously aggressive advertising and
powerfully influential lobbying. We are failing to take effective steps to address the lethal opioid addiction
crisis. Our leaders are reluctant to seek common ground to reform our fragmented immigration and labor
policies. We have collectively been unable to invest enough money in critically important infrastructure
maintenance and improvements, though Congress is finally close to passing such legislation and have Joe Biden sign
it into law. And Republicans in the name of “election integrity” are cynically waging furious assaults on voting
rights in almost every state in the union.
In addition, many schools are deteriorating and student debt is becoming ridiculously burdensome. Interest rates
on student loans are too high, and bankruptcy laws related to student loans are downright medieval. We are
failing to take smart steps to prevent a looming eventual insolvency of the Social Security and Medicare systems.
We seem to be unable to pass an adequate climate protection bill, or to come up with a rational national plan for
independence from our addiction to wasteful and polluting uses of fossil fuels. And we are proving to be incapable
of limiting budget deficits caused by our expedient propensities to borrow money to finance wars and give people
tax cuts and bailout the economy and give vested interest groups more benefits.
These issues must be boldly and honestly addressed! The Earth Manifesto points the way.
The Implications of Systemic Unfairness on our National Health
Think about the red tape and profit making in the health insurance industry. The combined profits for the five
largest health insurers in the U.S. increased 56% in 2009 over 2008. The employees and investors in these
companies were probably quite pleased with these results, but they represent a heavy burden of high costs to
millions of people whose lives are detrimentally impacted by high annual increases in premiums, or by care denials
or exclusions for “pre-existing conditions” by medical insurance corporations. Big increases in medical insurance
costs for individuals and small businesses have caused tens of millions of Americans to be unable to afford health
insurance. More than 45 million Americans did not have health insurance before the Affordable Care Act was
enacted. That number was reduced to less than 30 million during President Obama’s tenure in office, but
Republicans seem to be zealously intent on taking actions that will force millions more Americans to do without
coverage. These facts make it urgent that we make much more sincere reforms to the U.S. medical insurance
system, particularly now that the pandemic is revealing gross inequities
Look at it this way. Each and every person is born, gets older, and eventually dies. No one knows what the
vicissitudes of destiny have in store for them, and infinite are the variety of potential adverse circumstances
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faced by individuals. Anyone at any time can suffer a serious accident, disease or other health calamity, so we
should have a medical insurance system that covers everyone.
On average, an American today lives to be 80 years old, according to World Health Organization statistics. This
longevity is shorter than the average lifespan of people in more than 30 other nations, as listed in the Wikipedia
“List of countries by life expectancy”. Why does our supposedly advanced nation perform worse than so many
other countries?
The reason is to be found in a curious place: anti-egalitarian public policies. Since our healthcare system has a
primary focus on generating big profits for insurance companies and drug companies, it fails to fairly provide for
the health of all Americans. About 45,000 people die each year as a result of things like medical coverage denials
and high costs for health insurance, according to estimates by researchers at the Harvard Medical School. Why
do they die? “In large part because they lack health insurance and can not get good care.”
People in fairer societies tend to have longer average life spans because more people have better access to
preventative care and affordable care. We should give these understandings greater consideration in national
debate about how to reform the U.S. healthcare system!
STAND AND DELIVER!
Mark Twain was robbed by “highwaymen” during his stay in the silver mining boomtown of Virginia City in 1866, in
what was then the Nevada Territory. He reported that a bandit “thrust a horrible six-shooter in my face and
demanded, ‘Stand and deliver!’”. In those gun-toting days of the Wild West, life and property were not respected
very much, so a person was well-advised to comply with such an imperious command, no matter how offensively
criminal it may have been.
I’m not a big fan of the use of force, or of expanding ownership and uses of guns in these more modern times.
But as an organizational imperative, I like the sound of this command. “STAND AND DELIVER!” Say, can’t we
tell our political leaders, and CEOs of big corporations, and investors and the relatively small number of wealthy
people who gain half of all the income and own half of all assets in this country, to STAND AND DELIVER!?
Deliver fairer democracy and more progressive tax policies! Deliver a greater equity of job and educational
opportunities in our nation. Deliver a better means of adequately financing our national infrastructure. Help
create truer social justice and fairer economic policies, and cleaner sources of energy, and universal healthcare,
and more honest fiscal responsibility, and saner environmental policies. We want and need these things!
The enactment of a Bill of Rights for Future Generations might prove to be the best way to constrain our shortterm-oriented addiction to mortgaging the future. Cease and desist with this on-going orgy of expedient and
irresponsible deficit spending to finance low tax rates on high incomes! STAND AND DELIVER!!
Two Theories of Socioeconomics
Deepening disparities of wealth --→ Less financial and health security for most people --→
--→ More societal stresses and anxieties --→ More civil unrest --→ Higher prison costs --→
--→ Worse personal and national security for all.
(A BAD IDEA!)
Also: More People ---→ More consumption ---→ More waste ---→ More ecological damage --→
--→ More species extinctions --→ A less sustainable future --→
--→ A faster diminution of the carrying capacity of the Earth for our kind.
(A POOR PLAN!)
The Opportunities Implicit in the Economic Crisis of 2008
The word “crisis” in Chinese is represented by two symbols. One means “danger”, and the other intriguingly means
“opportunity”. There is profound wisdom in seeing a crisis as a potential good opportunity in a context of risks
that are heightened. Every crisis presents us with a dangerous opportunity to learn the lessons that the crisis
reveals, and to act accordingly. Unfortunately, entrenched interests are shrewd at exploiting opportunities that
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arise during times of crisis for their own narrowly self-interested advantages, and they generally defend
business-as-usual rather than supporting proactive reforms.
The severe credit crisis that began in 2008 highlighted the obscene nature of extreme economic inequalities and
increasing barriers to upward mobility in the U.S. This crisis contributed to a powerful people’s movement that
had the potential to help bring about needed reforms. Significant peril accompanied this crisis because the
forces of reaction and entrenched power strive to spin circumstances to prevent fair-minded reforms. The
failure to heed the revelations of a crisis, after its acute phase passes, can result in a greater risk of more
serious consequences in the future.
Consider this closely. A destructive earthquake reveals that life-saving values embodied in sensible structural
building codes are vitally important. Hurricane Katrina taught us that the destruction of wetlands on the Gulf
Coast negatively contributed to dramatic increases in vulnerabilities to the levee-protected city of New Orleans.
Tsunamis teach us that warning systems in coastal areas can help prevent the loss of life in the wake of powerful
offshore earthquakes. The BP oil spill in the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico demonstrated vividly that
government regulations should not be formulated with so much influence by corporate lobbyists, and that
regulators should not be in bed with representatives of the industries they regulate.
A back injury caused by lifting heavy objects, or the onset of diabetes caused by a poor diet and obesity, or a
heart attack caused by eating too much high-cholesterol fatty foods, or a car accident caused by texting while
driving are all outcomes that teach us lessons about the inadvisability of heedless behaviors. Likewise, sudden
health adversities serve to make us cogently aware of activities and habits that contribute to these setbacks.
It is a terrible shame for us not to learn the lessons that a crisis reveals. Consider the economic turbulence so
far in the 21st century -- the 2001-2002 bursting of the dot-com bubble and the 2008 financial crisis and then
the coronavirus calamity. After the disastrous 2008 crisis, the cozy partnership of government with business
created an economic recovery, yet most of our business and conservative political leaders seemed hell-bent on
obstructing wise and far-reaching reforms that would prevent a new economic crisis and reduce our
vulnerabilities. Political partisanship, gimmickry, greedy advantage seeking, and struggles for domineering power
by ambitious and ego-driven individuals are preventing us from responding to the latest pandemic crisis in ways
that are fairer and more intelligent.
A number of things make us more vulnerable to setbacks in the future that are potentially more devastating for
billions of people worldwide than what have been suffered in recent years. They include inadequately regulated
speculation, banks that are “too big to fail” and yet are getting bigger, our undiminished addiction to wasteful
usages of fossil fuels, and our reliance on deficit spending and reckless increases in the national debt.
With the Depression of the 1930s, bold corrective actions were taken to make our economy fairer and more
fiscally sound. More egalitarian social policies were created to build a stronger middle class, and both government
regulation and labor relations reforms were instituted to help offset monopoly power. A protective wall was
created between depository banks and investments banks to minimize the conflicts of interest between the goals
of safeguarding the money of depositors and risking it to make potentially big profits. These actions helped set
the stage for the United States to become more broadly prosperous for decades.
Keynesian economics became fashionable in the wake of the Depression. In the 40 years after the outbreak of
World War II, economic stimulus was applied when it was needed during contractions of the economy, and then
the proverbial “punch bowl” was removed as economic activity heated up and economic expansions began to cause
spiking wages and prices and excessively wasteful uses of resources.
Today, perverse forces dominate our decision-making and threaten to make us drastically less secure. We are
like proverbial ostriches that supposedly stick their heads in the sand to avoid perceived dangers. Even ostriches
aren’t actually so stupid! How could this state in human affairs have come about? And how could it continue to be
so foolishly perpetuated?
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Perhaps John Fowles was right when he observed in The Aristos that the more clearly we see that our own
individual deaths are inevitable, the more rash we become in striving to get all the material things and sensual
pleasures we can get while we are able. Each of us at least dimly realizes that, in all of eternity, we will have only
this one fleeting life to enjoy. As a result, we are simultaneously both rational and irrational in excessively
consuming goods, and in over-indulging in eating and drinking, and in mindlessly using up resources. This mindset is
one of the main reasons we ignore the lessons contained in a crisis. It is also one reason why we ignore cautionary
voices that advocate voluntary simplicity, and the wise recommendations of people who counsel moderation,
ecological intelligence, and greater fairness toward young persons and others in future generations.
Understanding the grand sweep of lessons learned from previous crises, it becomes obvious that we should work
together to find ways to restructure our economic and political systems so that every person becomes more
responsible for their actions toward others, and toward those in the future. The Earth Manifesto contains an
integral assembly of dozens of ways for us to move in directions that are distinctly more propitious. Read on!
For a summary of specific proposals, see the comprehensive compendiums of ideas in Common Sense Revival -Book One of the Earth Manifesto -- and in Part Four of this manifesto online. These ideas summarize many smart
steps we should be taking to create fairer and more peaceable societies.
It is common sense that our primary goal should be to create the greatest good for the largest number of people
over the longest period of time. This utilitarian objective contrasts sharply with our current tendencies to
stimulate opportunities for a small group of hyper-privileged people to gain and maintain significant advantages -and the benefits of graft -- at the expense of everyone else, over an overly short-term time horizon!
Moving in Positive Directions
“The modern conservative is engaged in one of man’s oldest exercises in moral philosophy; that is, the search
for a superior moral justification for selfishness.”
--- American economist John Kenneth Galbraith
As noted, business-as-usual policies that encourage profligate consumerism are among the most serious
shortcomings of our economic and political systems. Such gambits may help maximize short-term profits by
allowing many costs, damages and growing risks to be socialized, but that is a rationalization, not a smart plan.
Some of the costs of doing business are socialized when big corporations are allowed to evade costs of pollution
mitigation and clean up, and to foist them upon taxpayers and people tomorrow. It is foolish not to require the
costs of things that harm people’s health to be included in the products and services that cause the harm.
Bailouts are a mechanism by which corporate entities gain money or low-cost loans from the public treasury, or
bad speculative risks are saddled onto the citizenry. Subsidies, depletion allowances and tax loopholes for special
interest groups are other means by which costs are socialized. Future costs of environmental damages are often
socialized when vested interests are allowed to control policy-making. We should counter pernicious influences
like this by choosing more honest and responsible leaders. By inadequately funding government, we fail to set
aside “rainy day funds” that would provide financing to deal with cataclysmic future costs -- which are being made
more likely by resource depletion, natural disasters, population growth, and climate-disrupting global warming,
species extinctions and the potential for ecosystem collapse.
Deficit spending is an abused expediency by which we are obligating future generations in order to facilitate
profit-making for large corporations and rich people today. Parenthetically, it is important to accurately see and
understand exactly what drives rapid increases in the national debt. The primary causes of deficits incurred
from 2001 to 2009, according to the authoritative Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, were NOT due to
domestic government spending. The regressive tax cuts pushed by George W. Bush accounted for 49% of the
deficits; the military buildup and wars, another 34%; increased entitlements, mainly the 2003 Medicare Drug
benefit with its generous provisions for big drug companies to profit from it, 10% more. Just 7% was the result
of all nonmilitary spending, so it was actually only a trivial source of increases in federal deficits.
President Obama inherited a fiscal emergency when he came into office in January 2009, and record high levels
of budget deficits were incurred in dealing with this risky episode. The U.S. added more than $1 trillion to the
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national debt for the first time in 2009, and every year for four years in a row through 2012. Again it seems
clear that we should collectively strive to improve our societies by transforming them with the cooperation of the
principal deciders in our political system. We should demand that the most powerful segments of our societies
align themselves with socially responsible outcomes and greater good goals. Instead, economic elites in our society
are often allied against such goals. The guardians of the status quo must be given much more powerful incentives
to align themselves with the common good and the best interests of the people.
Our economy is currently structured so that the interests of the segments of society that have the most power
are allied against good citizen goals. Professor Robert Reich makes this concept clear in his aforementioned book,
Supercapitalism, pointing out how dysfunctionality in our societies today is being caused partially by allowing
consumer and investor goals to be paramount while good citizen goals are given a lower set of priorities. This is
the opposite of what should be done for a saner and healthier future.
A redesign of our economic system is required. I harken back to the brilliantly sensible author and businessman
Paul Hawken, who wrote these simply visionary words in The Ecology of Commerce: “We must design a system …
where doing good is like falling off a log, where the natural, everyday acts of work and life accumulate into a
better world as a matter of course, not a matter of conscious altruism.” Think about this revolutionarily simple
and marvelous idea!
The Earth Manifesto essay The Common Good, Properly Understood provides a clear synopsis of varying goals we
all have as consumers and as investors, along with the contrasting goals we have as good citizens who want things
consistent with the common public good. If we were to choose to revolutionarily restructure the current state of
affairs by altering the rules that encourage “tragedy of the commons” outcomes, we would discourage harmful
impacts on other people and the environment. This would be more advantageous than to continue the folly of
encouraging outcomes that are proving to be demonstrably undesirable.
Adverse outcomes arise, in general, from two categories of harmful impacts: social harms and ecological harms.
Negative social impacts of our current economy include those activities that cause inequalities to increase
between people, and developments and activities that destabilize the economy, and activities that serve to
financially mortgage the future and harm the aggregate well-being. Negative ecological impacts include the
degradation of wild lands and ecosystems, the pollution of streams and lakes and oceans, the wasteful depletion
of resources, and the spewing of growing quantities of greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere that alter
weather patterns worldwide. These activities are driving many species of life toward extinction and reducing the
biological diversity on Earth by altering habitats, polluting the commons, spewing many toxic wastes into the
environment and diverting fresh water sources.
Some say we are like sleepwalkers shuffling toward a planetary ecological disaster. So here’s a bold plan. To align
the most powerful interests in our society with good citizen goals, we should alter the rules in our economies in
two vital ways. First, we should enact a Social Justice Taxation Act that will make fair revisions to the U.S. tax
code that would ensure taxes are more progressively structured. Second, we should enact a five-year plan to
balance the federal budget by giving the primary deciders in our economic and political systems powerful
motivations to achieve balanced budgets. The details of these two proposals are contained in One Dozen Big
Initiatives to Positively Transform Our Societies.
Seven Proposals to Align Costs with Responsibilities
One of the core ideas in the Earth Manifesto is that we should collectively take effective steps to make sure
that all costs incurred in making products and providing services are included in prices of the corresponding goods
and services. By making such changes from our current jerry-rigged system, we would allocate costs properly to
where they are incurred and where they should be reflected. This change would limit the socially undesirable
“privileges” currently enjoyed by people and businesses that are being allowed to externalize costs upon society.
Here are 7 specific plans to fairly and providentially accomplish this smart goal. These plans would succeed by
shifting incentives and disincentives to more proper priorities. These seven changes in policy would probably have
a regressive effect, in the sense that they would have a greater adverse financial impact on poor people and
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those in the middle class than they would have on wealthier people. In recognition of this fact, taxes should
simultaneously be reduced equally for every taxpayer to partially offset this inequitable affect. The fairest and
easiest way to do this would be by increasing the Standard Deduction exclusion of income from taxes on everyone
person’s tax return. Here are the proposals:
First, more than 400,000 Americans die each year as a consequence of using tobacco products, and more than 8
million people suffer from at least one chronic disease due to having smoked cigarettes, so the medical cost of
treating these people should be borne by those who buy and use tobacco products, not by everyone in the general
population. We should assess additional taxes on tobacco products to pay for such healthcare costs. Startlingly,
the influence of Big Money obstructs such an initiative. It is surprising how dramatically public opinion can be
influenced by political advertising and other forms of propaganda. Large amounts of money spent on political ads
can easily manipulate people, as was demonstrated by the defeat of Proposition 29 on the California Ballot in June
2012. This initiative would have assessed an additional $1 per pack on cigarettes, with the revenues raised to be
used to fund programs that discourage tobacco use and support medical research into tobacco-related diseases.
This initiative enjoyed a commanding lead in polls earlier in the year before the election, but then big tobacco
companies spent almost $50 million on a deceptive advertizing blitz, and the outcome was a narrow victory for
tobacco industry profiteering over the health and well-being of the people.
Second, the consumption of alcohol is responsible for the deaths of more than 100,000 Americans each year. The
costs of alcohol-related afflictions should be paid for by those who drink beer, wine and hard liquor. Higher
taxes on alcohol should be imposed to raise money to cover these costs. These increased duties would have the
salubrious effect of reducing the abuse of alcohol and the sheer amount of adversities suffered as a result of
excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages.
Third, obesity is estimated to be responsible for more than $150 billion in medical costs each year. More than
half of this total cost is paid by taxpayers through programs like Medicare and Medicaid. The most significant
contributing factor to this cost is excessive amounts of saturated fats, processed salt, refined sugars and
chemical preservatives contained in fast foods. A surcharge on all sales of fast foods should be implemented to
cover these obesity-related costs.
Fourth, the cost of health damages and crop losses caused by air pollution are estimated to exceed $100 billion in
the U.S. each year. Half of this air pollution is caused by motor vehicle emissions. Those who contribute to this
problem should pay these costs. To achieve this goal, a provision for these externalized costs should be included
in the price of gasoline. Americans drive more than 2 trillion miles each year, in total, using more than 100 billion
gallons of gasoline, so an increase in gasoline taxes of $.50 per gallon would cover this half of the externalized
costs. The other half of the air pollution is caused by industries like those that generate electricity by burning
coal and natural gas. Again, costs should be included in the processes responsible for generating them, so these
industries and all electricity users should be required to pay for them instead of allowing these costs to be
indiscriminately imposed on everyone, regardless of how conservation-minded they may be in their electricity use.
Fifth, the costs of natural disasters since the year 2000 have averaged something like $50 billion per year.
There have been wide swings in such costs due to epochal events like exceptionally damaging hurricanes and
periodic severe storms, floods, droughts and wildfires. All these events are being caused with increasing
frequency because of climate disruptions associated with greenhouse gas emissions. A national carbon tax should
be instituted, with proceeds used to create a ‘rainy day fund’ that covers these costs. This would establish a
direct correlation between the primary contributors to global warming emissions and those who pay for the
consequences. Some of the funds generated from these taxes should be used to finance a necessary ‘green
transition’ to a cleaner energy future.
Sixth, tens of thousands of people are killed or injured every year through the use of handguns or assault
weapons. The related cost of emergency room visits and law enforcement and court costs should be covered by
assessments in the price of all sales of guns and ammunition.
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Seventh, the total cost of the U.S. Army, Navy, Marines and Air Force, and of military occupations, armaments,
domestic homeland security, and intelligence gathering is somewhere around $1 trillion every year. This huge cost
is mainly beneficial to industries and investors that are part of the military-industrial complex. A portion of this
cost should be covered by taxes on the primary beneficiaries of wars, like arms manufacturers and Big Oil
companies, instead of allowing these costs to be imposed on all Americans and all people in the future. Military
interventions in the Middle East in the past 25 years have cost trillions of dollars, and these aggressive actions
have been directly related to our being addicted to oil, so it would be only fair to partially finance such military
adventurism with a tax on oil imports. The premise, once again, is to sensibly raise revenues from products,
services and undertakings that are directly responsible for the costs being incurred.
The Inauspicious Expediency of Out-of-Control Deficit Spending
The most insidious way that costs are being externalized onto society and people in future generations is by the
popular but fiscally irresponsible NO-WAY-WE-WANT-TO-PAY-AS-WE-GO tactics of the past 20 years. This is
a modern form of the ‘tragedy of the commons’ in which we borrow gigantic sums of money from people in the
future to avoid making the difficult decisions that would be required to actually balance the budget. If we did
not indulge in this risk-laden expediency, we would be forced to squarely face the need to cut things like military
expenditures and the compensation and benefits paid to federal government employees and the cost of
entitlement programs AND at the same time to increase revenues by reversing a portion of the overly generous
tax cuts that Ronald Reagan, George W. Bush and Trump Republicans in Congress have given to wealthy people and
large corporations over the past 40 years.
Modern societies have serious problems that tend to get worse as nations become more populous. Financially
successful segments of every society are composed of people who have benefited the most from the ways the
economic system is structured. These are the people who gain outsized benefits from law and order, strong
military forces and low taxes on capital gains, and from public investments in economic stimulus measures and
education and physical infrastructure. They are also primary beneficiaries of provisions that encourage resource
exploitation and cost externalizing scams and the concentration of wealth.
Considering these facts, it is sensible and fair to require well-to-do people to shoulder a greater share of the tax
burden required to maintain our civilization. It is, in fact, the only practical thing to do. It is also the only morally
responsible way to make a society work more fairly. This leads again to the conclusion that a more progressive
tax structure is needed in which everyone pays the same amount of taxes on all levels of earnings, and those who
earn higher levels of income pay higher marginal tax rates on higher levels of earnings.
Understand how eminently fair progressive taxation turns out to be. Every taxpayer essentially pays the same
rate of tax on every dollar they earn. A person earning $1 million a year in “ordinary income” pays exactly the
same amount of tax on their first $50,000 as a person making only $50,000. The big exception to this is one
that favors wealthy people who make money on capital gains, due to the fact that our tax system generously
allows them to defer taxes, and to pay much lower tax rates than working people pay on their incomes.
Tax policy should provide a reflection of our social values and moral stances. The design of tax policy has farreaching consequences, so this issue is not merely some arcane accounting matter. No one particularly wants to
pay taxes, and many people today are unhappy about having to pay them. This chagrin has been shrewdly
channeled into a retrogressive agenda that allows taxes to be shifted from those who can most easily afford to
pay them, i.e. the highest earning and wealthiest Americans, to other people and all taxpayers in the future. This
is pure scheming genius by persons in the ruling class. In the long run, however, it is a form of class and
intergenerational betrayal that undermines the prospects, health and well-being of all Americans.
The era of taxing capital at lower rates than labor should now end, says billionaire financial manager Bill Gross.
He recommends that even rich people should support taxes on capital gains and hedge fund managers’ “carried
interest” earnings that are as high as existing top marginal income tax rates. This would mean that taxes on
hedge fund profits and capital gains should be almost 40%, not just a mere 15%. Higher marginal tax rates would
help cut deficits, and reduce wealth inequality, and also stimulate broad-based economic growth.
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It seems obvious that higher marginal taxes on the 2% of people who earn more than $250,000 per year, coupled
with unchanged taxes on everyone else, should be supported by a 98 to 2 vote in a democracy that functioned
rationally and properly. But those with the most money control our political system and the bullhorns of
ideological spin, and they have the loyalties of the politicians they have bought, so we seem to be practically
incapable of altering our tax system in this fair and sensible direction. Nonetheless, our political leaders must
find a way to make our tax system fairer sometime soon.
Congress should also pass a bill like the Stop Tax Haven Abuse Act that was once proposed by Senator Carl Levin,
in order to control “offshore secrecy jurisdictions” and money laundering schemes. This would result in the
collection of an estimated $100 billion each year in revenues from tax-evading corporations and high-income
individuals who use sophisticated gimmicks to avoid paying U.S. taxes.
A Giant Pool of Money
This essay follows a long and winding road of historical perspectives and insights. Right now we’re rounding a
corner and seeing economic developments taking place that force us to realize that Big Picture understandings
are urgently required. Let’s start by considering “The Giant Pool of Money.”
This American Life, a National Public Radio show, presented a compelling discussion in 2008 about a giant pool of
money, estimated to total about $70 trillion at the time around the world. (At the start of 2020, it was more like
$100 trillion.) This money figuratively prowls the planet seeking good investment returns. During boom times,
this pool of savings seeks high returns, but during economic downturns the people who control this money are
much more obsessed with the safety of principal. This pool of money is generally invested in the five primary
categories of assets: stocks, bonds, real estate, businesses and commodities.
Financial planners, incidentally, say that the best plan for any individual is to avoid putting all of your eggs in only
one basket, and to thus make a balanced allocation of assets among these classes of investments. This strategy
results in gains in one category that will offset losses incurred in others. Stoic discipline, it seems, is required to
stick with such diversification strategies in the face of dramatic volatility in the stock market and gold prices,
and in currency and interest rate fluctuations and heightened international economic and geopolitical risks.
This giant pool of money got burned by the mortgage-backed securities debacle of 2007-2009. Bond portfolios
have done well in recent years due to low interest rates, but eventual higher interest rates will create bigger
risks in bonds. Investors realize that nations worldwide have been pursuing fiscally irresponsible monetary
policies that will eventually lead to higher inflation. These factors create their own set of winners and losers,
and they carry a variety of financial risks.
The U.S. national debt has skyrocketed in recent years, and the percentage that this debt represents relative to
the GDP has increased dangerously. In 1981, federal debt was about 32% of GDP, but by 2020 it had been
increased to more than 100%. It is madness to allow this to happen. How and why is this taking place?
Business As Usual: Courting Economic and Ecological Calamity
Irony cruelly mocks us. First, the U.S. Senate refused in early 2010 to create a commission to look into the
shortsighted expediency of record levels of deficit spending and the ongoing rapid increase in the national debt.
So President Obama, recognizing our national avoidance of the tough choices required to solve daunting fiscal
problems, issued an executive order in February 2010 to establish a National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility
and Reform. We do, after all, have an overriding need to honestly examine the expediently popular but also
extremely irresponsible tactic of mortgaging the future for short-term benefits.
This so-called Deficit Commission spent 9 months struggling to come up with a comprehensive set of proposals to
deal with the growing national debt. Ideologies clashed, and vested interest groups practically gnashed their
teeth in their efforts to influence the purportedly “bipartisan” commission to get it to sacrifice everyone else’s
sacred cows rather than their own. Finally, when the Commission submitted its sobering proposals, they included
a conflict-of-interest-generated, counterproductive and lame-brained idea of cutting taxes on rich people and
corporations, which would most likely serve mainly to make deficits worse.
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There was preposterously little in the report about providing powerful incentives to corporations for them to
stop exporting millions of jobs abroad. There was little about investing in higher education or research and
development, or helping build a green economy, or undertaking a modernization of our crumbling infrastructure,
even though such plans are essential to the maintenance of our competitiveness and the creation of a stable
foundation for healthy economic growth. And the Commission did not give adequate consideration to broader
factors that affect deficit spending like regressive tax policies, the climate-disrupting impacts of unlimited
emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, or the adverse impacts of rapid global population growth.
The biggest irony of all came just a few days after the Commission submitted its recommendations. Our political
leaders chose to completely ignore the Commission’s recommendations! Instead, they rejected common sense and
again resorted to increasing burdens on future generations by compromising amongst themselves to continue the
highly regressive Bush tax cuts for all Americans for two more years until the end of 2012. These tax breaks
primarily benefitted millionaires and billionaires who gained extravagantly from this action. This decision alone
was expected to add a whopping $858 billion to the national debt. And by extending the Bush tax breaks that
were so heavily tilted toward the rich, one of the best options was temporarily eliminated to honestly deal with
our deficit spending and national debt problems. This shortsighted strategy crippled the potential for positive
efforts to invest more money in solving many other daunting challenges that we face.
What this action really did was to compromise the hopes and potential prosperity of people in the future in order
to avoid making the difficult decisions we really should be making today. This was a compromise made behind
closed doors between President Obama and Mitch McConnell, and it violated one of the idealistic visions the
president had been elected to pursue. “We lose ourselves when we compromise the very ideals that we fight to
defend,” Mr. Obama had stated early on. “And we honor those ideals by upholding them not when it is easy, but
when it is hard.” Oops!
We are collectively risking the financial stability of our nation by refusing to courageously deal with the true
implications of this dangerously undisciplined deficit madness. We are risking an eventual devaluation of the U.S.
dollar by the irresponsibility of our fiscal and monetary courses of action. We are also sowing the seeds of
another possibly even more severe economic crisis than the one our leaders helped create a dozen years ago.
This is recklessly imprudent!
The extension of the Bush tax cuts allowed rich people to continue to pay historically low rates on their incomes
and capital gains and dividends, and on their estates after they die. This gambit is a form of intergenerational
treachery. By mortgaging future generations, we are compromising their potential prosperity simply so that rich
people can become richer today. This is prolonging the trend toward an ever-more extreme concentration of
wealth. It is also increasing inequities and exacerbating the economic insecurity of the vast majority of the
American people, and it is weakening our democracy in the process. The decision to give two more year’s worth of
this multi-trillion-dollar folly to rich people was irresponsible, and to the extent that it crowded out financing for
important social and infrastructure and environmental priorities, it was pathetically misguided.
After Donald Trump came to power, Republicans doubled down on their deceitful trickle-down ideology, and
thereby heightened the risks and probable severity of the next economic crisis.
Once again it can be seen that Big Picture perspectives and overarching guiding principles are sorely needed to
create a higher level framework for formulating public policies and making national decisions on spending and
taxation. This is another reason we should establish and follow the good guidance of a Bill of Rights for Future
Generations. This commitment should be debated and developed and passed and ratified in the U.S. as soon as
possible -- and in countries worldwide.
In the context of myriad ways we are fleecing the future with our profligate consumption, resource depletion,
pollution, habitat destruction and climate disrupting activities, our collective complacency toward national debt
financing of misguided priorities is obscene. These myopic expediencies reflect a selfish, undisciplined and weakwilled inability to make difficult choices that would be fairer to our descendants.
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Human nature is quite resistant to change, but our habits and behaviors can quickly be modified with attractive
incentives and dissuading disincentives, so it is high time we make better use of these Pigouvian tools to create
more responsible societies.
A Digression on Rich Kids’ Inheritances
Theodore Roosevelt indicated in a remarkable speech a century ago that he strongly believed in “a graduated
inheritance tax on big fortunes, properly safeguarded against evasion and increasing rapidly in amount with the
size of the estate." Inheritance tax plans should be instituted that are consistent with this idea, instead of
giving away the farm and figuratively fiddling while Rome burns!
One would think that the schizophrenic status quo of estate tax law would have put a hot burner under our
leaders in the year 2010. After all, the Bush administration’s regressive tax cuts that favored rich people finally
chipped away at taxes on rich kids’ inheritances so much that what was 55% on all inheritances over $675,000 in
the year 2000 had been reduced to 45% tax on amounts inherited over a much larger $3,500,000 exclusion in
2009 -- and then ZERO TAX on all inheritances from people who died in 2010. Estate taxes would have reverted
to 55% on all inheritances over $1 million in 2011, but the Obama/McConnell tax “compromise” in December 2010
gave rich people an outlandish $5 million tax free exclusion for each parent, and then it taxed inheritances at a
rate of only 35% on amounts in excess of these high exclusions.
This governmental gimmickry is a lamentable result of undue influence by moneyed interests. It is distinctly
unethical gamesmanship in action. We need a system of taxation that is more steeply structured, and we need
greater social fairness and smarter national planning!
It is crazy to have allowed the tiny two-tenths of 1% of people who have a net worth large enough to be subject
to any estate tax at all to have gotten off ‘scot-free’ if they died in 2010. Our budget deficits are too big to
allow rich people to continue to pay historically low tax rates on their estates after they die. Our political
representatives should courageously and honorably address this issue. They should also act to close tax haven
loopholes. All these things, together with more steeply-graduated tax rates on incomes and capital gains, are
needed to help satisfy smarter national priorities and needed social programs, and to slow the growth of our
irresponsibly accumulating national debt. STAND AND DELIVER!
This demand applies particularly to scheming Republicans, who have made so many of our national problems worse
in the years since 2001. They stubbornly obstructed almost every effort made to solve the serious challenges we
face after Barack Obama was elected. Their overarching goal was to prevent President Obama from succeeding,
no matter how adversely such efforts affected the majority of Americans. Republican politicians gained traction
and political power in the national elections of November 2010 and 2014 and 2016, even though their overreach
and economic sabotage was disadvantageous to the country. The perversely single-minded Republican obsession
with gaining power and domination has come at a terrible cost to tens of millions of Americans, and to all people in
generations to come. This is unacceptable. STAND AND DELIVER!
Paul Ryan, Speaker of the House from October 2015 through January 2019 (Good riddance!), once warned that we
need to prevent the social safety net from becoming "a hammock that lulls able-bodied people to lives of
dependency and complacency.” It seems like a ludicrous plan to borrow trillions more dollars from the public to
give it in bigger tax breaks to wealthy people, and to then slash spending on the tattered social safety net. Yet
that is the swindling short-term-oriented power-abusing ideological bent of today’s “conservative” politicians.
Paul Krugman set a vivid scene in an Opinion piece in March 2016 titled Republican Elite’s Reign of Disdain. He
analyzed why the angry base of the Republican Party rejected establishment candidates in favor of right-wingpandering candidates like Donald Trump and Ted Cruz, and pointed out that party elites blame moral and
character failings of the voters themselves -- instead of admitting their role in contributing to unnecessarily dire
circumstances of millions of blue-collar Republican (and Democrat) voters. This hard-times swindle is a facet of
the primary strategy Republican politicians use to gain power by catering to rich people, using the time-tested
tactic of adopting backwards ideological stances and obstructing progressive steps that would serve to ameliorate
adverse conditions.
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"Stripped down to its essence, the G.O.P. elite view is that working-class America faces a crisis, not of
opportunity, but of values. That is, for some mysterious reason many of our citizens have, as Mr. Ryan puts it,
lost “their will and their incentive to make the most of their lives.” And this crisis of values, they suggest, has
been aided and abetted by social programs that make life too easy on slackers."
“The problems with this diagnosis should be obvious. Tens of millions of people don’t suffer a collapse in values
for no reason. Remember, several decades ago the sociologist William Julius Wilson argued that the social ills
of America’s black community didn’t come out of thin air, but were the result of disappearing economic
opportunity. If he was right, you would have expected declining opportunity to have the same effect on
whites, and sure enough, that’s exactly what we’re seeing.”
"Meanwhile, the argument that the social safety net causes social decay by coddling slackers runs up against
the hard truth that every other advanced country has a more generous social safety net than we do," and yet
they are not experiencing the same morbid symptoms as middle-aged whites are feeling in the U.S.
"But the Republican elite can’t handle the truth. It’s too committed to an Ayn Rand story line about heroic job
creators versus moochers to admit either that trickle-down economics can fail to deliver good jobs, or that
sometimes government aid is a crucial lifeline. So it ends up lashing out at its own voters when they refuse to
buy into that story line.”
Paul Krugman viscerally concluded: "Just to be clear, I’m not suggesting that Donald Trump has any better idea
about what the country needs; he’s just peddling another fantasy, this one involving the supposed power of
belligerence. But at least he’s acknowledging the real problems ordinary Americans face, not lecturing them on
their moral failings. And that’s an important reason he’s winning."
Another aspect of growing inequality in America is the relegating of many black people to inner city ghettos and
the failure to provide good schools and fair opportunities to underprivileged people.
“To deal with radicalism and extremism, we need to deal with economic inequality. This is what I learned from
my experience in Solo and then in Jakarta.”
-- Joko Widodo, president of Indonesia
Parenthetical Observations Concerning President Obama and Republicans
Television host and political satirist Bill Maher once wondered aloud in a TV editorial what exactly Barack Obama
had done that has made conservatives so angry. Why did Republicans such as Michele Bachmann, John Bolton and
Newt Gingrich call President Obama the most radical president in history? In terms of federal spending, his
administration had the smallest increase in decades.
Bill Maher, giving this fair consideration, noted (in 2012”If Obama were as radical as they claim, here’s what he
would have already done: pulled the troops out of Afghanistan, given us Medicare for all, ended the drug war, cut
the defense budget in half, and turned Dick Cheney over to the Hague.” … “How can you guys be so unhappy with
Obama when I’m so unhappy with Obama? You think you got coal in your stocking? I wanted single-payer health
care, a carbon emissions bill, gun control, and legalized pot. If you get to carry around all this outrage over me
getting that shit, shouldn’t I have gotten it?” … “Now, it somehow became an article of faith on the right that
Barack Obama is the most extreme President in American history. Although, when they say that, I think what
they really mean is: <He’s black.>”
The element of racism in conservative circles is hard to deny. Conservatives blamed President Obama for
persistent high levels of unemployment, yet they cynically did everything in their power to ensure that he would
be forced to struggle mightily to succeed in reducing joblessness. A funny greeting card in 2010 revealed deeper
truths: it had a picture of George W. Bush on it, and a caption below it read: “I Screwed You. Thanks for
Blaming it on the Black Guy.”
Make no mistake about it: there is all too much racism, bigotry and structural socioeconomic stratification in
American business and society. But this is by no means the whole story of the intense anti-Obama sentiment in
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conservative circles. History is proving that Bill Clinton was a good president who actually succeeded in running a
federal budget surplus in his last year in office, yet the attitude of the right wing toward him was veritably
supercharged with vituperative animosity, as evidenced by the drawn-out attempts to impeach him and cripple his
presidency because of his sexual improprieties with Monica Lewinski. This casts a despicable light on their
extraordinary leniency toward Donald Trump for his much more serious impeachable offenses.
The shrill anger of far right conservatism toward anything liberal has been hyped up using propaganda that
manipulates public opinion and agitates people to the point that millions of poor people are deluded into opposing
their own economic self-interest and the common good, and they vote in support of the corrupt agenda of
billionaires and ideological extremists. This is the crux of what the matter is with the U.S., according to
historian Thomas Frank in his book What’s the Matter with Kansas.
The entire 2016 Republican primary competition was like a string of must-watch bad episodes of unreal Reality
TV, replete with puerile allegations and insults in many debates and an excess of harsh invective on the campaign
trail. Bile and hatred toward President Obama was ratcheted up by Republican candidates during the extreme
far-right dominated campaign for the presidential nomination. A big factor in this political ugliness was Donald
Trump's racially charged rhetoric and a conservative consensus that "political correctness" is too restrictive with
regard to talking about minorities and immigrants. Trump's violence-tinged rallies have given an angry strain of
white males a "license to hate out loud". This has resulted in profoundly offensive outcomes -- and a spike in hate
crimes, domestic extremism and anti-government violence.
It is easy to see why conservative Americans despise our democratic system, for it can really be inconvenient to
be forced to put up with other people and their precious rights, and boy, it can be downright aggravating when
there are too many moochers getting benefits like subsidized healthcare insurance, Medicaid, food stamps or
unemployment benefits. It is a matter of befuddling wonderment to see social conservatives manipulated and
tricked into actually supporting leaders whose top priority is to give big rewards to fat cat donors, who have
bought their anti-social influence. For, sure enough, these politicians betray the common good by giving huge
debt-financed tax breaks to the rich and extraordinary encouragements for them to engage in legalized bribery
and tax avoidance schemes. And they allow an excess of corporate boondoggles and generous incentives for
corporate entities to socialize costs, and allow CEOs to be paid stratospheric compensation that is subsidized by
allowing corporations to treat them as tax deductable. And then there are all those allowances like the one that
lets hedge fund managers “get away with murder” by paying scandalously low taxes on “carried interest” incomes.
Anyway, one of the biggest risks for Republicans for having chosen Trump as their leader is that he defines the
party as one of white backlash in the eyes of growing populations of Millennials and racial minorities. “That’s the
great danger -- that he defines what the Republican Party is in the 21st century, and because of the demographic
trends, that is toxic,” said long-time GOP strategist and political consultant Whit Ayres. “We are on a precipice
here, particularly with the Hispanic folks. The danger is we could have Hispanic voters locked into the same
voting patterns as African Americans. If that happens we will never elect another Republican president.” This
seems especially true after the Trump administration’s corrupt rule and the highly negative impacts Donald Trump
has had on our republic.
Another Inequity Is Revealed
Another substantial inequity is being created in our economy that is markedly unfair to retired people and those
who save money. In response to economic turbulence in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the Federal
Reserve reduced interest rates to the lowest levels in many decades. The purpose of this strategy was to
stimulate the economy by encouraging borrowing, spending, investments, risk-taking, and real estate speculation.
This policy, in effect, causes a massive wealth transfer from savers to borrowers. This was one outcome of the
“financial instability hypothesis” that Hyman Minsky described when he noted a cyclical progression in banking
from safe lending practices to more intense competition to a speculative bubble frenzy of “Ponzi finance.”
Extremely low interest rate policies cause savers and retired people to, in effect, be penalized. The benefits of
this policy go primarily to banks and investors rather than workers and common folk. Banks make profits by
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leveraging the spread between costs of funds and charges they make for loans, so banks are main beneficiaries of
this policy, and banks never give borrowers the full benefit of reductions in their interest costs.
“Perversely, coming after a devastating financial crisis caused by companies and households that feasted on
borrowing, ultra-low interest rates are now penalizing people who have paid down their debt and are trying to
save. It is also punishing those who rely on the proceeds of their nest eggs to pay the bills.”
--- “Debtors Feast At the Expense of the Frugal”, Graham Bowley, New York Times, 9/9/10
Reflections on Conflicting Goals of Consumers and Investors and Good Citizens
Federal government policies are practically schizophrenic in the way they treat competing interest groups in our
societies. These policies generally encourage overproduction and over-consumption, not conservation or smart and
efficient uses or sensible allocations of resources.
The 2008 Farm Bill, for instance, was typical of poorly prioritized and misguided government policies. The first
Farm Bill had been enacted during the Great Depression to protect farmers against low crop prices and the
environmental disaster caused by the devastating drought during the 1930s Dust Bowl. Unfortunately, the Farm
Bill has evolved into a massive subsidy program that mainly benefits large farm corporations, even when food
prices and corporate agribusiness profits are high. It is curious to see how life preservers thrown to the most
vulnerable people in our society almost always eventually end up being grabbed by people who are the most
affluent and best connected. There is ostensibly no ‘women-and-children-first’ chivalry here!
In The Omnivore’s Dilemma, author Michael Pollan delves into the patchwork insanity that has evolved from early
efforts by the federal government to help small farmers severely affected during the Depression by low crop
prices and related losses of millions of family farms. As seems to be the inalterable nature of our screwed-up
political system, powerful special interests have exploited the Farm Bill to pervert it into making misguided
misallocations of taxpayer funds.
The net effect of federal Farm Policy is to subsidize the vast overproduction of a small number of crops like corn
and soybeans. Farm Policy also encourages a monoculture system of agriculture that is favorable to giant
agribusinesses. Undesirably, monoculture crops are much more vulnerable than more diverse crops. Industrial
agriculture systems are dependent on the extensive use of chemical fertilizers, pesticides, fossil fuels, and
capital-intensive mechanized planting and harvesting. A sad side effect of these policies is to drive many small
farmers out of business. Another consequence is that innovations in marketing and technology are developed that
unwisely stimulate overconsumption of the food stuffs that are being overproduced.
The unintended consequences of this industrial Farm Policy are far-reaching, and in many ways insensibly foolish.
The most serious impact that comes to mind is that we have, to an unprecedented extent, become a “fast food
nation” in which obesity has become a costly national epidemic.
We should shift our frame of reference concerning the proper role of the federal government in our national
policies. The government is neither categorically bad, as the Tea Party and Freedom Caucus crowd alleges, nor is
it always better than poorly managed laissez-faire capitalism, as more liberal-minded people believe. Neither
unregulated private business activities nor rapid growth in federal government spending in our economy are ideal.
And no collaboration of Big Government and Big Business is acceptable if it serves to maximize private profits
while allowing many costs to be socialized. A better, more proper, more providential balance is clearly required.
When vested interests like banks and large corporations socialize costs to increase private profits, this is a form
of “socialism for the rich”. This form of socialism is more unfair, distorting and costly than entitlement
“socialism”, which social conservatives rail about with increasing fervor these days.
Passionate arguments are made about an “invisible hand” of self-interest that is imagined to guide aggregate
outcomes toward the common good. Some people, like the philosopher/novelist Ayn Rand, propagated spin about
the nobility of heroic industrialists. But a simple fact remains: whether or not one fervently believes that
governments should have less involvement in the economy and people’s lives, or instead more responsibility and
involvement, a deeper understanding of unintended consequences and more intelligently-prioritized principles is
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needed to ensure that our societies become economically stronger, fairer, more ecologically sound, and more likely
to be sustainable. There is a kernel of truth in every good argument, but this does not mean that the conclusions
people reach are necessarily valid. We need to find the best understandings!
A Perspective on Those who Oppose Ideas like These
Americans have been dishonest enough with themselves to allow anti-tax ‘conservatives’ to succeed in getting
taxes reduced to multi-generational lows for people with the highest incomes. We have effectively bought the
story that cutting taxes will result in a shrinking of the size of the federal government. The simple fact of the
matter is that tax cuts have not even once resulted in a reduced total of government spending in the past 50
years. Instead, tax cuts have consistently contributed to large increases in the national debt.
One consequence of deficit spending is a large “debt tax”. This is the amount of interest expense incurred every
year on the national debt. Since our national debt now exceeds $28 trillion, in July 2021, this creates a national
vulnerability to another episode of financial crisis. We should face this fact and remedy the insidious risks that
are created by such profligate fiscal negligence.
Anti-tax ideologies have crimped the budgets of state and local governments, and forced cutbacks in education,
public services, law enforcement, first responders, court staffing, oversight of businesses by government
agencies, and the maintenance of State Parks, wilderness areas and our beautiful national parks. These outcomes
are deleterious to millions of people. A much better balance is needed in our efforts to control government
spending without crippling the many good and necessary functions that governments serve.
The federal government’s efforts to stimulate the economy alleviated the danger that would otherwise have
prevailed if severe cutbacks in government spending and employment had been made after the credit crisis of
2008-2009. The 6% annual rate of economic shrinkage in the last quarter of 2008 would have gotten much worse
without economic stimulus spending and federal government bailouts of banking, insurance and auto industries.
And a much more severe economic recession would have resulted.
Reducing the size of government until it can be drowned in a bathtub, as advocated by strict anti-tax ideologues
like Grover Norquist and his fat cat supporters, may appeal to some people, but it can be seen that in dismantling
the public sector, a good portion of Americans would likely be harmed. Deregulation, tax-cutting, privatization,
laissez-faire governance, legalized monopoly practices, the facilitating of rent-seeking activities, and the
stimulation of increased leveraging may sound good in principle to some people, but the devil is always in the
details. As with anything not sensibly balanced, such things can lead to highly undesirable consequences.
Established conventional wisdom is not necessarily right. The dogma of deregulation, for instance, involves an
almost religious regard for “free markets”. But the failures of supposedly free markets are well known. They
include market instability, monopoly dislocations, extremes of inequality, perverse incentives, cheap labor
sweatshops, irrational exuberance during speculative bubbles, paralyzing fears during economic slowdowns,
cyclical levels of high unemployment, and the socially irresponsible gambit of externalizing costs that can cause
disastrous impacts on the environment. Unfettered competition may result in low prices for consumers, but it can
also encourage waste and create a “race to the bottom” by competitors who strive to evade environmental
protection costs and minimize wages and benefits for workers.
Deregulation also opens the doors to such things as bank fraud and a variety of ways for corporations to abuse
power. Consider Enron Corporation, a conglomerate based in Houston, Texas that went bankrupt at the end of
2001. Enron had been named "America's Most Innovative Company" by Fortune magazine for six consecutive
years before it was discovered that its innovation mainly involved a shrewd variety of scandalous activities,
deliberate deceit and accounting fraud. Among other things, Enron created a number of fraudulent schemes to
exploit California’s power market, giving them names such as Death Star, Fat Boy, Get Shorty and Ricochet. As
an example, the Death Star strategy was the name Enron gave to their practice of shuffling energy around the
California power grid to receive payments from the state for supposedly "relieving congestion." According to
Enron’s own memo, they were paid "for moving energy to relieve congestion, without actually moving any energy or
relieving any congestion." Heck of a job, guys!
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Arthur Andersen, the Certified Public Accounting firm, was formerly one of the Big Five accounting firms that
provided auditing, tax and consulting services to large corporations. In 2002, the firm voluntarily surrendered its
licenses to practice as CPAs in the U.S. after they were found guilty of criminal charges related to the firm’s
handling of the auditing of Enron. This just goes to show that probity and integrity often go out the window in
the interests of making money.
Some of the most highly paid lawyers and accountants are those who put a shiny patina of propriety on
skullduggery. In the book and film Merchants of Doubt, this fact is revealed with uncommonly amazing clarity,
when the very same unethical but highly-compensated legal beagles who helped Big Tobacco deceive people about
the deadly health risks of smoking tobacco suddenly showed up in the employ of Big Oil, using the same sowdoubt-and-delay tactics to deceive people about the real far-reaching, deadly and hyper-costly risks associated
with carbon emissions.
Human nature intrinsically plays a defining role in our societies, economies and politics, so we should find a way of
understanding human nature that is rational as well as intuitive, honest and true. While human nature essentially
remains the same, habits and behaviors can be profoundly influenced by public policies, for better or for worse.
We should be sure to strive for better outcomes!
Once again the need to implement socially and ecologically smarter incentives is accentuated. People simply
should be encouraged to do things that are advantageously consistent with the greater good. Green taxes and
properly targeted disincentives should be enacted to discourage harmful activities. Wrong-headed subsidies for
industries that mine fossil fuels and provide war services should be cut.
It is high time that we begin acting with greater responsibility toward generations that will follow us. Politics
oriented to the short term, along with “we win, you lose” partisanship, are becoming extreme disservices to the
American people, now and in the future.
Journalist Robert Kuttner makes a compelling observation in A Presidency in Peril – The Inside Story of Obama’s
Promise, Wall Street’s Power, and the Struggle to Control Our Economic Future:
“Ideology is not some arbitrary penchant for clinging to stale ideas. It is a principled set of beliefs about how
the economy and society work, and should work. To be a conservative Republican is to believe that markets
work just fine, and that people mostly get what they deserve, and that government typically screws things up.
To be a liberal Democrat is to believe that market forces are often cruel and inefficient; that the powerful
take advantage of the powerless; and that there are whole areas of economic life, from health care and Social
Security to the regulation of finance, where affirmative government is the only way to deliver defensible
outcomes for regular people. The problem afflicting America is not ‘ideology’. It’s the hegemony of right-wing
ideology.”
A new era of cooperative problem solving must be ushered in soon. Stubborn intransigence and extreme
obstructionism are too counterproductive. Step forward, Republicans. Your dishonest spin and knee-jerk
opposition are often not constructive, and in many ways are sabotaging our nation. This is not something about
which to be proud. Good governance is a better option!
An Evaluation of the High Cost of Low Prices and High Investment Returns
Fast-food workers conducted nationwide demonstrations demanding higher pay in December 2013. Cheap food is
cheap, Michael Pollan explains, partially “because the real costs of its production are hidden from us: the
exploitation of food and farm workers, the brutalization of animals, and the undermining of the health of the soil,
the water and the atmosphere.”
There is an exceedingly high cost of low prices and artificially stimulated profits. Anyone who watches the
documentary film Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Prices will be momentarily dazed and enlightened. When a
bright light is shined on specific follies that allow costs to be externalized onto society, this stark illumination
should motivate us to rise up and demand a new surge of better governance.
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Huge firms like Walmart and McDonald’s are notorious “for being brutally tough on their suppliers, forcing them
to cut costs, and also for their opposition to unionization of their enormous, low-wage retail work forces, who
often have very difficult working conditions.”
The litany of woes caused by Walmart is staggering. Their business model has destroyed thousands of small
businesses and undermined the quality of life in many small towns. It has radically upset the lives of countless
owners of family stores. Walmart has engaged in ruthless monopoly practices and outsourced thousands of jobs
to nations abroad that have cheaper labor and generally worser working conditions. This behemoth corporation is
the biggest private employer in the USA, so widespread ill effects prevail when it underpays its employees. Its
practices drive down retail wages, suppress collective bargaining rights of employees, discriminate against women,
cheat workers out of overtime pay, exploit illegal immigrants, provide inadequate healthcare benefits to
employees, and foist big costs onto taxpayers. Wal-Mart is a primary driver in a race to the bottom that is
hurting the American people and peoples abroad in many ways.
Two Ohio Wal-Mart Superstores instituted a campaign around Christmas time in 2013 to get their employees to
contribute desperately needed food -- to struggling, hungry Walmart employees. ”That's right. Walmart raked
in $15.7 billion in profits last year alone (2012), but apparently they don't feel any need to share that wealth with
their millions of workers. Instead, they stick them with poverty wages, and then send them off to ask
government, food banks, or even each other for help.” Outrageously, the Walton family has been unwilling to
make generous contributions to this fund, even though it is the wealthiest family in the whole world.
What are the real costs of low wages? Low wage earners receive an estimated $250 billion each year in food
stamp assistance and Medicaid and other public benefits. By underpaying retail and fast-food workers, big
corporations force taxpayers to pay for these huge socialized costs.
A Plug for the Wisdom of Investing in Public Education and Social Good Goals
When budgets for higher education are cut, according to one professor, “it is like eating our seed corn”. A strong
case can be made that universities are among the most powerful engines of economic growth in every state, so
their budgets should not continue to be slashed so deeply. The prosperity of the U.S. today is, to a significant
degree, based on technologies developed by government-funded R&D in universities, and by publicly funded
research institutes and the U.S. military and NASA. Realizing this, it becomes clear that it is foolish to cut
funding for higher education and research.
Only the most desperate farmer would eat seed corn that is critical to growing crops in future years. Eating the
seed corn is just so starkly shortsighted! Such a course of action is even more foolhardy than letting one’s home
fall apart by failing to maintain the roof or caulking, or risking a catastrophic fire by neglecting to keep
functioning batteries in smoke detectors. An extrapolation of this kind of myopia would be to allow entire
neighborhoods to deteriorate, or whole communities, or the entire country. Surely we can do better than this!
In thinking about the vital importance of seed corn, consider the strategies of corporations like Monsanto that
obtain patents on genetically-modified seeds in an effort to create a monopoly on plant and animal life-forms
themselves. The creation of plants that produce no fertile seeds is a cynical strategy to make it necessary for
farmers to buy new seeds every year. The invention of sterile ‘Terminator seeds’ is a corporate ambition that is
almost as potentially nefarious as efforts to privatize water supplies and create monopolies over fresh water
sources. These are insidiously exploitive methods of making bigger profits!
It is important to understand that public universities are probably the most effective engines of social mobility.
From this perspective it is misguided to allow a good education to change from being a public good to being a
private commodity funded by an alarming increase in burdensome personal student debt. Back in the late 1960s,
most of the budgets for public universities were publicly funded. Today, in contrast, the federal government and
various state governments provide only a small fraction of needed financing. This change is a pathetic reflection
of the wrongheaded nature of modern trends that abridge people’s freedoms. This is one of the “gradual and
silent encroachments” that James Madison spoke about with such compelling acuity of insight, when he warned
Americans about the potential for people’s freedom to be violated by those in power.
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Pope Francis has criticized the capitalist system by saying that people have “a crude and naive trust in the
goodness of those wielding economic power.” He was particularly tough in his words on ideological theories that
assume economic growth is a sufficient social goal, and that deny governments an active role in humanizing free
markets. Rush Limbaugh jumped on these words from the Pope, accusing him of advocating “pure Marxism.” Why
the rancor? Here the Pope was proposing deeper truths, and the leader of American “dittoheads” was practically
apoplectic with fervor and conviction in promoting superficial untruths. Limbaugh, of course, was paid exceedingly
well for his maniacal diatribes, and he paid very low tax rates on his ill-gained windfalls, in accordance with the
politically-determined tax system that treats high-income earners to historically low rates of tax.
As some of the hard working, hard-drinking, hard-living, hardscrabble whoring miners of old Wild West Colorado
might have cautioned Limbaugh, “To Hell You Ride.” Some things just gaily go hand in hand!
A Digression to Examine the Issue of Social Mobility
A growing concentration of income and wealth at the top might be more acceptable if social mobility were
increasing, so that more people had a chance to move into the top ranks. But social mobility has been declining
overall in the past few decades. This is true of individual mobility (people are worse off than they used to be),
and of intergenerational mobility (people are worse off than their parents).
The facts are simple and clear. As social mobility in the United States is declining, inequality is reaching historic
extremes and the number of people living below the poverty line is at a record high. Student debt and the
national debt are also at unprecedented highs, and our educational system is failing in most poor locales. And
many other measures of the tarnished American dream are in decline. All of this is directly or indirectly
attributable to abuses of power by the rich that allow them to grab an increasing monopoly on the nation’s wealth.
I exaggerate? Familiarize yourself with the scope of the problem by studying Common Sense Revival in all its
particulars. Forgive the redundancies; and weigh in with your opinions and constructive input on how to make the
case even stronger for peaceable revolutionary reform.
President Obama also provided another important perspective on income inequality and the lack of social mobility:
“The gap in test scores between poor kids and wealthy kids is now nearly twice what it is between white kids and
black kids. Kids with working-class parents are ten times likelier than kids with middle- or upper-class parents to
go through a time when their parents have no income. So the fact is this: the opportunity gap in America is now
as much about class as it is about race, and that gap is growing.” --- “Indeed it is,” states John Cassidy in
Rational Irrationality. “So what does the President intend to do about it? And if he can’t do very much, because
the Republicans are intent on blocking his every move, what is his big idea for the future? If, as he rightly says,
reducing inequality and boosting rates of social mobility is a multi-year challenge (actually, it’s probably a multidecade challenge), then it is surely best to start out with some large themes and ambitious goals. Even if they
get diluted along the way, something worthwhile may remain.”
John Cassidy suggests that a new emphasis is needed in Washington D.C. “Rather than simply trying to push the
ball a bit farther up the Washington playing field, the President might have been better served to pick up on
some of the larger themes that often get left out of the debate in the capitol, but which commentators as far
afield as Warren Buffett, Bill de Blasio, and Pope Francis have recently been addressing: a tax system which,
over all, remains heavily tilted toward the very wealthy; a rampant financial sector, which is itself responsible
for much of the rise in incomes at the top of the distribution; corporate-governance standards throughout the
business sector that put stockholder value above everything else, and shower great rewards on CEOs who cut
labor costs to boost profits; and a change in social norms more generally in a society where, to quote the Pope,
issues of ethics and morality are often “treated with a scornful derision.”
Paradoxes We Collectively Face
Daniel Goleman writes in Ecological Intelligence that “radical transparency” is needed to reveal to consumers the
true environmental and social costs involved with the goods they buy. It is Goleman’s hypothesis that once
consumers know the extent of harmful impacts associated with every competing product, they will tend to choose
ones that are greener. Well, that may be true to an extent, but then again knowledge of true costs may not lead
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to significant changes in consumer behaviors. The idea of greater transparency may be a good one, but I
personally feel we need changes that are far more transformative. We need to come to grips with the necessity
of limiting waste and total consumption, and population growth, rather than merely trying to find ways to get
people to buy things in slightly greener and more socially responsible manners.
If people in aggregate were to buy less stuff, it would help mitigate problems related to the depletion of
resources and increasing amounts of pollution, toxic wastes and greenhouse gas emissions. Such a development,
however, would create an obvious paradox. All national economies are largely predicated upon growth in
consumption of goods and services -- and jobs -- so a reduction in consumption on a per-capita basis, or a slowing
in growth of the number of consumers, would crimp profits and could cause an economic recession. Growth of
government spending and borrowing would then become untenable, and Ponzi-like schemes of Social Security,
Medicare and high government spending would falter.
This means that we are faced with a conundrum similar to the “paradox of thrift”. This paradox recognizes the
fact that, whereas it makes good sense for an individual to save some of the money he or she earns by spending
less, if everyone were to do this at the same time, the overall level of spending would fall and businesses would
cut back on production and lay off workers. Individual thrift could thus cause increases in unemployment, and
total savings might actually fall.
The complexity of such interconnections makes it more necessary than ever to think in aggregate terms and to
focus our public policy considerations on longer-term outcomes -- and to be scrupulously honest in our evaluations.
A new form of ecological intelligence should be embraced that emphasizes living on planet Earth in ecologically
sound and sustainable ways. To accomplish such a propitious goal, we surely need our political leaders to act much
more fairly and sanely -- and collaboratively!
The Latest Perspective on the Paradox of Thrift
A “family belt-tightening” metaphor indicates that, during hard economic times, we should cut spending, save
money, and pay down debts. This metaphor is powerful because of its obvious validity at the level of individual
household finances. When a person loses their job, they either spend less money or incur more debt or eat into
their savings. This metaphor, however, is fundamentally misleading, and it can be a bad idea with regard to the
national economy as a whole. It turns out that what is smart for a family may not be smart for society. This is
true because of the Paradox of Thrift, in which belt tightening by everyone at once results in less spending in
aggregate, and job layoffs, and a decline in total savings. Everyone can thus become worse off.
When recessionary times occur and unemployment spikes, some form of collective action is needed -- like
increased government investments and spending on necessary long-term projects. A “winter on the farm”
metaphor may be a better way to see things during hard economic times. On a farm, when winter comes and many
of the usual jobs need not be done, farmers keep busy with long-term projects like fixing machinery, repairing
the barn, improving irrigation systems, digging a new well or such things.
When the Great Depression took place, public works projects were undertaken that put millions of people to work
by investing in national infrastructure improvements on roads, dams, bridges, waterworks, firehouses, airports,
public transportation, electrical utilities, schools, libraries and parks. During the Obama years, interest rates
were at record lows and millions of people were seeking jobs at a time of high rates of underemployment, and
there was a growing urgency to maintain and upgrade deteriorating roads, bridges and other infrastructure, so
that would have been a very good time for our representatives to have worked together to make farsighted
investments in needed national projects. Instead, unfortunately, the Republican Party was perfecting its cynical
oppositional role as the “Party of No”.
With President Biden in July 2021, efforts to pass needed transformative infrastructure improvement legislation
are again facing Republican obstruction. Republican Rep. Chip Roy of Texas revealed in a video circulating online
that he wants to prevent Democrats from achieving their legislative goals so that Republicans can win seats in the
2022 midterm elections. “I actually say, thank the Lord. Eighteen more months of chaos and the inability to get
stuff done. That's what we want." NOTE: Chaos and getting nothing done in the face of pressing needs, and
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existential challenges like climate change, are not acceptable.
Since the U.S. has relied on enormous amounts of deficit financing in the past two decades, government spending
is under increasing scrutiny. Republican opposition to additional deficit financing was fierce under President
Obama, but then once they seized power, this opposition largely evaporated, and huge Tax Cuts were enacted
imprudently using borrowed money. Trillion dollar annual shortfalls are now likely as far as the eye can see.
There are, incidentally, good ways to stimulate the economy without being so fiscally irresponsible. Here is one.
The Nobel Prize-winning economist Paul Samuelson proposed an idea in the 1940s of a “balanced budget theorem”.
This idea held that if a government spent more on goods and services, and raised taxes by the same amount
during a period of high unemployment, the national income would grow by the same amount as the tax, so aftertax income would be unchanged. This would stimulate the economy without increasing the national debt.
We should try this strategy to improve our national infrastructure. We have given “supply-side economics” and
the trickle-down theory credence for 40 years without any signs they have validity. Trickle-down ideologies have
created regressive tax changes and a dangerous spike in national debt, and radically widening disparities in wealth
between rich people and everyone else. Donald Trump loves this outcome so much that he gave Arthur Laffer,
one of its initial proponents, a Medal of Freedom.
Francois Hollande, the president of France before Emmanuel Macron was elected, proposed an idea consistent
with the balanced budget theorem to deal with high unemployment in his country when he first came into office.
He proposed a new tax on all incomes in excess of 1 million Euros per year (about $1.25 million). The proceeds of
this tax would be used to finance the hiring of 60,000 needed teachers. The higher tax, plus the additional tax
revenues from the teachers’ pay, would match the higher costs of the teachers’ wages, and investments in
education would improve the skills and abilities of people in the workforce, giving the economy a future boost.
This balanced budget theorem makes sense. It is much different theory than the trickle down theory, which rich
people have been aggressively promoting for so many years. Another result of trickle-down economics has been
to erode the financial well-being of the majority of working people. The trickle-down theory holds that tax cuts
for the wealthy will result in rich people spending lots of money and investing their growing wealth, and that this
will create jobs and trickle down to benefit everyone else. This suspicious rationalization has become one of the
main claims of the Republican Party as it pushes to keep cutting taxes on people with the highest incomes.
Unfortunately, this ideology appears to be much more like a manipulative form of mass deception. Yet somehow
wealthy people manage to convince millions of people that this trickle down narrative is true -- or someday soon
this top national priority surely will prove to be positive for the people.
Government austerity measures are detrimental to economic growth, and they create political instability and
heightened social unrest, as evidenced by upheavals in Greece, Spain and Italy during the “great recession”.
National policies that create heightened stress on people, and more frustrations, and increased insecurity and
more hardship, are proving to be misguided ways of managing affairs. And they provoke populist anger, which is
all too frequently being co-opted by far right demagogues to grab power and make things worse for the masses.
People generally want good government, and they don’t want to spend their time and energy in worrying about
whether or not the government will protect the best interests of the nation as a whole. Americans don’t want a
meddling, wasteful, paternalistic, fiscally irresponsible, privacy-invading or repressive authoritarian government.
But they also don’t want one that discriminates against entire classes of people, or one that makes the majority
of people less secure while enriching the wealthy.
The Paradox of Profligacy
An even more complex conundrum confronts our civilizations in the form of a curious Paradox of Profligacy.
Economic growth is practically predicated on advertising-stimulated demand for products and services, and on
conspicuous consumption, fashion obsolescence, wasteful uses of resources, the “wealth effect” of stimulated
economic bubbles, inflationary monetary policies, the Keynesian stimulus of deficit spending even at the wrong
time, and a continuous growth in population. This profligacy, however, will eventually, inevitably cause our
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Juggernaut of consumerism to crash headlong into limits inherent in finite resources and the natural carrying
capacity of ecosystems for our needy and mindlessly greedy kind.
We have recklessly used up more resources in the last century than in all of the previous 200,000 or so years of
our species’ existence. This is made cogently clear in the thought-provoking and hauntingly beautiful film Home,
created by the famous ecologist and aerial photographer Yann Arthus-Bertrand. I strongly recommend that each
and every person watch this 93-minute-long film. It can be seen on YouTube.
It is madness to blithely pursue courses of action that deplete resources and harm the environmental commons
that sustains us. We collectively need to find some way to stop rushing blindly toward ecological collapse and a
long climate emergency. This is an increasingly likely outcome, not merely some doom-and-gloom expectation like
mythological End Times prophecies in which a biblical God condemns humanity as retribution for supposed sins.
No, this is a more evidence-based understanding that we are gambling with the well-being of all people in future
generations by our actions, both intentional and inadvertent.
Our true salvation will be found in developing solutions to the overarching global challenges that face us, not in
remaining ignorant or in denying greater truths, and not in slavishly obeying fears and embracing backwardlooking dogmas, doctrines and false conspiracy theories. We would be wise to courageously choose to honor the
most honest and farsighted understandings and actions most likely to help create a safer and healthier future.
Larger and More Comprehensive Considerations
Big picture understandings should be cultivated so that we see more accurate assessments of the consequences
of all public policies. Unintended consequences abound in every national policy decision. Consider, for instance,
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) that was signed in 1992 by Canada, Mexico and the United
States. This agreement resulted in a substantial increase in exports of corn to Mexico, a commodity produced
cheaply by mechanized American agribusiness corporations that are highly subsidized. As a result, an estimated
2 million jobs were lost on small farms in Mexico, and many of these farmers were forced in desperation to
emigrate to the U.S., where they work for low wages and effectively push down wages for all wage earners.
This massive influx of largely illegal immigrants has caused a wide range of problems and conflicts, and it has
strengthened anti-immigrant sentiments. It also undesirably stimulates the energy behind reactionary politics
and empowers right-wing ideologues, who use this issue to scapegoat immigrants, blame liberals, gain power and
obstruct sorely needed progressive policies.
Fair trade would have been a far better plan for almost everyone concerned than unfair “free trade”. The
negotiation of the NAFTA deal significantly benefited giant agribusinesses in the USA, and gave bigger profits to
a relative few while causing high social costs that have adversely affected the lives of millions of people. It also
led to job losses in the U.S. as factories and jobs relocated to cheaper labor countries like Mexico and China.
Such agreements are one more way that social instability and the ruthless aspects of competition are stimulated
in our economic and political systems. It is crazy to continue to encourage this race to the bottom that allows
good citizen goals to be undermined and worker and environmental protections to be evaded.
Gross inequalities and inequities are an inevitable part of poorly managed and inadequately regulated capitalist
systems. A principal theme of Joseph Stiglitz’ excellent book The Price of Inequality is that inequities are also a
result of political forces. There are good reasons for capitalist societies to undertake sensible redistributions of
wealth in a just manner -- by instituting more steeply graduated tax policies.
While we are redesigning the incentives in our society, perhaps we should start by creating more effective
incentives for politicians to make bipartisan compromises for the greater good. People are getting tired of having
their representatives continue to use the politics of inequity, division, fear and animosity to the detriment of the
greater good. This is a main reason that approval ratings of Congress are at record lows. I’ll bet we could come
up with clever ways to prevent shortsighted expediencies and mean-spirited, elitist and self-serving politics from
undermining our capacity to solve problems. Surely we could find better ways to make our financial system more
stable and stronger, and our economy healthier, fairer, and sustainable for a longer time into an uncertain future.
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When French economist Thomas Piketty concludes in Capital in the Twenty-First Century that unless something
changes, the wealthy will keep getting wealthier at an accelerating rate, he is guided in his understandings by a
good sense of history and economics, and a deep grasp of Enlightenment ethics. These guiding lights have
brought him to a better perspective on the genuinely terrifying implications of increasing inequality, and they
have inspired him to propose a “global wealth tax”. This great idea is consistent with the Fair Play Wealth
Assessment plan recommended in Common Sense Revival.
Questioning the Wisdom of Bubble Economics in Real Estate
Some friends and I had an interesting debate about whether or not it should be a national goal to have a booming
real estate market. The rapid inflation in home prices from 1997 to 2006 exceeded 10% annually in many regions.
Obviously it would have been better to have a smaller, steadier increase in home values, roughly keeping pace with
inflation, rather than the volatility of a rapid appreciation and then a devastating bust.
Home prices increased rapidly in the years after 1997 because Congress had enacted a very generous $250,000
capital gain tax exemption for an individual on the sale of a home (a $500,000 exemption for a married couple).
This extraordinary encouragement stoked home prices and made real estate into an asset subject to economic
bubble conditions. The real estate bubble was engineered by Congress, banks, mortgage lenders and ratings
agencies, among others, and it was aided and abetted by house-flipping speculators and the Federal Reserve.
Both the Clinton and Bush administrations strongly promoted the expansion of home ownership.
After the bursting of the stock market dot-com bubble in March 2000, the Federal Reserve reduced interest
rates to very low levels, creating even further speculative impetus in the housing market. Banks repetitively and
eagerly encouraged people to take out loans against their increasing home equity. As a direct result, many people
borrowed heavily, and this set up bigger risks of foreclosures when the market went bust. Lax lending standards
proliferated, just like economist Hyman Minsky said they would in the late stages of an economic cycle. This
contributed to the severity of the bust. Regulators also failed to prevent predatory lending practices, or to
regulate subprime mortgages or mortgage-backed-security derivatives.
Real estate bubbles have significant undesirable effects on people who rent by causing rents to increase, making
life more challenging for renters. And it contributed to the sprawling growth of suburbs, with many collateral
negative impacts, and it also forced more people into homelessness, and caused an increase in the national debt
when Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac had to be bailed out.
The fact of the matter is that homes physically deteriorate and actually depreciate as time passes. Every
homeowner is aware of this, because weathering and physical deterioration force them to make costly repairs.
Roofs must be periodically replaced, and new paint and maintenance are costly -- and these things are all too
frequently needed. And when people defer maintenance to avoid such costs, as was done in the years leading to
the collapse of the Miami-area high-rise condominium collapse on June 24, 2021, it can have deadly consequences.
In 2011, a stunning high of 28% of homeowners had negative equity, i.e. were “underwater”, according to Zillow,
the online real estate database. Taking into account the fact that Realtor fees are generally about 6% to sell a
house, and a minimum 10% down payment is often required to buy another home, more than 50% of all mortgaged
households in the U.S. were effectively underwater. Real estate bubble economic policies trapped people into
this position, and this had highly adverse impacts on the lives of millions of people. As the past few years have
unfolded, real estate appreciation is booming again in most locales, being strongly stimulated by continuing low
interest rates, so this volatile cycle continues.
Another reason that home prices have increased so much is that average home sizes have gotten much larger.
The average house size was less than 1,000 sq. ft. in 1950, and it increased to more than 1,700 sq. ft. by 1980,
and then to something like 2,700 sq. ft. in 2016. In housing, it seems, there is little respect for the idea that
“small is beautiful”. The realization that there is great virtue in simplicity and moderation has seemingly been
lost. The understanding that our possessions can come to possess us, and that oppressive debt can be a form of
bondage, are too often ignored. And a fair-minded concern for the outlandish size of our ecological footprints is
ridiculously slow in developing.
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A Sensible New Proposal on Property Taxes
The average property tax rate in the U.S. is a startlingly high 1.38% of assessed home value every year. That is a
lot of money for tens of millions of homeowners to pay. The state of Hawaii has the lowest rate at something like
.28%. Texas has the highest rates, assessed by individual counties, at an average of over 1.80%. What, are
Texans really closet socialists? (“There you go again, Tiffany!”)
Considering the fact that bigger homes use much more energy, water and construction materials than smaller
homes, it would be a fairer plan to assess property taxes on a graduated basis that rewards owners of smaller
homes for their ecological integrity, and to simultaneously charge people more who choose to own excessively
resource-consuming larger homes.
Here is a fair-minded and forward-thinking proposal for all states to consider for property taxes on homes. Such
revisions in taxes would provide powerful incentives to reduce amounts of energy and fresh water and materials
consumed in the construction and maintenance and use of mega-homes. I suggest the following progressivelygraduated changes in property tax rates, according to the size of the homes:
House Size
Under 1,000 sq. ft.
1,001 to 1,500 sq. ft.
1,501 to 2,000 sq. ft.
2,001 to 3,000 sq. ft.
3,001 to 5,000 sq. ft.
5,001 to 7,500 sq. ft.
7,500 sq. ft and larger

Proposed Change in Real Estate Taxes
Reduce current property taxes by 25%.
Reduce current property taxes by 12%.
Leave tax rates unchanged.
Increase current property taxes by 25%.
Increase current property taxes by 50%.
Increase current property taxes by 75%.
Increase current property taxes by 100%.

The net result of this change should be calibrated to result in a net increase in revenues from property taxes.
The additional revenues generated should be used to provide support for improvements in physical infrastructure
of communities, and to finance costs of first responders to emergencies. A contribution should also be allocated
to the maintenance of open spaces and local, regional and state parks.
Some communities have given eminently sensible consideration to a maximum limit on the size of homes, like a
maximum of 15,000 sq. ft. in Aspen, Colorado and less than 2,800 sq. ft. in Crested Butte. Since Americans love
freedom to do as they please, a property tax plan like this would allow people the freedom to build monster
homes, but sensibly require them to pay significantly more for the profligacy of that privilege and their lavish use
of the Earth’s resources.
Another Angle in the Dysfunctionality of Political Problem-Solving
Almost every state in the USA faces budget shortfalls because of economic conditions and budget squeezes.
Debt-financed Republican tax cuts, coupled with staunch opposition by conservatives to tax increases of any kind,
has forced most states to make cuts to education, social programs and law enforcement. By making this stubborn
refusal to find ways to responsibly raise revenues, conservatives are causing spending to be slashed on public
services and programs that benefit important constituencies like children, college students, and poor people.
Better management and more sensible compromises should be made to solve such challenges.
California, which often leads the nation in trends, passed a ‘taxpayer revolt’ initiative in 1978. Known as
Proposition 13, the “People’s Initiative to Limit Property Taxation”, this law reduced property taxes by 57% at
the time. Now, almost 40 years later, provisions of this law have created bizarre inequities in real estate taxes.
New homeowners pay much more in taxes than their neighbors who have owned their homes for a long time. This
tax inequity also extends to commercial real estate, creating absurd tax unfairness for newer businesses. This
has a regressive effect of shifting a larger share of the tax burden from long-time homeowners and businesses
to new homeowners, new businesses, younger people and other taxpayers.
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Proposition 13 thus creates another form of ‘generational injustice’ that is somewhat similar to the federal
government’s debt-financed mortgaging of the future and the aggregate squandering of natural resources.
Another seriously detrimental aspect of Proposition 13 was that the law included a provision requiring a twothirds majority of state legislators to approve any kind of tax increase in California, not just increases in
property taxes. This supermajority requirement has made it more difficult to govern the state. The impacts on
cities and localities have been negative. The devil being always in the details, what made sense in many respects
in 1978 has become dysfunctional and unfair for millions of Californians today. It has also contributed to the
inability of politicians in the state to sensibly deal with challenges. If conservatives have their way, demanding
tax cuts in response to almost every issue, California’s experience will become the norm for all states.
The Positive Ramifications of Educating and Empowering Women
As these mega-trends play out, politics in the U.S. has become increasingly polarized. In the past two decades, a
culture of confrontation has replaced any semblance of working together to find consensus win/win solutions to
problems. Both sides of our American partisan political divide seem excessively preoccupied with gaining power by
pandering to wealthy donors and corporations to retain their position, instead of being committed to helping the
masses and actually enacting good solutions to problems.
This undesirable aspect of intense competition has resulted in increasingly bitter partisanship and political
gridlock. It is mainly because of this partisanship that it has been so difficult to reform our costly and unfair
healthcare system, or to enact stronger regulations on banks and Wall Street financial institutions, or to
extricate ourselves from costly wars abroad. The dog-eat-dog character of our capitalist system amplifies this
trend, and makes inequities and anxieties and stresses in our society worse. Also, since the national debt is
getting too dangerously large and competition for power and influence is getting more intense between
conservatives and progressives, it is becoming harder to enact policies truly oriented toward the greater good.
But it need not be this way. One interesting idea was proposed by President Clinton’s first press secretary Dee
Dee Myers, who made a convincing case in her book Why Women Should Rule the World that positive alternatives
exist. She writes that by taking steps to educate and empower women, we would likely improve cooperation in our
societies and make our world more collaborative and peaceful. This would be one form of salubrious ecological
intelligence! Vote for women to represent you in the Senate and House!
This makes me think of Woody Allen’s film Whatever Works. The story presents a set of thought-provoking
relationships that center around Boris, an eccentric New Yorker who is cynically realistic about life. Boris is
played by Larry David, the co-creator of the TV comedy Seinfeld. Boris is philosophically cerebral, but after
meeting an attractive young woman from Mississippi who is sleeping on the street, he shares some meaningful
interactions with her that brighten his life and help him realize that each of us should seek to be less judgmental
of others and try to find greater meaning in our lives. “Whatever works!” A train of entertaining developments
takes place in the film before Boris concludes that each of us should seek whatever satisfactions and love we can
find in our personal relationships in this challenging world.
In addition to such wise sentiments, the film reinforces my conviction that there is an overarching importance for
us to find ways to ensure we leave a thoughtfully fairer legacy to our descendants.
On Economics and the Government
Economics is a field of speculation about the aggregate behavior of human beings, as reflected in markets, prices,
and the production and consumption of goods and services. It deals with issues like supply and demand, resource
allocation, employment, monetary policies, theories of value, incentives and disincentives, opportunity costs among
alternatives, and rational choices. Microeconomics examines economic behaviors of individuals and businesses,
while larger picture macroeconomics addresses aggregate issues of unemployment, inflation, and monetary and
fiscal policies.
Every nation in the world follows its own hybrid of private and public enterprise, of decentralized activities and
centralized regulation. Our goal should be to optimize this balance, and we should honestly debate where this
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balance lies. The fairest way for people in a democracy to find this balance is to objectively evaluate evidence,
listen to those on the left and those on the right and those in the center, and to judge the merits of the various
contentions, and to sort out the facts, and discount ideas that are beneficial only to narrow constituencies. The
smartest compromises for the greatest good should then be implemented. Common sense tells us that to achieve
this goal, we should reduce the domineering influence of Big Money in our decision-making processes!
A Brief History of Economics
Economists have been called “worldly philosophers” because they seek to explain the most worldly of all of
humankind’s activities -- the drive for wealth. Economists seek to understand the expression of human nature
that is reflected in markets and in the hard-fought struggle between capital and labor. The first famous
economist was Adam Smith, who in the year 1776 propounded his best-of-all-possible-worlds belief that the
mechanisms of supply and demand should naturally lead to fair prices, proper resource allocations, and progress
toward making everyone better off. He optimistically believed that an “invisible hand” guides people by means of
their natural self-interested human impulses and competitive striving. He expressed the conviction that this
guidance tends to increase profits for both entrepreneurs and investors, as well as wages for workers.
Adam Smith was right about this when private returns and social benefits are well aligned. Such an alignment is
not always the case, as when the pursuit of self-interest by bankers created a financial crisis that was
exceedingly costly to billions of people worldwide.
Most worldly philosophers after Adam Smith were less sanguine and less optimistic than he was. They recognized
the risks of rapid population growth and systemic failures and resource depletion, as well as the anti-social nature
of monopoly power, unfair competition, ruthless exploitation, rash risk-taking, and calamitous “tragedy of the
commons” outcomes. As economic thought evolved after Adam Smith, Thomas Robert Malthus pessimistically
pointed out that, in the year 1800 at a time when there were just one billion people on Earth, human beings
reproduce at such rates that human numbers would inevitable outstrip all possible means of subsistence. Fellow
economist David Ricardo saw bitter conflict between industrialists and workers and landlords, and he believed
that only the narrow interests of landowners would have dominating force.
The early decades of the Industrial Revolution were characterized by extensive social ills, brutality and
disruptive demographic upheavals. In reaction, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels wrote the Communist Manifesto in
1848, calling for workers to unite to triumph over capitalists. They predicted that capitalism would inevitably
collapse due to its shortcomings. These faults include monopoly abuses, a propensity toward the exploitation of
workers by ruthless capitalists, and disruptive and damaging boom-and-bust cycles. By the end of the 19th
century, the conglomerate power of corporations had grown to such an extent that colossal companies like
Standard Oil had to be broken up during the trust-busting Progressive Era, and many fair-minded reforms were
enacted to fix harsh working conditions, limit long working hours, end child labor abuses, mitigate injustices and
reduce opportunities for corruption.
Advances in economic understandings and governance took place as a result of the cataclysmic Depression of the
1930s. Far-reaching reforms were made to the banking system and labor laws, and a social security safety net
was created to protect workers from the calamitous effects of speculative excesses and boom-and-bust cycles
and increases in economic inequities. After World War II, many initiatives were enacted like the G.I. Bill that
helped build a stronger middle class. These programs fostered a general prosperity during the 1950s and 1960s.
By 1980, powerful interests reacted to the reforms that had limited their ability to dominate the economy and
gain most of the benefits of economic activities for themselves. Ronald Reagan launched his economic revolution,
bringing a new ideology to dominance that advocated higher military spending and regressive changes in taxation
that primarily benefitted the wealthy. His doctrines rather unfortunately involved risky banking deregulation,
union busting and large increases in deficit financing. Since then, conflicts of ideas and the strife between
powerful dominating interests and the common good have intensified. Economic disasters have taken place due to
deregulation and excessive speculation, yet it has proven extremely difficult to propitiously reform our
dysfunctional systems.
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Observations Concerning Economic Doldrums
Ben Bernanke, former Chairman of the Federal Reserve, once said that the search for root causes of the Great
Depression is an intellectual and practical challenge that is “the holy grail of macroeconomics.” Bernanke was a
scholar of the Depression and of mistakes made at the time by the Federal Reserve Bank that caused the severe
downturn to worsen. The Fed at the time raised interest rates, tightened credit and let thousands of banks fail.
In order to cope with the severe 2008-2009 financial crisis, Ben Bernanke pursued policies that were the
opposite of those used by the Federal Reserve during the Depression. The Fed reduced interest rates, flooded
credit markets with enormous amounts of money and bailed out big banks. This was a strategy that eventually
warded off the liquidity crisis, so Bernanke seems to have been the right man in the right place at the right time
to deal with the risk-laden collapse of the amped-up real estate bubble and the confidence-shattering wake of
associated credit availability problems. He was flexible and creative, and improvisational, in the actions he took
to prevent the financial crisis from developing into a full-blown economic depression.
Confidence, it turns out, is critically important to a healthy economy. When customers feel secure enough to
spend the money they earn, and lenders are willing to freely lend money, employers feel optimistic enough to hire
more workers. Financial markets, once disrupted, can enter a vicious spiral of self-fulfilling uncertainties that
can result in constricted availability of credit and intensified systemic risks that exacerbate economic downturns.
But since Ben Bernanke’s success depended on flooding the system with newly printed money, he effectively laced
the proverbial punchbowl with stimulative credit. Congress reluctantly went along, stimulating economic activity
by spending hundreds of billions of dollars, increasing budget deficits and the national debt. This bold strategy is
having negative unintended consequences, and could contribute to future economic turmoil. It will be a risky highwire act to remove this debt-financed stimulus before the financial party gets out of control once again. Alan
Greenspan failed to do this years ago, when his policies encouraged the inflation of the real estate bubble, and he
did not take steps to prevent the bubble from getting too big. So it will be a serious test of the Federal
Reserve’s effectiveness to manage better in the coming years, as discussed in detail below.
We have sown the seeds of the next crisis with all this unprecedented borrowing and spending. I strongly believe
the Fed should take a more courageous position on the inadvisability of enormous amounts of deficit spending and
large increases in the national debt. Unprecedented government stimulus spending and borrowing were the very
remedies used by the federal government to prevent a worse recession, so such tactics will no longer be tenable
if the next crisis is caused by too much debt and too much money in circulation.
The reason that shortsighted expediencies are likely to be the cause of the next economic crisis is that China,
Japan and other nations that help finance our deficits by buying Treasury securities may eventually be forced to
realize that the U.S. is unable to rein in its undisciplined finances. If they stop buying these securities, then
interest rates would be driven up dramatically, causing an economic emergency. This disaster could be avoided if
we were to demonstrate an ability to more responsibly control government spending and enact more progressive
taxation plans to reduce on-going deficits. Our political representatives, however, seem committed to win/lose
gamesmanship, which tends to make fair compromises less likely. Change must come!
Do Deficits Matter?
John Talbott, author of Obamanomics: How Bottom-Up Economic Prosperity Will Replace Trickle-Down Economics,
wrote that the U.S. is hamstrung by its reckless reliance on the expansion of debt by individuals, corporations
and government. It is foolish to borrow so much money to finance rates of consumption that are not sustainable.
Talbott argued that since the federal government must print more and more money to finance its deficit spending
ways, this inflation of our currency is “the only way to deflate the value of debts on everyone’s balance sheets at
the same time.” This strategy is risky because inflation has the damaging effect of undermining real economic
growth and true prosperity. The U.S. has been irresponsible to base its economic well-being on shaky foundations
like stimulated consumerism financed by inflationary monetary policies and ever-greater levels of borrowing.
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We have backed ourselves into a desperate corner. Addicted to bubble economics, we have gambled on getting
the real estate and equities bubbles inflating once again. This is essentially a way of doubling down on our bad
past gambles --- a generally risky and unwise course of action.
Strategies that create boom-and-bust cycles lead to economic recoveries after recessions, and to big corporate
profits before the next down cycle. If we were to use this crisis to honestly address the problems that underlie
our short-term oriented plans, it would be smarter. Our economy should be restructured to bring into better
balance the gains from productivity and the rewards of work efforts. This would help ensure financial stability
rather than causing periodic short-term-oriented booms and ruinous busts.
Deregulation of financial markets may provide high rates of return in the short run, but it helps create economic
bubbles that inevitably burst and create severe economic instability. The housing bubble was inflated by many
means, for instance, and it may have been ‘great’ while it lasted, because sure enough it provided huge amounts of
borrowing against increases in home equity. This stimulated consumer spending and facilitated highly-leveraged
investing, but it was a risk-filled course of action that resulted in devastating impacts on many homeowners.
Stimulating the real estate bubble had the collateral effect of making housing less affordable for millions of
people, and it eventually caused the international economy to be destabilized, with extremely harmful
consequences. Many countries are still reeling in the aftermath.
High levels of deficit spending guarantee higher inflation in the long run, and this has the insidious effect of
eroding the purchasing power of people’s savings, and acts as a hidden tax on everyone in the future. This is why
$100 in 2021 is worth the equivalent of less than $27 in 1980 dollars. The value of our currency has been
deflated by this national policy, as set by the Federal Reserve in a tacit collaboration with our political
representatives. Inflation is regressive, like a flat tax, so it disproportionately affects the least prosperous
people. Inflation thus acts as an insidious force that is the opposite of fairer ideas like balanced budgets
financed by more steeply graduated tax rates.
Deficit spending and increases in the national debt have the effect of creating wealth for people today by
borrowing money from people in the future. This expediency, together with inflationary monetary policies,
results in shortsighted and unfair outcomes, eventually stoking inflation and disproportionately affecting poor
people and those in the middle class. It also benefits capitalists and financiers at the expense of workers, whose
wages are the last thing to increase during cyclical periods of high unemployment and inflation.
Our representatives would be forced to be more honest in making difficult spending decisions if we responsibly
moved toward requiring a more nearly balanced federal budget. They would need to decide what real trade-offs
to make in our messy and poorly prioritized budget process. We avoid making these hard choices by allowing the
expediency of ever-growing deficits and national debt, but we should not make the mistake of thinking that in the
long run this will be less costly than more responsible fiscal decisions.
If American citizens more clearly understood correlations between levels of deficit spending and the long-term
average rate of inflation, they would likely be rather more supportive of mechanisms that mandate lower deficits.
Reining in deficit spending will entail hard decisions about spending and revenue-raising, and create challenging
determinations of how to prioritize national spending. Fiscal responsibility and respect for the rights of people in
the future make it necessary that we stop using the short-term expediency of deficit spending all the time.
Several Some years ago, a national newspaper presented opposing perspectives concerning the question of the
risks of a rapidly growing national debt. Respectable economist James Galbraith argued that deficit spending is
not anything to worry about. In fact, he contended that the fear of deficits itself poses a greater danger. An
opposing point of view was proposed by Lawrence Grossman, a financial planner who claimed that the U.S. is a
“negative-amortization nation”. By this, he referred to a fact that we are adding liabilities for government
obligations and interest expense to the principal of our national debt every year. “We as a country are heading
for a fiscal train wreck”, he asserted. Rapid increases in the national debt in recent years are risky, he noted,
pointing out that the real national debt is much bigger than the official national debt because of obligations like
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Treasury bonds and huge underfunded commitments by the government to provide benefits like Medicare and
Medicaid far into the future.
My intuition tells me there is truth in both points of view, but that the latter one is more valid as a cornerstone
of necessary precautionary action. Tax cuts financed by money borrowed from people in the future are surely a
form of inter-generational exploitation that is outrageously unwise and distinctly unfair to our descendants.
Perspectives of John Maynard Keynes
We have been irresponsibly avoiding making sensible decisions about the trade-offs involved in budgetary
decisions, but we should begin to use deficit spending only in the way that the British economist John Maynard
Keynes originally recommended: as a needed stimulus during economic contractions to mitigate the economic and
social harm of recessions, and NOT as an acceptable policy each and every year even during economic expansions.
By allowing our representatives from both political parties to indulge in the expediency of deficit spending ALL
THE TIME, we are choosing the insidious and regressive, but very real costs, of eventual higher rates of
inflation, and/or of a severe debt crisis.
John Maynard Keynes’ most influential work, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money was
published in 1936, during the Depression. In it, Keynes argued "recessions don't fix themselves", so to correct
the severe problems caused by downturns, a proactive effort by governments is needed to stimulate the economy.
This book helped establish Keynes as “the father of macroeconomics”, and his ideas still guide fiscal policymakers
worldwide to stabilize economies and to keep economic growth from being too fast or too slow.
Keynes essentially suggested that, when the economy is growing quickly, governments ought to raise taxes and
decrease spending in order to rein in inflation. When the economy falls into a recession, he recommended that
governments lower taxes and increase spending to kick-start economic activities. This concept of balanced
growth, if followed, would likely have softened the blow of the Depression of the 1930s. Such forms of
government intervention continue to work reasonably well today; the Fed still raises and lowers interest rates to
balance growth and to moderate the rate of inflation.
Keynes was a participant in the conference that led to the creation of the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund. These two institutions helped shape and stabilize the post-World War II global economy. Keynes
poked fun at conservative bankers in A Tract on Monetary Reform by saying that bankers strived “to shift public
discussion of financial topics off the logical onto an alleged moral plane, which means a realm of thought where
vested interests can be triumphant over the common good without further debate.” Gee, this version of history
seems to be repeating itself these days!
A challenge to Keynes’ theories came during years of stagflation that followed oil price shocks in 1973 and 1979.
Keynesian theory had no appropriate policy responses to the oil supply shocks and the high rate of inflation during
the 1970s. The economist Milton Friedman argued that high rates of inflation were caused by rapid increases in
the money supply. One key to good stable policy is thus to reasonably and responsibly control the money supply.
The nature of our system, perversely, is that our representatives fight tooth and nail over which domestic
priorities to spend money on, always cushioned by the expediency of deficit financing. Our current national
priorities, being unduly determined by corporate interests, are not generally consonant with the best interests of
the majority of Americans. Additionally, we never seem to consider the financial costs of the military and wars,
which we commit to without adequate regard for how the costs will eventually be financed, and by whom.
Keynes is notorious for having observed, “In the long run, we are all dead.” Sure, John Maynard, but we will have
descendants, and we cannot neglect their interests in our excessive willingness to allow narrowly selfish
constituencies to gain unfair and unaffordable advantages!
Cultivating a Better Understanding of the Federal Reserve
A big picture evaluation of mega-trends and overarching considerations is needed to assess the global economy
and our addictions to growth in consumption and an increasing money supply and an ever-larger human population.
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We need to clearly comprehend the aggregate risks associated with these strategies. We need to see where
we’ve been and what has happened with initiatives that eliminated common sense rules governing banks and other
corporations. We need to understand how economic bubbles have been inflated and why they have collapsed. We
also need a more accurate crystal ball and greater courage in the face of the astonishing force of inertia and the
power of vested interest groups in dominating the rigged status quo.
We should think like firefighters in a burning building, and we should simultaneously think like the fire chief who
is responsible for mitigating the risks posed by conflagrations to come. Better yet, we should think like leaders
with responsibilities for bigger picture plans like fire safety codes, zoning restrictions, and the environmental
impacts of real estate developments.
The “Lords of Finance” were the most influential bankers of the United States, Britain, France and Germany
during the period from just before World War I through the Roaring Twenties and the Great Depression. Their
names -- Benjamin Strong, Montagu Norman, Emile Moreau and Hjalmar Schacht -- are practically unknown today,
but these men had enormous power during some of the most turbulent times in the history of the world. The
Panic of 1907 had made it clear that some sort of central banking institution was needed in the U.S. to deal with
the systemic risks that capitalist economies faced when credit crises periodically occurred and economic bubbles
burst and depositors made panicky runs to take their money out of banks.
Congress created the Federal Reserve System in 1913 in response to the need made clear by such economic
crises. Just before the outbreak of war in Europe, the economies of the world were still anchored to fixed
exchange rates and currencies backed by gold. The enormous costs of the First World War were financed by
debt and rampant printing of money by all the warring nations. This led to crippled international finances and
high inflation rates.
After the First World War, Germany was saddled with enormous “reparations” obligations, so it continued to
print huge amounts of money. The German currency -- the Deutsche Mark -- had had an exchange rate of 4.2 to
the dollar in 1914, and it depreciated to 4.2 trillion to the dollar by 1923. This hyperinflation destabilized and
practically destroyed the German economy, so it is a cautionary tale that should motivate responsible central
bankers to remain mindful of the risks of printing too much money.
The four main responsibilities of the Federal Reserve are: (1) to conduct monetary policy in a way that leads to
stable prices and maximum employment; (2) to maintain the safety and soundness of financial institutions; (3) to
limit systemic risk in financial markets; and (4) to protect consumers against deceptive and unfair financial
practices and products. Some say that by any sober assessment, the Fed has not been successful enough in
ensuring the stability of the financial system, or keeping economic bubbles from growing too large, or creating
maximum employment, or protecting taxpayers from bailout costs or consumers from predatory banks.
The emphasis by central bankers on the growth of the money supply at the maximum rate that can be sustained
without causing too rapid a rate of inflation actually serves to increase the potential for systemic crises. A
vigorous action of central bankers whenever deflationary pressures develop also creates systemic risks. We
should honestly strive to better understand the trade-off between inflation and unemployment, and who the
winners and losers are in Fed monetary policies.
Economic uncertainties are beyond full comprehension, and the Fed may actually be doing a generally good job of
managing capitalism within the constraints of our political system. But the system itself has deep underpinnings
of folly and unfairness. The Fed’s sophisticated role in managing our economy by manipulating the money supply
and interest rates can be seen as an official means of slowly expanding the money supply and causing an insidious
inflation that diminishes the value of savings. Not only does this act as a “hidden tax” on money saved, but it
could also cause destabilizing volatility in the value of the dollar relative to other currencies, with far-reaching
ramifications and many less than desirable consequences.
In 2009, Congressman Ron Paul of Texas wrote in The Revolution – A Manifesto that when the Fed prints up more
money, the increase in the total supply of money diminishes the value of all money already in the system, with the
effect of redistributing wealth from poor people and those in the middle class to those who are politically well-
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connected. This occurs because of the “distribution effects” of inflationary processes, in which big banks and
insiders are enriched at the expense of all others. As prices increase, wages are the last thing to go up in
response to inflationary monetary policies, so workers pay more for things long before their earnings increase.
Inflation thus disproportionately hurts workers, as well as those who live on fixed incomes.
Two hundred years ago, the founder of the House of Rothschild made the following observation: “Let me issue
and control a nation’s money and I care not who writes the laws.” The Federal Reserve controls the money supply,
so it is crucial we understand its role. We should make sure that the Fed is effective in ensuring the common
good -- and not just the best interests of bankers, privileged people, and self-serving constituencies.
To improve our understanding of just how our system has been rigged by financial elites and politicians, I highly
recommend watching Charles Ferguson’s documentary film, Inside Job. Think about the situation of Brooksley
Born, the head of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission in 1997. She recommended regulatory oversight
for complex financial derivatives like mortgage-backed securities and credit default swaps. For her courageous
advice, Ms. Born suffered rude and harsh criticism from financial decision-makers and insiders like Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin and Fed Chief Alan Greenspan. The risk-laden upshot was that these types of financial
instruments were poorly regulated, and this failure was a causative factor in the extremely costly global economic
meltdown of 2008-2009. This outcome confirms that the crisis should truly be regarded as an inside job!
Bizarrely, no changes have yet been made to control these “financial instruments of mass destruction.”
A report issued in early 2011 by the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission concluded: “The enactment of legislation
in 2000 to ban the regulation by both the federal and state governments of over-the-counter derivatives was a
key turning point in the march toward the financial crisis.” Deregulatory dogmas, in other words, helped spark
risky speculation and inadequately limited leverage. An accompanying lack of good transparency increased
systemic risks. Requirements for collateral on loans were inadequate, and so were requirements for bank capital.
Four years after the depths of the financial crisis, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission Report stated: “the
U.S. financial sector is now more concentrated than ever in the hands of a few large, systemically significant
institutions.” The risks inherent in this state of affairs are numerous.
Filmmaker Charles Ferguson says that before making Inside Job, he had “grossly underestimated the level of
extraordinarily unethical and even fraudulent behavior that had occurred on such a large scale.” Our prisons are
full of people who commit small crimes, but it seems that those who think big and rip off the nation for enormous
sums of money are rarely held accountable. Here is another reason people with lots of money should be required
to pony up more of their high-end gains in taxes, if only to finance the obscene costs of incarcerating so many
people in prisons!
Audit the Fed!
Central bank monetary policies can cause misallocations of resources and distorted investment decisions. The
motives of private bankers and the Fed in getting the federal government to pursue the policies they do should
be better understood. Representative Barney Frank of Massachusetts and Congressman Ron Paul once sensibly
called for an audit of Federal Reserve policies to determine the actual role of the Fed in the destabilizing Wall
Street schemes of the last two decades. One can just imagine how politicized such an audit could become. But it
would be foolish to suppose that a high-level evaluation of Fed actions by a group of prominent economists of all
stripes would not be a good idea for better planning, today and in light of the potential for future economic
crises. A detailed consideration of the impacts of Fed actions could provide clarity so that we would better
understand the ways that private bankers provide benefits to elite segments of society at the expense of all
others in our capitalist economic system.
Such a blue-ribbon commission could make some valuable recommendations. Maybe they would suggest that we
pay more attention to fundamentals and simplify our laws and remove some of the favors and subsidies and
complexities and dysfunctionality in our economic system. As Thomas Paine expressed in Common Sense, “the
more simple any thing is, the less liable it is to be disordered, and the easier repaired when disordered.”
Does the Fed Contribute, by Design, to Booms and Inevitable Busts?
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Federal Reserve policies are an art, not a hard science. The Fed is supposedly independent from the federal
government, and yet it serves the interests of the establishment, not necessarily the interests of the common
good. The Federal Reserve is a prime enabler, for instance, of the overarching schemes of deficit spending and
inflationary growth of the money supply and economic bubbles.
The Fed unquestionably operates within a complex constellation of competing objectives and powerful economic,
social and political forces. Federal Reserve officials make an arcane cost-benefit calculus in their decisions of
how to use monetary policies to affect interest rates, inflation, employment, the money supply, the ups and downs
of economic activity, behaviors of consumers and investors and bankers, and the stability of prices and the
financial system itself.
According to Friedrich August von Hayek, the 1974 Nobel Prize winner in economics, manipulations of interest
rates and the money supply by the Federal Reserve “cause havoc throughout the economy, and set the stage for
an inevitable bust.” It appears that the policies of the Fed are boom and bust by design, whether or not the
decision-makers admit this. The Fed strives to avoid deflation at all costs, and to maintain a moderate rate of
inflation that tends to benefit the rich, because the wealthy can exploit heightened opportunities for profitmaking during good times and, if they are smart, they can also find ways of protecting themselves and doing well
on the downside and rebound. Policies that contribute to economic busts create periods of high unemployment, so
they directly victimize middle class workers and poorer Americans.
The boom-and-bust nature of our economic system is directly related to the monetary policies of the Federal
Reserve. Inflationary increases in the money supply cause inequities and misallocations in the economy and an
artificial prosperity in the short term. When these activities eventually drive up interest rates, the higher rates
have the effect of crowding out sensible investments and giving greater impetus to recessionary forces.
The Fed rapidly increased the money supply during the 2008-2009 recession. This guarantees that the economy
will be whiplashed when the extremely low interest rates have had their stimulative effect of encouraging people
to once again make unwise spending decisions and unsound speculative investments. The short-term false
prosperity that is generated has the unfortunate adverse effect of assuring future dislocations. Far from
contributing to sustainable growth and wise investments, this aspect of casino capitalist systems is destabilizing,
so it is not an acceptable strategy for long-term well-being.
By holding interest rates at extremely low levels, the Fed is effectively discouraging savings and penalizing frugal
people. It encourages wasteful spending and rash risk-taking, and creates the beginning of another series of
misallocations of capital. It encourages market participants to take bigger risks than they would otherwise, so
people make bigger speculative gambles and often wrong-headed investments.
“Spending trillions of dollars trying to fix Wall Street is a fool’s errand. Our hope lies not with the Wall
Street phantom-wealth machine, but rather with the real-world economy of Main Street, where people engage
in the production and exchange of real goods and services to meet the real needs of their children, families,
and communities, and where they have a natural interest in maintaining the health and vitality of their natural
environment.”
--- David C. Korten, Agenda for a New Economy
Insightful journalist John Cassidy makes a similar argument in the well-considered ideas he presents in How
Markets Fail – The Logic of Economic Calamities. He analyzes all the ideological arguments of ‘Utopian Economics’
in Part One of this book, and then in Part Two he examines the provocative ideas of ‘Reality-Based Economics’. It
would be a better world if all members of Congress and think tanks were to read this book and take it to heart by
heeding the ideas and recommendations it sets forth.
Financial markets can be seen throughout history to be prone to the creation of asset bubbles, so regulators like
the Fed, Treasury Department and Securities and Exchange Commission should be given more responsibility for
seeing that economic bubbles do not grow too large in the future. Speculative bubbles can be controlled by
tightening the money supply and maintaining sensible margin and minimum capital requirements for speculators.
The amount of leverage and risk that market participants can employ should be more sensibly limited. Smart and
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reasonable new regulations and government oversight should be implemented, especially of the tens of trillions of
dollars of arcane unregulated derivatives like mortgage-backed securities and credit default swaps. At the same
time, unduly excessive regulations and bureaucratic red tape should be eliminated.
The Wisdom, or Folly, of Central Planning
Centrally-planned economies were proven to be much less effective than capitalist economies during the intense
competition of the Cold War. It is thus deeply ironic that we have allowed our monetary system, which is the
very heart of our economy, to be centrally planned by a group of bankers at the Federal Reserve who game the
system to give favoritism to bankers and insiders, and unfair treatment to everyone else.
Former Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan made the observation in The Age of Turbulence that centrally-planned
economies have been proven to be failures. But this casts a curious suspicion on the wisdom of having the money
supply and interest rates planned and controlled by a central bank. The Fed is a centrally-planned regulatory
institution in a jerry-rigged market economic system, and it has ironically been antagonistic in the past decade to
sensible regulation of banks and Wall Street and financial derivatives. The regulatory agency opposed regulation!
The Fed seems to oppose any form of central planning -- other than its own. Even market fundamentalist Milton
Friedman was in favor of abolishing the Federal Reserve System, so more thought should be given to the role of
the Fed in our economy.
The ruthless competition between nations with free market economies and nations with centrally-planned
economies during the Cold War gave proof through the fight that a relatively free market is better at motivating
people to be productive than one planned by government bureaucrats. Free market forces allocate resources in a
more responsive way than in totalitarian economies because they respect the aggregate forces of supply and
demand. They also are much better at creating wealth. For exactly the same reasons, it would seem that the
control of interest rates and the money supply by a central bank is less desirable than letting market forces
determine rates through supply and demand mechanisms. It also seems probable that a stable money supply
would be fairer in the long run than huge infusions during a crisis and periodic reflexive retrenchments.
The Fed should act with a greater overarching commitment to fostering sustainable economic growth, price
stability, fair competition, and the safety and integrity of the banking system. Some say the Fed does a good job
at this, and that it is an unbiased and honest institution that is full of rectitude and propriety. Others have a
much more critical view of the Fed, and say that its policies are designed to help the wealthy, and that it gives
inadequate concern to poor people, workers, the middle class and people in future generations. The Fed definitely
seems to work to perpetuate the status quo of a banking system that is dominated by big banks, which tend to
treat small borrowers unfairly in the pursuit of ever-bigger profits.
The Goldilocks Syndrome and the Chairmen of the Federal Reserve
Investors hang on every word of the Fed chief, who is regarded as one of the most powerful people in the world.
Bob Woodward called Alan Greenspan ‘Maestro’ in his biography in the year 2000. When the economic bubble was
perking along just right, and banking deregulation and leveraging and risk-taking had not yet wreaked havoc on the
economy, it seemed like Greenspan was a genius.
Investors have a love/hate relationship with the Goldilocks gurus of the Federal Reserve. As these supposed
sages slowly inflate the money supply and manipulate interest rates, and print up money to finance the growth of
the national debt, investments in equities seem to benefit from rising prices in the short term, and from the
economic bubbles that this strategy facilitates. This causes investors to feel confident that they can trust the
Fed not to inflate the money supply too rapidly -- to do it “just right” -- and to staunchly prevent markets from
ever actually undergoing any deflation.
Not only was Alan Greenspan regarded as the inscrutably wily apostle of economic brilliance and integrity during
his tenure as Fed chief, but Wall Street investors lionized Greenspan, and latched onto his every pronouncement
with awe and belief. They loved his steady leadership because they had figured out how to profit from just the
right amount of inflation in the money supply. But then the eventual bursting of the hyped-up housing bubble
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revealed that his leadership and deregulatory enthusiasm had been contributory factors in rash risk-taking and
the excessive growth in this bubble. In clear-eyed retrospect, people aome to regard Greenspan’s policy-making
as less smart or salubrious.
“Almost 3 years after stepping down as chairman of the Federal Reserve, a humbled Mr. Greenspan admitted that
he had put too much faith in the self-correcting power of free markets and had failed to anticipate the selfdestructive power of wanton mortgage lending.” He told the House Committee on Oversight and Government
Reform, “Those of us who have looked to the self-interest of lending institutions to protect shareholders’ equity,
myself included, are in a state of shocked disbelief.”
Systemic risks introduced in the course of business-as-usual turn out to be occasionally too risky to justify
allowing the status quo to remain unchanged. Many people’s lives were seriously disrupted by the economic
hardships, stock market decline, home foreclosures, high rates of joblessness and overly tight credit markets and
deepening social stresses that resulted from the bursting of the housing bubble in 2008. The brunt of these
adversities was borne by workers who saw their wages stagnate, and people who lost their jobs or their homes.
These same people were then affected most adversely by cuts in outlays for social programs.
When the boom turned to a bust, the system was shown once again to have been constructed so that profits are
privatized while risks of bailing out the system are socialized. In other words, when the costs are shouldered by
taxpayers and people in the future who are saddled with the debt engendered by government largesse and
emergency bailouts. This is a negative outcome for most Americans.
Ben Bernanke, Greenspan’s successor as Fed Chairman, was named the “Person of the Year” for 2009 by Time
Magazine. His leadership of the Fed helped avert a potentially much worse global financial fiasco when the real
estate bubble burst and the severe credit crisis ensued. Bernanke seemed to be committed to doing the right
thing, and I found his words to be cogently compelling when he said: “I want to be very, very clear: too big to fail
is one of the biggest problems we face in this country, and we must take action to eliminate too big too fail.”
Eliminate too big to fail? When, and how, will this be done? Our representatives appear to be much too weakwilled to make this happen. Janet Yellen, the hope-inspiring Fed chief who followed Bernanke, did not speak
forcefully on this issue, indicating that policy makers “remain watchful for areas in need of further action.”
Instead of trust busting, the big trend today is the opposite: mergers and acquisitions. The severe financial
crisis of 2008 made it clear that we should prevent firms from conglomerating to the point that they are too big
to fail. In 2009, while ordinary workers on Main Street struggled in the worst economic downturn since the
Depression of the 1930s, employees of financial firms on Wall Street had their most profitable year ever. The
insider investment firm Goldman Sachs had the best year in its 142-year history, and it paid its employees an
average of nearly $600,000 each. The top 25 hedge-fund managers raked in about $900 million each -- and they
obscenely paid extremely low 15% capital gains rates on these ill-begotten windfall profits.
Here is another very good reason that our system of taxation should be reformed and made more steeply
graduated, and that the outsized beneficiaries of our economy be required to contribute a bigger share of their
incomes to the enormous needs of running our civilization. The Glass-Steagall Act should be reinstated to once
again safely separate investment and depository banking, and to help prevent conflicts of interest that encourage
too much risk-taking. Banks and other corporations should be adequately regulated, and financial derivatives
should be subjected to oversight and sensible rules to ensure the greater public good. Our winner-take-all
political system should be restructured to benefit the middle class rather than giving the rich the lion’s share of
the wealth generated in our economy.
How can we bring back the spirit of Republican Theodore Roosevelt and the trust-busters of the Progressive Era
to achieve these goals? The Republican Party today, in particular, seems to be too corrupt to even imagine taking
a step in this direction.
Egregious Instances of Corporate Abuses of Power
The Sherman Antitrust Act was passed in 1890 to deal with the unfair competition that had come to prevail in
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monopolistic industries like railroads, big oil and big tobacco. The status quo had gotten so bad, back then, that
workers and ‘muckraking’ writers and Progressive Era politicians managed to motivate President Theodore
Roosevelt and then President William Howard Taft to use the Sherman Anti-Trust Act to break up more than 130
business conglomerates like Standard Oil and the Northern Securities Company, a railroad conglomerate. Big
corporate trusts like Standard Oil became the target of antitrust lawsuits not just because they crushed
competitors and raised consumer prices but also because they corrupted politics and exploited their employees.
Corporate lawyers and sycophantic politicians since then have made it harder to prevent business conglomerates
from growing in size and power. This has allowed corporate influence to dominate our economy, and economies
around the globe. Our entire market system has come to resemble one big ‘casino capitalist’ enterprise that
violates the principles of fair competition. This system creates extensive harm and wrong-headed priorities in
most of the laws enacted either by Congress or by legislative bodies in the states. Our government may be “the
best government that money can buy”, as Mark Twain satirically observed, but government entities as a
consequence often betray the public’s trust. The system itself must be extensively reformed!
One of the most egregious exemptions from anti-trust law today is one related to health insurance companies.
The McCarran-Ferguson Act of 1945 exempted these companies from federal antitrust regulations that apply to
nearly every other industry. Such rules had originally been designed to protect consumers from anti-competitive
business practices. The suspension of these rules has led to a dramatic consolidation in that industry, allowing
health insurance issuers to engage in price fixing, excessive profiteering, bid rigging and other monopoly
practices. The associated lack of competition is disadvantageous to the majority of Americans. Partially as a
result, the costs of health insurance have increased far faster than the general rate of inflation for every year
in the past 20 years. This makes the lives of millions of people more challenging than necessary!
The anti-trust exemption for health insurance companies has allowed near monopolies to develop in many regional
markets. One or two companies control 75% to 95% of the market in many states. This dominance leads to
inadequate price competition and other negative outcomes.
Senator Patrick Leahy of Vermont introduced a bill in 2009 called the Health Insurance Industry Antitrust
Enforcement Act. This law, if enacted, would have repealed the antitrust exemption for health insurance
companies and fostered more competition. President Obama stated that it was time to repeal the McCarranFerguson Act, and hearings were held in the Senate Judiciary Committee in October 2009. Since then, however,
the health insurance industry succeeded in using its powerful influence to the detriment of the American people
to preclude such a sensible plan from being enacted, just as it has managed to torpedo a competition-fostering
public option for health insurance. It has also worked assiduously to subvert any really fair-minded reforms of
our unfair healthcare system. Smart single-payer universal healthcare? Not a chance!
Since the rate of inflation in health insurance premiums has far exceeded price increases in almost anything else,
it has contributed to the outrageous increase in profits at the largest publicly-traded health insurance companies
in the U.S. The profits of these companies, for instance, increased more than 400% from 2000 to 2007. The
CEOs of these companies each routinely make more than $10 million per year, and the bureaucratic red tape for
patients is absurdly costly. Treatment of persons with “pre-existing conditions” is likewise immorally onerous.
The health insurance industry has prevented reform of its practices for too long. This has cost Americans
hundreds of billions of dollars and contributed to the deaths of tens of thousands of people every year who can’t
afford health insurance. The costs of healthcare increased so much that they accounted for about 18% of all
economic activity in the U.S. each year -- before the pandemic. This system cries out for reform! Unfortunately,
our corporate-dominated system prevents smart reforms from being enacted that would be in the best interests
of the people.
The 2010 “Lie of the Year” award was given by PolitiFact to the Republican refrain that the health care bill
enacted by Congress (the Affordable Care Act) was a “government takeover of health care.” PolitiFact stated
that “it is inaccurate to call the plan a government takeover because it relies largely on the existing system of
health coverage by employers.” Not only is the plan NOT a government takeover of health care, but the new bill
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gave the profit-obsessed, red-tape-propagating insurance companies a central continuing role in health care by
denying people the choice of a public insurance option. Power once again triumphed over common sense!
The 2009 PolitiFact “Lie of the Year” concerned the ridiculous idea that there would be “death panels in
Obamacare”. Actually, if any entity wanted to create real death panels, it would not be the government, which
gives extra weight to the needs of old people who vote. The primary people really interested in denying critical
care to people who cannot afford it are those who are apologists for profiteering corporations.
Why is it that people’s health has been the subject of more dishonesty than all other issues in our nation? Read
all about the billionaire Koch brothers’ fierce self-serving opposition to healthcare reform in Common Sense vs.
Political Realities: An Anatomy of Dysfunctionality. Astonishingly, and thanks again to political operatives and
greedy billionaires like Charles Koch, the “pants on fire” PolitiFact Lie of the Year in 2014 was the evidencedenying assertion that human-exacerbated climate change is a hoax. Our children, and theirs, will see terrible
consequences of this treacherous denial of how human activities are altering biotic conditions on Earth.
The Truth about Big Lies
It's not mere extremism that makes folks at the fringes so troubling; it's extremism wedded to false beliefs.
Humans have long been dupes, easily gulled by rumors and flat-out lies.”
--- Jeffrey Kluger
Politicians are not the only ones involved in wily deceptions. The airwaves are dominated by often argumentative
and rude talking heads like commentators on Fox News, and right-leaning pundits on talk radio. Mark Twain had a
humorous perspective on deceptions and obfuscation. He slyly wrote in THE PUDD’NHEAD MAXIMS (Following
the Equator, 1897): “The principal difference between a cat and a lie is that the cat has only nine lives.”
The documentary film The Brainwashing of My Dad explores the media scam involving right-wing ideologues and
Fox News. The film tells the personal story of filmmaker Jen Senko, who had watched her father, a veteran of
World War II and Kennedy Democrat, become transformed into a Fox News fanatic. "Suddenly and inexplicably,
her dad began to take issue against people of color, homosexuals, women, minorities, Democrats and the poor.
Sound familiar? Millions have experienced watching such a change in their friends and family."
The film also contains points of view from a plethora of people like Noam Chomsky and Thom Hartmann, revealing
how conservative media outlets have a markedly negative effect on our country, and how it originally started, and
the inside “conservative” media tools they use to influence and control the national discourse. Right-wing talk
radio is known to attract older Republicans who are angry and stubborn in their ways and beliefs, but one might
wonder what causes some Americans who have not been particularly political, or who felt drawn to fair-minded
democratic sensibilities in their younger years, to become obsessed with reactionary conservatism on talk shows
and far-right authoritarian propaganda in their twilight years.
The fact-checking organization PolitiFact analyzes political claims to separate rhetoric from truth. They do so to
enlighten voters and the general public. While both the 2009 and 2010 “Lie of the Year” concerned healthcare
reform efforts, there are far bigger deceptions than “death panels” and the “government takeover of health
care.” There are even Bigger Lies that distort our worldviews.
Think about this. The “Big Lie” is a term first coined by Adolf Hitler in his 1925 autobiography Mein Kampf. This
term was made famous by Josef Goebbels, the propaganda minister for the German Third Reich. The idea was
simple enough: if you tell a ‘big lie’ often enough, most people will come to accept it, as if it were the truth.
During World War II, the United States Office of Strategic Services (the predecessor of the CIA), described
how the Germans used the Big Lie: “Their primary rules were: never admit a fault or wrong …; never leave room
for alternatives …; never accept blame; concentrate on one enemy at a time, and blame him for everything that
goes wrong; people will believe a big lie sooner than a little one; and if you repeat it frequently enough people will
sooner or later believe it."
The following is a summary of the most significant Big Lie deceptions in our world today.
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Big Lie Number One. Economic goals and environmental protection goals are not compatible. The truth of the
matter is that economic prosperity in the long run is entirely dependent on healthy ecosystems and undisrupted
ecosystem services.
Big Lie Number Two. Some say that the “war on terror” is the most pernicious modern example of the Big Lie
phenomenon. The war on terror has been sold as an undertaking designed to make us safer. Yet in truth this can
be seen, in the larger context, to be a gambit to gain a global hegemony that is not unlike that of Adolf Hitler
when he invaded a succession of countries. The so-called war on terror has created a more dangerous world. Our
national actions since September 11, 2001 have been misguiding, and preemptive wars have been illegal under the
Nuremberg Principles and other international laws. The multi-trillion dollar cost of this broad war, and the
extensive casualties that have been incurred, far exceed the actual threat of terrorism. And the added debt
associated with this rash, endless Orwellian war constitutes a significant threat to global well-being. Resources
and money could have been used in much better ways to make the world fairer and more secure.
Big Lie Number Three. The economic health and the well-being of our country can best be achieved by reducing
taxes on wealthy people so that benefits will trickle down to everyone else, and by using our military forces
aggressively to protect U.S. business interests. The opposite is true, in actuality.
Big Lie Number Four. Donald Trump’s false claims that the 2020 election involved widespread fraud, and that he
actually won despite getting 7 million fewer votes, is a big lie with consequences that threaten our democracy.
Big Lie Number Five. Chief Justice John Roberts claims the Supreme Court “is apolitical”. This is demonstrably
untrue. Mitch McConnell and Senate Republicans diabolically and corruptly stacked federal district courts and
the Supreme Court with Republican partisans who have made it easier for Big Money to corrupt our democracy,
deprive the majority of fair representation, give excessive power to large corporations and rich people to the
detriment of all others, and broadly “comfort the comfortable while afflicting the afflicted”. It is a
preposterous Big Lie to pretend that either the delegates to the Constitutional Convention in 1789 or our
representatives who ratified the 14th Amendment in 1868 intended this outcome. The "conservatives" on the
Supreme Court, in chorus, may mouth the words, "Not true!”, but their corporate biases are so transparent as to
be seriously laughable. Most unfortunately, it is not in the least bit funny that the illegitimate and irresponsible
corruption of our democratic republic by a small minority of apologists for the rich and powerful has so inimically
affected the well-being of so many. We Americans do not just want to eat our cake and have it, too; we want
real positive change, and greater social and environmental justice, and we want it NOW!
Big Lie Number Six. The Social Security program is an entitlement program. In fact, it is NOT an entitlement
program. Social Security is actually a retirement income insurance system that workers pay into over their
working lives. In treating the program as a kind of entitlement plan, every person that pays this insurance
receives money back from current workers after they retire. This insurance plan should be better financed
through progressive reforms like increasing the maximum taxable earnings on which Social Security taxes are
assessed. And benefits should be paid on a graduated basis to those who need it during retirement, not to every
person no matter how much money they have. A good proposal to provide a means of making the Social Security
system indefinitely sustainable is made in Radically Simple Ways to Make America Fairer, and to Fix Both Social
Security and Health Care So We Can Move On to Address Much Bigger Issues.
“When in doubt, tell the truth.”
--- Mark Twain
It is disturbing that our political leaders often resort so often to lies … or perhaps it is merely equivocation and
tergiversation and prevarication? Mitt Romney, campaigning in 2002 to become the Governor of Massachusetts,
stated: “I’m not a partisan Republican. I’m someone who is moderate, and … my views are progressive.” Was that
the truth, or was it a falsehood?
Then in February 2012, the same Mitt Romney, campaigning for the Republican nomination to run against
President Obama, told right-wing activists that he had been a “severely conservative” governor of Massachusetts.
People can actually review his record and see that both of these characterizations are distortions of the truth.
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What seems most clear is that he has flip-flopped more than almost any other politician in American history, like
some rusty weathervane, creakily adjusting his positions to the direction of the wind, but doing so with a
dissembling, self-serving, coldly calculating, cluelessly unempathetic, hypocritical, contradictory and dishonest
attitude that willingly undermines women’s rights and gives special privileges to wealthy people in a rich-man’s
cult-like ideology that seems excessively cold-hearted. After having been elected as U.S. Senator from Utah in
November 2018, he then adopted a few more principled stands, which created firestorm blowback from the
egomaniacal Trump, who for his part lies like a dog!
“Oh what a tangled web we weave
When first we practice to deceive.”
--- Sir Walter Scott
The honesty of his character aside, Mitt Romney’s personal wealth is so large, and the rates of tax he personally
pays are so low, that he had definite conflicts of interest when he votes to lower taxes on rich people.
What, one might wonder, is the PolitiFact Lie of the Year 2015? The PolitiFact people gave close consideration to
this issue and found that "our only real contenders were Donald Trump’s -- his various statements also led our
Readers’ Poll. But it was hard to single one out from the others. So we have rolled them into one big trophy. To
the candidate who says he’s all about winning, PolitiFact designates the many campaign misstatements of Donald
Trump as our 2015 Lie of the Year.” The Deceiver-in-Chief is out of touch, especially in his ominous opposition to
climate action. This is a remarkable aspect of an unbelievable list of other dishonesties that made the tone deaf
Trumpster the deserving recipient of PolitiFact Lie of the Year for 2015.
The year 2016 proved to be a year of "lying decadently". All the Republican candidates for the presidency acted
like con artists. Their biggest deceptions were the claims that they would achieve a fiscal impossibility: to slash
taxes and increase defense spending and yet also miraculously balance the budget.
Fairness and the Nature of Shortsighted Expediencies
One pundit wrote this: “Monetary policies are not and cannot be aimed at such big issues as the distribution of
income, economic welfare, or social fairness.” Accepting that it is true that the role of the Federal Reserve is
not to address unfairness in our society, the President and Congress and federal courts are the entities that
should be responsible for this crucial priority. Unfortunately, the people in these positions are too selfinterested and beholden to entrenched interests to significantly change our national priorities and policies.
The Golden Rule fairness principle is at the heart of our democratic republic, and increasing extremes of
inequality are fundamentally contrary to this principle. There are especially good arguments in favor of greater
equality in our societies from the standpoint of opportunities and economic fairness and legal justice. There are
even better arguments for a more fairly structured society from moral, religious and spiritual points of view. A
maximum number of citizens should be given as much control over their lives as possible, and be allowed as much
say as is feasible over the direction their lives will take.
This should be a core principle of our American democracy. This principle is sadly being subverted by the nature
of our current economic and political institutions, which give big businesses and rich people too much power while
depriving ordinary people of enough power.
Economic pressures often lead to political expediencies that are similar to people’s individual propensities to
pursue short-term-oriented courses of action. The most powerful pressure comes from large corporations and
rich people. Corporations act in ways that are distinctly amoral because of the fact that their two primary legal
purposes are to make profits and to shield their owners and executives from personal liabilities. Somehow we
must find a way to refocus our political initiatives on healthier long-term priorities.
Political propensities to follow the easiest path are like people’s personal tendencies to follow expedient courses
of action. People eat fast food, for instance, because it is quick and cheap and easy, and it provides a burst of
flavor and satisfies hunger. But fast food is filled with inordinately large quantities of salt, saturated fat and
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sugar, so in the longer term it causes weight gain and many other negative consequences, and fast food is thus a
kind of foolishly unhealthy expediency.
Likewise, it is easier to let vested interests control our political system than to fight to change our system of
institutional bribery. It is easier to allow Big Business to prosper at the expense of the environment and the
majority of the people than to overcome the power of corporate money and dictate fairer terms in all new laws.
It is easier to encourage profligate usages of natural resources than to conserve them. It is easier to maintain
the status quo than to change it to be fairer and greener. It is easier to use credit cards and borrow money than
to pay cash up front, so millions of people run up large debts and incur exorbitant interest expense costs. It is
easier for the government to borrow money to finance wars and social programs and economic stimulus than to
rigorously balance spending with revenues. It is easier for the Fed to slowly inflate the American currency than
to maintain a stable value for the dollar.
And it is also sometimes expedient for a superpower to resort to the use of force than to fairly and peacefully
compete for limited supplies of resources. It is easier to launch wars with borrowed money than to require
people to pay today for such rash adventurism. War is the ultimate expression of unbridled competition, and a
good argument can be made that much of our international bluster and domineering actions are a reflection of our
weak national commitment to honorable principles of Golden Rule fairness. Wars are often launched with stalwart
support from profit-seekers and politicians in the thrall of avarice, ambition and ego.
It is easier to fight wars with an “all volunteer’” army of paid soldiers than to impose a requirement on every
citizen to serve a mandatory tour of military duty. On the 40th anniversary of all-volunteer American military
forces, David Kennedy wrote in The Modern American Military: “In the years between 1945 and 1973, when
there was a military draft, American forces were deployed overseas 19 times. Since 1973, when the all-volunteer
military came about, there have been 144 deployments. The all-volunteer military has created a moral hazard.”
Our economic and political systems themselves are to blame for these adverse developments. CEOs and managers
who are responsible for the financial debacle of 2008 and its aftermath should have paid the price for the ‘moral
hazard’ of having taken big risks to make enormous profits and bonuses. But our leaders bailed them out using
taxpayers’ money and borrowed funds, and then once again allowed them to make outsized earnings. Banks are
allowed to become too big to fail, and then in recessionary times they are bailed out instead of being let go into
bankruptcy proceedings, despite the fact that such proceedings would be a more sensible and fairer way to get all
involved parties to agree to compromises that would make these organizations leaner and more fit to survive.
Every economic system is defined by rules. In a simple barter economy, all participants are free to choose to
make a trade or not, and to agree to terms of exchange. The use of coercion is not acceptable in such primitive
economies. In a free market economy, likewise, the rules of law are theoretically designed to stimulate commerce
in the fairest ways. But because the political influence game is so tilted toward power-hungry insiders and rich
people, those who have the most money have the most influence to rig the system to get subsidies and unfair
advantages. Legislation enacted under these circumstances is generally regressive in its impacts. This isn’t good!
Recognizing that human beings are motivated by impulses like envy, jealousy, avarice, pride and the hunger for
power, in addition to more noble virtues, we should sensibly take these things into account in redesigning our
systems so that they are fairer and oriented toward the longer-term best interests of all.
Ideas and Ideologies
The history of ideas is a vast and intriguing one. The study of pivotal thoughts in the evolution of knowledge and
perspective can be classified into broad domains. There are ideas about the physical world, ideas about human
nature, ideas about historical events, ideas about religions and philosophies, ideas in literature and art, and ideas
about economics and politics.
The word ‘ideology’ was coined during the turmoil following the French Revolution by a French writer named Comte
Antoine Destutt de Tracy. It meant ‘the study of ideas’. Comte Antoine was passionate in particular about
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notions such as individual liberties, fair societies, secular government, a free press, and freedom of thought and
expression. He held a high regard for logic, rationality, reason and realistic understandings. Bravo!
The meaning of the word ideology, however, has shifted over the years to a narrower sense. Ideologies are now
specific sets of beliefs that form the basis of an economic system, or political rationales, or religious orthodoxy.
Economic and political ideologies today are manipulative constructs that are often advocated to justify selfserving advantages and political partisanship. This is true of ideologies that espouse laissez-faire capitalism,
corporatism, trickle-down economics, and even communism, socialism, nationalism, fascism and militarism.
Not long after primitive barter economies evolved in the prehistory of humankind, trade no doubt became
increasingly complex. Some people chose to cooperate fairly and peaceably in trade, and others chose to follow
more aggressive instincts and compete ruthlessly or use subterfuge or intimidation or tariffs or coercion or
violence to obtain what they wanted.
The ruling classes of most nations use their influence and the propaganda of their self-interested ideologies to
assert that the economic interests of the ruling class are identical to the economic interests of the entire
society. This is erroneous! It is about as ridiculous as a similar assertion that claims the best interests of big
corporate entities are the same as the best interests of the majority of people. Generally, they simply are not!
Mainstream economics has become a science that is almost like a religion in its tenets of promoting growth and
justifying actions and policies that may be contrary to the greater good in the long run. The misguided drive for
growth in consumption is an artifact of dominant materialistic economic ideologies of modern times, which are
becoming outdated as the need for more ecologically intelligent initiatives increases. Prosperity cannot rely so
exclusively on activities that deplete resources and damage the environment that supports us.
Ideologies are generally coherent systems of ideas that rely upon a number of basic assumptions about reality.
But these assumptions may not have any definite basis in actual fact or evidence. These assumptions serve as the
kernel around which further assertions grow, and they provide guidance for actions and behaviors and political
initiatives or obstructions. Ideologies are often fraught with one-sided thinking and the denial of opposing
perspectives, and they often use emotionally manipulative spin to promote specific ways that believers feel the
world ought to be organized. And ideological arguments are generally used to get people to go along with narrowly
focused agendas. “Reality --- What a concept!”
Ideology is not the same thing as philosophy. Philosophy is an open-minded branch of knowledge or academic
study or speculative metaphysics that seeks to understand basic concepts and truths. Ideologies tend to be
focused much less broadly. They can be characterized by positive aspects like passionate conviction and vigorous
energy, but they also can have negative aspects like excessive and unwarranted certitude, stubborn rigidity, and
misguided attitudes of domineering righteousness.
Philosophy is not mere intellectualizing or the propagation of an ideology. Ideas can have important practical
consequences, and it is vital that our ideas become fairer and more inclusive and accurate.
The Value of Big Picture Perspectives
Big picture perspectives can provide us with more accurate understandings. This is a good thing. Big picture
understandings create more clarity, a deeper sense of context, and a truer connection to values that are more
meaningful in our lives and work. Comprehensive understandings can lead to better decision-making, wiser
approaches, more optimal practices, and outcomes that are more positive for all. That’s the theory of it, anyway.
Take football -- please! Football is the king of sports in the USA, and NFL teams are generally owned by
billionaires. So when referees for professional football games were locked out of their jobs by NFL owners in
August 2012, no one seemed to care too much, even though one of the replacement referees had actually been
fired for incompetence by officials in the Lingerie Football League. Really, the Lingerie Football League! Fired
for incompetence! I’m not making this up.
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In a Monday Night Football game between the Seattle Seahawks and Green Bay Packers, replacement referees
ignored a blatant foul and ruled that, on the final play of the game, a pass receiver for the Seahawks actually
caught a Hail Mary pass, rather than a Packers defender having intercepted it. The ruling threw some $200
million in bets on the game’s outcome from those who had gambled on the Packers to those who had bet on the
Seahawks. Jubilation, and outrage, ensued.
This ruling made many lovers of football cry out in rage. This put powerful pressure on NFL owners to come to
terms with the referees’ union, which represented the union’s 121 professional referee members. Many people
have been bamboozled into thinking unions deserve to be demonized, and even that workers’ collective bargaining
rights should be eliminated. But after replacement “scab” referees had made too many wrong calls, culminating in
the travesty of the Seahawks/Packers game, suddenly millions of people took notice, and wealthy team owners
were forced to negotiate in better faith and agree to a fairer agreement to end the three-week-long lockout.
Here’s a big picture historical perspective. The Industrial Revolution began about the same time as the thirteen
American colonies gained independence from Great Britain. This technological, economic and social revolution has
fomented and galvanized the titanic struggle between capitalists and workers. The Communist Manifesto of 1848
itself had sprung into existence because of the striking inequities involved in this strife between moneyed
interests and working people. The Gilded Age of the late nineteenth century witnessed many colossal conflicts
between ruthless business owners and organizations of workers, and a surge of labor activism served to combat
terrible working conditions and the harsh policies of corporate conglomerates and captains of industry and
assorted robber barons of the times.
The need to deal more fairly with the many ills associated with industrialization and urbanization was glaring. So
was the need to make our economic system fairer, and to improve American society. Great progress was made
during the Progressive Era from the 1890s until the first World War. The important reforms that were made
included the breaking up of monopolies and giant corporate trusts into less powerful organizations to ensure
fairer competition. Valiant efforts were also made to reduce the blatant political corruption that existed in
those days. New laws were enacted to create safer products and workplaces, as well as a shorter work week,
restrictions on child labor, collective bargaining rights, minimum wages, modernized schools, saner fiscal policy,
more sensible business regulations, and a more secure banking system. Numerous National Parks and urban parks
were created, and significant parts of national forests and other federal lands were protected. Conservation
initiatives and early protections of the environment were established. Initiative and referendum processes were
authorized to give citizens more power by allowing them to recall officials and introduce proposed laws that would
be fairer to the people. Seeing all of this, it again becomes clearer that many reforms are needed today.
Praises of Liberality
When our American democracy fought against communism during the Cold War, it brought leaders to power who
touted their anti-communist credentials and had little appreciation or respect for the virtues of liberal
democracy. Joseph McCarthy and Richard Nixon are two prime examples. It is interesting that right-wing
fascism presented the biggest threat to world peace during World War II, but then in the early years of the
Cold War, the threat posed by ideology came from the left extremes of the political spectrum in the form of
communism. Today, the biggest ideological threats again come from the right, this time from “conservative”
politicians, free-market fundamentalists, scheming demagogues, big lie believing insurrectionists, and religious
extremists, and those who have as unrealistic expectations of what military power can achieve.
Professor Alan Wolfe made a good point in The Future of Liberalism, when he observed: “Liberalism is truest to
its heritage when it rejects ideological thinking in favor of the idea that the first step necessary in changing the
world is to understand it, as it actually exists.”
Our Founding documents were based on the liberal ideas of the 17th century English philosopher John Locke and
his philosophical follower, Thomas Jefferson, a principal author of the Declaration of Independence. Locke
insisted that government should be democratically based on the consent of the governed. The core liberal
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principle of democracy holds that we should strive to maximize the extent to which a maximum number of people
can vote and thereby exert more control over their own lives.
Procedural liberalism is valuable to everyone, whatever their views, because it supports rights, protections and
rules of law that are enacted by representatives of the governed. To scorn liberal ideas seems to me to be
incredibly perverse. Liberalism, after all, seeks to include rather than to exclude, accept rather than censor,
respect rather than stigmatize, welcome rather than to reject, and be generous and appreciative rather than be
stingy and mean-spirited.
Jesus was clearly a liberal in preaching greater fairness for the downtrodden, and in his opposition to the
domineering emperors and high priests of the early society in which he lived. It is thus ironic that religious
fundamentalists in the U.S. today join conservatives to oppose liberal ideas, support abusers of authority, and
harbor discriminatory biases against various groups of people.
Conservatives often support the dysfunctional status quo, or alternatively advocate reforms that are regressive,
repressive or unfair to the majority of Americans. Social conservatives, swayed by the spin and manipulative
propaganda of corporate interests and right-wing think tanks and religious fundamentalists, have managed to cast
deep suspicion on liberal ideas. They have practically made “liberal” a dirty word. Modern radical conservatives
sneer with seeming malice at liberals and liberal ideas and progressive plans, and they attack liberals with shrill
invective and preposterous distortions like the disingenuous allegations by Sarah Palin of ‘death panels’ during the
national healthcare debates. And they repetitively make twisted accusations of opponents as being “socialists.”
The fact of the matter is that the United States was founded on liberal ideas such as concepts of fair dealings
between citizens and representative democracy governed by a constitution and rules of law, with rigorous
constraints against tyranny and authoritarianism. Because the U.S. Constitution was based on Enlightenment Era
ideas, it is laughably absurd to see radical conservatives spinning it into strict-constructionist dogmas and
retrogressive ideologies and anti-egalitarian crusades.
“Out of the crooked timber of humanity, no straight thing was ever made.”
--- Philosopher Immanuel Kant
Rabbi Michael Lerner has called for the revival of the American liberal movement. He provocatively said that it is
nonsense to think only of what seems politically realistic. He points out that we should not restrict ourselves to
“what is realistic”, as defined by the media and our elected officials. “The most significant social changes have
happened because the civil rights movement, the anti-war movement, the Women's movement, and the LGBT
movement refused to be realistic in this sense. And precisely because they refused to be realistic they
succeeded in changing reality in dramatic ways. Or to put it in terms that should be on everyone's banner: you
cannot know what is realistic in politics until you engage in a fierce struggle for your highest ideals, because what
looked unrealistic before you engage in that struggle can suddenly become very realistic when others get the
sense that it is safe for them, too, to fight for their highest ideals. So, to our politicians, we must insist: Don't
be realistic -- be principled, and even a little utopian -- because that is precisely what will make major steps
toward a more humane, just, peaceful and loving society possible." Hallelujah!
There is broad truth in this observation. Unfortunately, forces of reaction cling to their biases and grievances,
and when great advances are achieved, it can galvanize them into an extraordinary bullheadedness, as is
demonstrated by the reaction of politicians in the South to the freeing of the slaves during the Civil War, and
later to the passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1965, and most recently the success of the gay freedom-to-marry
movement. How, one should wonder, can positive change for the majority be achieved without creating powerful
and lasting reactionary opposition against it?
An Aside on Prohibition and Other Issues
Temperance movement activists early in the twentieth century were opposed to allowing people to drink wine and
beer and hard liquor. For a variety of social and health and religious reasons, they opposed allowing people to
enjoy alcoholic beverages. In January 1920, these activists succeeded in getting the Eighteenth Amendment to
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the Constitution passed, making it illegal to manufacture, transport and sell all forms of alcohol. This Prohibition
assessed severe penalties against people who made illegal ‘bootleg’ alcohol. As a harm-engendering result,
organized crime became involved in the sale of alcohol, and rampant corruption took place among law enforcement
agencies. The law proved to be extremely costly and unpopular, however, and it infringed upon and ruined many
people’s lives, so it was finally repealed in December 1933, with the ratification of the Twenty-First Amendment.
Social conservatives today generally support the federal government’s ‘war on drugs’, which is an attempt to
achieve a kind of modern-day Pyrrhic victory against people who use marijuana and other drugs. The ideology
behind the drug war provides support for an intrusive government that prohibits things like medical and
recreational uses of marijuana. This impractically costly crusade against the use of cannabis ironically seems to
actually encourage the use of this drug, judging from higher rates of use in the USA, where it has been harshly
prohibited since 1937, as compared to its use in the Netherlands, where it is tolerated and practically legal.
“Marijuana is a gateway drug for cops. They can use it to stop people they want to search."
--- Peter Hecht, Journalist
It is sensational that this harsh prohibition has lasted so much longer than the laws against alcohol. It took 75
years before Colorado and Washington finally became the first two states to legalize this useful drug in the
November 2012 elections. Ironically, says Michelle Alexander, Associate Professor of Law, "After 40 years of
impoverished black kids getting prison time for selling weed, white men are planning on getting rich doing
precisely the same thing."
Look at why the prohibition against cannabis has lasted so long. John Ehrlichman, a legal counsel to the former
President Richard Nixon, made a posthumous revelation that a central reason for the federal government’s war
against drugs in the 1960s was to repress leftists and blacks and counterculture hippies. It reminded me of a
friend of mine who grew up in North Carolina and tells the story of police trying to bust young unmarried people
who lived together, which was against the law at the time in North Carolina, and they did so as a ruse for a hidden
agenda. This story just took on a deeper meaning.
"The infamous decades-long ‘War on Drugs’ was actually a tool for the federal government to crack down on
leftist protesters and black people, a former Nixon White House adviser admitted in an interview ... We knew we
couldn't make it illegal to be either against the war or black, but by getting the public to associate the hippies
with marijuana and blacks with heroin, and then criminalizing both heavily, we could disrupt those communities."
Ponder the fact that a sprawling black market was created for illegal drugs by this ill-begotten crusade against
marijuana and drug users. These policies ensure that the supply of drugs is provided in a very undesirable and
dangerous manner. It also gives criminal sectors of society additional wealth, influence and power, and ruins the
lives of millions of Americans by unnecessarily arresting them and forcing them to endure costly legal travails and
harsh incarceration. The insane escalation of public costs for the entire infrastructure of prison-building, prison
administration and prison guards is absurd in the face of urgent needs for spending money on more common sense
priorities. There is an extremely high cost to society in arresting more than 700,000 people every year for drugrelated offenses. It is damaging to individuals and society to abandon the victims of these arrests to harsh
fates. Such Draconian prohibition-like initiatives are, from this perspective, dumb and quite counterproductive.
“The best way to tackle the problems of alcoholism and drug abuse would be to take bold steps
to actually improve reality!”
--- The underground Mole
Many people are accustomed to eating and drinking to excess in all kinds of celebrations and parties and gettogethers, particularly from Thanksgiving through New Year’s Day. Alcohol is consumed by millions of people, and
it is a social lubricant that is a distinctive feature of our culture. Moderate consumption of wine, beer or
cocktails can be quite pleasurable. But alcohol does create significant social problems, especially when it is used
in excess. More than 100,000 people die every year from cirrhosis of the liver and other afflictions associated
with alcoholism. Likewise, well over 100,000 people die each year of lung cancer caused by smoking cigarettes.
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Marijuana, in contrast, is not known to cause any diseases. It can be propitiously used to mitigate the pain
associated with a variety of afflictions. Its use sometimes enhances one’s pleasure and broadens one’s
perspective, but it can also cause personal and social problems. Those who overuse it with frequent indulgence
over long periods of time can become a bit dopey. But marijuana prohibition laws are an overly costly anachronism
of public policy. Marijuana use should be decriminalized nationwide, and more sensible government policies should
be formulated. Sales of marijuana should be taxed, and its production and use should be fairly regulated. The
funds collected should be used to deal with problems caused by the abuse of this drug. Such an approach would
be much more in accord with the common good than the current Prohibition-like laws in most states.
Marijuana, n. Generically, a curiously intoxicating drug that produces madness in total abstainers and
intolerance in born-again refrainers.
--- Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary (paraphrased from Rum, n.)
Congress should reclassify marijuana from a Schedule I drug under a Federal Controlled Substances Act of 1970
to a Schedule II drug, in recognition of the fact that marijuana has accepted medical uses, as do other more
powerful Schedule II drugs like morphine and opium. By improperly classifying cannabis, the law preposterously
implies that marijuana has a higher potential for abuse than much more addictive drugs. This erroneous
classification has led to absurd conflicts between federal and state drug laws. Marijuana’s Schedule I status
breeds widespread injustice and disrespect for government. It forces the Drug Enforcement Administration to
waste resources on such things as raiding the homes of people who have health afflictions. It prevents testing to
see which maladies really benefit from the use of marijuana. The stigma of federal illegality deters some people
from seeking help from a drug that could help make them feel better and suffer less pain. And, really, shouldn’t
law enforcement officers focus on protecting Americans from sociopaths and con men and predators rather than
spending so much time and money on victimless crimes like marijuana use?
Organizations like Alcoholics Anonymous and various Rehab centers are better suited to addressing problems
associated with addictive behaviors than police forces. Let’s leave the province of dealing with these problems to
them, and cease using draconian punishments that cause costly consequences by imprisoning so many people!
A British study published online in November 2010 in the medical journal Lancet confirmed what should be crystal
clear: alcohol is far more harmful to society than marijuana use. Researchers analyzed the extent to which
these substances are addictive and how they harm the human body, as well as other criteria like the amount of
environmental damage caused by drugs and alcohol, and their role in breaking up families, and economic costs like
health care and remedial social services and extremely high rates of incarceration.
Alcohol, tobacco and caffeine are substances that happen to be conducive to workaholic behaviors or drowning
the sorrows of workers, so society condones them, in spite of the fact that they cause widespread harm and can
be addictive. Marijuana, on the other hand, seems to be prohibited partially because it is likely to make users
less mindlessly accepting of work routine and materialistic consumerism. These are not adequate reasons for the
harsh suppression of cannabis use! Huck Finn would chuckle to himself as he did in The Further Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, and declare this view “ought to give the bullfrogs something to croak about for days, I bet.”
Marijuana was made illegal in 1937 based on lies, distortions, and the influence of yellow journalism. An ambitious
bureaucrat named Harry Anslinger was responsible for this criminal law. In 2021, even with medical marijuana
movements having passed partial legalization initiatives in 36 states and Washington D.C., the federal government
is still prosecuting marijuana users. It is time to revise federal laws related to marijuana use, and to reclassify it
so that it is no longer a Schedule I Controlled Substance that supposedly has a high potential for abuse – and
absurdly “no currently accepted medical uses.”
In Cannabanomics: The Marijuana Policy Tipping Point, psychiatrist Glenn Fichtner explores the irrational politics
that enshroud U.S. national policy toward cannabis use. He asserts that this is a classic case of “social or mass
psychosis”. The war on drugs has deep undertones of racism in its highly discriminatory impact on black people
and Latinos. “The war on drugs just may be a bigger disaster than the war on terror,” wrote journalist Robert
Koehler in a column titled Public Enemy No. 1.
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Robert Koehler asserts that “reefer madness” may be a case of sheer projection. The true craziness is that of
strict authoritarians who believe that it is sensible to enact and enforce harsh prohibitions against those who use
marijuana. Some of these people claim that smoking marijuana leads to mental derangement and violent behavior,
so they support federal policies that harass people, arrest them, treat them as criminals, occasionally use
shocking violence against offenders, and impose ridiculously severe punishments even against people who use
cannabis for therapeutic and medical uses.
We can no longer afford the prison costs and social harm caused by the devastating impacts on the lives of
millions of people due to current draconian drug laws. Koehler notes: “To my mind, this all smacks of the militaryindustrial metaphor that rules the American roost. We’re quick to seize on something as the enemy and organize
blindly around its destruction, never stopping to notice that what we’re really destroying is ourselves.”
Google “Watch High: The True Tale of American Marijuana” to see an educational documentary film on YouTube
that provides a fuller understanding of the history of this modern day Prohibition-like war on cannabis. One can
watch this film for free -- well, subject to “limited commercial interruption”, including repeated ads for the
erectile dysfunction drug Viagra. What a bizarre world we live in!
Another stunning perspective on the misbegotten "war on drugs" can be seen on Netflix by watching The House I
Live In. This sobering documentary tells many heart-wrenching stories and shines a bright light on this
unnecessarily harsh national policy and its costly long-term impact on society. The filmmaker, Eugene Jarecki,
captures the stories of drug dealers, police officers, prison inmates and others who have been negatively
affected by this crusade, which has cost $1 trillion in the last 40 years and resulted in the arrest of more than
45 million people. The extent to which this wrong-headed crusade disproportionately affects black people and
those in lower socioeconomic classes is made clear in the film, along with some of the odd and sad injustices that
have come to characterize our civil justice system.
It would be an excellent idea to legalize the use of marijuana nationally for another compelling reason. The
legalization of marijuana shifts cultivation of cannabis to agricultural cropland that is more suitable to growing
weed than the public and private lands where it is secretly and illegally grown. After all, there are many instances
where illegal cultivation has caused serious environmental damages, including forest clearing, stream diversions,
shoddy road construction, and excessive usages of fertilizers and herbicides. National legalization of marijuana
use and cultivation would be a positive step, for it would help ensure that cultivation will be better regulated and
sensibly taxed, and destructive practices will be reduced.
An Interim Conclusion of These Thoughts
It is time that we begin to make more rational, intelligent and honest public policy decisions that respect the
greater good and the broadest interests of humanity. These decisions should take into account the various
motivations and propensities innate in human nature, and they should also give full consideration to the best
understandings of scientists, philosophers, spiritual leaders and ecologists. One of our main national goals should
be to redesign our economic and political systems so that they are fairer to people now and in posterity.
We would be wise to always measure public policy choices in the context of an awareness of the impact these
actions will have on people today as well as in the future -- to our children and theirs, and theirs, and theirs, and
theirs, and theirs, and theirs, not just to the fabled Seventh Generation, but indefinitely!
Thanks for your consideration of these ideas!
Truly,
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
Begun in 2012, and updated in December 2015, June 2016, May 2018, May 2020 and July 2021
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Revelations of a Modern Prophet
An Earth Manifesto publication by Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
Begun Easter-time 2010, latest revisions: March 2020 and July 2021
Absolute Truths and Other Myths
In the beginning, countless eons ago, the Universe was without form. There was no Earth, no waters, no Sun, no
stars, no galaxies, no matter, no light, no space, and no time. It was a Void, I reckon. In this initial state of
affairs, unfathomably enormous amounts of energy likely existed, along with a potentiality for the emergence of a
highly-structured physical universe in which matter, light, heat, space and “laws of nature” would spring into being,
as if designed by a really smart, mathematically savvy, infinitely powerful and wondrously creative Supreme Being.
What She would have been doing in this state of dark excitement, without space or time, or stuff, or a looking
glass, or companions, or even a fathomable purpose, no one can say.
The opinions of those who suppose that a Supreme Being exists suffer from a dearth of explanations for how this
Supreme One might have sprung into existence. All we know for sure is that we human beings are here now, and
that we exist in a physical universe governed by unchanging physical laws of nature that evidently have been
operative with no detectable interruption since the beginning of time. These ‘laws of nature’ are physical aspects
of reality, not some miraculous divine decree. Albert Einstein once observed that either everything is a miracle, or
nothing is a miracle. The nature of Nature is the way that it is, independent of our perceptions (for all intents and
purposes), and independent of the way we interpret our senses and experiences, and independent of our biases and
judgments. It’s like the biggest miracle ever.
A Contemporary View of Scientific Understandings of Seven Days of Creation
Seven formative stages have been involved in the creation of the world. In the beginning, a colossal exploding
forth of energy into primitive forms of matter took place. Countless spiraling galaxies of fiery matter were flung
in every direction into materializing expanses of space. As gaseous matter hurtled through the vast emerging
reaches of intergalactic space, subatomic particles and atoms and heavier elements were forged in crucibles of
nuclear furnaces within stars and during stupendous supernova explosions. Light and cosmic rays from ancient
stellar supernova events continue to reach the Earth long after the events took place, due to the unfathomable
distances between us and the times and locales these cosmic explosions occurred.
This first day of creation lasted more than 9 billion years, and no being at all was around to pronounce it good, or
to have heard any such pronouncement.
Hundreds of billions of galaxies have been detected in the Universe, and the average galaxy may contain
something like a hundred billion stars. Nearly all the stars in the universe are moving away from us as the
Universe expands, as if all matter exists on some sort of 4th-dimensional surface of an enormous inflating
balloon. The speed at which the galaxies in the Universe appear to be receding from us is nearly proportional to
their distance from the Milky Way, and the speed seems to increase with their distance from us. Many
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extremely dense black holes have formed throughout the universe, like invisible material eddies in a raging river.
Wherever sufficiently stupendous volumes of matter have been attracted together, the forces of gravity have
become so powerful that they warp space itself around the masses, forming a black hole, and even light is unable
to escape from black holes, so they cannot be detected even by the Hubble Space Telescope.
On the second day of creation, starting around 4.5 billion years ago in a remote outpost of the Milky Way galaxy,
a solar system formed from a nebula of matter by means of gravitational accretion. Natural physical processes
caused the planet Earth and its Moon and other planets to form in this solar system from matter that had been
orbiting a modestly large star that we call the Sun. About 500 million years passed during this phase in the
geophysical evolution of our solar system. This period culminated with times known as the Late Heavy
Bombardment, which featured a “lunar cataclysm” on Earth. I’ll bet that was locally impressive! Still, there were
no beings around to pronounce these developments good or bad.
And then it happened. The third day of creation began with a sudden spark, like some divine bolt of lightening.
This spark struck the primordial organic chemical soup somewhere in Earth’s seas, and inanimate amino acids were
galvanized into the first primitive forms of self-replicating animate life. For almost 3 billion years, these singlecelled forms of life proliferated from this original cellular creation in the planet’s salty seas. Things were
starting to get good.
At the beginning of the fourth day of creation, about 540 million years before the present moment, a really epic
biotic development occurred. Some of the single-celled organisms and colonies of such organisms that had been
swimmingly occupying the aquatic environs for billions of years finally stumbled upon a mode of organization that
allowed them to form increasingly complex multi-cellular organisms. Relatively soon after the beginning of this
marvelous Cambrian explosion of biological variety, extensive cellular specialization and biological diversification
took place. This featured a proliferating radiation of life into new habitats and ranges, and within a short period
of geologic time, all of the 32 phyla of animals and 14 phyla in the plant kingdom that exist today sprang into
existence. A wide variety of new species of fish, mollusks, corals, amphibians, arthropods, insects and primitive
reptiles evolved in what has been called an “evolutionary arms race” that took place in the animal kingdom between
predators and prey. Plants made a transition from aquatic ecosystems to terrestrial ones later during this era,
and many species of homosporous horsetails and tree ferns evolved, and after some eons, forests of both
deciduous trees and evergreen trees. This fourth day of creation persisted for 300 million years.
And then again, another colossal prehistoric occurrence struck. The worst extinction event in the entire history
of life on Earth occurred, wreaking havoc on the plants and animals existing at that time. Most living things died,
including up to 96% of all marine species and some 70% of terrestrial vertebrate species in the course of this
“mother of all mass extinctions”. Cause and effect were operative back then, as they have always been ever since
the beginning, and the evidence of the cause of this terrible biotic calamity -- the Permian Extinction -- makes
the imagination spin with visualizations of a huge fiery meteor flashing through Earth’s atmosphere and striking
the planet with such reverberating force that the most extensive volcanic flows anywhere ever on Earth poured
forth for a million years in the Siberian Traps, which presumably lie at the antipodes of the impact on the
opposite side of our majestic spherical orbiting home planet.
Thus began this fifth day of creation, about 250 million years ago. Life struggled to recover from the biotic
devastation of this mass extinction event that brought the Paleozoic Era to an end. As this recovery unfolded
and evolutionary processes filled the available ecological niches, many new species of life evolved that included
flowering plants and numerous types of reptiles. Dinosaurs eventually became the dominant animals in terrestrial
terrains, and they remained at an apex of life on land for many, many, many millions of years. Our cautious little
mammalian ancestors first appeared on the biological stage during this Mesozoic Era, but they laid low until their
time in the sun would come on Day Six.
Sure enough, along came another cataclysmic mass extinction that launched the sixth day of creation. This was
the Cretaceous Extinction, which took place about 65 million years ago. It was caused by an enormous meteorite
impact in the vicinity of the Yucatan and the Gulf of Mexico that created a severe planet-wide winter. In the
aftermath of this disaster, all the non-avian dinosaurs were wiped out, along with countless other species of
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plants and animals. This set the stage for amazing evolutionary developments over the 65 million years since
then. That’s a whole coherent story unto itself, and it is continuing its evolution into the future.
On the seventh day of creation, many evolutionary developments took place, and eventually the biological
ancestors of human beings diverged from those of chimpanzees and bonobos, and a number of different species
of the genus Homo lived and died over the course of the past 3 million years or so. Anatomically modern humans
finally made their appearance on the scene somewhere in the very approximate vicinity of 200,000 years ago, and
they reached substantive behavioral modernity around 50,000 years ago when a “Big Bang of the Mind” led to
startling introspective awareness. Along in here is where the story gets real interesting.
How It All Began on Earth
The human race has learned many things about the physical universe and the mysteries of existence and the
evolutionary path that our species has taken from the earliest days of our being. Our remote primate ancestors
had descended from trees and began walking upright on African plains in a distant period of prehistory. They
developed opposable thumbs, and their brains grew substantially in size, allowing them to learn how to make tools
for hunting and preparing food to eat. At some point they figured out how to control fire and use it for light,
warmth, cooking and warding off predators. As our ancestors’ conscious awareness of the universe developed,
reflection and foresight sprung into the neuronal complexes of our brains, and the ability to vocalize utterances
improved, facilitating better understanding of ever-more profound and abstract meanings. A veritable Tower of
Babel of languages proliferated, and for Heaven’s sake, there didn’t appear to be any God to supervise their
tangled expression.
In the beginning of our species’ existence, as the pre-human gene pool began to diverge from that of our common
ancestry with chimpanzees and bonobos, the bodies of our forebears were still covered with hair. Their jaws and
teeth were much larger than ours today, but their brains were only about one-third the size of ours, and much
less sophisticated. One third! The females of the times still showed sexual receptivity only during times they
were “in heat”. This sexual receptivity was communicated to males through the gaudy visual and olfactory clues
of the estrous cycle, a seasonal condition that caused males to be frenzied with instinctive sexual desire.
Hierarchies of alpha male dominance likely existed in those remote times, as they do today in many species of
mammals like baboons. This social structure helped ensure that the robust genes of alpha males were the ones
most likely to be transmitted to descendents in future generations.
Roughly 250,000 generations of our ancestors have been born and died since those ancient days of divergence
from our common ancestors throughout the Pliocene Epoch of geologic time. Not only have our bodies and brains
evolved in quite significant ways since then, but so have our animal natures and our human cultures. For the
preponderance of the time since humankind first evolved from earlier Homo ancestors, those who preceded us
lived in small nomadic clans and wandered around during the various seasons of every year hunting animals and
gathering edible roots, plants, nuts and fruits for sustenance.
Time Out
For a sense of perspective on these eons of time, imagine yourself standing on the rim of the Grand Canyon,
gazing far down to the Colorado River, which is glimpsed more than 5,000 feet in elevation below. Contemplate
the multitude of rock layers in variegated hues of color that are exposed by erosion in this awe-inspiring abyss.
These exposed sedimentary rocks speak to us with allusions to the unfathomable eras of time long past. We can
imagine relatively calm equilibrium times being punctuated occasionally by some real earth-shaking events.
Calcium carbonate limestone and silicate chert rock speak of primordial precipitations of microscopic shells of
countless sextillions of organisms onto the floors of shallow seas and oceans. They also speak of eons of tectonic
plate movements, violent volcanic eruptions, sporadic great floods and underwater landslides on continental
shelves. These lithified layers of sediments speak of seemingly eternal spells of time, and of the constancy of
the formative processes that have been in operation since the beginning of time.
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The sandstone, limestone and shale rock layers in the Grand Canyon extend from the most recent geologic epochs
near the canyon rim on down to the Colorado River through layers of rock formed during the Cenozoic Era back
through the Cretaceous and Jurassic and Triassic Periods, and the Paleozoic Era back into lithified Pre-Cambrian
sediments. The deepest exposed layers formed well over a billion years ago.
The amount of physical change that has taken place during this period of time completely dwarfs the amount of
change that has taken place in the relatively mere moments in geologic time during which our own genus Homo has
been diverging from our nearest living relatives with whom we share a common ancestry. I remember watching
the infinitely changing rhythm and size of big waves cresting and crashing onto a somewhat steep reddish sand
beach, and I recall the character and tempo of Nature’s slowly unfolding story coming viscerally to inspire my
imagination. Nearby, there is a place in the exposed chert cliffs where rock layers can be seen that have been
folded back almost 180 degrees during the slow, slow, slow processes of uplift and emplacement.
Richard Dawkins provides a vivid understanding of biological evolutionary change in The Ancestor’s Tale: A
Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Evolution. Dawkins cleverly uses Chaucer’s famous book The Canterbury Tales as the
inspiration for his ancestor’s tales in this exploration of a grand unifying theory of biology. He has borrowed the
rough structure of Chaucer’s story of colorful pilgrims on their journey from a London tavern to the town of
Canterbury, and he has taken modern readers on a pilgrimage backward through evolutionary time to the
beginning of life, long, long, long before the mythical Adam and Eve became visions in our mythological imagining.
Dawkins uses extraordinary evidence of fossilized remains and DNA, as interpreted in scientific understandings
of genetics and molecular biology, to trace this journey back along the branches of the tree of life. As he traces
current species of life backwards in time to points where they have common ancestors with other forms of life,
he reviews the history of biological evolution in reverse. As he heads back toward the origin of all life, readers
meet humanity’s various ancestral relatives as they converge back in time on earlier ancestors. He explores a
succession of scientific stories concerned with the formative processes of life at each of 40 “rendezvous points”
in the course of this marvelous pilgrimage. A good summary of Dawkins’ Tales can be found in Wikipedia, where a
recap of these 40 provocative insights can be given attention.
The Farmer’s Tale and the Cro-Magnon’s Tale lead us further back in time to the Tasmanian’s Tale, the Gorilla’s
Tale, the Howler Monkey’s Tale and on back to such stories as the Hippo’s Tale, the Galapagos Finch’s Tale, the
Peacock’s Tale, the Dodo’s Tale, and even the Blind Cave Fish’s Tale, and the Sponge’s Tale and the Redwood’s
Tale. Listen in to Richard Dawkins: “We meet up with fellow pilgrims along the route as we and they converge on
our common ancestors. Chimpanzees join us at about 6 million years in the past, gorillas at 7 million years,
orangutans at 14 million years, as we stride on together, a growing band. The journey provides the setting for a
collection of some 40 tales. Each explores an aspect of evolutionary biology through the stories of characters
met along the way, or glimpsed from afar -- the Elephant Bird's Tale, the Marsupial Mole's Tale, the Coelacanth's
Tale. Together they give a deep understanding of the processes that have shaped life on Earth: convergent
evolution, the isolation of populations, continental drift, the great extinctions. The tales are interspersed with
prologues detailing the journey, and route maps showing joining lineages, and life-like reconstructions of our
common ancestors. The Ancestor's Tale represents a pilgrimage on an unimaginable scale: our goal is four billion
years away, and the number of pilgrims joining us grows vast -- ultimately encompassing all living creatures.”
Evolutionary Change
Our primordial human ancestors were social animals that co-evolved under conditions in which the survival of the
clan was more important than the survival of the individual. Groups in which males cooperated in the hunt
survived with greater success than groups in which individuals did not work together well in this common goal.
Likewise, groups in which females cooperated together in gathering foods, and in taking care of the young,
survived with more success than groups in which individuals shirked this individual and common responsibility.
Groups that cooperated together survived better than groups in which too many individuals freeloaded or
cheated, or were not willing to sacrifice for the greater good of their clan. “Altruistic groups” had much greater
survival advantages than groups with too many narrowly selfish individuals.
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The process of natural selection gradually pruned the groups and individuals of Homo genera into the physical and
behavioral animals that we are today. Homo females developed concealed ovulation and monthly menses, and a
vital need grew for a kind of meat-for-sex interdependence with males. This was because males were the ones
who hunted to provide meat for the clan, and meat is one of the best sources of iron, and iron is necessary in the
production of hemoglobin in red blood cells. Females have a crucial need for red blood cells due to the fact that
they lose some blood every month during the biological processes of menstruation. The protein hemoglobin
provides a crucial service to physical well-being by facilitating the uptake of oxygen in the lungs, and releasing it
to cells throughout the circulatory system. Oxygen is particularly vital for brain cells, and most other cells
throughout the body need to get oxygen from the blood as it pulses past for use in generating energy.
Human females eventually made a mental connection between ovulation and the sex act and the arrival, nine
months later, of a little baby. This caused females to consciously begin exhibiting the overarching concern of
“Original Choice”, in which they rejected social misfits and slackers and males who had substandard physical
characteristics. They began to choose mates who were disposed to help provide for their families and protect
them from the many insecurities and dangers of life on the savanna or in caves. Dr. Leonard Shlain provides a
fascinating perspective about these interdependent associations in his illuminating book Sex, Time, and Power How Women’s Sexuality Shaped Human Evolution.
Humans also developed a keen ability to perceive intentions of others, partially through the distinctive feature
that highlights our eyes -- the sclera, or whites of our eyes. The sclera was naturally selected for, possibly
because it helped people follow each other’s gazes when they were communicating or cooperating with one another
on tasks like hunting that require close contact and good rapport. This interesting theory is known as the
“cooperative eye hypothesis”. Our ancestors also developed a keen radar for whether another human was friend
or foe, and a sensitive kind of lie and BS detector. Shake hands! Our abilities to recognize individual faces
became remarkable, though remembering the names of others has always tended to be much more challenging.
These capabilities were developments that helped promote positive aspects of community bonding and social
cohesion and cooperative coexistence.
Facial expressions are innate behaviors, and even babies exhibit them clearly. There are six primary categories
of universal emotions that people express on their faces: smiling happiness, open-eyed surprise, pained sadness,
frowning disgust, scowling anger, and trepidatious fear. Most people also feel emotions that may be more visually
subtle -- like love, affection, hope, shame or embarrassment. So-called mirror neurons are involved in our easy
recognition of these emotions in others. Curiously, we feel and remember fear and negative emotions with the
most poignancy, so they tend to have the most powerful influence on us. A smile, on the other hand, is the
emotion visible from the farthest distance, likely because it has always been important to accurately see if
another person approaching is a friend or a foe.
“Man's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimensions.”
--- Oliver Wendell Holmes
Religion, Social Cohesion, Obedience and the Suppression of Deviancy and Freeloading
One of the most interesting human cultural adaptations has been the evolution of religious behavior. A study of
the evolutionary roots of religion and ethics is intriguing because it reveals that every known human culture has
had propensities toward religious belief. The fact that an instinctive impulse like this is so pervasive in every
human culture indicates that there must have been a compelling survival advantage in holding religious beliefs.
Evolutionary psychologists like Dominic Johnson speculate about this: “We have inherited the general template
for religiosity because those early humans who abandoned the prospect of supernatural agents, or who lacked the
capacity to represent their involvement in moral affairs, likely met with an early death at the hands of their own
group members, or at least reduced reproductive success. Those who readily acquiesced to the possibility of
moralizing gods, and who lived their lives in fear of such agencies, survived to become our ancestors.”
The deities of various religions may at first have been just a curiosity, but eventually they acquired a quite
extraordinarily useful social role. Almost all early societies needed to develop a highly effective inhibiting
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mechanism in the form of anticipated threats of punishment by a god or other supernatural agent for wrongdoing. In societies throughout the world, spirit gods or the spirits of dead ancestors were supposed to be keenly
interested in people’s observance of prevailing laws and taboos. The gods reputedly punish infractions unfailingly,
either in this world or in the next, or both. In some religions, for better effect, an extremely jealous God was
posited that acts with downright vindictiveness toward “sinners” who are regarded as deserving punishment for
their errant activities, like not believing or not conforming, or not obeying.
Gods were given this socially convenient role to encourage people to conform by striking fear into their hearts.
Without gods, it was dangerous for anyone in a community to assume a leadership role that involved the
enforcement of punishments, because they would run the personal risk of incurring harms associated with
resentment and retaliation.
Some philosophers have speculated that “Fear first made the gods”. Only when priests used these fears and
associated rituals to support morality and law did religion become a compelling force and a rival to other forms of
governance. Too often, Church establishments have “stooped to fraud, as with pious legend, bogus relics and
dubious miracles.” The masses of mankind desire a religion rich in miracle, mystery, myth and hope, and there are
profound subconscious reasons why.
Evolutionary change operates on principles of differential reproduction and natural selection. Variation in genes
is a random process that occurs by means of a recombination of genes during meiotic cell division, or through
inherited cellular mutations. But natural selection itself is definitely NOT a random process. Natural selection is
almost unerringly focused, in the long run, on eliminating mutations that are undesirable, and on preserving traits
that are advantageous because they help individuals survive and adapt to changing conditions in the environment,
or to changes in social interrelationships or competitive pressures.
It is easy to imagine why natural selection favored clan members who cooperated in their social groups, for there
are distinct survival advantages of cooperation in a group of semi-nomadic hunters and gatherers. It surely must
have often been vitally important for these early peoples to work together to provide for their families and have
individuals who felt enough commitment to their clan to be willing to die for their group during intergroup
conflicts.
People are far more cooperative, even with total strangers, than biologists would expect. This is a behavior that
appears to be deeply embedded in human nature. What biological explanation could there be for cooperation with
people who are not a person’s close biological kin? Such a high level of natural cooperativeness would not arise, in
all probability, unless those who deviated from this behavior feared severe censure or inexorable punishment or
mortally dangerous banishment from the group.
Freeloaders and those who selfishly refuse to contribute would have been a burden in a clan group, so a belief in
moralizing gods was an easy way to discourage freeloading and social deviancy. Otherwise, why would our
conceptions of immortal gods in their supernatural realm be so astonishingly concerned about things like human
sexuality, interpersonal behaviors and even dietary preferences? The only good explanation for such religious
strictures is that humans have created all gods and invested in them the moral authority of a culture and its
interest in having the rules and traditions of social behavior obeyed by all its members. From this perspective,
deities are understandably very interested in human conduct, because such concerns are their very raison d’etre!
“The most terrifying fact about the universe is not that it is hostile, but that it is indifferent.”
--- Stanley Kubrick
Reward Center Calling
“I do know how to pay attention …
Doesn’t everything die at last, and too soon?
Tell me, what is it you plan to do
With your one wild and precious life?”
--- Mary Oliver, The Summer Day
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Our brains feature a neuronal reward system that encourages us to eat and have sex -- and even to feel good by
embracing religious beliefs. The evolutionary reasons for eating and reproducing are to ensure survival and a
maximum number of progeny. Natural selection ensured that we feel a compelling pleasure in eating and mating,
so human beings feel inherited drives and desires to eat and to have sex. These pleasures are different from
true evolutionary purposes of eating to survive and having sex to propagate one’s genes into future generations.
Likewise, people feel deep satisfactions in religious behaviors that encourage them to practice rituals, but these
rewards are somewhat different than the evolutionary function of religion, which is to bind people together and
make them willing to put the group’s interests ahead of the individual’s.
Experts in the study of our brain’s structure and functioning have made amazing advances in recent years. They
have found an elaborate system of neurotransmitters and hormones, including dopamine, serotonin and oxytocin,
which are produced in our brains and affect things like cognition, motor skills, arousal, social bonding, mood,
memory and feelings of reward.
The reward and pleasure centers of our brains are particularly interesting for their effects on human
motivations. Neurotransmitters like dopamine provide an activating stimulus in these reward and pleasure areas.
They arouse anticipation and create feelings of well-being. We experience fulfilling feelings when we consume
food, consummate sexual activity or achieve an intimate sense of connectedness. Friendship, love, authenticity
and spiritual connection give us a positive sense of belonging. Curiously, drugs like amphetamines and cocaine are
psychologically addictive precisely because they imitate the effects of dopamine. These drugs provide surge
doses of powerful impulses to reward and pleasure center receptors in the brain.
Humans are the most intricately social of all animals. Consider teenagers, whose brains are acutely attuned to
dopamine, the neurotransmitter that primes and fires reward circuits and helps us recognize patterns and make
decisions. The brains of teenagers are also finely attuned to oxytocin, the neuronal hormone involved in making
social connections feel especially rewarding. During teenage years, the hormones of young adults are raging, and
teenagers see social rejection and peer exclusion as threats that sometimes feel more significant than physical
danger or the lack of food. This is one reason that teenagers indulge in risky behaviors, being motivated to seek
pleasures associated with them, rather than being inhibited by overriding concerns for risks, dangers and the
unintended consequences of their actions.
The more we explore, the more we discover. The more we learn, the more we realize that there are good
explanations for almost everything. Consider the fact that teenagers not only crave acceptance and belonging in
their peer groups, but also excitement and novelty and risk. These traits almost define adolescence, and they are
characteristics that make young adults more adaptive as individuals, so they contribute to our adaptivity as a
species. Genes and developmental processes that play an amplified role during this key transition period have
been selected for, over many thousands of generations, because they produce young human beings who are
optimally primed to take the big risk of leaving a safe home to move into unfamiliar territory. This willingness to
take risks and master challenging new environments has been critically important for our species in its adaptive
success as we migrated and colonized new niches and habitats around the globe.
The average human brain consists of something like 100 billion neurons, each having as many as a thousand or
more synapses. These neurons have branch-like extensions known as dendrites, along which chemical messages
are transmitted to neuronal cell bodies across narrow synaptic gaps. Cell bodies send chemical and electrical
information along nerve fiber extensions known as axons. During adolescence, these axons gradually become more
insulated with a sheath of fatty substance called myelin, which boosts transmission speeds of axons up to 100
times. Faster brain functions are beneficial because they work more efficiently, providing us with greater
adaptive intelligence. As this insulation builds up, however, functional flexibility diminishes. This is why languages
are harder to learn as this insulation process is completed, as we get older. As we age our brains literally become
less flexibly open-minded. This may be why astute observers say it’s hard to teach an old dog new tricks. This
fact provides us with a compelling reason why inflexible political conservatism associated with opposition to
change should not be allowed to so dominate our national decision-making.
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Mark Twain once made this interesting observation: “Man is the only animal that blushes. Or needs to.” One
possible evolutionary explanation for the phenomenon of blushing is that it evolved as a means of ameliorating
conflicts. Blushing reduces the ability to deceive, so may encourage honesty and socially constructive behavior.
It is noteworthy that taboos like the one against incest arose early in human societies. One can well imagine the
reason for this. Inbreeding can result in severe physical or mental degeneracy within a small number of
generations. This has occurred on many occasions, as when the Hapsburg dynasty in Europe tried to keep their
dynastic heritage intact by inter-marrying with their relatives. The outcome was a considerable number of
physical and mental deficiencies in their families, like those of Charles II in Spain in the late 1600s.
“The grand essentials to happiness in this life are something to do, something to love, and something to
hope for.”
--- Joseph Addison
Politics and Religion
The Seven Days of Creation scenario adduced at the beginning of these Revelations is a modern creation story
that provides a dramatic contrast to all the many antiquated mythological Creation stories invented over the long
course of human history. The creative Creation stories of all the world’s principal religions have provided some
positive benefits throughout the roughly five or six millennia since civilization began back in ancient Mesopotamia.
Creation stories did this by facilitating cooperative relationships between people and providing psychological
security, while satisfying human needs for belief, faith and belonging. Staunch adherence by many religions to
their concocted founding conceptions has also caused violent conflicts, ideological strife and much atrocious
discrimination and persecution. And religious authorities have too often sided with repressive establishment
leaders, causing terrible harms to countless number of people over the centuries.
Politics and religion make strange bedfellows. When religious authorities form coalitions with rulers who oppose
the greater good, these alliances can undermine the most important values of our kind. Extreme fundamentalist
believers in religions around the world today pose one of the biggest threats to peaceful coexistence and both
saner and more civilized courses of action. In particular, the Religious Right in the U.S. and Islamic extremists in
many nations and the ayatollahs of Iran all seem to be committed to conflict-engendering domination and
ascendancy. Aggressive supremacist attitudes are making international conflicts unnecessarily dangerous, and
religious extremism is giving unwarranted and counterproductive amounts of power to reactionary elements in alltoo-many nations. Social harms associated with domestic repression and wrongheaded government policies and
misguided priorities are radically undesirable.
“When fascism comes to America, it will be wrapped in the flag, carrying the cross.”
--- Misattributed to Sinclair Lewis in his 1935 novel, It Can’t Happen Here
Rational decision-making and intelligent judgments about the best approaches to fostering human well-being are
being thwarted by entrenched interest groups supported by many religious people. Religious conservatives tend
to side with authoritarian leaders and economic fundamentalists in countries worldwide. This dangerous
affiliation makes disparities of wealth and social inequities more pronounced, and thus unnecessarily stokes
increased insecurities, stresses, strife and animosities around the globe. This sadly unchristian aspect of
religions is socially unacceptable! Moderates and liberals, assert stronger influence, please!
"Peace along with freedom and justice are the pillars for attaining both security and stability, and will pave
the way towards the eradication of oppression, extremism, and terrorism in our world.”
--- Najib Mikati
Transcendence Beckons
Carl Sagan once said, “A religion that stresses the magnificence of the universe as revealed by modern science
might be able to draw forth reserves of reverence and awe hardly tapped by traditional faiths. Sooner or later,
such a religion will emerge.” Now is a good time for us to be proactive and choose to develop the catholic and
ecological canons of this new faith, and to wholeheartedly embrace them.
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To ensure a more advantageous future for our kind, a more enlightened appreciation of existence is called for.
We basically need to develop more holistic Gaia understandings. The Earth Manifesto essay Gaia’s Geological
Perspective: Episodes Since Genesis contains valuable guidance.
Cultural evolution changes at a much faster pace than biological evolution, so cultural changes are our best hope
for helping us successfully adapt to the converging challenges of our times. We are well-advised to come
together and choose cultural “memes” that are most favorable to our collective flourishing and survival. Maybe
this manifesto, with its Common Sense Revival, could function as a handbook for these salubrious ideas!
What we really need is a new attitude, a new global perspective, a new belief system that generously satisfies our
emotional and spiritual impulses while at the same time integrating the vital Golden Rule principle of acceptance
for other people and other faiths. We need a belief system that is open to loving thy neighbor -- or, at least, to
giving thy neighbor a greater modicum of respect. Fair-minded “live and let live” attitudes are vital in matters of
race, gender, sexuality, community cohesion and religious convictions.
We would also be smart to come to grips with how to properly deal with criminal deviants by establishing fairer
rules of law and punishment, so that justice would be dispensed in ways proportionate to the threats their crimes
pose to society as a whole. We cannot afford broad “shock and awe” wars on terrorists, and we can no longer
afford draconian punishments against petty crimes like marijuana use. And in the context of the mindless
materialism in our times, which advertisers so repetitiously and seductively promote, we can’t afford to let
corporate profiteering override all other considerations. We should identify the real cheaters and freeloaders
and exploiters in our societies, according to consequential ethics, and determine how to best deal with the
problems they pose.
Who would have thought that the biggest freeloaders in a society might be the financial elites who abuse the
influence of their wealth to rig the system ever more radically to their selfish advantages? Who would have
imagined that our societies might face an existential crisis specifically because a small group of rich and powerful
people is allowed to grab the preponderance of benefits for themselves, at the expense of the vast majority of
workers and the greater good of the populace as a whole?
This, naturally, should be no great surprise. A passing familiarity with Thomas Piketty’s best-selling book Capital
in the Twenty-First Century provides readers with confirmatory details about how capitalism works. Once again
the ominous words of Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis come to mind with reverberating import:
“We can have a democracy in this country or we can have great wealth concentrated in the hands of a few,
but we can’t have both.”
Who would have imagined that a narrow majority of “conservative” Justices on the Supreme Court would have
sided with campaign financing abuses of influence like the ones currently being perpetrated against the American
people? Who would have thought that so many politicians and judges would take the side of Big Money in
triumphing over the health of the providential commons and the best interests of the vast majority of people
alive today, and of all people in the future?
Consider the words Pope John Paul II spoke in 1984: “The needs of the poor must take priority over the desires
of the rich; and the rights of workers over the maximization of profits.” Read that again. At the time the Pope
uttered these words, about 33 million Americans were poor, and 28% of the nation’s wealth was held by the
richest 2% of the population. Today, more than 40 million Americans are poor, and 40% of the nation’s wealth is
held by the richest 1%. Regressive tax-cutting plans promoted by conservatives are making these trends worse
and worse. I urge all voters to consider this when evaluating any politician who opposes requiring the wealthy and
giant corporations to pay their fair share of the tax burden. Any future changes in taxation should rightly give
NOT ONE MORE PENNY to rich people and the highest-income earners!
Our long prehistory of hunting and gathering not only required a high degree of cooperation, but also a fair
measure of egalitarianism. This was a dramatic contrast with earlier social groups dominated by alpha males.
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Picture rams butting heads during rutting season, or baboons fighting fiercely to establish male dominance so
that the alpha male could mate exclusively with as many females as possible.
Talk about family values! Sexual aggression, like all vices, was once a virtue, back before anything was regarded
as a vice or virtue, or good or bad. The process of natural selection helped determine which individuals and their
traits were chosen to be propagated forward in time. Natural selection made these choices with impersonally
fateful and mortally final decisiveness, as our lineage was pruned into the entire paradoxical panoply of our human
nature and character today.
The goal of creating more equality of opportunity and a greater measure of egalitarianism is one that is arguably
more crucial to our collective survival and flourishing than the status quo of allowing privileged people the
freedom to create ever more inequality in economic gain and political power. Extreme frustration with the status
quo was expressed by the 99% of Americans in the Occupy Wall Street movement and related protests around
the world in late 2011. As time marches steadily by, a greater commitment to cooperative problem-solving is
clearly needed. And we should renounce obstinate opposition to progress, along with merciless defenses of
policies that facilitate worsening inequality, and harsh attitudes toward the poor, and the suppression of dissent,
and the continuance of swindles that give debt-financed low tax rates to the super-rich.
“I think, therefore I am (I think).”
--- Rene Descartes (paraphrased version)
Homo sapiens sapiens is the sole surviving species in our genus Homo. In this sense, all our biotic eggs are in one
basket. Only by continuing to think rationally, and to respect our capabilities for intelligent foresight, and to be
open to creative ways of quickly adapting, will we thereby continue to be. And only by honoring vital social and
ecological principles and intuitions of the greater good will we improve the future prospects of humanity.
Everything we do that will increase the likelihood of driving ourselves closer to catastrophe, and possible
extinction, is an ultimate foolishness and immoral course -- an ultimate faux pas in the face of the processes of
natural selection. This perspective sees that public decision-making must give greater priority to policies and
practices that are fairer and more likely to be sustainable. Such an emphasis is needed because unsustainability
implies movement toward riskier and less auspicious outcomes for all of humankind.
The Delphic Oracle Speaks
The Pythia was the high priestess in the Greek Temple of Apollo at Delphi on the slopes of Mount Parnassus. This
priestess was known for centuries as the famed Oracle of Delphi. This Oracle was established in the 8th century
BCE, and a long succession of women acted as Pythia, making prophecies for 1,200 years until the end of the 4th
century CE. These prophecies were thought to be inspired by Apollo, the god of light, and they were reputedly
delivered by the Pythia in an ecstatic trance. Some say the sagacious soothsayers were perhaps in an altered
mental state that was induced by hot vapors that rose from a chasm in the Delphic rock.
These prophecies had influential impacts on many leaders in the ancient world, so the Pythia of Delphi was one of
the most powerful women in the world during her tenure. Hundreds of the Oracular statements of Delphi have
survived since classical times, according to Wikipedia, and over half, stunningly, are said to be “historically
accurate”. Many of them are anecdotal, and have survived as proverbs. “Love of money and nothing else will ruin
Sparta”, proclaimed the Oracle. Maybe we need a new modern Oracle to counsel us in our materialistic Western
world today!
The Oracle advised the wise ruler Solon, who was considering what constitutional reforms to make for Athens:
The advice the high priestess gave him was, “Seat yourself amidships …”. As a consequence, Solon created fairminded laws and instituted a progressively-graduated tax system and a moderate means by which debts could be
forgiven. This helped create a stronger Athenian middle class, and prevented the gap between the “haves” and
the “have-nots” from growing too dangerously wide. Ostensibly, we should all seat ourselves amidships today, and
demand fairer and wiser national plans!
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Carved into the forecourt of the Temple of Apollo was the maxim, “Nothing in excess.” Our hyper-partisan
representatives should ponder this idea of “moderation in all things”, and accept this oracular advice when it
comes to making decisions on protecting democracy and public spending, debt-financed tax cuts, budget deficits,
corporate perks and ideologically-driven stands on various issues. This wise perspective provides another simple
reason that moderates and liberals within religious faiths should step forward to replace conservatives who
dominate their religious establishments.
“The world would be a far better place if philosophers, poets or jazz musicians had greater influence
in our societies.”
--- A pronouncement of a modern reincarnation of the Priestess Oracle of Delphi
If jazz musicians ran the world, in syncopated harmony, with penultimate cool, it would likely be a much better
place. With a little help from truly civic-minded business people and more honorable politicians, and visionary
poets, Buddhist philosophers, artists, ecological economists, deep ecologists and strong proponents of peaceful
coexistence, we really could dramatically improve the world!
I love the idea of the nine divine Muses in Greek mythology. These goddesses were daughters of Mnemosyne, the
personified Titan goddess of Memory, and Zeus, the supreme Olympian god. They were said to be the divine
inspiration for the creation of various kinds of literature, philosophy and the arts. Please step forward and take
a dignified bow on behalf of music and song, Euterpe, and on behalf of the epic poets, Calliope, you divine feminine
inspirations!
I remember a friend telling me she had attended a weeklong silent retreat at a spiritual place in Massachusetts,
and she observed that the meditative interlude centered her, and put her in touch with her inner self. She felt
that the silent retreat had subtly shifted her way of seeing the world. Curiously, her personal experience gave
her an oceanic sense of love for all human beings and sentient animals, yet she felt no particular strong affection
for any one of the actual people with whom she shared this eminently quiet cathartic experience. Ha! -- what
mysterious beings we are!
Woe, and An Incisively Irreverent Comedic Perspective
There have been an unbelievable number of evil outcomes visited upon humankind by religious authorities and
“religion on the march” over the centuries. This carnage perhaps began back in the 14 century BCE when King
Tut’s father, the Egyptian pharaoh Akhenaten, outlawed traditional polytheism and established a new monotheism
centered on worship of Aten, the sun god. Especially objectionable in this category of nefarious assaults on the
tolerance of Golden Rule sensibilities and peaceable coexistence since then were the Catholic Inquisition, the
Crusades, the tactics used to spread Islam by the sword, the Salem Witch Trials, the 9/11 terrorist attacks and
the War on Terror in reaction -- and now the current on-going predations of the Religious Right in the USA
today, in their unholy alliance with Republican conservatives.
In an eminently reasonable response to all this carnage, it is valuable to listen to George Carlin extraordinary
comedy routine, titled Religion is Bullshit (google it). Some will regard George Carlin’s humorous monologue as
incisively irreverent and worse, but he makes very valid points about money and religion and sun worshipping and
prayer and God’s will.
Whether to rage or laugh at excessive credulity in the improbable -- THAT is the question. As George Carlin
once humorously pointed out, "Tell people there's an invisible man in the sky who created the universe, and the
vast majority will believe you. Tell them the paint is wet, and they have to touch it to be sure." Ha!
Philosophical Introspection
I just love astutely insightful perspectives. Think of an issue where you believed something was true, but later
were presented with a different point of view that was so persuasive that you changed your mind. In a collective
sense, a perceptual surprise like this took place when humankind first realized that the Earth spins around once
every day, rather than that the Sun makes a daily orbit around the Earth. This contradicted the apparent fact
that the Sun rises in the east every day and travels across the sky to set in the west.
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“Doubt is not a pleasant condition, but certainty is an absurd one.”
--- Voltaire
French philosopher Rene Descartes surveyed the scene in the 17th century of earlier thinkers like Socrates,
Plato and Aristotle, and of skeptics like the Sophists and Stoics, and came to convoluted conclusions like “I think,
therefore I am” -- and, “So, from what has been said, it must be concluded that God necessarily exists.”
Descartes made the bizarre Ontological Argument that the existence of a great God can be inferred directly
from a fact that necessary existence is contained in the “clear and distinct idea of a supremely perfect being”.
Wait a minute. I have a clear and distinct idea that the Sun rose in the east this morning and is moving across
the sky exactly as if it is revolving around the Earth, but that doesn’t make it a necessary and self-evident truth.
A good explanation for confused thinking was adduced by philosopher Will Durant, when he astutely observed in
The Pleasures of Philosophy: “Doubtless some philosophers have had all sorts of wisdom except common sense,
and many a philosophic flight has been due to the elevating power of thin air.”
People claim that God has divine attributes like goodness, omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence and eternal
existence. Really? That sounds much more like a fabricated idea about the particularities of what a respectworthy God should be like, rather than a knowable truth about the real nature of deities in existence. These
characteristics are framed in the language and concepts of what the nature of a super-human being might be.
Surely, whatever God is, “He” cannot be limited to a narrow list of human-like descriptive attributes, so we should
be especially careful not to ascribe these concepts to God, given their suspiciously anthropomorphic and blatantly
improbable nature -- and their use, all too often, to rationalize discrimination and atrocities.
The existence of God is a conveniently simplistic idea that evolved from earlier animistic and polytheistic
concepts. The monotheistic belief in one God is a more sophisticated idea than previous beliefs that supposed
there are many gods and goddesses, but this sophistication is cast in an exceedingly dubious and unfavorable light
by the extraordinary insights contained in the thought-provoking book God Against the God: The History of the
War Between Monotheism and Polytheism. Polytheists, commendably, did not get on their high horses and
slaughter others who believed in different deities.
I personally find the panoply of gods and goddesses in the pantheons of ancient Greece and Rome to be
fascinating because these mythological beings embody many marvelous reflections of our archetypal human
characters. A study of Goddesses in Everywoman, and of Gods in Everyman by the Jungian psychiatrist Jean
Shinoda Bolen, provides valuable perspectives about both archetypes and stereotypes in our human psyches and
cultures. Considered from this point of view, beliefs in a God reveal much about true believers, and much more
about those who believe than they reveal about the probable nature of any envisioned Supreme Being.
Likewise, a study of comparative religion and the attributed character of deities as described in canonized
religious texts around the world can reveal fascinating things about the people who profess these beliefs -- and
about their convoluted thinking. Consider the belief that essentially posits: “Presto, God created everything!”
This is a curiously convenient construct, but no one has yet come up with the impossible -- an adequately honest
explanation for how God in our image might have come to exist before anything else in the entire Universe.
Religions have often in history served as a type of manipulative propaganda. A reliable way to make people believe
in falsehoods is through early indoctrination and frequent repetition. Daniel Kahneman makes this point in
Thinking, Fast and Slow. Our brains, it turns out, function in ways that make it hard for people to distinguish
truth from familiarity. This is a cause of the phenomenon known as “the illusory truth effect.” People involved in
propagating dogmas and the marketing of products take advantage of this fact, as do religious zealots and
manipulative demagogic authoritarians.
George W. Bush once stated during his presidency, “See, in my line of work you got to keep repeating things over
and over and over again for the truth to sink in, to kind of catapult the propaganda.” That’s too much! The
strategy of catapulting the propaganda is a particularly pathetic goal when it is affiliated with hidden agendas,
discriminatory drives, downplaying risks, exploitive ambitions, fraudulent schemes, financial improprieties, war
enthusiasms, dark motives and other actions that have big potentials for negative impacts on society as a whole.
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There is no doubt that fabricated stories can truly alter our realities. This theme is powerfully explored in the
film Life is Beautiful, in which a father uses imagination and humor to make up a story in a Nazi concentration
camp that he tells to his son. Even though his story is a fiction, it actually helps the son survive. Unfortunately,
in the arena of religious fanaticism, stories like those in the Bible, the Quran and the Book of Mormon can have
highly negative outcomes for society, despite implied morality that holds religious doctrines to be designed to
foster the moral good. Fanatic evangelical believers tend to demonize those with different faiths, and to regard
non-believers as evil, and these attitudes spark anger, animosity and motives for violence or vengeance in
reaction. Much harm has been caused by such self-righteous attitudes.
On the whole, there are overwhelmingly valid reasons to believe that evidence-based beliefs are preferable to
superstition and ignorance. It is stunning that, on the Sunday this paragraph was originally written, the top two
paperback books on the National Non-Fiction Best-Seller List were Heaven Is for Real (“A boy's encounter with
Jesus and the angels”) and Proof of Heaven (“A neurosurgeon recounts his near death experience during a coma”).
Science has not yet found the physical location of either Heaven or Hell, and the probability that they exist as
literal places is vanishingly small. Literal beliefs in these storied places are about as reasonable as faith in the
existence of a real Santa Claus or Easter Bunny or Boogeyman. When such literal beliefs are used to get people
to deny big picture understandings like the wrong-headedness of allowing giant corporations to damage the
foundations of biotic well-being in order to maximize profits, such self-serving convictions can be a serious
threat to our overall flourishing and survival.
And when fervent beliefs in a better fate in some imagined afterlife prevents people from demanding and getting
fairer policies in the here and now, this addictive opiate of the people is bad medicine. Calls for fairer national
priorities are demands for the real happiness of the people, not merely solace in an illusory happiness.
“Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless world, and the soul of soulless
conditions. It is the opium of the people.”
--- Karl Marx, 1844
An Aside on Beliefs and Opinions
Mark Twain’s sagacious perspectives inform many of the ideas found in this manifesto. The great writer and
humorist grafted fine high-class sensibilities that he acquired in the second half of his life onto a sturdy
midwestern working class root stock. He had traveled from his hometown in Hannibal on the banks of the wide
Mississippi River to the Wild West during the Civil War, in the years after the California Gold Rush began, and
years later he married into an aristocratic family and settled in the Northeast. He had also journeyed and lived
abroad for years on end, so his opinions reflected the broadening insights gained from these rich, expansive and
widely varied cultural experiences.
Mark Twain wrote his important essay Corn Pone Opinions in 1901. In it, he explored the pitfalls of unthinking
opinions and beliefs. The essay was not published until 1923, more than 12 years after he died. It is entertaining
and enlightening to delve into his meaning in this article. He begins by reminiscing about a friend who had been
very dear to him 50 years earlier. “He was a gay and impudent and satirical and delightful young black man -- a
slave -- who daily preached sermons from the top of his master's woodpile, with me for sole audience. He
imitated the pulpit style of the several clergymen of the village, and did it well, and with fine passion and energy.”
The black slave alleged that, “You tell me whar a man gits his corn pone, en I'll tell you what his 'pinions is." Corn
pone is an inexpensive form of corn bread made without eggs or milk. Such austere recipes were created out of
necessity by poor people who couldn’t afford eggs and milk. Author Greg Beatty has written an excellent article
titled Quarter Pound Opinions in which he points out that, using Mark Twain’s analysis, people could be said to
accept the opinions of those around them, “especially Americans with their divided allegiances to God, democracy,
and the dollar”.
Just as the corn in their corn-pone was grown in nearby fields, and was ground by a miller they knew, and was
bagged and baked by others, their opinions were acquired second-hand from their families and fellow members of
their church and others in their neighborhoods and localities. The spices and herbs that made individual batches
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of corn-pone distinctive revealed telling information about the geographical and economic influences that
affected the cooks. Likewise, the shared opinions upon which Mark Twain cogitated and occasionally heaped scorn
were often circulated widely because of people’s tendency to parrot the ideas of others in unthinking ways, and in
sometimes obsequious conformity.
Remembering his black slave friend’s impressive harangues from atop the woodpile in Hannibal, Mark Twain
transformed him in Corn-Pone Opinions into a rhetorical prophet of individual freedom. He ostensibly felt that
people should be able to break free from dangerous habits, false notions, counterproductive opinions and
undesirable prejudices by means of being capable of seeing more clearly that their opinions are largely a matter
of conditioning, indoctrination and conformity. I love the idea of this potentiality of breaking through, even if it
may be difficult to transcend the deeply conditioned opinions and ideas and beliefs that we often have acquired
from others like comfortable second-hand shoes.
Today, this has become truer and more impactful as social media has lulled us in conditioned echo chambers.
Many folks find it exceedingly hard to reach beyond tribal identification and loyalties that we have adopted from
our news sources and social media feeds. “Facebook. LIKE? Instagram. Twitter, twitter, twitter.” Some people
act as if they are dutiful robots, conforming to emotion-manipulating schemers, trolls and Russian bots.
John Steinbeck and ‘Doc’ Ed Ricketts glimpsed deep truths during their famous voyage on the Sea of Cortez in
1940. They debated a state of “understanding-acceptance” and came up with the idea that holistic worldviews
can lead to breaking through to useful and purposeful social action. People in our societies are deeply affected by
blind conformity, sheep-like following and materialistic keeping-up-with-the-Joneses strivings. This contributes
to widely harmful outcomes on a global scale. People do not seem to bridle much at their obsequious servitude to
the persuasive propaganda of advertisers, ideologues, partisan politicians or churches, so it’s as though we are
completely convinced by spin, deceptions, marketing and orthodox dogmas.
Here are some of Mark Twain’s insights and a fine example of his subversive wit in Corn-Pone Opinions: “The
black philosopher's idea was that a man is not independent, and cannot afford views which might interfere with
his bread and butter. If he would prosper, he must train with the majority; in matters of large moment, like
politics and religion, he must think and feel with the bulk of his neighbors, or suffer damage in his social standing
and in his business prosperities. He must restrict himself to corn-pone opinions -- at least on the surface. He
must get his opinions from other people; he must reason out none for himself; he must have no first-hand views.”
“Morals, religions, politics, get their following from surrounding influences and atmospheres, almost entirely; not
from study, not from thinking. A man must and will have his own approval first of all, in each and every moment
and circumstance of his life -- even if he must repent of a self-approved act the moment after its commission, in
order to get his self-approval again: but, speaking in general terms, a man's self-approval in the large concerns of
life has its source in the approval of the peoples about him, and not in a searching personal examination of the
matter. Mohammedans are Mohammedans because they are born and reared among that sect, not because they
have thought it out and can furnish sound reasons for being Mohammedans; we know why Catholics are Catholics;
why Presbyterians are Presbyterians; why Baptists are Baptists; why Mormons are Mormons; why thieves are
thieves and monarchists, monarchists; why Republicans are Republicans and Democrats, Democrats. We know it is
a matter of association and sympathy, not reasoning and examination; that hardly a man in the world has an
opinion upon morals, politics, or religion which he got otherwise than through his associations and sympathies.”
“Men think they think upon great political questions, and they do; but they think with their party, not
independently; they read its literature, but not that of the other side; they arrive at convictions, but they are
drawn from a partial view of the matter in hand and are of no particular value. They swarm with their party, they
feel with their party, they are happy in their party's approval; and where the party leads they will follow,
whether for right and honor, or through blood and dirt and a mush of mutilated morals.”
“We all do no end of feeling, and we mistake it for thinking. And out of it we get an aggregation which we
consider a boon. Its name is Public Opinion. It is held in reverence. It settles everything. Some think it is the
Voice of God.”
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Hmmm … This perspective on conformity and approval-seeking is reminiscent of ideas John Fowles expresses in
his seminal book, The Aristos, where he examines the many powerful social pressures that motivate people to
conform. He expresses the opinion that it is one of our fundamental human birthrights to be able to think
objectively and express opinions freely. He felt that the healthiest societies would be those in which every
person develops a self-made opinion on all issues that concern them. Such freedoms of independent consideration
and expression are vitally important requisites for a healthy democracy -- and for a good understanding of our
selves, as well.
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel Sing A Lovely Sonata Enveloped in Silence
Hello darkness, my old friend
I’ve come to talk with you again.
Because a vision softly creeping
Left its seeds while I was sleeping
And the vision that was planted in my brain still remains
Within the sound of silence.
… My eyes were stabbed by the flash of a neon light
People hearing without listening
And the people bowed and prayed
To the neon god they made
And the sign flashed out its warning
In the words that it was forming
And the sign said, “The words of the prophets are written on the subway walls
And the tenement halls”
And whispered in the sounds of silence.
--- Simon and Garfunkel, The Sounds of Silence
Is One Religion Absolutely Right?
Here is a thought-provoking question that was posed by Vanity Fair magazine. They polled about one thousand
people, and asked them the following question: “Which comes closest to your view? (1) The world would be a
better place if there were one global religion. (2) The world would be a better place if there were one global
religion, but only if that religion were Christianity. (3) The world is a better place because of its religious
diversity. (4) The world would be a better place with no religion.”
What do you think? More than half of people interviewed believed that religious diversity is the best for society.
Just 20% figured a Christianity-only nation would be best, and 12% of the respondents figured no religion would
be best. Only 8% of respondents said one global religion would be best. American evangelicals, not surprisingly,
believed that having only one religion in which everyone accepted Christianity would be best, but even then only
49% of them endorsed that idea. Cultural diversity and broad open-mindedness are healthy, while the
constriction of people’s choices goes against the grain of our national ideals of the freedom of religion and belief
and expression.
“Nothing so needs reforming as other people’s habits.”
--- Mark Twain
In his illuminating book The Better Angels of Our Nature, psychologist Steven Pinker writes about terrible
historical acts like the torturing of heretics and the burning of women at the stake because they practiced
“witchcraft”. He observes: “The belief that one may escape from an eternity in hell only by accepting Jesus as a
savior makes it a moral imperative to coerce people into accepting that belief, and to silence anyone who might
sow doubt about it.” Or, presumably, to wage discriminatory campaigns against them, or to wreak violence.
Surely our societies would be better off without fundamentalist evangelical believers commanding power and
demanding obedience, especially when they hold the conviction that other people should be coerced into adhering
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to their narrow theologies. This is why a strong separation between Church and State is so important for human
freedom and dignity.
Even the latter-day apostle Ronald Reagan once said, “We were founded as a nation of openness to people of all
beliefs. And so we must remain. Our very unity has been strengthened by our pluralism. We establish no religion
in this country, we command no worship, we mandate no belief, nor will we ever. Church and State are, and must
remain, separate.” Texas Senator Ted Cruz and his cocksure religious kin may disagree on this point, but that
doesn’t mean he is right. He is too far right, and this should have disqualified him from high office.
In 2012, the extreme religious conservative Rick Santorum said that when he watched a speech made by
Presidential candidate John F. Kennedy to Baptist ministers in 1960, it made him want to “throw up”. He felt this
revulsion because JFK was stressing a fair-minded belief in the importance of the separation of Church and
State. Good grief -- that’s gross -- and vile bile, to boot.
Let’s recommit our nation to strengthening the separation between religion and government. In evaluating the
value of religions in modern times, let us remain open-minded, because there are many crucially important things
to be learned about the world and ourselves. More knowledge and better understandings are the key. And there
are many vital things that we should work together to accomplish!
Religious Diversity and Religious Tolerance Go Hand in Hand
Imagine a home with 10,000 rooms that has a directory in the antechamber providing information about each of
the rooms and the beliefs specific to the people who inhabit the spaces within. Each room holds an altar
providing a place of worship for one of the ten thousand extant religious sects in the world today. Each of these
religions has its own cosmology, its own creation story, its own dogmas, and its own explanation for the meaning of
life and death. As Jon Krakauer pointed out in Under the Banner of Heaven, referring to the faithful of these
various belief systems: “Most assert that the other 9,999 not only have it completely wrong, but are instruments
of evil, besides.”
It is easy to see the problem here. Steven Pinker poignantly points out in The Better Angels of Our Nature that
there is an astonishing absurdity of “… different people being unshakably certain of the truth of their mutually
incompatible beliefs.” When it comes to convictions of absolute certainty of belief, and of fervently aggressive
self-righteousness in defense of cherished convictions, perhaps it is natural for hostility toward others to arise.
Anyone who happens to have different religious convictions can be subjected to suspicion, contempt, cancel
culture prohibitions, discriminatory repression, and even cruelty and violence. When self-serving religious
authorities exaggeratedly influence entire nations, harsh prohibitions and punishments can result. So can
irrational and uncompromising political stances, and Crusading militarism, bloody Inquisitions, murderous
genocides, regional wars or violent terrorism in the name of a particular God.
Most people would agree it is a bad idea for people to be ruled by governments that collaborate too closely with
authorities of any one particular religion. This is especially true when such eminences promote discrimination
against groups of people like atheists or females or gay people. We simply cannot accept divisive influences of
established churches in the spheres of governments and laws. The rights of all people must be upheld to believe
as they like, and no government should be allowed to side with authorities of any one religion or God. This is why
the concept of a sensible separation of church and state is so necessary in nations worldwide.
It is curious that many people who adhere to religious faiths are credulous enough that they feel compelled to
deny the greatest understandings ever realized by humankind -- the awe-inspiring conception of the physical
evolution of the Universe over billions of years of time, and the unfathomably long adaptive saga of the biological
evolution of life on Earth.
There can be a great danger when religious fanatics gain control of decision-making processes in any government
in the world. This is particularly true right now of Iran, Saudi Arabia, regions controlled by Islamic State
fighters, and the influence of the Religious Right in the United States. The sustained Republican assault on
women’s rights and prerogatives, and Churchly opposition to family planning, the use of contraceptives and
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abortion, and threats of war between Israel and Iran are all converging on similar understandings: overarching
consideration should be given to the long-term greater good. Less emphasis should be put on parochial puritanism
or ignorant, discrimination-defending biases of religious zealots.
The above quote from Jon Krakauer’s Under the Banner of Heaven was immediately preceded by this compelling
observation: “I don’t know what God is, or what God had in mind when the universe was set in motion. In fact, I
don’t know if God even exists, although I confess that I sometimes find myself praying in times of great fear or
despair, or astonishment at a display of unexpected beauty.” Aha!
This observation was followed by a classic Krakauer comment that none of the ten thousand religious sects had
persuaded him to make a requisite leap of faith to embrace their beliefs. “In the absence of conviction,” he
wrote, “I’ve come to terms with the fact that uncertainty is an inescapable corollary of life. An abundance of
mystery is simply part of the bargain -- which doesn’t strike me as something to lament. Accepting the essential
inscrutability of existence, in any case, is surely preferable to its opposite: capitulating to the tyranny of
intransigent belief.” Hallelujah!
Glimpses into the Murky Waters of Prehistory
The earliest civilizations appear to have emerged independently: Mesopotamia along the Tigris and Euphrates
Rivers, Egypt along the Nile River, India along the Indus River, China along the Yellow River, and in the New World
in the Central Andes and in Mesoamerica. The concept of a cradle of civilization has a focus on where the
inhabitants came to build cities, to make pottery and use metals, to grow crops and domesticate animals,
to create writing systems, and to develop complex social structures that involved class systems.
It is intriguing that the oldest temple ruins found anywhere in the world are about 12,000 years old. This age is
significantly further back in time than the period in which people began to settle down in agrarian communities.
These ruins are in southern Turkey at a place known as Göbekli Tepe. It is ironic that Göbekli Tepe was built to
commemorate gods of a culture long gone and completely forgotten. The same is true for the faiths that inspired
all of the ten oldest temples in the world. No one any longer worships any of the gods that these temples were
built to honor. Beliefs in those gods -- and hundreds of others -- have drifted into the realm of myth, legend,
conjecture, mystery and obscurity.
As noted in Transcendental Musings, the Creation myth of ancient Greeks says that Gaea, feminine-gendered
Earth, emerged from Chaos and gave birth to Uranus, the personification of the male deity of the Sky, and
together they gave birth to offspring known as the Titans, who later begat the Olympians. It is amazing that
this Creation myth was the dominant spiritual, cosmological and religious explanation of existence for many
centuries in the most advanced civilizations in the Near East and Europe at the time. Yet it is revealing that the
rich and well-developed body of myths surrounding these deities enveloped the Greeks in a spiritual connection to
their world, and thus provided them with deeply conceived visions of archetypes of human nature and behaviors
and idiosyncrasies.
Today most people regard Greek mythology as a quaintly imaginary body of story telling and anthropocentric
projections and superstitions. We can no longer access the state of awareness that prevailed for centuries
during the time these myths were the dominant conceptions and explanations of existence.
In light of the long evolving history of cosmological conceptions throughout recorded history, now is the time for
those who think their faiths represent “absolute truths” to admit that their founding creation stories and
scriptures are also tall tales that have been invented by human beings. These stories are not divine revelations.
Now is the time for people of all religious faiths -- especially Christians, Catholics, Baptists, Mormons and both
Shia and Sunni Muslims -- to admit that other faiths have as much legitimacy as theirs, and to accept
differences, and to honestly and honorably work together to achieve larger humanistic goals.
A clearer understanding of the founding drives behind religions, and of the ways modern religions have been
hijacked by manipulative authorities, is vitally important to help us move forward toward creating saner, safer,
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fairer and more peaceable societies. These, I believe, would be cultures most likely to be healthy, secure and
sustainable. This topic will be explored below, after a short digression.
Another Dogmatic Religion
Christianity and Islam each have more than one billion adherents around the world. But another kind of religion
effectively dwarfs these and all others. It is Capitalism. Everyone basically participates in this religion, believing
that the possession of money is the best means to achieve happiness, security, variety and salvation in the form
of individual freedom. Some people even believe that more money could contribute to a kind of liberation of the
masses. Capitalist economic systems hold that the best way to salvation is through success in becoming rich, and
that this can be achieved no matter what a person’s background or education or social class.
Capitalism is a religion in a similar sense to other belief systems because it deals with similar sets of existential
issues and anxieties as established religions. Capitalism is an odd religion of conditioned consumerism, status
seeking, avarice, ruthlessness of competition, industrialization, globalization and a commercialization of almost
everything. It plays on people’s hopes, fears, aspirations, weaknesses, insecurities, gullibility, vices, guilt, shame,
passivity, shallowness and misunderstanding, and it manipulates people through the urgings of persuasive
schemers who are like proverbial snake oil salesmen that push people to buy and indulge, believe and conform.
Capitalism is more like a cult than a mainstream religion, for its followers regard money almost as an absolute
arbiter of social importance. It also holds that the prerogatives of rich people should be inviolate. Capitalism is
a secular cult whose object of worship is money and special perks and privileges. It is a cult promoted by
advertising that encourages people to consume and to pursue narrow self-interest. Capitalism conditions people
to envy others who have a lot of money, possessions and material things. In reaction, those who have the most
money and possessions tend to jealously defend the exclusiveness of their money, power and good fortune.
People are highly susceptible to subliminal influences of sophisticated marketing techniques and the persuasion of
oft-repeated advertising. While repetition is effective in selling things and catapulting propaganda, the naked
truth can come out when an emperor is transparently wearing no clothes, and in parallel, even the deceiving
dissemblers who propagate the shrewd spin can be revealed to be hucksters who may do much harm.
“You can fool some of the people all of the time, and all of the people some of the time, but you can not fool
all of the people all of the time.”
--- Honest Abe Lincoln
The capitalist system subtly encourages every person to turn his or her back on vital human values like economic
fairness, social justice, generosity, the overall well-being of the majority, empathetic understanding, good
neighborliness, compassionate behaviors, selfless service, kindness, moderation and spiritual pursuits. This leads
to alienation and cultural mania. John Fowles made a valid point in The Aristos: “Much more than we let
philosophies guide our lives, we allow obsessions to drive them; and there is no doubt which has been the great
driving obsession of the last one hundred and fifty years. It is money.” … “Having, not being, governs our time.”
The Republican Party in particular is obsessed with money and the power and control it represents. Republicans
are excessively eager to give the full legal rights of real persons to amoral corporate entities. They are so
zealously and obsequiously willing to do this that they allow the rights of the American people to be trampled
upon to advance this narrow goal. The stakes are high -- huge sums of money for wealthy people! -- so these
stalwart partisans triumphantly rationalize this awkward and patently self-serving legal misconstruction. They
even go a step further and try to endow these amoral organizations with rights and power that far exceed those
of real persons of flesh and blood.
If corporations really were people, the way they generally act could be reasonably characterized as clinically
pathological. The Canadian writer, jazz musician and filmmaker Joel Bakan poignantly asserts that this is the
case, and he cites extensive and convincing detail in his book The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit
and Power. Corporate entities often undermine environmental protections, and even work against fairly
representative democracy, human rights, decency and fairness. Joel Bakan is optimistic, however, indicating that
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pragmatic and realistic reforms are possible. We would be wise to heed his recommendations and work together
to fairly fix our economic and political systems. In 2021, Joel Bakan has revisited such issues in his incisive new
film The New Corporation, revealing “a world now fully remade in the corporation’s image, perilously close to losing
democracy.” The consequences are “perilous.”
“Corporations are people, my friend”, remarked Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney in a particularly
barbed and condescending rejoinder that was directed at a heckler in the crowd while he was on the campaign
trail at the Iowa State Fair in August 2011. Mitt could have used a wise word of advice: Vulture capitalism is
hardly something to put on a pedestal, and it is pathetic to crow about it, or to try to pawn it off as being a
paragon of virtue or propriety or the greater good.
Corporations often act in ways that harm people by cutting corners, cheating customers, engaging in unfair
competitive practices, circumventing environmentally and socially responsible regulations, investing in lobbying
efforts to gain more subsidies and tax breaks at the expense of the people, indulging in tax avoidance schemes,
lobbying for and getting perverse subsidies, or working overtime to profit from war. They also abuse their
influence to corrupt our elected representatives and facilitate the externalizing of costs onto society. These are
not honorable things, and they are not socially desirable! True character is revealed by actions, not by public
relations claims, grandstanding greenwashing, or deceitful tweets.
The willful denial by conservatives of the vital importance of protections of the environment is particularly
shocking. It should be of paramount importance to give greater respect to the foundations of humanity’s longterm well-being. A higher regard for the survival of life on Earth should be a moral imperative. These things
should be regarded as basic acts of hygiene, of aesthetics, and of a smart and sensible regard for human
flourishing and survival.
There is something profoundly ethical about wildlife protection advocates who express caring attitudes about
other species, and of passionately committed folks like those involved in organizations like the World Wildlife
Fund or People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals. People like birdwatchers and those who love their pets can
be commendable in their caring and awareness. But human beings often exhibit extreme degrees of
anthrohubrosity, and we are collectively treating wildlife and most other species of life on Earth with a terribly
obtuse lack of concern for their general health and well-being. Make no mistake about it, other animals are
sentient beings, and they feel pain and suffer from things like pollution and toxic chemicals and habitat-altering
greenhouse gas emissions, and many of them are being driven toward eternal extinction because of our abject
failure to take steps to prevent rash changes in biotic conditions on the planet.
Watch the YouTube video of the extraordinarily heartening demonstration by a humpback whale of the joy of
living and appreciation for being freed from constraints. This video shows a group of people in a small boat who
rescued a whale on Valentines Day in 2011 by freeing the animal from being trapped in a huge tangle of fishing
nets in the Sea of Cortez. The whale’s ecstatic leaping responses to being freed reveals much about the beauty
of wild animals living free lives unendangered by human heedlessness.
Human Development
It has been more than 150,000 years since the first members of Homo sapiens appeared on Earth, and during
most of this time, our kind lived close to Nature. Then, somewhere around 10,000 years ago, nomadic wanderers
of the Stone Age of human development discovered the advantages of cultivating crops instead of wandering
around to find food -- and of domesticating animals instead of hunting their dangerous wild relatives. These
advances allowed people to settle down into agrarian communities, leading to the growth of villages, towns and
cities, and eventually great early civilizations began to flourish in places like Mesopotamia, Egypt and China.
Cultures, customs, values and belief systems shifted seismically with the social revolution implicit in this epic
transition from hunting and gathering to agriculture and animal husbandry. At the same time, the roles of males
and females changed radically. Both male hunters and female gatherers had to become more content with new
and different roles required to succeed in cultivating crops and taking care of animals to provide sustenance.
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Recognizing that every culture ever in existence has invented its own creation stories, its own cosmological
conceptions of the universe, and its own explanations for life and being, we also can see the earliest spiritual
understandings were forms of animism that attributed spirits or souls to human beings AND to animals and plants
and mountains and rivers and the Sun and the Moon and natural phenomena like lightening and winds.
With revolutionary changes from nomadic to agricultural modes of existence, people naturally began to worship
female deities that are generally known as Earth Mother Goddesses. These forms of worship honored fertility
and motherhood and nourishment and yearly renewal in nature.
Many cultures borrow elements of their explanations of first causes in the universe from earlier myths. The
Bible, for instance, incorporates many of its major themes from earlier myths, including the concept of a virgin
birth and that of a great flood, and that of a ‘Lamb of God’ dying for mankind’s sins and being resurrected three
days after death. Many of the traditions and rituals practiced by orthodox Christianity were adopted from
earlier religions that they disrespectfully demean as being “pagan”.
Religion, n. A daughter of Hope and Fear, explaining to Ignorance the nature of the Unknowable.
--- Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary
“I believe in the resurrection,” a friend told me at a delicious Easter dinner. I found this rather stunning. After
all, the Bible story about Jesus being crucified and then resurrected from death is a plagiarized echo of many
earlier myths. For instance, Egyptian believers mourned the deaths of their god Osiris, and Persians mourned the
death of their god Mithra, and Greeks mourned the death of their god Adonis -- and the various faithful
respectively rejoiced when these deities were reputed to have been resurrected three days later.
Death and revival themes are powerful in the human psyche as a result of many kinds of natural cycles that
involve dying and renewal. Many stories found in the Bible originated as allegories for natural phenomena, such as
the Sun's apparent annual journey through the heavens along the ecliptic, through the twelve constellations of
the Zodiac, and the passage of the seasons of the year. To me, it seems obvious that the well-known stories of
the Bible are among “the greatest stories ever sold”!
The adaptive use of earlier mythologies in the creation of new holy book stories might be seen as a source of
hope that current day religions will likewise be able to evolve into accepting understandings that are more
transcendent. Maybe they will begin to more outspokenly honor crucial natural needs, and thereby enable us to
collectively actualize a resurrection of hope and respect for vital natural ecosystems. What we need today is a
new form of belief in a resurrection, but instead of a belief in the rebirth of a legendary figure that has died, we
need a belief in a global renewal in which antiquated and destructive old ways of thinking and behaving are
replaced by wiser, more fair-minded, and more ecologically intelligent ways of seeing and acting.
One of the main problems with all established religions is their inflexibility. When better understandings arise,
religious authorities tend to stubbornly oppose these more realistic ways of seeing and being in the world.
Established religions consecrate and glorify their own version of explanations for “Creation”, and then when more
accurate knowledge comes to light, they can be left stranded with absurdly antiquated antediluvian stories as the
flimsy foundations of their supposed absolute truths.
Anchored to archaic dogma, and unwilling to admit the truth of more modern insights into the nature of the
physical universe and evolutionary change, the central tenets of established religions can become outmoded.
Domineering religious authorities often have an inherently reactionary character. Some, like Cardinal Ratzinger
before he became Pope Benedict XVI, want to put the ‘smackdown on heresy’. Such attitudes contribute to
repressive social and political stances that too frequently oppose progress toward a fairer and more enlightened
and safer world.
Our collective salvation almost certainly depends on more accurate conceptions in our fore-thought, so political
leaders and institutions that stand in the way of better understandings threaten our well-being and survival. As
global challenges mount, precautionary planning and new approaches to helping ensure fairness, public well-being
and sustainability are becoming ever more urgently needed.
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The Evolutionary Stages of Understanding
Divine feminine deities began to be overthrown by more war-like male gods in almost every culture about 4,000
years ago. Many influences have been supposed to explain this dethroning of female deities. Invasions of
agrarian settlements by warring barbarians who worshipped domineering male gods may have been one factor.
The creation of private property and inheritance through male offspring, which are associated with farming
practices, may have been responsible in part for the shift to honoring male gods instead of female goddesses.
Wealth generated from agricultural surpluses may have stimulated ruthlessness of competition.
Another provocative explanation for the overthrow of the divine feminine is that shifts in perceptions of reality
occurred after alphabets and writing were invented and literacy became widespread in cultures around the world.
These changes caused radical shifts from the feminine-honoring, image-oriented, holistic right hemisphere of the
brain to the male-oriented and word-dominated values of the left brain. This was a physical shift in the way our
brains function. More ideas about this remarkable change are explored below in an introspection into the
insightful theories of the late neurosurgeon Dr. Leonard Shlain.
People naturally hunger to make sense of the world. Every society in history has used creation stories they have
invented to explain the presence of the physical universe and the mysteries of being, as well as the reasons for
existential conundrums like misfortune and death and ‘evil’. It is illuminating to see the bigger context of the
development of these ideas.
There have been Five Stages in the Ontology of Existence, similar to Auguste Comte’s “Law of Three Stages”.
The earliest explanations for everything in the Universe were ‘animistic’; all life forms and physical things and
natural phenomena were conceived of as having intangible souls. This conception was born of intimate associations
with the natural world and anthropomorphic projections and superstitious interpretations of things perceived.
These common animistic beliefs were promulgated and promoted by shamans and other early ‘holy men’ and ‘holy
women’.
In the 2nd stage, animism evolved into a more concrete attribution of “divine being” in which a polytheistic
pleonasm of deities was worshipped as the rulers over all phenomena. A rich body of mythology developed like
that which reached its pinnacle in marvelous anthropocentric Greek and Roman mythologies. Pagan priests and
mystics and oracles interpreted these gods and goddesses and other deities to common folk.
In the 3rd stage of the evolution of explanations, storytellers and self-professed prophets embellished these
mythic concepts. Hopes, fears, vivid dreams and megalomaniacal imaginings inspired a plethora of such prophets.
Each claimed to speak for some divine being. Eventually this constellation of mythological goddesses and gods
finally congealed into a more sophisticated speculation that there is only one God. Eureka! This monotheistic
epiphany was swaddled in deep hopes and fears, and packaged into tidy doctrinaire explanations. Eventually such
dogmas and accompanying creation stories were canonized and given the status of certitude.
Believers in a new monotheistic God, and even those who doubted, were intimidated by being told that they would
spend all of eternity in either one or the other of two kinds of “afterlife” -- either a perfect one or a colossally
terribly one. Those who questioned the veracity of religious dogmas were regarded as heretics or infidels, and
were told they would burn and suffer in a nasty place called Hell if they did not accept the new beliefs. Centuries
ensued during which these doctrines became established. Then for a thousand years of persecutions and crusades
in the Western world, it became dangerous to contradict the powerful clerics in Church establishments that
enforced their dogmas with Inquisitions and the burning of women at the stake and other heinous activities.
Corruption within established churches led to occasional periods of ‘reformation’, but the domineering stance of
religious authorities ensured that conflict would rage, and that intolerance of others would become a serious
problem in many regions.
As the human race learned more and more about Nature, biology, physics and cosmology, new metaphysical
abstractions evolved that theoretically elucidated the workings of the world. They did this in an insightful yet
curiously perplexing manner. This 4th stage in ways of explaining existence attracted many deep thinkers and
philosophers over a period of more than 2,500 years. It is fascinating to study even an abbreviated summary of
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all the philosophical speculations that were conjured up. Roget’s Thesaurus contains more than 140 different
forms or trains of thought in philosophy, ranging from agnosticism to Epicureanism to utilitarianism to vitalism.
Most philosophers thought deeply about existence, but they were often so enveloped in established convictions
and conventional wisdom that their ideas and arguments may today seem bizarre and even foolish. The famous
German philosopher Gottfried Leibniz, for instance, had studied the more-or-less miraculous nature of the
astoundingly providential parameters of physics and mathematics on Earth, so he postulated that “this is the best
of all possible worlds.” But he appears to have really stretched to reach this conclusion, by conforming his
thoughts to the belief in the existence of a beneficent and perfect God.
Circumstances have a way of undermining absurd theories, so when a powerful offshore earthquake killed
thousands of the faithful while they were demonstrating their pious devotion to God in churches on All Saints’
Day in Lisbon, Portugal on November 1, 1755, the speculations of Gottfried Leibniz took on an absurd aspect, and
philosophical optimism was appropriately ridiculed. Voltaire wrote his famous short story Candide to satirize the
preposterousness of this perspective in that age.
The 5th stage overlapped with these developments. Scientific understandings had begun to come into their own
before the days of Aristotle, and especially in the past 200 years. Scientists have found extensive evidence
about the physical unfolding of the Universe, and the evolving genetic cellular nature of all forms of life on Earth.
Physical relationships described by scientific disciplines of mathematics, astronomy, biology, chemistry and
physics may seem almost as arcane to most people as ghosts or angels or the flight mechanics of Santa’s reindeer,
yet they describe fascinating aspects of the way things actually are. “Reality -- what a concept!”
Our modern bias toward reason and analysis discredits the shamanistic, the ‘pagan’, and the doctrinal nature of
established religions. But we would be wise to give a greater measure of respect to the spiritual nature of our
deepest inner selves. Our spiritual selves, and our right-brain intuitions, recognize valuable modes of making
sense of the world -- and of appreciating it. The Enlightenment Era philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau exalted
instinct and feeling above intellect and reason, and though this is sometimes a crazy approach, we should not
overly discount the important ways that images, intuitions, metaphors, myths, parables and emotions shape our
perceptions and understandings of the world. We are well advised to cultivate a better balance between the
feminine wisdom associated with the right brain and the cold logic of more masculine values associated with the
analytical left brain.
An Aside on the Perspectives of Mark Twain
My great-grandfather Mark Twain, as revealed in Happy Harbingers in Good Ideas for a Better Future, was
sometimes outrageous in his irreverence for sacred cows like Gilded Age concentrations of wealth and imperial
national ambitions and pious religious pretensions. His observations were astute, and often rang true. His wife
Livy helped him edit his writings to make sure he wasn’t too irreverent when it came to his drawling ridicule of
things like upper class hubris, absurd religious dogmas and hypocritical sanctimoniousness.
When Mark Twain wrote his scandalously sacrilegious book, Letters from the Earth, he was unwilling to have it
published until after he died. Apparently he had concerns similar to those of Charles Darwin, who had been
afraid to reveal his understandings of the biological evolution of life, because back in those days in the mid-19th
century, believing in the Bible was almost socially mandatory among people of his class in British society. Mark
Twain’s daughter Clara Clemens, in her turn, worked to prevent the publication of Letters from the Earth for
many decades after his death, due to its humorously skeptical, controversial and iconoclastic views of religion.
Mark Twain’s observations about the Christian Bible in Letters from the Earth were derisive and genially
scathing. He wrote that the Bible contains “… some clever fables; and some blood-drenched history; and some
good morals; and a wealth of obscenity; and upwards of a thousand lies.” Sometimes he went beyond sardonic
irreverence and was downright cynical in lampooning human belief, pride, ambitions, frauds, contradictions,
eccentricities, tyrannies and foolish hypocrisies.
“Humor must not professedly teach, and it must not professedly preach, but it must do both if it
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would live forever.”
--- Mark Twain
It’s not nice to make fun of anyone’s cherished beliefs, but good satire does have constructive purposes.
Satirical humor can be used critically to focus the bright light of incisive perspective on vital issues. This
illumination can stimulate us to realize that human undertakings or habitual behaviors or political malfeasance or
institutional propensities could, and should, be altered in ways designed to have positive impacts. Good satire
seeks not to tear down but “to inspire a remodeling". Few can deny that our nation and world are in critical and
urgent need of a big measure of creative and intelligent remodeling!
Satire shines a bright spotlight on human vices and follies, and uses irony and humor to ridicule, criticize and
scorn such foibles and failings. Of all the vices and follies, hypocrisy and the violation of honorable principles
previously pronounced inviolate are among the worst, especially in consequential matters.
The harms humankind is causing to wildlife and habitats on planet Earth is facilitated by religious worldviews that
instruct mankind to “fill the earth and subdue it”, and to have dominion over all other forms of life. To have any
hope, in the long term, of supporting the nearly 8 billion people alive today, and further increases to 10 billion
people that are projected to occur by the year 2050, we need to find much better ways of conserving energy and
water resources, and of protecting the environmental commons. We should scrupulously seek ways to avoid the
rash depletion of the Earth’s providential resources. And we should find ways to mitigate the damages we are
wreaking on entire ecosystems. It is common sense to understand that we will drastically undermine the wellbeing of our own kind if we continue to drive a significant portion of other species of life to extinction. Sixty
percent of the wild animals on Earth have been wiped out since 1970, according to analysis in the Living Planet
Reports by the World Wildlife Fund and the Zoological Society of London. It could not possibly be a good plan to
forsake life by refusing to take effective steps to alter this lethal trajectory!
Humanity’s very survival depends on viewing history and the future from a clear-eyed perspective. Our survival
depends on cultivating new worldviews that recognize trends and the lessons of history and their implications. In
light of this clearer perspective, we can still honor the myths, symbols, mystery and understandings that offer us
emotional meaning, wisdom and guidance. Prometheus, god of foresight, save us!
I feel passionately that we need to devote much more collaborative intention and committed energy to addressing
the biggest challenges we collectively face. We need to give more honest scrutiny to global problems and long
term considerations, and engage in more constructive efforts to deal with them with civility and common purpose
and effective action.
We need everyone to be on board in this overarching endeavor -- especially including the tiny fraction of people
who own half of the world’s wealth and thus have a substantial monopoly on the means to help provide financing to
accomplish greater good goals. Possessing great wealth is inextricably accompanied by real responsibilities to
others. These vitally important goals include on-going commitments to preventing disease pandemics, cleaning up
the terrible toxic messes we are making, protecting the environmental commons, creating a healthier sustainable
economy, preventing the externalizing of costs and risks onto society and people in the future, altering the
regressively structured Santa Claus Tax Cuts debt swindles that are so burdening our heirs, ensuring that the
social safety net is more secure, encouraging lifelong education, fostering peace, and investing in undertakings
designed to rapidly move our societies toward at least somewhat more sustainable uses of resources.
Reasons for Religious Strife
All the various established religions compete for adherents, in a sense. The pool of people who might want to
convert to a new set of religious beliefs is small. This is one reason religious authorities dogmatically encourage
their faithful flock to reproduce with a self-serving urgency. It is just much easier to inculcate children with
beliefs when they are young and gullible and their brains are still malleable, rather than trying to convert them
later in life to beliefs in myth-like stories and suspiciously improbable absolute certainties.
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When supremacism and intolerance are facets of the competition for adherents, the outcome can be harmful for
humanity as a whole. The reactionary wings of global religions like Islam, Christianity and Mormonism are fighting
for dominance here in the 21st century. This strife has become a danger to the survival of the larger group -our species as a whole. Now is the time for us to cultivate our cooperative natures, and to better control alpha
male impulses and exert a civilized control over excessively aggressive drives and greedy impulses. The false god
personified as Mammon is preoccupied with riches and avarice and material gain. We should not allow Mammon
impulses to remain so dominant in our societies. Similarly, extreme religious fundamentalism like that
demonstrated by ayatollahs in Iran and the right wing of American religious establishments is unacceptable when
it threatens true justice, the general welfare, domestic tranquility and world peace.
Now is the time to foster more farsighted sensibilities. We urgently need to find better ways to help ensure the
survival of our entire social group. Now is the time for a cultural leap forward. We cannot afford to allow
reactionary factions to prevail. Now is the time to protect basic ecological underpinnings of our well-being. Now
is the time for all nations to commit to a Bill of Rights for Future Generations to guide our societies and ensure
that we do not drive ourselves to really desperate straits -- or a cataclysmic extinction.
The propensity toward religious belief has been nurtured by shamans and holy men and priests from time
immemorial. This tendency has been exploited and abused by religious authorities in more modern church
establishments. Many types of authorities have abused the power of their influence for selfish purposes, but
those who deserve the most severe condemnation are those who unempathetically exploit and harm vulnerable
people. Those who commit thefts and financial frauds are reprehensible, and so are priests who have breached
the trust of the faithful by sexually molesting boys and girls. Remedial action, all around!
Jesus Was NOT a Conservative!
The most important question for us today is, “What should we do now?” But for best understandings of where we
should be headed, it is a good plan to see the clearest perspective of where we stand in the big picture, and how
this state of affairs happened to have come about. After all, the proper resolution of a problem often lies in
knowing the seeds of its genesis. I feel strongly that good fair-minded understandings are the first step toward
realizing truly fair and farsighted national policies. This belief leads me back to a towering figure in the
collective imagination of people in the Western world: Jesus Christ!
The historical man Jesus was a poor Jewish laborer from Nazareth in Galilee, a region in ancient Palestine. Jesus
opposed the ruthless Roman occupation of his homeland, and he courageously spoke out against the power-abusing
priestly class of the Temple in Jerusalem. Many of the establishment priests in Jerusalem were well-to-do,
partially because of their collaboration with Roman authorities and the moneychangers in the Temple. Jesus
championed the interests of poor people and the downtrodden, and said that uncompassionate rich people had
little chance of getting into Heaven. By speaking out in defiance of authorities, he risked his life, just like many
other religious zealots had done who roamed Palestine back in those tumultuous times.
Ironic and bizarre developments have taken place in the U.S.A. today in the name of this Jewish revolutionary.
Both evangelical fundamentalists and Christian Dominionists have thrown their lots in with power-abusing
demagogic politicians and economic fundamentalists and religious authorities to champion the interests of rich
people. How could this outrageous and blasphemous betrayal of Jesus’ principles have come to be?
Though Jesus was a revolutionary during the first decades of the first century CE, the Bible anomalously says he
preached that the faithful should love thy neighbor and turn the other cheek when affronted. This treatment
was, of course, strictly for people who were part of the in-group of his Jewish kin. The same God he preached
about called for stoning to death anyone who “has served other gods”, and this God reputedly brought terrible
adversities upon non-Jews like the Egyptians in the Exodus story, and ‘He’ also called for everlasting punishment
of ‘sinners’ who disobey ‘His’ commandments. And this God condemned to a life in eternal hell anyone who
committed the ultimate sin of not believing the tall tales in the Bible.
Historians and scholars who have studied the era of the Jewish Revolt against the century-long Roman occupation
of their homeland give us an astonishing perspective. They theorize that the early Christians who wrote the
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canonized gospels of the New Testament had been forced to distance themselves from the Jewish independence
movement that Roman legion troops crushed ruthlessly in the Jewish War from 66 CE to 70 CE. They realize
that the disciple Mark in his Gospel, for instance, tried to erase any hint of revolutionary radicalism or violence
or zealotry from the story of Jesus. The Jews who followed Jesus after the messiah had become a pariah found
it expedient to portray Jesus as a pacifist preacher of good works, rather than a fierce Jewish nationalist.
Scholarly writer Reza Aslan says in his compelling book Zealot that Mark, Matthew, Luke and John had very good
reasons to tell a patently fictitious story in their New Testament Gospels. He posed the question why these four
apostles absolved the Jew-loathing Roman governor Pontius Pilate of blame for Jesus’ crucifixion, and instead
blamed the Jews for Jesus’ death. He concluded that it was because the Christian evangelical movement had
shifted from Jewish Palestine to Greek and Roman cities around the Mediterranean by the time the Gospels were
written, so this betrayal of Jews by early Christians makes sense in the aftermath of the utter annihilation of
the Jews who had revolted against Roman hegemony and priestly corruption.
“John then adds one final, unforgivable insult to a Jewish nation that, at the time, was on the verge of a fullscale insurrection, by attributing to them the most foul, the most blasphemous piece of pure heresy that any
Jew in first-century Palestine could conceivably utter. When asked by Pilate what he should do with ‘their
king’, the Jews reply, ‘We have no king but Caesar.’ (John 19: 1-16).”
“Thus, a story concocted by Mark strictly for evangelistic purposes to shift the blame for Jesus’ death away
from Rome is stretched with the passage of time to the point of absurdity, becoming in the process the basis
for two thousand years of Christian anti-Semitism.” Good God, Christians!
There is a big problem with fervent beliefs that hold holy book stories to be literally true. Such beliefs have too
often in history been used to justify prejudices, discrimination, hate, oppression, pogroms, genocides and wars.
And such beliefs have been used to rationalize atrocities, as terrorist attacks by Islamic extremists have made
shockingly evident in recent years.
I feel strongly that we must begin to transcend religious strife and shift our focus so that we take into account
more important things, and recognize the real costs of violent conflicts, militarism and policies that exacerbate
injustices. We cannot cannot cannot continue to ignore problems of resource depletion, pollution and excessive
emissions of climate-destabilizing greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. We must implement farsighted energy
policies that wean ourselves from our addictions to burning fossil fuels.
Entrenched interests like oil and coal conglomerates must be dis-entrenched, and we must rein in companies like
Exxon that have known for decades that their profit-making will result in terribly high costs. Their power to
corrupt our politics is unacceptable.
Every crisis is accompanied by danger and opportunity. The best investments in history are those right now that
we should be making in policies that protect people from contagious pandemics and extremes of inequality and
ecologically insane activities.
Controversy in the Service of the Greater Good: The Greatest Deception in World History
Having read Zealot, The Life and Times of Jesus of Nazareth, it got me to thinking again about how Jesus must
have been a revolutionary who opposed the Roman occupiers of his homeland and the corrupt priests of the
Temple in Jerusalem. Another even more startling hypothesis about Jesus is provided by the scholar Joe Atwill
in his book Caesar’s Messiah - The Roman Conspiracy to Invent Jesus. Just imagine how astonished Mark Twain
would have been to discover this stunning perspective. There is somewhat convincing evidence that reveals the
likelihood that the Gospels in the New Testament were re-written by authorities in the Roman Empire.
Some scholars even believe they have found proof that Jesus may not have been a real historical character.
Jesus, they say, may actually have been a fabrication of Roman propaganda. This possibility that Jesus may never
have existed as a real live person, and was not a flesh and blood Son of God on Earth, will strike many of the
faithful as radical heresy. Regardless, there is no doubt that Jesus exists today in the minds of many more
people than were alive on the entire planet in the first century CE, and that the idea of his existence has become
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a central tenet in the lives, self-identities, worldviews and hopes of many millions of people. Let us salute the
positive aspects of those beliefs.
“And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.”
--- Corinthians 13:13
New research has found a substantial likelihood that much of the Gospels in the New Testament were written by
Roman authorities and their collaborators in about 70 CE. This was 40 years after the supposed crucifixion of
Jesus on a cross and his legendary resurrection after death. The primary collaborators involved in this literary
creation were the Jewish Roman historian Josephus and the families who collected taxes for Rome in Judea (the
Herods) and in Egypt (the Alexanders). This possibility would help explain why Jesus recommended in Matthew
22:21 that the people of Judea obediently pay taxes to the imperial Roman rulers: “Render therefore unto
Caesar the things which are Caesar’s; and unto God the things that are God’s”.
This surprising historical research is extensively explored in Joe Atwill’s compelling book, Caesar’s Messiah - The
Roman Conspiracy to Invent Jesus. Caesar was the title of every Roman emperor, not just the individual Julius
Caesar who ruled long before the Gospels were written. Joe Atwill points out that Roman emperors had a
powerful vested interest in subduing religious people who opposed Roman hegemony, so they conspired to add new
testaments to the Bible to create a peace-embracing Messiah who advocated that disciples turn the other cheek
and love their enemies. This new Messiah was devised to help Romans control and manipulate the populace in farflung reaches of their empire without having to rely so heavily on costly military efforts to suppress rebellions.
The biblical character Jesus suspiciously happened to live out some of the stories from earlier pagan religions
that featured a deity born of a virgin mother and then dying and being resurrected three days later. Jesus, it
turns out, resembles a composite of many Messianic leaders of the time. The stories about Jesus never describe
what he looked like as an individual, and they are couched in a literary creation that fulfills Old Testament
prophecies and uses complex hidden codes known as typologies. Remember that none of the biblical texts are
contemporaneous with the events they describe, and that every part of the Bible has been subject to many
revisions by later authors and religious authorities over the centuries.
One thing is highly probable: Jesus Christ did not exist as a divine being that people imagine him to have been,
not any more than God exists as a deity who loves us and actually intervenes in our lives. God is not a moralizing
and easily angered being, and ‘He’ is not all but impatiently waiting to judge each of us upon our own individual
deaths. It seems that many conservatives who hold such beliefs suppose that God has already judged us all in
this life, and rewarded the worthy with wealth and social privilege, and the unworthy with their more challenging
financial lots in life. These are transparently biased, overwrought, discrimination-enabling rationalizations!
According to Joe Atwill, the status of Jesus as the Son of God suspiciously parallels the circumstances of the
Roman Emperor Vespasian and his son Titus. The Romans allegedly concocted this sophisticated tale to more
persuasively convince the populace that the father Vespasian was divine, and his son Titus was the son of God.
These stories were propagated to usurp the Christian religion and implant a new pro-Roman, anti-militaristic and
more benign set of religious precepts on Jews in ancient Palestine, in the persona of this peace-loving, turn-theother-cheek Messiah.
In this shrewdly manipulative political re-writing of the Bible, new testimonies were appended to Old Testament
scriptures that claimed Jesus was anointed as the true Messiah, as had been foretold in the Old Testament.
Many Messianic prophets seemed to have been wandering around the Holy Land in those unrest-filled days of old.
The Hebrew term Messiah is the same as the Greek term Christ, and both of them mean “anointed”. It is
provocative to realize that the Old Testament had been written between about 900 BCE and 150 BCE, long
before Jesus was supposed to have lived, so the Bible ostensibly had been ripe for centuries to have a
manipulative sequel written that featured the appearance of a long-awaited anointed one.
A notable aspect of human nature is the drive to control and dominate others. Long before Niccolo Machiavelli,
one of history’s most famous political scientists, had written his best-known book The Prince, mankind had been
smitten by ruthless ambitions of master manipulators, including those of despotic tyrants and domineering
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religious authorities. This Roman propaganda in the Gospels of the New Testament is a fascinating synthesis of
Judaism and pagan beliefs, and the Romans saw to it that this new story formed a new set of religious doctrines
in Christianity.
Not only did Romans succeed in using religion as a kind of early opiate administered to gullible people, sometimes
forcibly, but they also made wholesale use of the mythologies, rituals, symbols, paraphernalia and cosmic events
of pagan religions in the founding scriptures and structure of the Roman Catholic Church itself. Roman emperors
thus cleverly satisfied their need to more easily control the populace in their extensive empire, and particularly in
the turmoil-roiled Holy Lands. This helped them save on future costs of military suppression, because such costs
had been very high when Roman legions slaughtered the Zealots in military campaigns between 66 CE and 70 CE.
The Romans had originally conquered Judea in 63 BCE. Judea was the western part of the famous Fertile
Crescent, a broad swath of land that corresponds roughly to today’s territories of Syria, Lebanon, Israel and
Jordan. More than 120 years after the Romans had first conquered this region, when the Jewish revolt against
Roman despotism began in 66 CE, Nero and his commander Vespasian brutally repressed the rebels. Then after
Nero died in 68 CE, Vespasian became the Roman Emperor and his son Titus slaughtered the remaining religious
rebels, finally completely destroying the Second Jewish Temple in Jerusalem after a long siege in 70 CE.
According to historians, the rule of Nero is associated with excessive spending, entertainment extravagances and
dastardly tyranny, so he may have been one of the original “après-moi le deluge” kings. The emperor Nero was the
last of the Julio-Claudian dynasty, a line of Roman rulers that had begun with Julius Caesar and included
Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula and Claudius. It was during Nero’s reign that a Great Fire took place in Rome in 64
CE, and Nero was said to have “fiddled while Rome burned”. During this period, wars were bankrupting Nero’s
empire and there were widespread political struggles and corruption and a struggling economy and serious
religious conflicts. (Sounds a little like today, eh? Perhaps it’s time for new and more auspicious religious stories
-- and more honest and responsible authorities, and fairer national policies!)
The phrase “fishers of men” in Matthew 4:19 is one of the most well-known lines in the entire New Testament,
and it is the most important metaphor for evangelical zealotry. But there is a provocative question about what
this phrase originally meant. At the time that New Testament Gospels were written, Roman legions were fighting
Jewish rebels in the Holy Land who had revolted due the impoverishment of the Jews under a heavy burden of
Roman taxation. The historian Josephus wrote in The Jewish War about this incredibly bloody war that took
place between the Romans and the Jews. Early in the conflict, Romans vanquished Galilee in the north and killed
or sold into slavery an estimated 100,000 Jews. Naval skirmishes took place on the Sea of Galilee in which Jews
were killed by Romans who fished for the men whose boats had been sunk, using swords and spears in the waters
of the sea. This sense of fishing for men is a grotesque contrast to the allegorical use of this phrase for saving
souls by means of the evangelical spreading of “good news” of Jesus as savior!
Vespasian was the first ruler of the Flavian dynasty that succeeded the line of Julio-Claudian emperors in Rome.
Vespasian and his son Titus conspired, according to Joe Atwill’s theory, to have a back-dated story written in the
Gospels about a divine father and son, in order to legitimize their own claims of divinity. This story was designed
to give credence to the idea that this original Flavian duo was actually God and his son. It is a historic irony that
this story has become a tale almost 2,000 years later that contends a supernatural divinity exists who gave his
divine virgin-born son as a sacrifice for mankind’s sins. This story includes the narrative of our ancestral
wrongdoing in the Garden of Eden that has caused so many waves of guilt and shame to wash across us like searing
baptisms by fire.
“Apotheosis” is a term that describes the glorification of a person by elevating them to the level of divinity. The
deification of a subject raises them from being a mere mortal to a stature like that of a god. This treatment
probably started out as a kind of hero cult worship in Classical Greece. Roman emperors liked to deify their
predecessors after they died to give them greater legitimacy and glory, and to secure a rosier personal regard
for themselves after they in turn would die. A humorous political satire by Seneca the Younger titled The
Pumpkinification of (the Divine) Claudius ridiculed the apotheosis of the inept emperor Claudius. Satire surely
does sometimes have easy and deserving targets!
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Deified men were posthumously awarded the title Divus (Diva for females) to signify their divinity. Traditional
Roman religion often distinguished between a “real god” and a Divus, who was a mortal that had become divine by
deification. Christian doctrine portrays Jesus as part of a pre-existing God who undertook mortal existence.
This conception represents a creative new twist on this process of deification that stands in contrast to previous
tales of mortal beings who were accorded divinity only after death.
Throughout history, kings have tried to adopt a cloak of having “divine rights”. This doctrine was so self-serving
that it is astonishing anyone actually believed that some monarch derived his or her right to rule directly from
the will of God. Then again, it was no doubt exceedingly dangerous to speak out in disbelief or denial -- for
speaking truth to power can be doggone dangerous!
Toward the end of the Age of Enlightenment in Europe, it was King Louis XV of France who saw the writing on the
wall and observed, “Après moi, le deluge.” Sure enough, after many years of despotic rule and debauchery in his
court, and after bankrupting financial policies and high taxes on the peasantry, the flood figuratively did come
with the French Revolution in 1789. The grandson of King Louis XV was the ruler by this time, and the extent
that divine privilege was preposterous had been so clearly exposed that a few brave souls finally stood up and
figuratively declared, “The king has no clothes!” The autocratic rule of King Louis XVI was then overthrown, and
he became the only king of France ever to be executed; his head was lopped off by a guillotine in January 1793.
But I digress. Perhaps there is Good News in the understanding that Jesus may not actually have existed at all
as a real historical character. The good news is that there would be one less barbaric black mark on humanity’s
trail of tears and suffering, if Jesus had not actually been nailed on a cross. But make no mistake about it;
plenty of crucifixions took place back in those barbaric days, just as there have been many political
assassinations, repressions of dissenters, burnings at the stake, pogroms, genocides and other atrocities that
have been visited upon people in the name of gods or in the service of merciless ideologies, or as a result of
hateful prejudices. Notably, the specific crime that merited death by being nailed to a cross in ancient Judea
was acting as a rebel and fighting against the hegemony of the Roman Empire.
An independent film titled Caesar’s Messiah has been made from Joe Atwill’s book. It can be viewed online right
now. It has not yet been widely seen, but it should be, for its conclusions are important. In a world where the
human population has increased from 1 billion to almost 8 billion in the last two centuries alone, and in which we
have used up more resources in the past 100 years than in all the many millennia of history, the needs for us to
find ways to coexist peacefully and to compete fairly, and to honor overarching ecological precautionary
principles, have become more important than almost anything else. To adapt to rapidly changing demographic
challenges and mindless assaults on wildlife and habitats and ecosystems, it is becoming ever-more necessary to
find better ways to unite and cooperate together to create a more sane and propitious future.
In considering the provocative book Caesar’s Messiah, think closely about this idea that Jesus may not have
actually existed. The supposition that Jesus may not have really existed is supported by other scholars who have
studied the Bible and the Gospels of the New Testament, in contexts of the writings of Josephus and some longhidden Gnostic codices that were found in Nag Hammadi Valley in upper Egypt in 1945 -- and of the Dead Sea
Scrolls that were discovered between 1947 and 1956.
This book about the Romans, Jews and Jesus is not just a debunking of rigid dogmas of the Christian religion. It
contains valuable conclusions that could lead us to devote more energy to work together in the service of greater
good goals. The American people live in a free country, and people should be free to believe in whatever God they
like, or whatever prophet, be it Jesus or Muhammad or Mormon -- or angels or the Devil, for that matter. But
one of the most dangerous of all threats to the human race is organized and highly-regimented “religion-on-themarch”, especially when it is taken so seriously that faithful adherents act out its worst and most intolerant
precepts. In this time of ethnocentric strife, and of nationalism and Islamic jihad and a costly militaristic global
“war on terror” in reaction, it is madness to allow religions to be the cause of terrorism and preemptive warfare
and existential battles and cultural conflicts between intolerant religious folks.
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Military aggression and terrorist opposition counter-support each other. They thus give strength to repressive
right-wing authorities in Christian and Muslim nations alike. The powerful impetus engendered by this countersupport is used by authority figures like Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini to augment their influence by distracting,
controlling and suppressing the populace, and by eliminating subversives who oppose them, and by repressing those
who have differing views or who refuse to conform to preachy moralities and dogmatic certitudes -- or yield to
supremacist gambits and domineering power.
We cannot allow authoritarians to dominate our freedom-loving societies, or to use harsh tactics to enforce their
hegemony. As planet Earth gets more crowded, Golden Rule perspectives need to be honored, and authoritarian
church establishments should be rejected when they conflict fanatically, or when they mercilessly discriminate
against people or violently assault them in the name of righteousness of their particular religious creeds. We
must find ways to defuse tensions caused by drives for supremacy and ethnocentric biases.
The dangers here are manifest. Donald Trump proposed what might have sounded like a real effective strategy -to him! -- to solve the Islamic State terrorist problem by killing every one of those vile extremists and their
families too, and punishing Islamic suspects with waterboarding and other Trump-enhanced harsh interrogation
tactics. That's sure to work, isn't it?? -- and if any of them object, we could punish them to the third and fourth
generation for the iniquity of their fathers.
Not to be outdone, Ted Cruz promised during his presidential run in 2016 to solve the Islamic State problem in
Syria by carpet bombing the country, and it is almost as if he believes that peace would reign in Syria if only we
could kill every Muslim there, sparing only the Christians, who could be protected in a grand and supernatural
Passover gesture where the right believers would be spared from the plague of our carpet bombing, perhaps by
slaughtering a lamb and using a branch of a hyssop plant to dip into the lamb’s blood and smearing it onto the
houses of the Christian Syrians, like the good Israelites did on their houses in the Exodus story in Egypt, where
marvelous monotheistic righteousness got its start.
God sent plagues upon Egypt to show the people that they should worship the Creator, not the creation. Well,
that’s an interesting hypothesis! John Gardner, the founder of Common Cause, astutely observed, "Political
extremism involves two prime ingredients: an excessively simple diagnosis of the world's ills, and a conviction that
there are identifiable villains back of it all."
It is irksome that people like Ted Cruz arrogantly belittled President Obama for having been weak because he
tried to end George W. Bush's military occupations of Afghanistan and Iraq. Cruz found it inadequate that
President Obama had only been selective in his bombing in Syria. Scheming politicians like Cruz almost make you
miss that Obama-trash-talking smart-alecky Marco Rubio, who parroted the hateful sentiments of the angry
extreme partisans in the Republican echo chamber in asserting that the black man in the White House was
responsible for every social ill and economic woe that existed -- despite the evidence to the contrary, and despite
the contributory sabotage of Republican politicians in the House and Senate.
“The strength of democratic societies relies on their capacity to know how to stand firm against extremism
while respecting justice in the means used to fight terrorism.”
--- Tariq Ramadan
Benazir Bhutto, a former Prime Minister of Pakistan, gave a provocative warning: "Extremism can flourish only in
an environment where basic governmental social responsibility for the welfare of the people is neglected. Political
dictatorship and social hopelessness create the desperation that fuels religious extremism."
Maajid Nawaz, a British activist and founder of a counter-extremism think tank, provides another compelling
caution: "As people's opportunities to succumb to confirmation bias increases online -- only seeking out
information that confirms their prejudices -- ignorance, extremism and close-mindedness have continued to rise
unabated.”
A greater clarity concerning the historical facts surrounding religious myths may be important for us to
recognize deeper truths. We should strive to honor truer spiritual impulses that offer us the greatest wisdom,
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and simultaneously strive to avoid being blinded by manipulative doctrines. We can no longer afford to allow
religious rationalizations to condone damages to planet Earth’s habitats and ecosystems. We can no longer accept
interpretations of myths that justify ecological harms like the ones that say the Genesis story in the Bible tells
humanity to subdue the earth and have dominion over all other forms of life. Religious leaders should clearly
communicate the overarching necessity for us to protect creation, and to demonstrate a more expansive and
proper stewardship of the natural world. Kudos to Pope Francis for his efforts in this regard.
One of my goals in this manifesto is to convince readers of the vital value of principles of ecological intelligence in
our communities, cultures and countries -- and for the global populace as a whole. Appropriately, I know that it is
a poor plan to alienate anyone by setting forth ideas that are overly controversial, for we are all in this existence
together. In the largest scheme of things, we all share the same common good goals, and need to find better
ways to collaborate together to actualize them.
Significant aspects of the greater good can be found in more broadly actualized well-being and in better
opportunities for the majority of people to flourish. Social well-being requires civil measures that help reduce
health risks and economic inequities, and to mitigate stresses and minimize conflicts between people in different
social classes. The greater good really can be extensively described, as I have done comprehensively in The
Common Good, Properly Understood. The propriety in these understandings comes not from dogma or strict
ideologies, or orthodoxy, or agendas with discriminatory ulterior motives, but from open-minded and honest
evaluation, and enlightened thinking, and a dedication to purposes consistent with our collective well-being.
Controversy attracts attention, and can create motivating energies, for better or for worse. The big picture
understandings herein represent a flourishing forest of trees of the Knowledge of the Greater Good. In the
Bible, when Adam and Eve ate from the tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, God got really angry at their
disobedience. Supposedly God was very jealous and did not want mankind to somehow become immortal by being
familiar with the divine Pandora’s Box knowledge of good and evil. This allegory is a transparent means of setting
up the doctrine of original sin, and of absolute deontological good and evil, in order to establish the idea that
“those who obey God and follow his path shall be rewarded with everlasting life in Heaven, and those who disobey
God and stray away from his path shall be punished in Hell.” Believe, or else suffer for ever and ever! What’s
with that?
Some people who believe the Bible contains literal truths assert that the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil
is an actual type of tree. Really? It sure seems to be a transparently symbolic tree representing moral
knowledge and guidance, not immortal prerogative. Good grief -- Let’s not be stupid! This story has been used as
a naked ploy to establish a sublapsarian religious doctrine that asserts God decreed the fall of mankind to
establish a duty for people to seek salvation by believing this story and professing faith in its dogmas and singing
glory be to God and being obedient to the dictates and money appeals of Church authorities. This story in
Genesis is nearly as clearly an allegory as the characters in John Bunyan’s book The Pilgrim’s Progress, who are
named Christian, Evangelist, Obstinate, Hopeful, Pliable, Goodwill, Hypocrisy, Piety, Faithful, Wanton, Envy,
Ignorance and Atheist. These characters journey through places like the City of Destruction, the Slough of
Despond, the Valley of the Shadow of Death, Vanity Fair, the Doubting Castle, River of Death and the Celestial
City. Literalism of belief, in any case, can be dangerous folly!
Reflections on Holy Book Stories
God rested on the seventh day of his biblical Creation, having gone to all the thankless toil and trouble of having
spent six days conjuring up light and darkness, the earth and the heavens, the waters and dry land, and grass,
herbs and fruit trees, and stars in the heavens that serve “for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years”,
and the Sun and the Moon, and all manner of living creatures, and fowl and great sea creatures, and beasts of the
earth and cattle and creeping things. Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness, and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the
earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.”
“And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good.”
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--- Genesis 1:31
Food for thought: Who the heck was God talking to when he said “Let us make man in our image”? Since all Holy
Books develop by incorporating many stories and beliefs from prior mythologies, this God of the Bible may in a
sense have been talking to the sophisticated successors of Titan and Olympian gods of the Greek pantheon.
God reputedly rested on the seventh day “from all his work which he had made.” There is little time for rest in
this modern day and age, so I am going to continue relating some curious perspectives in this epistle. Wisdom
counsels us that it is a good plan to occasionally take a day of rest and reflection in our lives. Wallace Stevens
once poetically suggested: “Perhaps the truth depends on a walk around a lake”. So let’s breathe in deeply, and
exhale slowly, and appreciatively make an imaginative and Nature-respecting circumambulation around some
beautiful body of water in the mind’s eye. Pay particular attention for any signs of guidance from the heavens!
In the second chapter of the Bible, God created a garden eastward in Eden for the first man to tend, but told
Adam in no uncertain terms that he must not eat from “the tree of the knowledge of good and evil”. In this
chapter, God also made the first woman from one of Adam’s ribs. In the third chapter, a talking snake cajoled
the first woman into eating of the fruit of the forbidden tree, despite God’s prohibition. The snake told her that
“in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.”
The first woman was naturally curious, and this particular tree was apparently to be desired to make one wise, so
the woman ate from the tree and gave also unto her husband some fruit to eat. An old joke summarizes the
story: “Adam blamed Eve, and Eve blamed the serpent, and the serpent didn't have a leg to stand on!” LOL.
Anger-prone God, in any case, was so upset about the disobedience involved in the fruit eating caper that ‘He’
cursed all snakes and condemned all human beings forevermore to live in mutual enmity, and made women suffer
pain in childbirth, and made it crystal clear that wives must be subservient to husbands -- which can be a very
heavy burden for a woman. And ‘He’ cursed the ground so that all future generations of humankind would be
forced to eat of the land and grow herbs and grains for food and bread, amidst thorns and thistles in the field.
By chapter six of the Bible, “God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every
imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And it repented the LORD that he had made
man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. And the LORD said, I will destroy man whom I have created
from the face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air; for it
repenteth me that I have made them.” Shucks -- a divine mistake?
It appears as if this God of the Bible is a fickle God, not a forgiving one, and not one that is just, fair-minded or
compassionate. God sent forth a great flood upon the earth for forty days and forty nights to destroy all flesh,
except for six-hundred-year-old Noah and his wife and three sons and their wives and two of every kind of beast
on Noah’s ark, one male and one female of each kind. (And probably a lot of fish, because they aren’t generally
bothered by floods.) Mark Twain, in Letters of the Earth, relates his humorous version of this story:
“The Ark continued its voyage, drifting around here and there and yonder, compassless and uncontrolled, the
sport of the random winds and the swirling currents. And the rain, the rain, the rain! It kept on falling,
pouring, drenching, flooding. No such rain had been seen before. Sixteen inches a day had been heard of, but
that was nothing to this. This was a hundred and twenty inches a day -- ten feet! At this incredible rate it
rained forty days and forty nights, and submerged every hill that was four hundred feet high. … At last the
Ark soared aloft and came to rest on the top of Mount Ararat, 17 thousand feet above the valley.”
Orthodox folks believe that the Bible is literally true and historically accurate. That is quite a leap of faith! In
bright contrast, early religious Gnostics viewed the Bible as myth, allegory, morality tale, legend and even poetry.
Gnosis is a Greek word that means knowledge. The central belief of Gnostics is that there is knowledge that is
superior to blind faith, and independent of it. Imagine that.
Salvation is the big deal in the Bible. The Greek word soteria is generally translated as salvation, but it also
means deliverance and health, and thus healing. One who offers salvation is like a teacher who offers wholeness
and well-being. The early Gnostics believed that there are three types of people: (1) those ensnared in material
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things; (2) those caught up in intellectual thinking; and (3) those awakened souls who live a life of spirit and soul.
An early Gnostic theologian named Valentinius taught his followers that they could attain a divine state of
spiritual fullness through gnosis (knowledge), while ordinary Christians were caught up in confused thinking and
could only attain a lesser form of salvation. Materialistic people, he prejudicially asserted in referring to pagans
and Jews, were beyond salvation and doomed to perish. Yikes!
When the surprising treasure trove of early Gnostic scriptures, gospels and treatises was found in the Nag
Hammadi valley in Egypt in 1945, this revealing discovery dramatically transformed biblical studies, as explored
provocatively by Stephen Hoeller in an online article, The Genesis Factor, and in Bill Moyers’ ten-part television
series, Genesis: A Living Conversation. Now known as the Nag Hammadi library, this discovery consisted of a
collection of 12 ancient leather-bound papyrus books that had been buried in a sealed jar in a cave. These
writings contained more than 50 handwritten Gnostic treatises that had been preserved despite a condemnation
by the Christian theologian Bishop Athanasius in 367 CE of a wide range of gospels and writings. This Bishop of
Alexandria claimed that everything that was not in strict doctrinal conformity to orthodox views was heresy.
Athanasius later became known as “the father of orthodoxy”, and he ordered the burning of books that contained
alternate perspectives to the official Bible.
“Where they burn books,” the German playwright Heinrich Heine noted in 1821, referring to the burning of the
Muslim holy book during the Spanish Inquisition, “so too will they in the end burn human beings.” Ironically,
Heine’s own books were among some 20,000 books burned a century later under the instigation of Adolf Hitler
and Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels during the infamous Nazi book burning that took place in May 1933.
And sure enough, within 10 years, the Nazi’s began burning millions of people, most of them Jews, whom they had
killed in gas chambers in concentration camps during the Second World War.
The famous psychotherapist Sigmund Freud’s books were prominent among those that were burned. Freud
quipped, “What progress we are making. In the Middle Ages, they would have burned me. Now, they are content
with burning my books.” Five years later, in 1938, Freud and his Jewish family saw the writing on the wall, and
fled Vienna for good as the dangers of Nazism encroached on Austria.
“From the beginning men used God to justify the unjustifiable."
--- Salmon Rushdie
The orthodoxy of Bishop Athanasius was in the process of being established in the year 325 CE, when the First
Council of Nicaea was held. Constantine had convened this council of Christian bishops to promulgate an official
version of their creed, and make it into a semi-coherent whole, presumably to cut down on the unwieldy and
prolific diversity of stories and beliefs that characterized early Christianity. The Council had a goal of
establishing one specific creed, and to make sure people conformed in professing it, and to exclude those who did
not. The council correspondingly created a whole bunch of strict new church laws, known as religious canons.
It is provocative to realize that there were literally hundreds of gospels and epistles during the early years of
Christianity. One of the most divisive differences of opinion was whether Jesus was divine and the literal son of
God, or instead a figurative son, like many other “sons of God” in the Bible. After having struggled with efforts
to resolve wide disagreements for decades, an orthodox version was pronounced that asserted Jesus was
definitely divine, and then all other versions and beliefs and speculations were banished.
Orthodox ideas seem rather absurd in light of scholarly study and introspective evaluation. Consider the big
contrast between narrowly orthodox ideas promulgated by Christian fundamentalists and the more expansive
interpretations of people like Valentinius, who almost become Pope in the second century CE. Those who
faithfully hew to Christian orthodoxy hold that Jesus was the divine Son of God and the savior of mankind, AND
that personal salvation can only be achieved through faithful believing. In contrast, Gnostics believed Jesus is an
archetype and a teacher who can lead a person to salvation through a process of enlightenment. Orthodox
believers think Satan is the source of all evil in the world, while Gnostics think that ignorance itself leads to many
of the things we regard as evil.
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Orthodox believers blame Eve as the cause of original sin. To Gnostics, Adam and Eve were not actual historical
figures, but representatives of two “intrapsychic principles within every human being”. One is the masculine
embodiment of psyche, or soul, and the other is the feminine embodiment of pneuma, or spirit. A convincing
argument can be made that a greater honoring of feminine spirit and perspectives is needed in modern times.
This point of view is viscerally articulated in my essay A Feminine Vision of an Achievable Better World - Anima
Should Reign!
These concepts are important because creation stories in every culture are frames of reference that help
determine the character of societies. Since the overarching challenges facing humanity today are ecological ones,
the time has come for us to commit ourselves to truly striving to ensure that the legacy we leave to future
generations will be most likely to be a salubrious one.
“We’d better start saving’ up
For the things that money can’t buy.”
--- Bruce Springsteen
An Interrupting Happenstance
The largest breast cancer charity in the United States cut off funding on January 31, 2012 that had been
dedicated to Planned Parenthood clinics for breast cancer screenings. The backlash to this decision by the Susan
G. Komen Foundation was strong and immediate, and the charity was forced to reverse its position three days
later, to emphasize that the organization really was committed to helping women. It is women, after all, who have
been the biggest supporters of this cancer-fighting cause. Curiously, the Komen Foundation had cut off funding
for embryonic stem cell research a year earlier. Both decisions appear to have been politically motivated, due to
leadership by Nancy Brinker, Komen’s conservative founder, and Karen Handel, its then-new senior vice president
for public policy. Karen Handel had run unsuccessfully as a Republican candidate for Governor of Georgia, where
she pledged to eliminate funding for cancer screenings provided by Planned Parenthood. She was forced to resign
from the Komen Foundation on February 7, 2012 to defuse the bad public relations furor caused by the funding
cut announcement.
Women’s health should not be a political football. The Susan G. Komen Foundation should recruit only people who
are committed to an overarching interest in women’s health and well-being. Ultra-conservative people should let
up on their staunch opposition to Planned Parenthood, and stop undermining family planning efforts and women’s
and children’s health programs and maternal well-being. Some of our best investments would be those devoted to
reducing rates of population growth in developing countries, and helping reduce childhood malnutrition, and
addressing the driving influences behind having big families. We should do so by altering the tenets of our
winner-takes-all economic system so that it more fairly represents the interests of those who are most seriously
insecure and underrepresented.
No one could convince me that continued rapid population growth in the developing world is a good thing for
humanity’s future prospects. I couldn’t be convinced that 9 billion people on Earth in less than 20 years won’t
involve much more severely depleted resources, shortages of freshwater, diminishing biological diversity and
more intense social stresses and conflicts. I couldn’t be convinced that it is smart national policy to allow
governments to interfere in women’s personal decisions about family planning and contraception and their
prerogatives to make their own healthcare decisions. I couldn’t be convinced that it will be a good plan to
continue spewing rapidly accumulating amounts of greenhouse gas emissions into Earth’s atmosphere every year,
causing more extreme weather events and ocean acidification and rising sea levels. I couldn’t be convinced that it
is smart for us to continue to mindlessly damage the ecosystems that sustain us. And I couldn’t be convinced
that We the People should allow extensively corrupt and power abusing Trump Republicans to continue to exert
domineering political influence.
In the Bible, after “God created man in his own image”, according to Genesis 1:27, God said unto them, “Be
fruitful and multiply …”. That was good advice when there were few people on Earth, but now that almost 8 billion
people are competing for resources and causing significant harm to Creation, circumstances have changed. It is
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now time for narrowly self-serving religious authorities to alter this decree. Otherwise, we will continue to wreak
havoc on the planet and drive untold numbers of species of life to extinction. Any all-knowing and benevolent God
would surely change his counsel in these new circumstances. Inflexible church authorities, please stop opposing
family planning programs, contraception, and abortion in the first trimester of any pregnancy!
The stakes in the 2016 national election were very high. Women have had a constitutional right to choose to get
an abortion ever since the Supreme Court made its historic Roe v. Wade decision in 1973, but threats to this
right are growing. Reactionary leaders want to criminalize women's choosing to have an abortion, and reduce the
choices they have in personal health and reproductive decisions. Republicans seem to feel a deep level of
contempt for women’s prerogatives, and it is revealing that Trump has a great amount of respect for women only
in one regard -- he lusts over sexy babes with alluring cleavage, like his third wife Melania, who is 24 years
younger than him.
Maya Angelou once said, "When someone shows you who they are, believe them." When conservative Republicans
chip away at women’s reproductive rights, we should seriously believe they care more about power and their
narrow ideologies than they care about the rights and well-being of the female sex!
Criminalizing abortion would not only violate women’s natural rights to choose, but also have adverse health
consequences. A report from the Guttmacher Institute found that restrictive abortion laws do not decrease
abortion rates, but instead lead to higher numbers of unsafe abortions. This all too frequently has fatal
consequences. During the exceedingly ugly 2016 presidential campaign, Donald Trump admitted that banning
abortion would force some women to seek out abortions illegally, but still said, “We have to ban it.” His
subsequent appointments of anti-choice judges to the federal judiciary and the Supreme Court may make this
threat come true. The truth is, it is a terrible idea to ban abortions, and the best interests of society would be
served by protecting every woman’s right to choose to have an abortion in the first trimester of a pregnancy.
The egomaniacal Trumpster has criticized the Supreme Court’s decision in Roe vs. Wade, which allowed women to
legally get a safe abortion, implying that he would like to see abortions outlawed. And once abortions are illegal,
he declared that women getting an abortion should be subjected to “some form of punishment”. When candidate
Trump was surprised at the backlash to this statement, even from some hard-line conservatives who pretend they
care about women’s health, he backpedaled and said that it is the doctors who perform abortions who are the
ones that should be punished. With regard to the males who get females pregnant in the course of satisfying
their sexual drives, Trump makes no suggestion that they should face any consequences at all.
Think about this. Trump claims to believe in a “culture of life”, but oddly enough females are not going to have
reproductive rights in this culture, for if they get pregnant and are not absolutely willing to carry the embryo for
nine months, he thinks they should be punished. What next? Shall we condemn every woman that gets pregnant
to be responsible for any and every embryo conceived for the rest of her life?
Criminalizing abortion could send women or doctors to jail. Defunding Planned Parenthood, and otherwise limiting
access to abortion and other health programs, is far worse, because history proves that for a variety of reasons,
women sometimes will be so desperate to terminate pregnancies that they will seek any available means. When
women terminate pregnancies without having access to medical professionals, many of them die. What
conservatives throughout the country are trying to enact are laws that are part of an overall effort to impose
potentially lethal punishment on women who seek abortions.
Biological Evolution Today
Some say that human beings may be devolving today because weak and unintelligent people and the infirm are
reproducing, to too significant an extent, more than the strong, healthy and educated. But this trend is only a
momentary blip in the context of geologic time. Evolutionary changes tend to speed up when conditions are
changing more rapidly, and it is indisputable that conditions will change more rapidly in coming decades and
centuries as human impacts on the environment and ecosystems and weather patterns intensify, and as habitats
are altered and many species are driven to extinction.
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Now that it is no longer cool to kill outliers in our societies, or those with genetically undesirable maladies, we
have temporarily suspended some of the selective pressures that have always been integral to the evolutionary
process. On the other hand, it is enlightening to realize that the effects of civilization itself have significant
impacts on evolution. The growth of villages and towns and cities has had the effect of making people more
secure than in the days when every one of our ancestors was aware in every moment that they could be eaten by
predators at any moment.
Since greater security allows people to feel less anxiety and stress, their nervous systems produce less stress
hormones such as adrenaline. This allows people to be calmer, and makes them feel better, and decreases their
propensities toward aggression and violence, so it subtly encourages social tendencies to cooperate with others.
Success, in evolutionary terms, is surviving and better adapting to prevailing conditions. The transcendental
implications of these understandings are clear: we must collectively act in smarter ways to ensure we achieve
greater good goals for our entire social group, Homo sapiens. We should demand that our leaders not only
reverse the trend toward increasing inequality, but also that they take effective steps to alleviate the desperate
stresses associated with healthcare insecurity, record levels of poverty and homelessness, cuts to social security
programs, high unemployment or underemployment, and widespread environmental injustices.
A Digression on Dogs
Evolutionary biologists who study the remarkably diverse varieties of “man’s best friend” reveal that all dogs are
descended from grey wolves in the relatively recent geologic past, like in the past 15,000 years. Dogs now come
in an amazingly wide variety of appearances and dispositions, and the process of selection that created such
diversity may be correlated with the fact that, as dogs became tamer and more secure around humans, they
produced less adrenaline, the stress hormone involved in fight-or-flight impulses. This can have genetic effects
on characteristics like skin pigmentation and the shape of ears and tails. Artificial selection and inbreeding have
also been contributory factors in the expanding diversity of size, anatomies, temperaments and colors of dogs.
Dogs are ideal companions for human beings because of their genetic inheritance of wolf pack behaviors from
their ancestors. Wolf social groups are characterized by a dominance hierarchy, and all members of a wolf pack
are deferentially loyal to their leaders. This instinctive characteristic made their descendants perfectly adapted
to human tendencies to love companions that “suck up” to them with eager and enthusiastic appreciation. This was
practically a match made in heaven! Good doggy -- fetch! Roll over! Stand by me.
Lord, help me be the person my dog thinks I am.
--- Philosophically humorous bumper sticker
“Use it or lose it” is an evolutionary axiom. Traits that are not actively maintained by natural selection tend to
disappear. Species of fish that live in lightless underground caverns eventually lose their sight. Birds on remote
islands that had no terrestrial predators lost the ability to fly. Mammals that once lived in trees where a tail was
an important appendage gradually lost their tails once they descended from the trees and began to walk upright
on the savanna. Each of us has a vestigial tailbone that is a physical remnant of this behavioral change that took
place far back in ancient prehistory.
Even within an individual, “use it or lose it” is an operative biological fact. An active brain stays more alert and
healthy than an inactive one. Reading, doing crossword puzzles, or playing word games or card games are
activities that can help maintain brains in good working order. The neurons of our brains apparently create a
greater number of receptive dendrites when they are actively used than when they are allowed to atrophy.
This ability of neurons to generate more connections in response to stimuli, and to change adaptively when
challenged, is known as neuroplasticity. To improve memory and processes involved in thinking, and to prevent
neurodegenerative diseases, it is a good idea to engage in stimulating activities. So, reading is good for your
brain; read on!
Prometheus and Epimetheus
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In ancient Greek mythology, Atlas and Prometheus and Epimetheus were three of the offspring of the firstgeneration Titan gods and goddesses. Atlas was a primordial deity who was said to hold up the celestial sphere.
Somebody had to be doing it, right? Prometheus, known in Greek mythology for having been a champion of
humankind because he stole fire from Zeus and gave it to mortals, was regarded as wise; his name literally means
‘forethought’. The name of his brother god, Epimetheus, literally means ‘hind-thought’ -- “in the manner of a fool
looking backward while running forward.”
One defining characteristic of us mortals is our valuable ability to use foresight to extrapolate from experience.
This ability is crucial to our survival. It is an ability we would be smart to cultivate in our societies to ensure that
our activities do not squander resources, pollute ecosystems, deplete and damage fresh water sources, overharvest forests, decimate fisheries, heighten environmental injustices, cause dangerous changes in the global
climate, wipe out most of the wildlife on Earth, or devastate the ecosystems upon which we completely depend.
We must realize that we cannot continue with impunity to fleece future generations by pursuing such courses of
action. In the grand scheme of things, this broad perspective is the most essential of all moral considerations.
Consider again the story of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil that was plagiarized from earlier “pagan”
religions, as explained in Inspiration, Imagination, and the Deep Well of Human Impulses:
The Biblical story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden is an echo of the earlier Greek myth of Pandora.
Zeus, supreme ruler of the Greek heavens, gave Pandora as a wife to the slow-witted Titan Epimetheus, the
brother of Prometheus. Pandora was thus the first mortal woman, and Zeus gave her to Epimetheus as a
punishment to mankind because Prometheus had stolen the gift of fire and given it to man. Zeus also gave
Epimetheus a large jar, later translated as a box, which contained all the ills and evils of the world. Pandora
had been given the trait of curiosity and the desire for knowledge, so she opened the box even though
Epimetheus had forbidden her to do so. When she opened the box, she released misfortune into the world.
Thus the stage was set for Bible writers to borrow this myth and blame Eve and the serpent for disobeying
God, who was the more modern incarnation of Zeus and all the other Greek deities in one monotheistic
Supreme Being. God had prohibited Adam and Eve from eating the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil. And the rest is history, as they say. After Adam and Eve ate the fruit, all of humankind ever since have
been subjected to suffering, death, guilt, repentance, sinful behaviors, and an “afterlife” for believers in a
sublime Heaven, and in a horrible Hell for non-believers. The Bible writers who plagiarized the story of
Pandora added a clever twist that God wanted to punish every woman thereafter for Eve’s transgression by
requiring them to be subservient to men and giving them pain and difficulty in childbirth.
Pandora’s Box! Herein lies the beginning of the denigration, demonization and male domination of women at the
dawn of written history. One account of Hesiod’s version of the Pandora story indicates that these tales are
“evidence of the shift from matriarchy to patriarchy in Greek culture”. This source cited a perspective that
Pandora had been considered a reflection of a life-giving goddess until Hesiod altered the story to make
Pandora an evil, death-bringing human female. Our myths both reflect and mold our societies, says Leonard
Shlain, making this brilliantly clear in The Alphabet vs. the Goddess: The Conflict Between Word and Image.
Think about This, and the Very Nature of Our Thoughts
The majority of people on Earth belong to the religion and religious denomination into which they were born, and
loosely follow the rituals and doctrines of their faith without questioning them much, and often without knowing a
lot about the beliefs behind them. Most people are comfortable with the communal, belonging and identification
aspects of their religions, and with the vague reassurance that some mystical Supreme Being may really care
about their fate.
Religious people and modern societies have long disparaged primordial shamanism. It does, however, represent a
complex and significant expression of the human spirit that has a ‘historical pedigree’ extending back 30,000
years to the Ice Ages in late Paleolithic times. The shamanic phenomenon has had a remarkable durative power
since antiquity, and it has also existed in striking ubiquity across many cultures worldwide. The reasons for this
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reside deep in our psyches. The roots of our understanding and being are found not only in our experiences, but
also in the structure of our brains themselves.
All of our conceptions, and indeed all our thoughts and ideas and emotions and myths, spring in part from the way
our brains are structured. We all have a kind of ‘hard-wiring’ that reflects universal dispositions of our minds, or
typical images known as archetypes. Carl Jung called these richly evocative images the collective unconscious.
Myths, religious beliefs, symbols, metaphors, dreams, personas and psychoses are rich mines of archetypes that
we inherit as instinctive aspects of our minds. Our perceptions are strongly influenced by these archetypal
understandings, so they contribute in a roundabout way to determining our fates.
The highly-accomplished surgeon and author Dr. Leonard Shlain wrote in The Alphabet Versus the Goddess about
the evolution of the human brain into two specialized lobes. This specialization of the brain as higher thinking
functions developed is called “hemispheric lateralization”. Scientists have made surprising discoveries in recent
years about the various functions of the right brain and the left brain. For instance, the right side of the brain
is the ancient part of the brain that is most familiar with the authentic needs and drives that stem from the
early stages of human existence. It is the nonverbal hemisphere that generates non-logical feeling states such as
love, faith, euphoria, inner peace, mystery, humor and aesthetic appreciation. It operates by recognizing images
and integrating feelings, and it resonates with metaphors and intuitions, and relates to myths and parables, and is
finely attuned to music. This is the hemisphere of the brain that was revealed to Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor, with
astonishing import, in the life-altering experience she describes in her thought-provoking book, My Stroke of
Insight, and in her TED Talk on the topic.
In contrast, the more recently evolved synapses of the left hemisphere of the brain, specialize in reasoning, logic,
speech, analytical thinking and abstract ideas. A harmonious balance between these two hemispheres of
perception, and their differing ways of interpreting experience, could provide people with more holistic and
valuably integrated worldviews. We should honor the spiritual natures of our being, and our drives for spiritual
transcendence, by honoring the various ways that we search for deeper levels of awareness and understanding.
The Correlation of Left-Brain Specialization and the Suppression of Female Deities
Dr. Leonard Shlain’s intriguing premise in The Alphabet Versus the Goddess merits further regard. Dr. Shlain
noted that a historic transition took place around 1800 BCE in the nature of creation myths. He postulated that
the reason Great Mother Goddesses gave way to patriarchal myths and warrior-like male gods at the time was
due in large part to the cultural phenomenon of writing, expanded literacy and associated left-brain dominance.
Here’s why. Early writing evolved from rock art, coming in the form of cuneiform ideograms in Mesopotamia more
than 5,000 years ago that consisted of more than 600 picture-like characters. At roughly the same time,
hieroglyphs were developed in Egypt that used more than 2,000 picture-symbols and complex rules of ‘grammar’.
These early forms of writing were still partially right-brain ways of seeing the world through evocative images.
Such complex systems made literacy an aptitude and prerogative of only a small fraction of people, who were
exceptionally well educated.
When these image-oriented ideas evolved into simpler, more abstract alphabets with less than 30 letters, they
could easily be learned by anyone at a young age, so literacy became much more widespread. This caused
profound changes in the nature of how we perceive things, and even in the very structure of our brains because
“neurons that fire together, wire together.” Left-brained dominance gained power, and abstract thinking became
more pronounced in interpreting the world. Female deities that had been pictured in images were overthrown by
abstract representations of male gods and their prophets, as conveyed in written words.
The use of alphabets made cuneiform pictographs and hieroglyphics of early civilizations obsolete, and they were
figuratively buried by the blowing sands of antiquity. This led to a sea change from the worship of female deities
through representative imagery, and resulted in new modes of male God worship in which deities were revealed in
written “holy scriptures” that prohibited imagery and idols.
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Harsh patriarchal written rules of law almost simultaneously appeared in the historical record. Most famous of
these was the Code of Hammurabi, named after a Babylonian chieftain who created the earliest extant code of
written laws around 1750 BCE. The Code of Hammurabi prescribed harsh forms of justice, like calling for “an eye
for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth.”
The Code of Hammurabi was also sexist. It treated women as little more than chattel, like slaves. The Code of
Hammurabi was instituted around the same time that Babylonian Goddess Tiamat was dethroned in the macabre
Seven Tablets of Creation story. In this myth, the Great Goddess was violently slain after an epic battle with
one of her upstart grandsons Marduk, the male god of gale and storm. Leonard Shlain wrote that this story is
the most violent and misogynistic of any creation myth ever found in thousands of cultures worldwide. He saw
strong correlations in these developments.
Creation myths can be quite entertaining. Marduk’s vassal gods complained that their existence was dreary
because they lacked worshippers to make them offerings. So Marduk responded by creating mortals to honor the
gods submissively. Ha! -- that story provides a surprising motive for why human beings were created!
Early emotive images and intuitive understandings were suppressed when religious beliefs were taken over by the
written word in ‘holy books’. This is a main reason why the Bible’s Ten Commandments featured such strong
prohibitions of images of deities -- “idols”. The men who wrote the Bible, over a span of many centuries,
recognized the importance of repressing images from their new belief systems so that people would more
cerebrally believe the Written Word that asserts their God is the one and only true God. The new monotheistic
male God seems to have had a desperate need to banish pagan deities and earlier beliefs and Mother Earth
Goddesses. This must have been a really daunting early marketing challenge! And the new God wanted offerings,
sacrifices and obsequious obedience -- and absolute exclusivity of belief. Contemplate that.
A prohibition of images of the Islamic prophet Muhammad erupted into controversy and violence after editorial
cartoons depicted Muhammad visually in Danish newspapers in September 2005. The fact that the political
cartoons reflected critically on Islam contributed to the righteous anger, but some of this bizarre sensitivity
may be related to this phenomenon of the domineering nature of written words in the analytical left hemisphere
of our brains.
There is justifiable cause for severe criticism of violent Islamic extremism. Islam had first gained ascendance in
Arabic cultures by some terribly violent means, and the desperate modern fanaticism of Islamic extremists in
sectarian conflicts and terrorist bombings is giving Islam a deservedly bad image. Moderates and liberals, don’t
let reactionaries dominate your faiths!
It is noteworthy that long ago there was a true Islamic Golden Age during which many historic Arabic and Islamic
cultures attained great pinnacles of scientific knowledge, brilliant architecture, advanced medicine, education,
scholarship, art, poetry and philosophy. They accomplished this by encouraging openness to creativity and selfexpression -- NOT through dogmatic conservatism. A more empathetic sensitivity to the role of this great
religion in the world would accept criticism and spark calls for more liberal attitudes and real transformative
reforms, especially including greater freedom for females in Muslim societies.
Some beliefs in deities have evolved in all civilizations. Historians of mythology observe the evidence of this
evolution, and realize that changes in societies are mirrored by concomitant changes in the gods they believe in.
Which came first, in this case, the proverbial chicken or the egg? Real chickens and chicken eggs, of course,
evolved in tandem. It seems probable that dramatic changes in societies caused by altered economic or social
developments have led to revisions in the spiritual explanations of those cultures. Natural disasters, or invasions
by conquering barbarians, or perceptual changes like the widespread literacy that followed the development of
simple alphabets, all tend to significantly influence the ways people make sense of their worlds. In turn, new
spiritual beliefs not only affect the way people see the world, but they also facilitate social changes and revisions
in moral codes. Perhaps, indeed, we make our destinies by the gods we choose AND by the things we believe.
On a grand scale, entire civilizations shape their destinies by the myths they create. These myths are strongly
correlated to the economic and social status quo, and are powerfully affected by trends in changing roles and
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evolving moral visions, and by the factions that dominate and control societies. To the extent that we can choose
progressive or regressive ideas to form the identity of our societies, we should choose progressive ones. The
same is true of choosing between liberal-minded ideas and more reactionary ones, or the Nurturant Parent
constellation of beliefs compared to Strict Father ones. I believe we should rightly choose moderately
permissive approaches rather than harshly suppressive ones. Long live the human potentials movement!
All of these choices should be part of overarching commitments we should make to national goals consistent with
the greater good. We should rise up and reject rationalizations that result in “tragedy of the commons”
outcomes.
Greg Mortenson, author of the bestsellers Three Cups of Tea and Stones to Schools, asserted that literacy helps
thwart intolerance and challenge dogma and reinforce our common humanity. He believes that education for girls
and women is one of the best ways to reduce poverty and violence in the world. This idea is a provocative and
inspiring one. It is thus a curious conundrum that literacy may historically have been correlated with analytical
changes in the way we see the world, and that such transformations have had strong suppressive effects on the
privileges and status of women in patriarchal societies. We should now begin to use our left-brained reasoning in
conjunction with our right-brained empathetic feeling to alter our societies and change them into ones that are
fairer toward females, and saner for us all. Visualize that!
The evolution of writing and literacy has appropriately been heralded as an important development in human
history, so it is a grand irony that this development may also have had a devastating effect on the tolerance of
differing beliefs, and on the role of women in societies worldwide. It is a provocative understanding that violence
against others on account of religious beliefs may first have come into being because of beliefs in a masculine
God. A good understanding of the reasons for this could lead to the next revolutionary transformation in our
civilizations, and one that could make our societies fairer and more peaceful and more likely to be sustainable
over the long run.
How, Exactly, is the Medium the Message, Marshall McLuhan?
Dr. Leonard Shlain intriguingly proposed that the process of reading alphabetic writing itself, more than the
content of what is read, is the essential factor that has caused a shift of sensibilities from the image-perceiving
right brain to the word-perceiving left brain. This shift causes a profound shift in values. The prominent linguist
George Lakoff’s ideas about the constellations of values that typify the Strict Father can be seen to encompass
perspectives generally associated with left-brain thinking; and his ideas about the more empathetic perspectives
of the Nurturant Parent are generally associated with right-brain thinking.
The right brain, being the intuitive-feeling hemisphere of the brain, facilitates the nurturance of children,
generosity toward others, heartfelt sympathy, the love of nature and appreciation of beauty, spontaneity,
laughter, playfulness, mysticism, equanimity, tolerance of dissent, forgiveness of enemies, and nonviolence. In
contrast, the left brain is engaged when a person is absorbed in work, organizing, achieving goals and focusing on
getting power and money, so in these capacities, the cerebral left brain takes over and there are heightened
propensities to be uncompassionate, argumentative, authoritarian, strictly disciplinarian, violent or cruel. Leftbrain thinking is also associated with a distinct disregard for nature and healthy ecosystems, and a lack of
concern for the poor, the underprivileged, the weak, the disabled and the mentally ill.
When one tunes in to images that are in accord with accurate ways of seeing the world, holistic understandings
and propitious outcomes become more likely. Those who tune in to an imageless male God, and who dedicate their
purposes in life to such a deity, may find that they have tuned into a few good virtues, but also some harmful
biases, preposterous purposes, and extremely conflict-stoking ways of being. We should choose visionary and
intelligent goals rather than narrow and unjust ones. Remember, the evolution of religion and ethics has its roots
in social cohesion -- not in social discord.
Common sense is the combined wisdom of all the senses. Thus it is “a holistic and simultaneous grasp of multiple
converging determinants”. It is intuitive as well as logical. Common sense can also be understood as a form of
wisdom generated in common with others.
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Enantiodromia: The Pendulum Swings!
Psychologist Carl Jung pointed out that any superabundance of force inevitably produces its opposite. This
tendency for any one pole to seek its opposite pole has a sesquipedalian name: enantiodromia. This is similar to
the principle of equilibrium in the natural world: any extreme tends to encounter resistance and move back
toward a balanced state. Polar opposites and seemingly contrary forces are interconnected and interdependent in
the natural world. One gives rise to the other, in turn.
On the political scene, the proverbial pendulum tends to swing from conservatism to liberalism, and then back to
conservatism in reaction. American historian Arthur Schlesinger once said there are tides in American politics
that operate in cycles from periods of relative conservatism to periods of liberalism and reform. “As problems
piled up, people were stimulated through reform to resolve them; as people tired of the ferment of change, they
lapsed for a time again into conservative repose.”
“The strife of opposites is an attunement. From this, it follows that wisdom is not a knowledge of many
things, but the perception of the underlying unity of the warring opposites.”
--- The philosopher Heraclitus of Ephesus, circa 480 BCE
Hmmm. Wisdom is seen to be found in accurately perceiving the common good that underlies the sound and fury
that divides opposing interests.
People tend to invest exaggerated hopes in leaders who promise to deliver them from problems, just as they did
with Barack Obama in 2008, and then they are often disappointed. The step from hoped-for savior to blamed
scapegoat is a short one. Unfortunately, jumping from conservative bandwagon opinions to liberal ideas and then
back again is a poor way to run a country -- and it is an inadequate approach in trying to find good solutions to big
problems. The disappointment of a minority of voters having chosen Donald Trump to be a savior encountered
hurricane headwinds, and was forestalled for four years only by the unbelievable strength of propaganda, lies,
stonewalling and emotion hijacking.
When people swing toward extremes, as people in the Tea Party movement did, there is a counterbalancing
tendency to respond in ways that restore an equilibrium state. Occupy Movement protests in late 2011 and early
2012 were a reaction to extreme inegalitarianism of the concentration of wealth in the hands of the few, and to
social unfairness, political corruption, and the unjust impetus of right wing conservatism that has tried to
dominate American society since the Reagan Revolution and its extreme manifestation in the form of often
reactionary, racist and homophobic impulses of conservative partisans.
Political extremism ironically tends to strengthen what it opposes. This tendency is what John Fowles called
“countersupporting”. Violence begets violence, and strength breeds opposing strength, and excessive injustices
breed angry discord and terrorism in opposition. In reaction, terrorism generates violent suppression. “All
opposition points to the opposed,” wrote Fowles in The Aristos. “Look how attractive Christianity has made sin.”
That is a grand irony! John Fowles also states: “The best opposition is always scientific, logical, rational. The
more unanswerable to reason it is, the better it is.”
A Scientific Perspective of Existence
Most people are content to have faith in some neatly packaged belief system. They seem to prefer this to
studying and thinking for themselves and being open-minded to clear visions of reality by following reason, logic
and intuitive seeing. Established religions eagerly provide simple and dogmatic explanations for the genesis of
the universe, but since their stories tend to be highly improbable, they run the risk of becoming outmoded and
obsolete as new discoveries and better understandings evolve.
Picture this: Light travels at a speed of 186,000 miles per second, or about 6 trillion miles per year. It takes
about 8 minutes for sunlight to travel from the surface of the Sun to the Earth, a distance of 93 million miles.
The light from Proxima Centauri, the nearest star to our Sun, takes about 4 years to traverse the distance from
its source to our perceiving eyes. Marvelous optical instruments like the space-based Hubble Space Telescope
have detected light that emanated from the most distant objects in the Universe ever detected. This light has
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been traveling for almost 14 billion years before arriving to our perceiving eyes. That is how vast the Universe is.
It is beyond unfathomable.
The implications of this fact are astonishing and awe-inspiring. Light is arriving in every instant from trillions of
stars, each of them at vastly different distances from us. All of this light is arriving simultaneously as we see it,
so this means we are seeing a visible snapshot of the almost eternal scope of the history of the universe in every
moment.
Every star is an energetically burning mass of matter that is hurtling through space, away from some apparent
central starting point. The ‘Big Bang Theory’ credibly explains this circumstance. This vision of the unfolding
universe sees it as the result of a massive exploding forth of physical matter from some obscure starting point,
as if it came from a colossally energetic nothingness.
It may be that, in the highest state, all matter is energy that has not yet materialized. Albert Einstein’s famous
equation, E=MC², mathematically expresses the fact that Energy and Mass are different forms of the same
thing; they are EQUIVALENT. Nothingness (no matter) may happen to be the highest form of expression of the
Universe. This dimensionless high-energy state might figuratively have run down almost 14 billion years ago,
through a tendency like that known as “entropy” Then it exploded forth into fiery balls of hurtling matter.
One cannot easily imagine a super-charged energetic Void or the processes involved in its winding down and
reaching a sufficiently unstable condition that caused energy to suddenly burst forth into matter, its equivalent
form. But this materialization into existence sure appears to have occurred with such force that hundreds of
billions of galaxies of burning elements are still spiraling through space, some at millions of miles per hour in the
far distant aftermath of this seminal event.
Perhaps now is the time for Carl Sagan’s aforementioned prophesy to come true: “A religion that stresses the
magnificence of the universe as revealed by modern science might be able to draw forth reserves of reverence
and awe hardly tapped by traditional faiths. Sooner or later, such a religion will emerge.”
Faith in primitive religious stories somehow seems to be more satisfying to many people than the awe-inspiring
understandings of modern science. How else can the fact be comprehended that fundamentalists cling to their
dogmas and deny the overwhelmingly extensive evidence of evolution that is found in the fossil record and the
discoveries of the scientific disciplines of genetics and molecular biology? Beliefs in personal deities offering
hope in a next life are apparently more reassuring than the crushing impersonal imperatives of cause and effect,
and of the certainties of individually terminal death for each and every living being.
The famous Chinese thinker and social philosopher Confucius wrote long ago: “Learning without thought is labor
lost; thought without learning is perilous.” I advocate that we cultivate clearer and more open-minded ways of
thinking; and never stop learning!
We need not be wild in our speculation about the place and situation where we find ourselves. Humanity has
awakened into awareness on a home planet that majestically rotates around a center-of-gravity axis once every
24 hours, and while it does so, it speeds through space at more than 66,000 miles per hour on its 585-million-mile
orbit around a life-enabling source of heat and photosynthetic energy, the burning ball of fire we call the Sun. A
fixed 23.5 degree tilt of the Earth relative to the plane of its orbit around the Sun gives us summer weather
patterns in the northern hemisphere when the planet is tilted toward the Sun, and then winter conditions six
months later when the Earth is on the other side of its orbit and its northern hemisphere is tilted away from the
Sun. Aware, we contemplate and we imagine.
“A wise man proportions his belief to the evidence.”
--- David Hume
Being a big-brained and curious bunch, we humans have studied and investigated the surroundings in which we find
ourselves since time immemorial. In doing so, we have gained an ever-evolving better understanding of the
physical nature and conditions of our existence. Unlike more primitive mythologies, modern science presents a
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worldview that is much better articulated and coherent with regards to observable reality. Its very essence,
found in the scientific method, is to remain open-minded and adaptive to more accurate ways of seeing things.
In contrast, religious doctrines consist of speculative stories that have an extremely low order of probability.
Many creation myths, like the one in the Bible, assume in the beginning what they are trying to explain, i.e.,
intelligence and complexity, so they actually explain nothing. Geophysical evolution and the evolution of life by
natural selection are ideas that start simple and then explain increasing complexity, so they are much more valid
explanations of reality.
Let There Be Light!
Fascinating discoveries have been made about our world. We have found, for instance, that there is an entire
spectrum of radiation that accompanies the hurtling forth of matter in the universe. Scientists categorize these
various forms of radiation according to their wavelengths. Only a small part of this electromagnetic spectrum
actually consists of light that is visible to our eyes. The entire spectrum ranges from cosmic-ray photons, gamma
rays, x-rays and ultraviolet radiation to visible light, infrared radiation, microwaves, radio waves, heat waves and
electric currents. These things exist, and are not merely some decreed Creationist idea being held in force by a
kind of biocentric ‘divine will’.
I find Gary Zukav’s words in The Dancing Wu Li Masters to be fundamentally ironic:
“Acceptance without proof is the fundamental characteristic of Western religion.
Rejection without proof is the fundamental characteristic of Western science.”
Elemental forces govern all matter, including strong nuclear bonding forces, weak atomic forces, electromagnetic
forces and gravitational forces. All elements of matter have an essential physical nature. They even have
surprising ‘periodic law’ relationships, as can be found by studying the Periodic Table of the Elements. It’s a
great mystery why! Hydrogen atoms have apparently been fused into all the heavier elements in the fiery
crucibles of burning stars. We can see the results of many supernova explosions across deep space, and we can
come to understand that stars have collapsed, and new solar systems have been created, and galaxies have
collided. We, and every atom in our solar system, are all literally ‘stardust’ from earlier stars.
Astronomers and astrophysicists confirm these things. They see that galactic matter had been hurtling through
space for more than 9 billion years before our solar system and planet Earth formed about 4.5 billion years ago.
They find that life was sparked into existence on Earth in the form of ancient single-celled ancestors of all living
things, hundreds of millions of years after the Earth smashingly came into being. They also find that life existed
for some three billion years as single-celled organisms before these life forms found a way to organize
themselves into more complex multi-cellular species of life.
Biological Insights
The proliferation of species of life into more complex species is found in the fossil record beginning about 540
million years ago during the Cambrian explosion. This biological proliferation probably resulted from pressures of
predation. Some speculate that it may even be correlated to the competitive evolution of primitive forms of
vision in early creatures in the oceans. Dr. Andrew Parker advances such a hypothesis in his 2003 book In the
Blink of an Eye - How Vision Sparked the Big Bang of Evolution.
On Earth today there are between 10 million and 100 million species of life. Each and every individual among
these species is descended from generations before it, throughout previous centuries and millennia and untold
eons and geologic eras. Some of the ancestors of every species alive today somehow managed to dodge every
bullet of extinction in the long punctuated equilibrium history of geologic and climatic and biotic events.
Look up ‘Geologic Time Scale’ in any good dictionary. This Time Scale gives a remarkably concise snapshot of
Geologic Eras: the Precambrian Era (before the Cambrian proliferation of life into multi-cellular organisms), the
Paleozoic Era (‘old life’ era), the Mesozoic Era (‘middle life’ era) and the Cenozoic Era (‘recent life’ era). Each of
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these three Eras of multi-cellular life was demarcated by a mass extinction event in which a large percentage of
life forms were wiped out, as if eradicated by some meteorite impact or volcanic winter or devastating ice age.
Today it is human activities that are altering environmental conditions and causing widespread habitat damages.
These changes are driving many species of life toward extinction. The 65-million-year-long Cenozoic Era is, in
this sense, ending -- and a new era of life is beginning: the Anthropocene. We are contributing to these
extinctions by over-harvesting animals and plants, harming habitats, and contributing to global warming and
changes in weather patterns in locales worldwide. The species of life that are surviving are in the process of
adapting to our destructive presence, and they will be the ones that will be the ancestors to all future species
that come into existence in the millennia and eons that are to come. This is thought provoking, and it leads
naturally to many of the fundamental ecological insights contained in the Earth Manifesto.
The species of life living right now, it turns out, comprise less than 1% of all the species that have ever lived. We
share the Earth with millions of species of plants and animals that are all descended from forebears, grand
forebears and great grand forebears in an incomprehensibly long chain of ancestry extending back through a
period of more than 500 million years to ancestral single-celled organisms. We find that the 99% of species of
life that have gone extinct are found only in the sketchy record of fossilized remains.
Fossils are relatively rare because they are only a miniscule and fragmentary sampling of life that happens to
have been preserved in lithified sediments or amber from the world long before us. Fossils contain compelling
evidence of the corporeal remnants of creatures that evolved and died out millennia ago. The processes by which
fossils came into being continue at this very instant: birth, death, evolution and extinction -- and sedimentation,
petrifaction, the slow lithification of rock, mountain uplift and erosive exposure.
It is difficult to imagine our lives in the perspective of profound contexts of the vastness of geologic time. This
is one reason why so many people believe in literal interpretations of simplistic religious myths, as if they are
valid explanations of existence and geologic history. We can only roughly comprehend the incredible span of time
that has existed up until this instant. We are cogently aware that each of us is alive for all too brief a duration
during our individual physical lives, and we ponder the vast eons that will pass after we are dead and gone. And we
wonder how all this came to be, and we hope against hope for some measure of immortality.
I’ve personally found that most things in the world have a pretty good explanation for them, or a variety of
convergent good explanations. The “Presto, God made it this way” explanations tend to be superseded by much
more probable natural explanations as experience and evidence are examined more closely, and as knowledge
accumulates.
Religion and Science
“The one thing we do not know is the limit of the knowable.”
-- Jean-Jacques Rousseau
Human beings have evolved the ability to think and reflect, and to understand many aspects of the unchanging
physical laws that govern the universe. We have been able to analyze the past and make predictions about the
future. Our curiosity and creativity and imagination have also led to an on-going diverse cultural evolution in
which a creative spectrum of explanations have been set forth as to how all this has come to be. Most of these
explanations have naturally been solipsistic and self-centered, and they often involve supernatural deities oddly
visualized in our own image.
Most of these belief systems assume that humanity is central to the purpose of the whole shebang, even though
we are Johnny-come-lately beings who actually know nothing of any true purpose of the universe, if such a thing is
possible. And most of these mythologies pre-suppose that the Earth is the center of the Universe, though this,
alas, is exceedingly far from accurate.
Mythology, n. The body of a primitive people’s beliefs concerning its origin, early history, heroes,
deities and so forth, as distinguished from the true accounts, which it invents later.
--- Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary
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Those who believe in religious doctrines generally have faith in a God as described by mythic revelations in one of
many “holy books” that have been written in the past several thousand years. Deists, in contrast, are people who
believe in the existence of a God based on evidence of reason and nature, but not on supernatural revelation.
Agnostics go one sophisticated step further, and believe that we can only know about nature and its physical
aspects, not about the causative force before the emergence of matter and light, or indeed anything about the
Void that we assume existed before Nature sprang into being in all its awe-inspiring aspects of matter, space,
time, order, atomic structure, elemental forces and infinitely eternal change.
Background History of Religions
All cultures leave evidence of their religious conceptions in their artifacts, icons, records, ruins and burial
grounds. An insightful study of archeology and cultural anthropology reveals the general trend of this evolution
of thought, ideas, rituals and beliefs.
Indigenous cultures were more intimately tied to the land and wildlife than our cultures are today. They were
more closely connected to the elements and the seasons, and to wild plants and animals. As a consequence, their
expression of what we now call religious beliefs had its genesis in veneration of Mother Earth and the life-giving
force of the Sun. They respected and appreciated animals and the cycles of nature. Though human beings were
much closer to the natural world in ancient times, they had little of the knowledge that science has since given us
about the physical nature of Earth and the Universe and life. In this early context of uncertainty and mystery,
beliefs in supernatural entities and superstitions naturally developed to help explain the inexplicable.
All evidence indicates that human beings in the earliest civilizations in Mesopotamia and Egypt and China revered
Earth Goddesses that honored fertility and the annual renewal of springtime. For thousands of years, the divine
feminine was exalted, and the status of women in these early societies was correspondingly high.
Later, when Sun gods and deities representing fertility and bountiful harvests and varying forms of animism and
fetishism and the worship of images dominated, hopes and fears played larger roles in these early belief systems,
just as they do in religious doctrines today. During the days of Classical Greece and Rome, people worshipped a
fascinating pantheon of goddesses and gods. A study of the anthropomorphic characteristics of these deities of
early Athens and Rome provides revelations about human nature and thought. Check out Jean Shinoda Bolen’s
Goddesses in Everywoman for some intriguing observations about human nature as revealed by archetypal
impulses in our subconscious minds. Or check out the Earth Manifesto ‘magnum opus’ Comprehensive Global
Perspective: An Illuminating Worldview, and, in particular, see Chapter 22 – The Gaia Understanding.
Mythological deities like Zeus, Athena and Aphrodite were very real to people back in the days of ancient Greece
and Rome. Though Creation myths of Greek mythology were once the dominant cosmological, religious and
spiritual explanation of existence for many centuries in the most advanced civilizations in Europe, today we
regard these gods and goddesses as mere figments of primitive imaginations. We essentially belittle early
polytheistic beliefs because religious beliefs have evolved into more sophisticated and more all-encompassing
conceptions of a Supreme Being. Then after this relatively new monotheistic ‘one God’ conception arose, it became
widespread and now undergirds the doctrines of most of the major established religions of the world. Such
conceptions, unfortunately, are peculiarly patriarchal, and demand suspicious exclusivity of belief in a
monotheistic God, causing religious conflicts and sometimes-terrible violence, and is often used to repress the
rights and prerogatives of women in cultures worldwide.
The Crux of the Matter
Monotheism was an evolutionary leap forward from earlier belief systems, so we regard polytheistic ideas, in
retrospect, as primitive and naïve. But people today are mired in their own myths of often ethnocentric faiths.
Many people refuse to recognize that no one faith has a rightful monopoly on an exclusively true version of God.
There is only one true actuating force in the Universe, independent of the narratives we create about it, and this
one real force is extremely unlikely to be accurately understood as a glorified, jealous or wrathful old man as is
portrayed in the Bible and the Quran. In his book God against the Gods, Jonathan Kirsch provides a surprising
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perspective on one superior and praiseworthy advantage that polytheistic belief systems had over monotheistic
ones: they featured acceptance of others who believed in different deities than theirs.
To most comprehensively describe what God actually is, one of the best conjectures we can make is one that
unifies and incorporates the truths contained in each and every way of seeing the world. Every person,
regardless of their upbringing, education or indoctrination, has his or her own unique worldview. This includes
agnostics and atheists. When all of these worldviews are taken together, they represent a mosaic of all the many
particular perspectives we have of the greater reality.
We are all like the blind men in the old parable that were given a task of touching an elephant and then describing
it. In the parable, each man had a different description of the elephant because each had felt a different part
of the animal. Thus, each one of them had a different perception and point of view. There were several
different perspectives and varying experiences -- but only one elephant.
Richard Dawkins points out that, “When two opposite points of view are expressed with equal intensity, the truth
does not necessarily lie exactly halfway between them. It is possible for one side to be simply wrong.” Hmmm …
Given the dangerous conflicts rationalized by ethnocentric viewpoints and religious certitudes, it is time for us to
find fairer ways of comprehending existence. Greater compassion and solidarity are called for.
The Need for a New Mythology
Think again about Carl Sagan’s idea that a new religion will sooner or later emerge. Let’s honestly ponder this.
The next step in the evolution of religious beliefs should be one that is inclusive and farsighted, and more
ecologically sound. It must embrace unifying themes, because it is becoming too risky to allow ethnocentric
religions to promote divisive doctrines and strive to vanquish all others. Organized religions should honorably
evolve to become more accepting of efforts to improve the prospects of peaceable coexistence and mutual
security in the world. They should utilize the great fonts of faith, mystery and spirituality in new ways that
emphasize inspiration, positive connections, peace, rationality, fairness, ecological sanity, beneficent long-term
commitments to the common good, and an acceptance of cultural and ethnic differences in order to achieve goals
consistent with true well-being and sustainable existence.
John Fowles wrote provocatively in The Aristos: “All the old religions cause a barbarous waste of moral energy;
they are like ramshackle water mills on a river that could serve hydroelectric dynamos.” Imagine the positive
outcomes that could be achieved if these formidable energies were redirected into more wholesome channels. A
fresh and unifying reverence for life might be achieved. Forceful new doctrines could be cultivated and gain sway
that would establish greater human responsibility toward other people, and toward our descendants in future
generations, and toward a more auspicious biological health of other species of life on earth.
I love the quote attributed to Virgil, a Roman poet in classical antiquity, “We make our destinies by the gods we
choose”. One reason I love this quote is that it gives us hope that by choosing a new concept of the divine, we
might be able to improve the probable destiny of our species. We need a new mode of seeing that has firm
underpinnings in concepts of reality that honor justice for all, truer prosperity, and a fairer legacy for the wellbeing of people in the future. We should demonstrate greater integrity and commitment through ecologicallysound initiatives. Our success or failure in the responsibility of properly protecting biodiversity and natural
resources will be a crucial element of our legacy.
A paradigm shift is needed that emphasizes virtues of fairness, peace, inclusivity, responsible stewardship, and a
committed caring for Mother Earth. We can no longer afford to believe in a God that says all others with beliefs
that differ from ours are not only wrong, but evil to boot. Beliefs in any God should not continue to represent a
rallying cry for intolerance, ethnocentricity, injustice, discrimination, hate, terrorism, repression, violence or
aggression in warfare.
Bill Watterson, in his comic strip Calvin and Hobbes:
Calvin asked Hobbes: "Do you believe in the devil? You know, a supreme evil being dedicated to the corruption,
temptation and destruction of man?"
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Hobbes replied: "I'm not sure that man needs the help."
Too much energy is poured into bigoted religious beliefs, and too much energy is channeled into ethnic supremacy,
puritanical prudishness, sexism, racism, oppression, and prejudice against gay men and lesbian women. Insidious
efforts are being made to keep women subservient to men, and to oppose female education and empowerment.
Staunch efforts are being made to relegate minorities to the status of second-class citizens and to keep them
there. Condescending and even seemingly hate-motivated animosity is often directed at hard-working immigrants,
as revealed by Donald Trump’s inflammatory generalizations about Mexicans and refugees from Central America.
Throughout American history, similar prejudicial and discriminatory episodes have taken place when most of our
predecessors immigrated from Europe, Latin America and Asia to escape destitution or persecution and seek
better opportunities. Let’s find better ways to redirect these negative energies!
Anthropocentricity and Delusion
“So much of man’s thinking is an anthropocentric delusion. The root of the greatest errors in philosophy
lies in projecting our human purposes, criteria, preferences, hopes and fears into the objective universe.”
--- Baruch Spinoza, 1632 – 1677 CE
The aim of the study of philosophy is to find out what other people have thought in the past AND to find out
what the truth of the matter may actually be. Philosophy seeks truths that are the most probable, not some
mere dogmatic ‘scholasticism’ form of truth that coincides with preconceived notions. This manifesto has been
created mainly to make an incisive exploration of the currents of thought and feeling that flow through written
history, and to see the yin and yang, the light and the dark, the female and male points of view, and to investigate
and evaluate the ebbs and flows of authority and liberation, of doctrine and illumination, of both progress and the
back-flowing eddies of retrogressive dominion. It’s compelling to imagine the impulses behind the cathartic
cataracts of revolutionary change that have taken place at various times throughout history.
No matter what we believe, or how hard we try to understand and explain the nature of the Universe, our
emotional and spiritual propensities and thoughts are couched in limited ideas and conceptions. Most of our
impressions are rooted in solipsistic, anthropocentric and biocentric perspectives, and our beliefs are naturally
biased. Not only do we make curious projections of archetypal aspects of our collective unconscious onto the
Universe, but we are also intrinsically incapable of seeing the Universe in a way that encompasses the fullness of
infinity and eternity. We can’t be completely objective. We can’t comprehend the ultimate nature of reality, or
of the ineffable or the inexplicable. Our imaginations are feeble when it comes to visualizing the nature of a
‘Supreme Being’. Is God a biologically living being? Or is God an awareness that is part of physical nature that
predates life by billions of years and somehow created the Universe and is not actually a form of life?
We can never know the purpose of the Universe, or whether any purpose exists independent of our lives and our
biological purposes and those of other forms of life. Each person can have a purpose-driven life, of course,
without there being a knowable purpose of the Universe. Every creature has its own purposes of surviving and
reproducing to perpetuate its own kind, and of seeking safety and its own animal kind of contentment.
All our established religions represent varying versions of the current myths of our kind. Science may be a type
of mythology of its own, but in contrast to religious myths, it presents a worldview that is better articulated and
more coherent, accurate and adaptive with regards to observable reality.
Religions have many aspects. They are deeply personal expressions of our inner spiritual natures, and they are
also a reflection of cultural belief systems that are internalized within each of us. At the very core of our
consciousness, deep within our psyches and souls, our religious beliefs are an expression of profound human hopes
and needs for meaning, significance, identification, validation, belonging, identity, fulfillment, inspiration, spiritual
connection, wisdom, and maybe even enlightenment.
From the vantage point of 1,000 years from now -- should our race manage to survive that long -- today’s concepts
of God will likely appear as primitive and naïve as the mythological deities of old, like those marvelously revealing
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gods and goddesses in the Greek pantheon. As Lao Tzu, the famed and provocative philosopher who wrote the
marvelously abstruse Tao Te Ching might have said, “That which you say it is, it is not”.
Perception, Knowledge and Philosophy
Do we really want to know about the Universe? Or are we like the prisoners in Plato’s Allegory of the Cave who
had been chained since childhood in a cave in such a way that they could see only shadows? Those prisoners,
according to the parable, preferred to see the customary shadows, and therefore did not want to explore or
listen to someone who had actually seen the truer aspect of reality that had cast the shadows. Are we capable of
revising our worldviews? Yes, we are, and yes, we can -- and the wondrous neuroplasticity of our brains makes us
ripe for the adventure.
Change-averse people seem unwilling to learn more accurate ways of understanding the world because it means
they must face the terrifying certainties and uncertainties of reality. We might even be forced to change our
habits, our loyalties and our behaviors -- oh, chagrin! And we might find it necessary to accept the fact that each
and every one of us will someday die -- and, relatively speaking, our individual deaths will occur not all that far in
the future.
Most people cling to ideas propagated by organized religious establishments because they seek a sense of
certainty in a world where uncertainty is unfortunately a fundamental fact, and the vicissitudes of fate are a
mystery. In the most modern and arcane understandings of reality, as expressed in quantum physics, there is
actually a principle called the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle that confirms the fact that even the physical
nature of reality and perception are rife with intrinsic uncertainties.
Meanwhile, the ground shifts beneath us. Change accelerates for our race in a relativity that is oddly parallel to
the general theory of relativity that Albert Einstein proved mathematically. Technological change seems to be
accelerating, and cultures are changing. Contradictions exist deep within every one of us, and economic
insecurities and political conflicts are intensifying. Extreme inequalities of wealth and correlated inequities and
dire vulnerabilities persist in countries worldwide. Existential questions are fluid, and hot-button social issues
perplex us, creating divisive wedges between people. These are hurdles that prevent us from uniting to make our
world a better place.
Simultaneously, global risks are rising. The moral moorings that guide us are being swept away by a variety of
influences, including secularism and profound technological and demographic changes, and immigration challenges.
Authority figures offer us guidance in this uncertain world, and a shred of certainty, and a sense of solace. They
offer us, and then they’re on us. It is reminiscent of the old joke that goes, “She offered her honor; He
honored her offer. The rest of the night, it was honor and offer.” Ha Ha!
Human knowledge seems to be evolving toward ever-better understandings, though unsteadily due to the deceit
of Dividers. When we are flexible and adaptive, we can progress and strive to keep ourselves adequately in
balance with natural ecosystems. This is becoming increasingly necessary to ensure our species’ survival. But
such struggles with narrowly selfish and often reactionary forces tend to hinder progress. An intense storm of
adverse developments is making progress unnecessarily challenging. Resource scarcities, rampant and wasteful
consumerism, hyper partisan politics, speculative excesses, mindless pollution, excessive carbon emissions,
overpopulation, violent conflicts and unprincipled forms of unfair competition and corruption beset our societies.
I strongly believe that we can achieve wiser courses of action by gaining more accurate and comprehensive
understandings, so it naturally follows that it behooves us to be open-minded to adaptive progress, so that we will
have a better chance of saving ourselves.
Our fate is not predetermined. The proverbial die is still in the on-going process of being cast. Architects and
construction workers alike know that solid foundations are crucially important to the safety and durability of a
building. We should not scrimp on the integrity of structural materials that go into the foundations and physical
infrastructure of our societies. It is not too late for us to collectively choose to mix superior batches of
concrete, rather than substandard ones likely to crumble.
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The physicist James Trefil relates an interesting personal realization in the Preface to his book Human Nature –
A Blueprint for Managing the Earth – By People, for People:
“The universe does not give a damn about us or any other living thing on our planet. As far as our survival
and well-being are concerned, we’re pretty much on our own.”
(Let’s act to save ourselves!)
Spiritual Truths
Many of the shamans, priests, bishops, rabbis, imams and monks who have ever lived have promulgated fervent
beliefs and spiritual truths. But these truths are more like Rorschachian revelations of human nature than they
are accurate insights into the fullness of objective reality. All spiritual leaders and prophets have been
influenced by natural human drives and propensities and visions, and have been motivated by a wide variety of
impulses, intentions and purposes. These include the following: humanitarian concern, altruistic impulses to serve
others, searches for meaning, faithful obedience to convictions, the expression of noble aspirations, the drive to
reveal inspired prophecies, or being driven by ambition, pride, avarice, illusion or desires for personal recognition,
social status, glory, fame, celebrity, notoriety, delusions of grandeur, compulsions to gain influence over others
and drives to control others.
“Religion is nothing but institutionalized mysticism. The catch is, mysticism does not lend itself to
institutionalization. The moment we attempt to organize mysticism, we destroy its essence.”
--- Tom Robbins, Skinny Legs and All
Religious establishments are influential social institutions. They are powerful forces that can influence people in
highly positive ways, as well as in horribly negative ones. They can be forces for ‘good’ or for ‘evil’, for justice or
injustice, for peace or conflict. Their purposes today, as they have been throughout recorded history, are often
corrupted by the desire for power, money, dominion, plunder, self-righteousness, control, discrimination, political
intrigue or war. The role of religion in governments worldwide has frequently had -- and is currently having -extremely troubling impacts on the lives of people and on the geopolitics of the world.
“Instincts and passion are magnificent as driving forces, but dangerous as guides."
--- Baruch Spinoza
It becomes increasingly clear, year after year, that people should strive to create conditions in which the positive
elements of organized religions flourish and the negative elements are diminished. It would be best for moderate
and progressive aspects of spiritual doctrines to prevail. And it would be advantageous for the majority of the
faithful to marginalize reactionary, patriarchal, doctrinaire and extremely conservative factions of their
organized religions. Recent years have sadly seen fundamentalist forces in churches grab the microphone and the
steering wheel away from those who are more sensible, moderate, accepting, progressive, pragmatic and socially
intelligent. The ‘Taliban wing’ of all religions should be dethroned!
Mark Twain once noted that, “If Christ were here now, there is one thing he sure would not be: a Christian.”
Twain was highly skeptical of the laughably ludicrous improbability of the anthropocentric myths contained in the
Christian Bible and the Islamic Koran and the Book of Mormon. He recognized the preposterous hypocrisy of
conservative establishments in churches, with their staunch orthodoxy and obstinately absolutist inflexible
doctrines, and their too often bigoted narrow-mindedness. Let moderates and progressives rule!
“Our Bible reveals to us the character of our god with minute and remorseless exactness. It is perhaps
the most damnatory biography that exists in print anywhere.”
--- Mark Twain, Reflections on Religion, 1906
Humorous Interlude
“A sense of humor, properly developed, is superior to any religion so far devised.”
--- Tom Robbins, Jitterbug Perfume
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Here is a clever and entertaining comedy sketch by George Carlin that can be listened to online at Zeitgeist
Movie.com (toggle to minute 11:38 of the 2-hour-long film.) “I gotta tell you the truth folks; I gotta tell you the
truth. When it comes to bullshit, big-time, major-league bullshit, you have to stand in awe of the all-time
champion of false promises and exaggerated claims -- RELIGION. Think about it! Religion has actually convinced
people that there's an invisible man, living in the sky, who watches everything you do, every minute of every day.
And the invisible man has a special list of ten things he does not want you to do. And if you do any of these ten
things, he has a special place full of fire and smoke and burning and torture and anguish where he will send you to
live and suffer and burn and choke and scream and cry forever and ever till the end of time ... But he loves you!!”
“He loves you. He loves you -- and he needs money! He always needs money! He's all powerful, all perfect, all
knowing and all wise … somehow just can't handle money! Religion takes in billions of dollars, they pay no taxes,
and they always need a little more. Now, you talk about a good bullshit story! Holy shit!!”
Modern Ecological Understandings
Maya Angelo evocatively expressed this compelling idea: “The idea is to write it so that people hear it and it
slides through the brain and goes straight to the heart.”
The profound realizations of ecology are like a visceral upwelling of a primeval spiritual veneration for Mother
Earth and its denizens. Deep down we all know that we basically depend on natural resources and the services
provided by healthy ecosystems. We should teach our children to believe in a God that favors those who are
strongly committed to PROTECTING this Creation.
Perhaps the best way to save ourselves would be to forget about seeking salvation through God and join others in
championing a revolutionary transformation in our economies, national priorities, healthcare system, allegiances,
lifestyles, habits and behaviors. A balanced modicum of discipline is almost certainly required. We might even
stretch a little and adopt more of a “small-is-beautiful” attitude. Maybe we could go SHOPPING a little less, and
prioritize our lives around activities that are more salubrious and truly fulfilling!
As we are moving into the era of Peak Oil production, we are exceeding the capacity of Earth’s atmosphere to
absorb additional greenhouse gas emissions without catastrophic consequences. Our material demands and
population growth are already pushing natural ecological limits. Our exploiting and polluting activities are
beginning to have devastatingly detrimental impacts on the ability of Mother Earth to sustain our growing
numbers. The insights of The Reality and Ramifications of Peak Oil are included herein by this reference.
Some of these ideas were originally recorded near the occasion of Earth Day in 2009. In commemoration of
Earth Day, let us give attentive awareness to one of the fundamental truths of ecology: a healthy environment is
indispensably important for a prosperous economy. This is a practical issue, as well as a highly moral one. We
should find good ways to mitigate the pollution of rivers and lakes, and to limit damages to wildlife populations,
forests, wetlands, coral reefs, and entire ecosystems.
Why is it so important to do this? Because serious adverse unintended consequences in the long term are
associated with activities that damage the ecological commons. This is why our economy should be restructured,
and our behaviors and habits should be modified. This can best be accomplished by using effective incentives to
encourage activities that are sustainable indefinitely into the future. These incentives should be accompanied by
disincentives that are also targeted to advance the greater good. We can no longer afford to be led by head-inthe-sand cheerleader throwback apologists for old school machine-politics and entrenched corporate interests
and schemes to privatize profits and socialize costs.
A true, honest, and rapid ‘greening’ of our activities must take place soon. A mere greenwashing of the status quo
is not enough. All companies worldwide should be required to include all true costs in product prices, including the
mitigation of pollution and toxic wastes and other costs associated with resource depletion, health harms,
ecological degradation, and the adverse impacts of greenhouse gas emissions. The moral good is found in refusing
to allow such costs to be externalized onto society and future generations.
Revelations Regarding Shortsighted Fiscal Policies
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The amount of money we are borrowing from our children and grandchildren and foreigners should be reduced.
Deficit spending is an expediency that helps some people make big profits in the short term, but it is socially
irresponsible nonetheless, and it is myopic to borrow huge sums of money for short-term-oriented purposes. We
are effectively fleecing all taxpayers in the future by immoderately using this expediency. It may be a great
game for greedy beneficiaries of these policies in the short run, and it was an urgent and desperate necessity to
keep our economy from crashing during the 2008 recession and again now with the calamitous 2020 setback, but
it is not smart to keep increasing the national debt faster than the economy grows. If we accept the short-term
exigency of borrowing money, we should do it to invest the money wisely, not to squander it on corporate welfare
and unaffordable ‘entitlements’ and low tax rates for those with the highest incomes.
This sentiment flew in the face of developments in April 2009 and March 2020 when economic conditions had
seriously deteriorated and a consensus arose that the federal government must borrow huge sums of money to
stimulate the economy. The wisdom of some of the purposes in the stimulus measures is questionable. We
backed ourselves into a desperate corner where declining asset values and growing levels of unemployment make
and made this course of action necessary, for otherwise, inaction and feedback loops could make economic
setbacks much worse. But it may be a Pyrrhic victory to borrow so much money to stimulate the economy. We
should have strived to make all such stimulus programs “green”, and to take advantage of the crisis as a positive
opportunity to make taxation more progressively structured and to create a better, more indefinitely sustainable
economy.
We need honest leaders to tell us what we really need to hear, which is this: we should invest in good citizen
goals and intelligent courses of action, and stop rewarding and subsidizing short-term-oriented polluters,
extractors, speculators, con artists, war profiteers and other exploitive insiders. Barack Obama made points
such as this during his first presidential election campaign, and we need to now take them to heart. Bold
progressive long-term-oriented reforms must be enacted!
John Steinbeck wrote about a “Congress of honest men” in his Log from the Sea of Cortez. He was referring to
Congressional representatives who declared that we cannot afford to spend large amounts of money on social
programs, but then they readily approved much more costly military expenditures. Today we are led by many
politicians and business leaders who similarly say we cannot afford to pay-as-we-go, or to put a price on pollution
or carbon emissions or resource depletion, or to invest in vitally important domestic priorities, and yet they seem
to believe there are no limits to how much money we can shell out for war. Check out Tall Tales, Provocative
Parables, Luminous Clarity and Evocative Truths – A Modern Log from the Sea of Cortez for a deeper
appreciation of John Steinbeck’s valuable ideas relating to existence, life and war.
Nobel-Prize winning economist Joseph Stiglitz once wrote that the full costs of the Iraq War will eventually
exceed $3 trillion. We have mortgaged our nation to go along with aggressive ideologies of preemptive warfare
and the overweening influence of the military-industrial-congressional complex. Let’s change course!
Back to the Future
“God is love,” some people say, and as many said during the Sixties. Hold that thought.
The idea that we need a new spiritual awareness leads us to the conclusion that we need to be more pragmatic and
far-sighted about healthcare and economic and environmental issues. A bright new awareness should be
cultivated that truly respects all of Creation and honors the ethic of wholesome ecological understandings, and we
should do this with evangelical enthusiasm!
“A man's ethical behavior should be based effectually on sympathy, education, and social ties and needs; no
religious basis is necessary. Man would indeed be in a poor way if he had to be restrained by fear of
punishment and hope of reward after death.”
--- Albert Einstein
An honest new religion should be immune to being hijacked into jihad terrorism against innocent civilians, and it
should be less susceptible to being used to justify injustice, aggression, oppression or preemptive wars. It should
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be effective in diminishing violence, brutality, arrogance, hate and mercilessness. Its leaders should not be
unduly authoritarian or wantonly eager to get into bed with radically conservative politicians. Religious leaders
should encourage the faithful flock to be more accepting of others, and less sexist, and less discriminatory, and
less hostile to gay people. They should act with a more ecumenical resolve, and reject ethnocentric conflictcausing convictions of superiority. Give us a break!
Religious freedom should be guaranteed in all countries, and people should be free from persecution for their
religious beliefs. At the same time, both the Golden Rule and a strong separation between Church and State
should become primary tenets of governments worldwide. An enlightened ethos similar to ‘secular scientific
humanism’ should be incorporated into Church doctrines to guarantee fairer societies around the globe.
Every religion is grounded in its own traditions, rituals, dogmas, bodies of myth and Rorschach-revealing
expressions of human nature. Each religion not only has its own specific creation story, but each and every
religious brand seems to stick to its stories, “come hell or high water”. They stubbornly resist evolving, even in
the face of advances in knowledge and scientific understandings of the physical Universe and living things in such
fields as astrophysics, evolutionary biology, earth sciences, anthropology, genetics, neuroscience and psychology.
I personally favor wisdom traditions like Buddhism, which are founded on a search for knowledge and truth,
rather than faith traditions like Catholicism, Islam and Mormonism that are an expression of deep-seated
yearnings for guidance and belonging, but which are founded on hopes and fears and comforting delusions about
an anthropocentric and judgmental God. As long as we are leaping in the dark, we might as well leap towards
clarity and light!
It is exceedingly interesting that Western religions seem to be focused on controlling people, while Eastern
spiritual disciplines like Buddhism are more focused on liberation. Hmmm … I’m ready to pass judgment!
Church Establishments
Spokespersons for God should begin to accept understandings that are more intelligent and socially beneficial.
Instead of allowing conservative extremists in their faiths to assert control and impede progress, they should
advocate more progressive understandings. This is especially true for Christian and Muslim churches, because
together these two faiths claim about three billion adherents. By fiercely conflicting with each other, these
religions are making strife and global conflicts worse.
These churches are unfortunately extremely undemocratic institutions. For instance, Pope Benedict XVI was
chosen in April 2005 by fewer than 120 people -- and all of them were old men (Catholic cardinals). White smoke
from the burned ballots of each Papal election vote traditionally goes up from the Sistine Chapel in Rome to
announce the anointment of a new Pope. Before the white puff went up announcing the selection of Benedict XVI,
the name of the man they were to choose was Joseph Ratzinger. He was a Cardinal who had been charged with
the orthodox religious responsibility of staunchly defending Church doctrine “by putting the smackdown on
heresy”.
Revelations in March 2010 surfaced about Ratzinger’s role in the cover-up of sexual molestation by priests of
trusting children, some of them deaf. This scandal made it clear that church officials should have spent more
time putting the smackdown on sexual predators, instead of protecting them and transferring them to other
parishes. The film Deliver Us from Evil makes it clear that the Church has been egregiously irresponsible
regarding priests who abuse children.
As Mark Twain pointed out, “The church is always trying to get other people to reform; it might not be a bad
idea to reform itself a little, by way of example.” There is a whole hell of a lot to reform!
Heresy is any opinion that differs from established religious dogma. An honest perspective of what is condemned
as heresy is that it is often an aspect of reasonable debate and possibly greater truth. Rational skepticism of all
religious dogmas is generally well founded, so such perspective could help us see the world more accurately, and in
doing so, we might assure ourselves of fairer policy outcomes.
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Cardinal Ratzinger was chosen from his previous position as head of the conservative Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith. This was the office that began centuries ago as the Sacred Congregation of the Universal
Inquisition. Yes, this is the very same Inquisition that had a horrific central role in torturing people and burning
untold numbers of women at the stake over a 300-year period during the Dark Ages. This had to be corrected by
the so-called Reformation before a salubrious Renaissance could come about. The Inquisition represents a
terribly tragic and bloody episode in human history.
The great Voltaire was so disgusted with the treachery of the Church in his day that he declared, “Nothing can
be more contrary to religion and the clergy than reason and common sense.” He lived during the Age of
Enlightenment when the core ideas of the period were attitudes that questioned traditional institutions and
customs and morals. Being open-minded can have positive adaptive value.
Some say that one of the principal problems in the world of debate is that we tend to pretend that there are two
sides to every story. Ha! I agree with this; and I alternatively want to play the devil’s advocate. Some points of
view definitely deserve more credence than others. Some ideas are based on a preponderance of evidence and
fact, while others are based on dogma, delusion, illusion or wishful thinking. Almost everyone today realizes that
the Sun does not revolve around the Earth, for instance, and that the Earth is not flat. Presenting both sides of
an argument about things like this is palpably absurd. Teaching the dogma of Creationism in public schools as if it
is equally valid alternative explanations of existence is similarly ridiculous.
Galileo Galilei was persecuted in the early 1600s for supporting the contention of Polish astronomer Nicolaus
Copernicus, who 70 years earlier had published the then-heretical idea that the Earth was not the center of the
Universe. Galileo cautiously agreed with this understanding, contending that the Earth actually speeds around the
Sun in an annual orbit. He had vastly improved the technology of the telescope, and thereby discovered visible
confirmation that there are moons orbiting other planets like Jupiter. This physically contradicted the Church’s
doctrine grounded in early scientific ignorance that postulated the Earth to be the center of the Universe and
that everything else revolves around it. To regard the Sun as the center of the Universe was heresy, but it turns
out to be somewhat more accurate than regarding the Earth as the center of the universe!
Church authorities put Galileo under house arrest for the last decade of his life for defying their dogmas by
espousing this idea of Earth’s motion around the Sun. It took Church officials more than 350 years to finally
admit the now-obvious notion that the nature of ‘heliocentric planetary motion’ is scientifically correct. Church
establishments once again proved they are stubbornly doctrinaire, and not nimble or honest -- and often not
exactly reasonable or merciful!
While it is contextually impossible to be truly objective and see the world “as it really is”, some understandings do
correspond to reality more closely than others. It seems clear that, no matter how much it was taken for
granted as a fact that the Earth is the center of the Universe, it was a superior understanding when Copernicus
and Galileo discovered that the Earth actually makes one full rotation on its axis every day, creating the illusion
that the Sun orbits around the Earth. No matter how fervently people believe in an idea, if it contradicts
objective reality, eventually the belief will lose its utility and slip into the dustbin of history.
The Church always exhibits a self-interested need to defend its dogmas because it fears that once some aspects
of its primitive worldview begin to be proved false by more accurate understandings, the Church might eventually
be forced to admit that God did not make man in ‘His’ image, as the Bible indicates. In fact, they might be forced
to actually admit the much more obvious fact, if you think about it: that human beings have invented every deity,
and basically made them all in our own image! The doctrines set forth by religious establishments are generally
ones that are simplistic and manipulative and conducive to patriarchal control, and NOT ones that are realitybased, fair-minded, salubrious, or honoring of feminine values. It is time we began to really honor Mother Earth!
Some people are like Socrates, seeking knowledge and being skeptical and demonstrating a willingness to cultivate
reasonable doubts. Others cherish certainties and embrace ignorance. Some believe that cosmic and biological
evolutionary processes have taken place over the eons. Others believe in a relatively recent Biblical Creation.
There is extremely little probability that Creationism is a more accurate explanation of the Universe than
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physical evolution, which has overwhelming evidence supporting it. For some deeper perspective, see Chapter
#101 – The Evolution of Life, which can be found in Comprehensive Global Perspective: An Illuminating Worldview.
The Dalai Lama succinctly states the obvious: ”Regardless of different personal views about science, no credible
understanding of the natural world, or our human existence, can ignore the basic insights of theories as key as
evolution and relativity and quantum mechanics."
Faith, Religion and God
Westerners tend to be puzzled by stark divisions in the Islamic faith. The two primary factions of Islam are the
Shia and the Sunni. It is hard for non-Muslims to imagine that so much strife and violence has been invoked over
doctrinal divisions between these two factions. It must be a really big dispute, right? Well, let’s look into it:
what is the conflict about? It appears to be a stubborn disagreement over which of four original Caliphs was the
rightful successor to the Prophet Muhammad after his death. That’s all this internecine conflict is about?!
Peace, brothers!
Christian faiths themselves have been fractured into so many different branches that it is hard to figure out
their differences. Who can specifically say what the differences are between Catholics, Protestants, Baptists,
Episcopalians, Lutherans and Methodists? A true Jesus savior would have been perplexed by all the conflict that
has been fomented in his name, if indeed he existed as a real peace-loving man. How, he might wonder, could
people have lost his most important messages about loving thy neighbor and caring for the poor? How could
honorably religious people vote for conservative politicians that pander to the rich and abandon the poor?
God represents many different things to many different people. Countless religions and cults and mythological
conceptions have been propounded throughout the long course of human history, and almost without exception
each one has had its own Creation story, its own moral doctrines, and its own symbolic mythologies. None of them
are absolutely right or wrong. They are alternative ways of trying to explain the way things are, and to provide
guidance. There is no certain truth, because subjectivity is ultimate. Absolute truths cannot be found in a
quantum world, and the language-oriented constructions in our minds are related only indirectly to ‘reality’.
“Scriptures, n. The sacred books of our holy religion, as distinguished from the false and profane
writings on which all other faiths are based.”
--- Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary
No one person’s God is a better or truer God than anyone else’s God. If there really is a Supreme Being, it is a
God bigger than the narrow concepts provided by our limited imaginations and our solipsistic, biocentric and
anthropocentric thoughts and religious doctrines. If there is a God, it is a God that presides over ALL of
humanity, a God that does not take sides in partisan conflicts, a God whose highest virtue is love, a God that
represents Golden Rule acceptance for those who believe differently. If there is a God, it is a God that equally
accepts Muslims, Jews, Christians, Baptists, Mormons, Protestants, Hindus, Buddhists, agnostics and atheists, and
rich people and poor people, the powerful and the weak, males and females, old people and young, black people and
whites and Latinos and Asians, citizens, immigrants and foreigners, heterosexuals and homosexuals -- EVERYONE!
The Gods that humans have created throughout history have always had qualities that are anthropomorphic
because people have generally felt desperate hopes and psychological needs to worship concrete symbols of
inexplicable and implacable forces. Billions of people hope to sway their deities from what seems to otherwise be
demonstrably impersonal indifference in the Universe. They do so by praying and exhibiting righteous devotion in
hopes of getting God to grant them personal favors. But if there is a God, it must be a God that doesn’t side with
one person against another, a God that loves peaceful coexistence between ‘His’ human subjects, a God that helps
those who help themselves, a God that favors reason and not irrationality, a God that offers salvation to those
who most deserve it because of their own efforts to live a good life. If there is a God, it should be a God that
smiles upon those who act with honesty and virtue and compassion, a God that appreciates people who have an
attitude that they are going to make the best of whatever comes their way.
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It is no wonder that, in conjunction with the widespread acceptance of mythological deities as simple and
convenient explanations of existence, many people have also created a plethora of versions of the Devil. Human
beings have always been quite busy ‘making bargains with the devil’, so maybe that’s why so many people assume
such a diabolic entity must exist!
“The fundamental irony of American history is that we follow the better angels of our nature when
we honestly and compassionately confront the devilish realities we would like to ignore or deny.”
--- Cornel West, The Atlantic, November 2007
At varying depths within each of us there is a laughing philosopher self, a self that recognizes what is essentially
a preposterous anthropocentricity of every one of our conceptions of God. There is a profoundly suspect
superstition-like foundation for all cherished convictions about a Supreme Being and an afterlife. We are all
spiritual beings, but true spirituality and religious doctrines do not mix well. Doubts lie in wait for every person
who is honest with themselves. Packaged religious beliefs may be convenient and captivating and reassuring, but
they are addictively opiate-like in their seductively simplistic temptation.
Karl Marx infamously observed that "Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless
world, and the soul of soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people. The abolition of religion as the illusory
happiness of the people is the demand for their real happiness.” People in modern times cherish freedom, so we
need not abolish anything, but let us evolve and open our eyes and hearts!
Many people desperately seek solace in the belief that there will be some sort of “afterlife” once we are dead.
By so believing, people tend to be more accepting of an unfair fate in the here and now during their only real life
in all of eternity. Opium may make a person feel dreamily at peace, but it is not a healthy addiction, and neither
is naïve acceptance of religious indoctrination. We should not gamble our lives away on hopes for some future
life, especially when our energies would be better spent on joining together with others to demand that a more
just world be created here now, while we are alive. Our human potentials can only be achieved while we are alive;
it is all but certain that no joy or meaning or satisfaction will come to us once we are dead.
There is substantial power in believing, belonging, praising, praying, singing together, and sharing convictions. But
the positive social and psychological aspects of religious experiences do not in any way prove that the stories told
by established religions are true. Instead, they reveal much more about us as human beings. They are like Greek
myths revealing archetypal human characteristics that exist within each of us, or like Rorschach tests that
manifest subconscious psychological traits.
Our attitudes are vitally important to us personally, especially our attitudes toward circumstances, adversities
and successes, and our attitudes toward others. We have rather limited control over the circumstances that
affect us, or the emotions we feel in response to them, but we can and do choose how to respond to them. To live
well, it is good to have a positive attitude, and to let go of negative impulses. And it is valuable to live by the
tenets of the Serenity Prayer:
God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change;
the courage to change the things I can;
and the wisdom to know the difference.
Here is another insightful excerpt from Mark Twain’s Corn-Pone Opinions:
“We get our notions and habits and opinions from outside influences; we do not have to study them out. … We
are creatures of outside influences; as a rule we do not think, we only imitate.” … “It is our nature to conform;
it is a force which not many can successfully resist. What is its seat? The inborn requirement of selfapproval. We all have to bow to that; there are no exceptions. …But as a rule our self-approval has its source
in but one place and not elsewhere -- the approval of other people.”
“Broadly speaking, there are none but corn-pone opinions. And broadly speaking, corn-pone stands for selfapproval. Self-approval is acquired mainly from the approval of other people. The result is conformity.
Sometimes conformity has a sordid business interest -- the bread-and-butter interest -- but not in most
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cases, I think. I think that in the majority of cases it is unconscious and not calculated; that it is born of the
human being's natural yearning to stand well with his fellows and have their inspiring approval and praise -- a
yearning which is commonly so strong and so insistent that it cannot be effectually resisted, and must have its
way. A political emergency brings out the corn-pone opinion in fine force in its two chief varieties -- the
pocketbook variety, which has its origin in self-interest, and the bigger variety, the sentimental variety -- the
one which can't bear to be outside the pale; can't bear to be in disfavor; can't endure the averted face and
the cold shoulder; wants to stand well with his friends, wants to be smiled upon, wants to be welcome, wants to
hear the precious words, "He's on the right track!" Uttered, perhaps by an ass, but still an ass of high degree,
an ass whose approval is gold and diamonds to a smaller ass, and confers glory and honor and happiness, and
membership in the herd. For these gauds, many a man will dump his life-long principles into the street, and his
conscience along with them. We have seen it happen. In some millions of instances.”
Trying to Think about God
If there is a God, it must be a God that loves a healthy environment and biological diversity and responsible
stewardship of the natural world. If there is a God, it must be a God that demands respect for the ecological
underpinnings of ‘His’ creation. If there is a God, ‘He’ surely would not be supportive of our ceaseless human
efforts to control and exploit the natural world for our own selfish ends without giving greater respect to the
underpinnings of its well-being.
Nature itself is supremely indifferent to any particular individual. Nature is ordered according to the impersonal
certainties of physical laws. Things take place due to causes and effects that we can’t quite fully understand. If
a large meteorite were to crash through the atmosphere and wipe out a large proportion of all organisms on our
planet tomorrow, as occurred 65 million years ago with the Cretaceous Extinction, it would be just another day in
the Universe.
If there really is a God, it must be an all-inclusive God that encompasses all of time and space and nature. God
must be infinite, eternal and ineffable. God cannot conform to limited human concepts or mythological imaginings
or superstitious beliefs or doctrinaire ideas that are designed to manipulate the faithful. God surely cannot be
limited to mere anthropocentric projections of our hopes, hubris, ethnocentricities and insecurities upon a
Universe that is far more complex than our understandings can ever fully encompass.
Followers of God should accept the higher priorities of God’s role in loving, not hating. They must favor the
greater social good, and support true justice, not narrow partisanship or oppressive religious extremism. God
should embody true moral concepts, not jealousy, pride or cravings of adulation and praise. And doggone it,
religious authorities should stop cultivating attitudes that are discriminatory or regard gay people as
abominations, or subvert people’s privacy rights, or oppose family planning and women’s reproductive rights.
It is tragic for humanity -- and oddly paradoxical -- when religious fervor is channeled to ends that are selfrighteously discriminatory, reactionary or extremely sexist or violent. People who are self-professed born-again
Christians have formed alliances in recent years with politicians who adhere to radical right-wing doctrines. In
such bargains with the devil, religious people are often manipulated into supporting shrewd politicians who
espouse regressive social policies, aggressive foreign policies and wars. These religious people have, as a
consequence, been swindled into supporting an agenda that contradicts the major moral tenets of their faiths.
As Martin Luther King noted, “Any religion that professes to be concerned about the souls of men but is not
concerned about the city government that damns the soul, the economic conditions that corrupt the soul, the slum
conditions and social evils that cripple the soul, is a dry, dead, do-nothing religion in need of new blood.” He wisely
added: “Too often the church talked about a future good ‘over yonder’, totally forgetting the present evil over
here.”
Many religions have their roots in appeals to the poor and the downtrodden. They set forth doctrines that
promulgate ideas of what is morally good. Their holy books speak of love, social justice, peace, charity, mercy and
neighborly good will. After generally terrible struggles against persecution, the prophets of new religions
occasionally gain enough adherents to achieve wider acceptance. Eventually they may even grow into movements
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and obtain political power, and when they do, they tend to abuse their power with astonishingly hypocritical
fervor. Instead of advancing the ideals upon which they have been founded, they often repressively collaborate
with those in power.
In the United States so far in the twenty-first century, religious establishments have helped involve our nation in
unjust imperialism and crusading foreign interventionism and preemptive wars and empire-building activities.
They have often directly or tacitly supported politicians whose policies serve to increase inequalities, and are
anti-democratic, or who condone unjustified secrecy in the government, or dishonesty or punitive prisoner
torture. And this state of affairs got glaringly worse in the era of Trump.
What existential irony this is! What sinister cynicism! It is amazing that people in positions of power can so
dishonorably exploit gullible people and take advantage of the blind faith and willful ignorance of this ‘coalition of
the willing’. Powerful people act this way to achieve narrowly selfish objectives, and they do so with ignoble and
brazen hubris when they target people whose religious beliefs are founded on what should be noble ideals,
greater good morals, and honorable traditions. Sly politicians exploit such people with disguised contempt,
advancing the narrow interests of the rich, the powerful and the privileged. This is unconscionable!
Our superpower nation, bristling with nuclear missiles, has been acting arrogantly, as if MIGHT is actually RIGHT.
We ruthlessly lord it over others as if ANY means is justified to achieve our ends, no matter how base, selfish, or
crassly materialistic these ends may be. This attitude betrays our humanity. To harvest peace, we must sow
justice!
An ancient Chinese proverb says, “May you live in interesting times.” Well, we sure do live in exceedingly
interesting times! As urgently fascinating as these times are, with all the economic malfeasance that is
calamitating our societies, these times are going to get even more interesting as fossil fuels run out and carbon
‘sinks’ fill up, and the climate heats up, and our human numbers continue to increase due to religious and
ideological pronatalism (“the encouragement of fruitful multiplying”).
Future generations will be forced to deal with the consequences of the actions taken during these interesting
times. Experts like Nobel Laureate Joseph Stiglitz point to the crippling legacy we are leaving in the form of
enormous debt, which has been incurred in outlandish amounts in the past 20 years for expediencies like enriching
the rich and fighting wars without requiring current taxpayers to pay for them. This must change!
Self-aware, humanity teeters on a precipice. We are powerful, yet vulnerable, driven by strong biological drives,
and animated by an ancient hierarchy of needs and desires. Most people are moved to faith in a Go d, and their
faith has an underlying motive of seeking hope in their lives, assuaging vague fears, and feeling self-justification
in their beliefs and biases.
A pop-culture guru once made a curious observation: “Life is eternal. But even if it isn’t and I made it up, I like
it! I mean as long as you’re going to make it up (the way that REALITY IS), you might as well make it up the way
you like it.” This is a surprising way to look at things, isn’t it? (“Get an Afterlife!”) To the extent that it is true
we make up our realities, we should choose beliefs we like, but only if they are not inimically harmful to our wellbeing, or to the well-being of others, like our children and theirs. Let’s interpret reality in ways that are modern
and accurate and meaningful. Let’s choose to see reality in ways that are strongly in accord with spiritual nobility
and important human values. Let’s make ‘growth choices’, not ‘fear choices’; let’s progress, not regress.
Sometimes bold action is required, and much can be accomplished through sheer ‘chutzpah’ in acting to get things
done. The force of personality, however, is not always the most trustworthy or reliable of adhesives, or a good
lubricant for cooperative endeavors.
The compelling film Racing Extinction makes it viscerally clear that our priorities need to be shifted to give us
greater hope for a healthier natural world. Check it out! Protect the beautiful manta rays!
Jared Diamond, the professor who has written a book about how societies choose to fail or succeed, indicates
that at times behaviors and institutions become antiquated that once had served society well. When that
happens and they no longer serve healthy utilitarian, social or ecological values, the societies must either change
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or face unnecessary adversities or collapse. It is high time that we boldly pursue positive adaptive change at this
critical juncture in history. This should involve not only our religious institutions, but also our business, financial
and political ones!
Was John Lennon onto Something?
Entertain this possibility: God is a fiction, like an über-Father-figure icon invention of the human mind. The soul
and the mind and the independent individual self are all, in a similar sense, merely fictions of our imaginations.
Just ask an expert in neurobiology. This is among the most advanced of the understandings of contemporary
scientists and philosophers. Think about the ramifications!
What if there is no God, no hell below us, above us only sky?
Imagine there's no heaven
It's easy if you try
No hell below us
Above us only sky
Imagine all the people
Living for today...
Imagine there's no countries
It isn't hard to do
Nothing to kill or die for
And no religion too
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace ...
You may say I'm a dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I hope someday you'll join us
And the world will be as one
Imagine no possessions
I wonder if you can
No need for greed or hunger
A brotherhood of man
Imagine all the people
Sharing all the world ...
You may say I'm a dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I hope someday you'll join us
And the world will live as one.
--- Imagine, John Lennon
Belated Preamble
Feel free to believe what you like. Yay for you! And, “Yay for us!”
The essential concept of FAIRNESS that is embodied in the Golden Rule is a basic underpinning of true
democracy. The first Amendment to the great American Bill of Rights establishes the freedom of religious
belief. It should be an overarching requirement in all societies for rules of law to be established that guarantee
religious freedoms. The reason for this? Because we know that too much conflict has been caused by religious
differences throughout history, and the fairest way to prevent this is to guarantee all people equal rights to
believe what they like, and to make sure governments do not endorse any one religion over another, or persecute
those who belong to minorities.
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People have a deep desire to live their lives in freedom and dignity, and to be guaranteed individual rights.
Everyone feels deep-seated insecurities, so most people seek the security of certainties in a world that is
ultimately subjective and relative and profoundly insecure. Each of us has a strong need to believe and to belong,
so leaders that represent authority make powerful appeals to our emotions.
But religious authority is highly undemocratic, and it generally imposes a reactionary suppression of alternate
ways of seeing things, censoring information and denying alternate understandings and discriminating against
those who believe differently. People who think they are absolutely right tend to be self-righteous, zealous and
sometimes dangerously fanatical.
Not only should every person be entitled to believe whatever they want, but no one should be allowed to impose
their beliefs on others. It may be natural to feel a kind of bemused contempt for others who seem so wrong
from the perspective of one’s own strong convictions, but intolerance and hatred are too much of a threat to the
greater good to be given an official foothold. We should all admit that there is always the possibility that our
own cherished ideas and beliefs are, in fact, erroneous. People in different parts of the U.S. live in substantially
different perceptual bubbles, like the sensitivities found in the generally liberal San Francisco bubble and the
contrasting convictions held dear in the Bible Belt bubble.
“God works in many ways his wonders to perform.” But God is not a skillful mechanic. A man drives over a cliff
and “by a miracle”, he only breaks his back. It would be more divine if God made the man a better driver and
he stayed on the road. (!!!)
--- Paul Goodman (paraphrased)
People tend to be sheep-like in their beliefs. Often, beliefs are inherited through genetic and family propensities
and a kind of social indoctrination. This is much more common than that they are arrived at through evaluation
and reasoned consideration. This is one reason why people are susceptible to being manipulated by demagogues,
religious zealots, charismatic charlatans and devious absolutist certainty-proclaiming politicians. When people
seek security in traditional beliefs, this makes them vulnerable to being exploited for purposes completely
contrary to the noble aspects of their beliefs.
Religious beliefs can have a definite positive utility, but they can become detrimental to the true safety and
security of those who believe, and of others. When harmful outcomes occur, the beliefs should be reconsidered
or jettisoned, especially when the values espoused have become outmoded or detrimental due to changing
circumstances or greater truths or more important understandings of the true self-interest found in the common
good.
The late Christopher Hitchens described his experiences in a disciplined English boarding school where he was
“compelled to sit through the sinister fairy tales of Christianity”. This school was in a region where the natural
beauty was marvelous, and Hitchens noted the positive influence of many of his teachers who expressed
enthusiasm for birds and animals and trees. St. Francis of Assisi would have been heartened to behold it. But
some of Christopher’s teachers were petty tyrants who tried to impose absolute domination in their small
spheres. This gave Christopher Hitchens a cogent early understanding of the tendency for many people to be
“micro-megalomaniacs”. What a concept!
Hitchens’ experiences at boarding school brought home to him the fact that religion has often been used as “an
excellent reinforcement of shaky temporal authority.” Recognizing that people like to exert power over others,
Hitchens discovered that words can be used as weapons in schools and peer groups and families. It is certainly
the case that domestic violence is often the result of struggles between people where inadequate respect is
accorded to the ones we supposedly love.
This treatise explores conundrums like these because humanity increasingly desperately needs a new era of
enlightenment, and new-found respect for the Golden Rule to get us through the tricky straits of our economic,
social, political, spiritual and environmental predicaments. Thinking clearly about our lives gives us the ability to
step outside our everyday ways of seeing things, and to appreciate the rich interrelatedness of all life. Think
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about the amazing beauty, diversity and complexity of all living things. Yay for them! But let us not forget their
vulnerability.
Politics and Religion in Recent Years
The winds of change are blowing, and the American people hunger for leaders who are more honest, ones they can
trust, and ones who act for the greater good. They want leaders who are committed to more fair-minded goals,
and to policies that are consistent with the ideals upon which our country was founded. Oddly, the Republicans
who competed to win the Presidential primaries in 2008 and 2012 and 2016 were quite retrogressive. Each of
them stumbled over themselves to appeal to born-again-Christian religious fanatics and social conservatives. The
political calculus of this loyalty is understandable, but it is an excessively narrow political loyalty to conservative
stances on hot button social issues and failed ideologies. It has also been, since 9/11/01, a form of pandering to
those who have been conditioned to fear terrorists above all else. John McCain’s views on war and attacking Iran
and his once stated belief that we should stay in Iraq for 100 years were frightening and would have been
prohibitively costly. Repent, or fall. I called on all 2016 Republican candidates to moderate their views and
partisan orthodoxy, but in a cold calculus, they chose Donald Trump, who deviously pushed the Party toward more
outrageous stances.
Religion is a vital part of our culture. This is why the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution included this
provision: Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof. The government is limited by this first provision of the Bill of Rights: it must remain neutral on
religion, and it must not take sides. Yet many Republican politicians declare that we are a Christian nation, and
Mitt Romney faithfully stood by the mythology and bizarre tenets of his Mormon grandfathers. All other
American politicians strive to reassure the populace that they have deep personal convictions in God, for
otherwise they would probably have little chance of getting elected.
Before the advent of Trump, the Republican coalition had splintered into a struggle between progress-opposing
religious folks and change-averse social conservatives and power-hungry apologists for military strength and
those who put top priorities on profiteering and substantial monopolies on wealth concentrated in the hands of
the few. Voices for a sensibly balanced budget, fiscal restraint and far-sighted policies have rarely been heeded
in the past 20 years. When Republicans were the minority party from 2009 to 2017, they united in opposition to
obstruct almost all Democratic initiatives. Divisive strategies are paramount in our politics, but this harsh
partisanship is a modus operandi that is harmful, so it is undesirable. We do not need a ‘party of no’; we need a
party that supports visionary good ideas to help solve the daunting existential problems we face.
Republican politicians gained a majority in the U.S. Senate in the November 2014 elections, and since then they
have demonstrated little sign of choosing to govern responsibly. Nonetheless, a surge of discontent is growing
among people who oppose unfair economic policies, corporate abuses, regressive tax policies, irresponsible fiscal
policies, deep dishonesty, divisive partisanship, manipulative fear-mongering, military aggression, drone bombings,
and the hypocrisy of anti-evolution and anti-choice religious zealotry. Our leaders need to be able to rise above
short-term-oriented expediencies and extreme polarization, and begin to act with greater honesty, integrity,
fairness and far-sighted intention to make our nation a healthier and fairer country. Can they?
When Barack Obama was first elected President in 2008, the majority of Americans expected dramatically
positive new directions. Young people were beginning to recognize how antagonistic the status quo is to their own
long-term interests. Their outlook is naturally solipsistic, but they can be surprisingly alert and intelligent, and
they are becoming increasingly aware that their future well-being is being threatened by the status quo of
wasteful consumerism, mismanagement, corrupt corporatism, crony capitalism, vituperative partisanship, the sadly
conservative domination of the Supreme Court, enormous debt, wars, policies that primarily benefit older people,
and profligate uses of fossil fuels that are causing copious emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere
and associated climate disruptions.
Theocratic movements pose growing threats to democracy and personal freedoms and the separation of Church
and State. So do religious extremism, discriminatory self-righteousness, or blind beliefs in parochial doctrines.
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Revivals in the religions of the world should be progressive, not fundamentalist, reactionary or overly patriarchal.
Unfortunately, it seems to be the case that anxieties and fears tend to propel religious people and others away
from moderate views and socially valuable common sense. The Age of Enlightenment was also known as the Age of
Reason, so it is quite curious that today there are so many assaults on reason in the name of established religions!
The Medium is the Message, and Today’s is Distorting, Not Moderate
Rush Limbaugh worked a profitable vein for more than 30 years. Limbaugh relished making fun of women’s
contentions that they are often victims of excessive discrimination. His attitude, though deplorable and
reprehensible, was so profitable for him that he made more than $30 million every year for decades on his radio
show, and over $80 million annually in recent years, before he died.
One might wonder how Limbaugh got his start. Revealingly, it involves the repeal of the Fairness Doctrine, an
official policy of the Federal Communication Commission from 1949 until 1987. The purpose of the Fairness
Doctrine was to ensure that all radio and television broadcast stations provided a diversity of viewpoints to
listeners and viewers. The Fairness Doctrine stipulated that radio and TV stations must present controversial
issues of public importance in a manner that was honest, equitable and balanced. Ronald Reagan and Republicans
decided that the repeal of the Fairness Doctrine would suit their political interests best, being astute in areas of
linguistic framing and targeted political messaging and manipulative propaganda. Limbaugh exploited the repeal of
this fairness doctrine better than any other media personality. Freed from requirements to provide rebuttals to
provocative opinions, Limbaugh’s reactionary and confrontational style became sensationally profitable, and he
soon signed with ABC Radio Networks. Subsequently he became syndicated by Clear Channel Communications, a
radio network now owned by Bain Capital LLC and another private equity firm. (As of 2014, Clear Channel did a
make-over and officially changed its name to iHeartMedia.)
Follow this closely. Clear Channel started as a company with one radio station in San Antonio, Texas in 1972. The
company benefitted from an Act of Congress in 1996 that deregulated media ownership and allowed media outlets
to be consolidated into the hands of huge corporate entities. Not long thereafter, the influence of giant
corporations in radio and television broadcasting became dominating. Today Clear Channel owns more than 800
broadcast radio stations, and it proudly pushes its conservative biases. Most of its talk-radio stations feature
right-wing personalities like Limbaugh, Sean Hannity, Glenn Beck, and the Savage Nation’s hyper-rude Michael
Savage, all of whom seem to practically rant and rave with ill will, pandering to a low common denominator of
resentment, insecurity, paranoia and racial prejudice. A number of years ago, crippling debt associated with
leveraged acquisitions forced Clear Channel to lay off thousands of employees in what was described as an
employment “bloodbath”, and their radio stations moved to more centralized programming with less local content.
This is not good for our democracy.
In 2006, Clear Channel was taken private in a leveraged buyout by Bain Capital, the private equity company that
Mitt Romney and two other partners formed in 1984. These partners made huge profits from this enterprise,
and the money was, of course, taxed at historically low rates. These profits then helped fuel Mitt Romney’s
presidential candidacy, which was intent on reducing taxes on rich people even further.
Meanwhile, conservative media mogul Rupert Murdoch from Australia created Fox News Channel, and Fox News
has become an astonishingly opinion-manipulative media presence in Britain and the U.S. Rupert Murdoch, like
Limbaugh, exploited the deregulation of media ownership and the repeal of the Fairness Doctrine. The head of
Fox News was the staunch and influential Republican Roger Ailes, whose extreme partisanship affiliated him with
Nixon, Reagan, George H.W. Bush and other conservatives. A documentary film titled Outfoxed makes a
convincing case that Fox News is very far from being accurate or honest, in brash contradiction to its selfcharacterization as being “Fair and Balanced”. Nonetheless, it used this slogan for years to imply it actually fairly
presents news stories and issues.
I felt in 2012 that a new “Game Change” was taking place that involved a resurgence of more liberal ways of
seeing the world, and greater respect for women’s rights. One of our Founding Fathers, Patrick Henry once said:
"United we stand; divided we fall. Let us not split into factions which must destroy that union upon which our
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existence hangs.” These are perceptive words, on many levels. Finding common ground is surely better than
allowing ourselves to fall prey to divisive partisanship and intransigent conflicts of interest. After Republicans
won control of the Senate in the November 2014 elections, this hope became much harder to achieve. And with
Donald Trump, stoked divisions allowed his Party to consequentially endanger the American people.
On Education
Mark Twain included some entertaining sayings in THE PUDD’NHEAD MAXIMS in his book Following the Equator
(1897). “These wisdoms are for the luring of youth toward high moral altitudes. The author did not gather them
from practice, but from observation. To be good is noble; but to show others how to be good is nobler and no
trouble.” LOL!
One of these maxims reads: There are those who scoff at the schoolboy, calling him frivolous and shallow. Yet it
was the schoolboy who said, “Faith is believing what you know ain’t so.”
I feel it would be valuable for every person to gain more comprehensive understandings of various religions of the
world and their motives. To better understand driving forces behind churches and social mores and their impacts
on societies, I wholeheartedly advocate the teaching of a course in religious studies in all high schools and
colleges. The defining doctrines of all major religions should be studied, along with the understandings of
agnosticism and atheism. The genesis of all these beliefs should be studied along with “primitive” worldviews that
were ascendant before the more sophisticated (though more conflict engendering) idea of monotheism evolved.
The curricula in a Comparative Religion course should be unbiased, and based on a comprehensive assessment of
the tenets of each body of doctrine and thought. It should investigate the history of religion, the genesis of
religious thought, and the psychology of religious belief itself. It could be based on a textbook similar to
Philosophy for Dummies, which more or less fairly analyzes the deep underpinnings of religious and philosophical
beliefs, even though it has distinct theistic biases. It could incorporate the thought-provoking insights of the
compelling book Spontaneous Evolution.
Young people should be exposed to the essential differences between Western religions and Eastern religions in
their explanations of existence and Creation. They should ponder the fact that Jewish, Christian and Islamic
religious beliefs hold that the Universe was created about 6,000 years ago and someday in the future it will end,
while Hindu and Buddhist beliefs hold that the Universe has always existed and it always will; that it will change,
but it will never end.
Science offers a differing understanding, intriguing for its extensive and convincing physical evidence. This is the
Big Bang theory. Scientists think the Universe will either expand forever or eventually begin to contract and
collapse back into a central place in untold billions of years, maybe then ‘to Big Bang again’. The latter outcome
would no doubt involve fascinating impacts and explosions, I imagine! These metaphysical abstractions lie billions
of years away, and there are much more imminent things to be concerned about.
Albert Einstein once incisively observed, “The further the spiritual evolution of mankind advances, the more
certain it seems to me that the path to genuine religiosity does not lie through the fear of life, and the fear of
death, and blind faith, but through striving after rational knowledge.”
It would be valid for students to explore the likelihood that all Holy Books contain the words of men, and NOT
the Word of God. The authors of Holy Books sought to provide legitimacy in the words they wrote. The authors
of the Book of Mormon, for instance, reassured readers in the book’s preface that the words the book contained
were the absolute truth. They adduced “evidence” of sworn testimony by a number of witnesses who claim that
they’d seen “the golden plates and the engravings thereon.” Joseph Smith claims to have translated these
engravings by means of some mysterious process to create the Book of Mormon. The Golden Plates were allegedly
delivered by an angel of God that came down from heaven. “And we lie not, God bearing witness of it,” they
asserted. (It reminds me of Richard Nixon angrily declaring, “I am not a crook.” It made one wonder what he was
covering up!) The fact that the Golden Plates mysteriously disappeared after their translation explains why such
testimony was required. Phony Moroni?!
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The Book of Mormon came into existence much more recently than the holy books of most other religions in the
world today, so its genesis and evolution are of heightened interest. Joseph Smith published his supposed
translation of “golden plates” in 1830. He claimed to have found these plates buried near his home in upstate New
York, and declared that they were inscribed with “reformed Egyptian” language. He supposedly dictated his
translation using a “seer stone” in the bottom of a hat that he placed over his face to view the words written
within the stone. Magic! There is no mention of any drugs or intoxicants having been involved. After having
translated the plates, “Smith said he returned the plates to their angelic guardian”, so there has never been any
proof that they existed, except for testimony provided on the first page of the Book of Mormon by the eleven
witnesses who claim they had seen the plates, for sure.
The credibility of the claim that the plates existed is a “troublesome item”, according to a historian of the
Mormon Church’s Latter Day Saints movement. Ya think? I don’t suppose we even need to bother investigating
the fact that no linguist or Egyptologist has ever heard of “reformed Egyptian” language! One theory holds that
Joseph Smith composed the Book of Mormon by plagiarizing it from a number of nineteenth century authors like
Oliver Cowdery, Solomon Spalding and Sidney Rigdon. It turns out that Cowdery happens to have been one of the
witnesses attesting to having seen the plates, and who thus appears to have conspired to advance the impact of
these scriptures.
Mark Twain expressed the opinion that a number of Scriptural phrases had been ladled into the Book of Mormon
to prevent it from sounding too modern. He wrote that, if pretentious phrases like “And it came to pass” had
been left out, the Book of Mormon “would have been only a pamphlet.” Aha! Ha Ha!
This religious holy book is less than 200 years old, yet extensive mysteries surround its genesis and evolution, so
it is no surprise that the holy book of Islam, which originated more than 1,000 years ago, and the holy book of
Christianity, various parts of which originated between 1,700 and 3,000 years ago, are shrouded in mystery and
have been subject to extraordinary amounts of creative editing and manipulative revisionism.
Mark Twain took note of the absurdities in Mormon scriptures, and wrote humorously in Roughing It:
“Some people have to have a world of evidence before they can come anywhere in the neighborhood of
believing anything, but for me when a man tells me that he has <seen the engravings which are upon the plates>,
and not only that, but an angel was there at the time and saw him see them, and probably took his receipt for
it, I am very far on the road to conviction, no matter whether I have ever heard of that man before or not,
and even if I do not know the name of the angel, or his nationality either.”
Tears and laughter converge in both the poetic and the preposterous, and tragedy and comedy can be seen to
have certain unsuspected affinities. The profane can approach the sublime. The profound and the nonsensical
may not really be all that much different!
A Trinity or Two of Perspective
The convoluted mental gymnastics involved in belief systems of monotheistic religions are stunning. Religious
scholars perplexingly posit one God, a two-fold dualism, and a Holy Trinity. It is a bizarre and mysterious
conception to believe that God is actually a Father, his Son and a Holy Ghost -- all rolled up into one being. It’s
real curious, in fact revelatory, that the original creative force of the universe is conceived as a BEING at all. If
a human-like supreme being did create the entire universe, what about the other half -- the Mother, the
Daughter, and the Holy Soul? This part of our humanity has been suppressed by patriarchal religions, so the
doctrinal Holy Trinity actually represents only half of any true unity that lies deep within each of us.
The Star of David is a religious symbol of Judaism and Jewish identity. It consists of two equilateral triangles
that are interlaced together, as if two Trinities are intertwined. This is an evocatively compelling symbolic
representation of the complementary male trinity and female trinity both merged together in an essential
balance. This perspective is a valuable way to regard our world because it represents a more holistic, fairminded, hopeful and healing point of view.
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The ways our brains perceive sensory input affect the way we interpret what we perceive. Even the language
constructs through which sensory inputs are filtered have an influence on how we perceive. So we actually do
make up our own realities to a certain degree. Cathy Gere states in Knossos and the Prophets of Modernism that
“There is no escaping the fact that we read the human past to understand the present, and then interpret it in
the light of the future that we fear or desire.”
We see patterns and then our brains fill these patterns in, to eliminate ambiguities, even when our fabrications
do not correspond to reality. This can be seen in visual puzzles and conundrums like the generative aspects of
perception revealed in the surprising Gestalt Law of Reification, or in psychological projections unveiled by
Rorschach inkblot tests. What we see is often conceived as containing more information than what is really
conveyed in the sensory stimulus.
While these ideas are abstruse, the vital point is that errors of perception undeniably occur, and it behooves us
to be aware of some sources of such misunderstandings. Anyone who has experienced altered states of
consciousness like those characterized by an energized and impressive focus of attention and competence during
moments of “flow”, or by the “highs” caused by certain drugs, may understand that opening the doors of
perception a bit wider can stimulate creativity and provide alternate ways of seeing things that are valuably
insightful and potentially more holistic than conventional perspectives.
Scrutinize the following sentence. Oru cabitapileis to dcehiper wettrin wdors from naer grebibsih aer rhatre
anamizg. Tihs si yuor biran at wrok. I satule this semenig mraclie. Oru alibtiy ot raed is pherpas eevn btteer
tahn oru alitiby to haer wehn it cmeos to filnlig in nosancinsel balkns. Nwo let su trun oru antetoitn ot sppusoed
Edn Teims.
Good and Evil and Judgment Day and ‘the Rapture’ and Such Things
Sometimes I feel that we inhabit a world of melting clocks like the one depicted by Salvador Dali in his famed
painting The Persistence of Memory. Consider those folks who believe in an imminent Day of Doom. Judgment
Day may metaphorically be upon us, but it is not the particular judgment by God of each person when they die, as
Christian eschatology asserts. This is a real judgment that will be a reflection of future generations looking back
on the economic, political, social and ecological ethos of today, and judging that we have acted with obtuse
selfishness, heedless shortsightedness, harm-engendering denial, and rashly risky behaviors.
The metaphorical Judgment Day of modern times will be “Biblical” in a fascinating and pathetic sense: Sure
enough, all future generations will suffer, and they will do so for our sins. But in this case, the suffering will be a
tangible carry-forward of our shortsighted selfishness in squandering natural resources and polluting the planet,
and in contributing to the destruction of habitats, the annihilation of wildlife, and the upsetting of global weather
patterns, and in causing many forms of life on Earth to be driven to extinction, and in saddling our descendants
with huge amounts of debt and interest expense for generations to come.
These are sins that reflect an obtuse lack of concern for the nature of the legacy that our actions portend.
Unless we alter our public policies and habitual behaviors soon, will we suffer punishment in an afterlife of eternal
Hell for our wrongdoing? Or will it actually be our children and our descendants forevermore who will be the main
ones to do the suffering for our follies, here on Earth?
I offer this ringing prophecy: There will be no End Times. There will be no Armageddon. THERE WILL BE NO
RAPTURE. Hucksters who claim otherwise rank right up there with the most extreme of right-wing Iranian
ayatollahs in their religious fanaticism. Yes, there will be more floods, droughts, tornados, hurricanes and
wildfires. There will be earthquakes and tsunamis, and famines and plagues and species extinctions. These are
natural events, with a little help from human beings in those cases where anthropogenic influences have real
impacts on outcomes. We curiously call such natural events “Acts of God”. Right, “and so it came to pass!” There
will, of course, also be more economic panics and recessions and depressions and wars and repressive regimes;
these are the consequences of human nature and greed and folly and unbridled ambition.
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We should not despair; instead, we should act boldly to create a more salubrious fate. We should not even think
of welcoming ecological devastation like the Rapture crowd is apparently wont to do, as Bill Moyers pointed out in
a thought-provoking speech he gave about beliefs in Rapture End Times and the dangers that such blind beliefs
pose to civilization. See Rapture Mania: Bizarre Beliefs and Epic Epiphanies for related insights and the full text
of Bill Moyers’ observations in his speech.
The psychology of End Times beliefs is curious. Most everyone has seen the cartoon image of a bearded, gnomelike, down-on-his-luck prophet who stands with a roughly-carved signboard that says “The End Is Near”. Oh,
really, is it now? No, a Day of Doom is not imminent; rather, the dramatic event that approaches is not the end
of Time, but the beginning of a revolutionary transformation that will necessarily take more holistic ecological
facts into account, and begin to better protect the foundations of our collective well-being. If we’re lucky, this
transformation will balance gender roles and allow women and feminine values and Mother Earth to be treated
with more respect in our patriarchal societies.
We might, alternatively, suddenly blow ourselves to smithereens with nuclear weapons, or fail to take effective
steps to avert ecological collapse, but these would be such colossally stupid outcomes that we should make every
effort possible, and then more, to assure that this will not be the insane denouement of our kind.
Rapture believers are not dumb or simply ignorant of the realities of nature. Their beliefs are like a misguided
credulousness that is a form of madness. Their certainties of conviction in what are demonstrably delusional
stories, especially of malicious attributes of a deity, reveal a type of debasement of any kind of honorable
concept of God.
Zeitgeist Movie makes a convincing case that theories about supposed End Times are actually a misinterpreted
astrological allegory that misconstrue the words in Matthew 28:20 about “the end of the age.” This film makes a
compelling case that this verse of the Bible refers not to the end of the world, but to the end of the Age of
Pisces and the beginning of the Age of Aquarius. The phenomenon is correlated to the “precession of the
equinoxes”, a visual transformation that is caused by a majestically slow angular wobble of the Earth in its orbit
around the Sun. This slow periodic change causes the Sun to sequentially rise in one after another of the twelve
constellations in the sky that ancients named in the Zodiac. The Sun appears in each of these segments of the
sky for a period of about 2,150 years.
The Sun moved from the constellation Aries into the constellation Pisces at the time Jesus was supposed to have
lived, and it will leave the constellation Pisces about the year 2150 to go into the constellation Aquarius. I
recommend watching Part I of Zeitgeist Movie online to better understand this. But in any case, whether the
Bible predicts End Times or not, it is a bizarre anthropocentric concept that does not correspond to geophysical
or astrophysical realities on the scale of human time.
In the fairy tale The Chronicles of Narnia, written by C.S. Lewis, powerful forces for good heroically defeat
forces of evil. But things in the real world do not always work out this way. ‘Evil’ people and ‘good’ people are not
easy to identify, because even good and bad are relative, and there is good and bad in every person’s intentions
and activities. Any person who reads Cannery Row by John Steinbeck will find that the main character in the
book observes that traits leading to success in our society are often vices such as greed, meanness, egotism and
self-interest -- and that traits leading to failure may be the result of virtues like kindness, honesty, openness and
generosity. Go figure!
The Bible says we are all paying for the terrible sin that was our due for the Fall of Man in the Garden of Eden.
This story is much more like a manipulative construct of Bible writers than the likely justice of a loving God.
Shouldn’t God have been prescient enough to know that human nature is quite susceptible to the powerful allure
of forbidden fruit? The penultimate skeptic, Mark Twain, sure knew about the nature of temptation. He wrote,
“There is a charm about the forbidden that makes it unspeakably desirable.” Ooh la la! Give me that fruit!
The comedian Bill Maher tellingly says, I would like people who think more like me to understand that it is okay to
stand up and say, “We're not the crazy ones. The crazy ones are the people with the talking snake." Downright
Religulous!
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“It ain't those parts of the Bible that I can't understand that bother me, it is the parts that I do understand.”
--- Mark Twain
A Feminist Perspective
The alluring temptations of today are more mundane than the search for the knowledge of good and evil, and they
often involve such things as males inappropriately trying to take sexual advantage of females without their
consent, or Ponzi-scheme perpetrators like Bernie Madoff trying to get their hands on assets of other people
that do not belong to them; or “rent-seeking” people profiting from the inadequately disciplined largess of the
government. The United States of America is supposedly governed by fair-minded rules of law for this very
reason: we need clear rules to provide guidance for socially acceptable and beneficial behaviors.
Harken back to The Alphabet versus the Goddess and Dr. Leonard Shlain’s examination of the curious transition
of early civilizations from Mother Goddess worship, with high levels of respect for women and their roles in
society, to the starkly contrasting worship of a male God with accompanying restrictions on the rights and
prerogatives of women. One of the changes that accompanied this sexist revolution was a devaluation of symbols
and images that had formerly been highly regarded.
Take snakes, for instance. As Dr. Shlain pointed out, “Western culture has long reviled the snake, associating it
with evil and temptation. But at the dawn of civilization the snake was a positive symbol of feminine energy.
Ancient Egyptians perceived the snake as a beneficent, vital creature intimately associated with female sexuality,
and, by extension, with life. A snake’s sinuous mode of locomotion is evocative of a nubile woman’s walk and
dance.” Ooh la la, Lenny!
Serpentine visualizations and metaphorical associations aside, snake-lover associations and women-appreciating
organizations alike lament the male arrogance that has devalued the divine feminine and suppressed women’s
prerogatives for so many centuries. Marshall McLuhan’s famous aphorism “the medium is the message” has a more
profound meaning than is commonly comprehended. The advent of alphabets and written words, and the
concomitant spread of literacy, have had powerful affects upon our brains and our consciousness. These
developments are positive in many ways, yet they have ironically facilitated left-brain dominance and domineering
male control. This has aided the oppression of females in human societies because dominant cultures became
increasingly patriarchal as these changes took place, according to Shlain’s provocative theory.
Perhaps we all share a degree of nostalgia of the soul for the estranged divine feminine. Maybe we feel a kind of
regretful sadness that the heartfelt feminine within each one of us has been so rudely suppressed in connection
with the dominion of male gods and linear thinking and the outsized influence of the analytical left hemisphere of
the brain. We all indistinctly see, as if we are sitting in the flickering light of a crackling campfire that warmly
illuminates the darkness with brightness and shadows, that our inner selves could feel greater equanimity and
appreciation if we could achieve some sort of transcendent epiphany of expansive feeling and holistic being.
Women have gained increased civil liberties and voting rights and cultural freedoms in the last century in most
Western nations. That is not true in most Muslim nations, where women are strictly required to submit to Islamic
cultural conservatism. There is a significant hangover effect in those societies, which are still predominantly
patriarchal and repressive around the globe today. This is a residual influence of the days when patriarchal
religions relegated women to a lowly status in which their prerogatives and rights were substantially
circumscribed.
Established religions and male-dominated governments oppose liberalizing changes to this status quo. Regardless
of how this came to be, it is only right and fair that we now commit ourselves, and our governments and social
institutions, to the education, empowerment and fairer treatment of girls and women. We should find effective
ways to ensure that females are given rights and privileges that are equal to those of men, despite bitter howls
of social conservatives.
Reason, too, can be used to rationalize atrocities. It can be responsible for wars, imperialism, sexism and rash
abuses of natural ecosystems, just as it can be credited for positive movements to facilitate individualistic
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accomplishment, democratic fairness, environmental protections, stimulating prose, compelling drama and engaging
philosophy. Plato noted in the fourth century BCE that effective individual action should be characterized by
desire and passion, and it should be warmed and banked with feelings and emotions, and guided by knowledge and
wisdom. I second that motion!
Today, with the advent of visual mediums like movies, documentary films, television and YouTube, there may be a
new and offsetting trend that is allowing us to be more aware of the evocative and affective imagery that is most
influential in the right hemisphere of our brains. This may be contributing to a valuable and salubrious
feminization of our cultures. There may even be a parallel between this trend of feminization in our societies and
a similar trend in the evolving ideas within the Earth Manifesto. Since nobody has yet read this manifesto, this
theory will have to wait for its eventual corroboration until after these ideas become better known to the general
public, or to historians of ideas, philosophy and literature.
Bizarre Concepts, Concluded
“Strange … a God who could make good children as easily as bad, yet preferred to make bad ones; who made
them prize their bitter life, yet stingily cut it short; who mouths Golden Rules and forgiveness multiplied
seventy times seven, but invented Hell; who mouths morals to other people and has none himself; who frowns
upon crimes yet commits them all; who created man without invitation, then tries to shuffle the responsibility
for man's acts upon man, instead of honorably placing it where it belongs, upon himself; and finally with
altogether divine obtuseness, invites this poor, abused slave to worship him!”
--- Mark Twain
Greek novelist Nikos Kazantzakis imagined Jesus’ first sermon on a hillside above the Lake of Genesee in Galilee,
in his book The Last Temptation of Christ. “Jesus’ voice was tranquil and wavering; a gawky bird he was,
struggling to twitter for the first time; and his eyes, instead of burning, caressed.” He said, “Forgive me, my
brothers, but I shall speak in parables. The sower went out to sow his field, and as he sowed, one seed fell on the
road and the birds came and ate it. Another fell on stones, found no soil in which to be nourished, and withered
away. Another fell on thorns, and the thorns grew up and choked it. Finally, another fell on good soil; and it took
root, and sprouted an ear, and brought forth grain and fed mankind. He among you who has ears to hear, let him
hear!”
Listen! Jesus’ message was “Love one another!” “God is love”, he said. “He is our Father. He will leave no pain
unconsoled, no wound unhealed. However much we suffer pain and hunger in this world, by that much, and more,
shall we be filled in heaven. Rejoice, for blessed are the poor, the meek, and the wronged; it is for them that
God has prepared the kingdom of heaven.” A voice jeered at the prophet’s words: “Pie in the sky when we die!”
Laughter ensued. The message, nonetheless, of blessing and redemption and reward appealed to the poor, the
meek and the downtrodden, who abounded in those days, as they do today. Later, Nikos Kazantzakis imagined
Jesus going off into the desert alone, seeking God. He finally realized the terrifying truth that had eluded him
his whole life: he was the Son of God! Yikes! Really? Wow!
The struggle for survival was harsh in those Biblical days. The land was arid, and most people were desperately
poor, so they hungered for a Messiah, a Savior. Prophets and false prophets abounded. Perhaps, Judas thought,
the Messiah was the entire people. In our conflict-strewn, dog-eat-dog world, we lose sight of the simple fact
that by uniting together, much good could be accomplished. Unity in narrowly-shared evangelical dogmatic beliefs
is a thin, precarious means of achieving a lasting unity that would be sufficient to save us all. On the other hand,
unity in universal understandings and reasoned convictions and sensible commitments to the common good would
likely provide a much sturdier framework upon which to pin our collective hopes for a healthier existence, and
ways of living that would prove to be sustainable in the long run.
If God created anything, he also created wine, women and song, so eat, drink and be merry! Of course it is true
that over-indulgence in wine can harm one’s health, and relationships between males and females may become
rocky, and eventual suffering and inevitable death do not inspire a very happy song. But those who evangelize
about the kingdom of heaven overlook the woes that are partially caused by religious leaders who confederate
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themselves with the powers-that-be in the here-and-now. These leaders help, all too often, to deceive people and
get them to ignore the benefits provided by nature and the providential ecosystem services available from our
home planet when it is in a healthy condition. The real purpose of human beings is lost in the rabble of zealous
and gullible believers in God, and in certainties of conviction in misguided pursuits.
What is our real purpose? To live in the present, to appreciate the authentic in life, to nurture the spirit as well
as the body, and to enjoy life in balance and moderation; and to be of compassionate service to society and have
mercy and forgiveness for others as well as for oneself. AND to leave a legacy that renews rather than destroys
the hopes and well-being of all our descendants in future generations.
Disclaimer
I went to confession in a magnificent hilltop cathedral not long ago, and renounced all presumption, so readers can
rest assured that it is only the slow pace of my editorial efforts that allows any of it to remain in the expression
of these ideas. I’m a gal who sees herself as distinctly unlike the teachers described by Christopher Hitchens in
his English countryside boarding school, who he described as micro-megalomaniacs, or "those who are content to
maintain absolute domination of a small sphere". LOL … !
I have also made a commitment to my personal Muses to try and reduce the widespread redundancies that
pervade the various Earth Manifesto writings. I intend to scrutinize the tone and content of my expressed
opinions to make sure they are more scrupulously fair. Succinct, laconic and Spartan just do not seem to be in my
makeup! If may be true that “brevity is the soul of wit”, as William Shakespeare asserted in Hamlet, so perhaps
I am witless. Then again, Shakespeare’s character Polonius in Hamlet, who proclaimed this aphorism, had a
personal propensity to give long and rambling speeches, so the joke may be on us all. If brevity is the soul of wit,
I’ll eat my hat!
After all, sloganeering is brevity. Tweeting can be a form of manipulative brevity. Simplistic propaganda, like
that promoted by Faux News, is loquacious but distorted blind brevity, ad infinitum.
Even more humbly I apologize for any tone or content that unfairly maligns or mischaracterizes any of the
protagonists or villains in this serious and yet somewhat preposterously comedic farce. The good news is that the
natural selection of the passage of time is winnowing out some of the superfluous chaff from the vital seed, and I
imagine receiving intelligent editorial feedback from readers someday that will allow a leap forward in conciseness
and comprehensiveness and right perspective that will providentially strengthen the focus and force of these
ideas. Through the power of clarity and fair-mindedness, the transformative power of reasonable ideas may be
given wing. That’s the theory of it, anyway. (Focus!)
Maybe Mormonism?
A final observation about religion: John Krakauer indicated, as I recall, in his compelling book Under the Banner
of Heaven, that in the early days of the Mormon Church, anyone and everyone was empowered to receive
revelations from God. This quickly became an unmanageable tenet, as one might easily imagine. It was probably
like a bad dream of omnipotence begetting impotence, or a proverbial bad drug trip on LSD. Maybe it was more
accurately like the wildly creative expressions of people at the annual Burning Man festival in the Black Rock
Desert of northwestern Nevada, where tens of thousands of revelers gather near the end of every summer in an
astonishingly harmonious expression of anarchic creativity, community, music, fire and wild abandon.
During the early years of their Church, Mormon leaders found it too hard to control the flock with a democratic
approach to revelation. So a revelation came from God to Church leaders indicating only the leader of the Church
could receive revelations. How convenient is that?! Curiously, leader Joseph Smith, after being married for many
years and just possibly having become a bit bored with the charms of the Missus, suddenly had a brilliant
revelation in the year 1831. He claimed that God told him he could have as many wives as he wanted. Oh, I can
just imagine what a hell of a good time he had with younger women for a while thereafter. It turns out that
Joseph Smith probably had a good number of his 33 wives before the revelation, and that he was just “covering
his ass”. Who knows?
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But God soon thereafter revealed to Joseph’s wife that she could have as many husbands as she wanted. Horns
on the man! Predictably, darned if God didn’t set the record straight the very next night with a revelation to
Joseph that only men could have multiple spouses. Whether any of this story is actually true, it suggests an
allegorical fact that seems true: egalitarianism always seems to suffer at the hands of the patriarchal, and those
people who are obsessed with control and dominion tend to unjustly prevail. And made-up stories seem to cotton
suspiciously to the motives of those who make them up!
Maybe Mitt Romney, a Mormon, or Warren Jeffs who is currently incarcerated for life in a Texas prison for sex
crimes, can provide a more honest and accurate understanding than my satirical one regarding Mormon polygamy
and the control traits of Mormon men in their extreme fundamentalist faith. I want to be fair. But it irks me
that the Church of the Latter Day Saints has helped make Utah the second worst state in the U.S. for women,
according to the Center for American Progress, and that the Church has strongly opposed human rights for gay
people just as it staunchly opposed religious pluralism in the 1800s. Back then, having recognized that mankind is
challenged to govern himself, Mormon leaders concluded that the best of all possible worlds would be one in which
Mormons established overarching power and eliminated the Babel of voices, and the perplexity of choices, by
making everyone bow to the orthodoxy of their particular beliefs. Most people have strongly differing and more
fair-minded points of view!
Utah is one of the most staunchly Republican and anti-progressive of the fifty American states, and the role of
the Mormon Church contributes to this pathetically unfair state of affairs. Shame on it!!
Dignity in Dying
Life is a terminal condition. Every living creature eventually dies. We humans act heroic defiantly, yet we
desperately seek consolation and we hope against hope for a better “life after death.” The father of one of my
good friends had a stroke a few months before he died. He made sure to establish a “do not resuscitate” order
as his health deteriorated. Instead of being helped to die mercifully, however, he was essentially starved to
death. This state of affairs in our nation’s medical ethics opposes allowing people to die with dignity, often
because religious dogmas oppose this right. For instance, the position of the Mormon Church on euthanasia is
that it is “a violation of the commandments of God.”
Think about this issue. Euthanasia is a word derived from a Greek word meaning “good death”. It refers to the
practice of allowing someone to choose to end their life to relieve unbearable pain and suffering during a terminal
illness or affliction. Oregon was the first state in the U.S. that made it legal for terminally ill patients to
determine the time of their own death, and to have physicians give patients the means to freely make this choice,
subject to a number of common sense restrictions. Oregon voters enacted this Death with Dignity initiative in
1994 by a very close vote of 51.3% to 48.7%. Three years later, 60% of Oregon voters rejected an attempt to
overturn this law, having seen its compassionate nature. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the law in 2006. The
states of Washington and Vermont thereafter reasonably allowed this kind of dignity in dying. California and
Colorado passed similar laws in 2016, and Hawaii, Maine and New Jersey in 2019, and New Mexico in 2021.
It is humane and compassionate to allow people the choice of dying with dignity when their death is near or they
are suffering terrible pain. Besides, lifetime medical costs are heavily skewed toward the end of life, so a
common sense utilitarian argument can be made that it would be far more sensible to let people die when the end
is near than to invest huge amounts of money to keep them alive. Some drug industry representatives, surgeons
and hospitals may disagree, but their deep conflicts of interest in making profits from tortuous declines in
people’s health make their perspectives less respectable in considering this issue.
The fact that we don’t spend enough money to ensure that young people are healthy makes the status quo
particularly poorly prioritized. Investments in the health of young people are a much better use of limited funds
than investments in keeping terminally ill people alive. Young people derive much greater benefits from health
care spending in the long lives ahead of them than old people gain in the short time that remains in their lives as
they approach death.
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Oregon’s Death with Dignity Act should be expanded to become legal in all 50 states, with all the covenants and
restrictions necessary to ensure that it will not be abused. Patients and their families and doctors should make
end of life decisions, not governments or religious authorities. Watch the documentary film How to Die in Oregon
to see a broader context of this issue.
The Power of Positive Thinking Leads Us toward a Conclusion
The day after Halloween, November 1st, is All Souls’ Day in many sects of Christianity. This date is also known as
All Saints’ Day, and as Dia de los Muertos. In commemoration of this day, many people in Mexico and New Mexico
and some pagan locales celebrate by constructing and then burning a giant ‘Zozobra’. This is a tall effigy that is
said to represent “Old Man Gloom”. By setting fire to such a figure, people symbolically incinerate all of their
personal worries and troubles and gloom in the hopefully healing flames. Recent years have been extraordinarily
difficult ones for millions of people, so let’s all imagine a little Zozobra conflagration of our own -- one in which we
ceremonially project our troubles into the heavens and symbolically get rid of them.
Good luck! A sedulous philosophic sibyl aspiring to attain a status of percipient prophetess recently received a
vivid vision in which she saw a transcendent truth. Reasonable reasoning, she realized, can get lost in a fog of
words and a maze of quibbles. The essence of what is vitally important can become concealed or obfuscated. I
beseech the Muses to help make the essays in this manifesto more meaningful, clear and widely understood!
Wandering in a Literary Daze
“I didn't attend the funeral, but I sent a nice letter saying I approved of it.”
--- Attributed to Mark Twain
Another image arises as Book Three comes to its 212-page conclusion, and it is a bright image of expanding
awareness and personal transformation. It is an image of Dante Alighieri furiously composing his stunningly
complex condemnation of unrepentant sinners and villains and bad actors and greedy people in his Nine Circles of
Inferno. Dante Alighieri himself, bereft at his having been forced into exile from his hometown of Florence,
Italy, made an imaginary journey through Inferno and Purgatorio en route to a reunion with the subject of his
chivalrous infatuation with Beatrice in Paradiso, and in the process he experienced psychological and spiritual
growth and healing as he grappled with the intense angst of injustices and unnecessary suffering.
How can we have the audacity to think we can change the world? Niccolo Machiavelli would have laughed out loud.
Here we are dealing with some of the most powerful motivations in all of human nature: status seeking behaviors,
the thrill of power, the prepossessive allure of money, the willingness to do almost anything to get it, weaknesses
for vice, the archaic impulse of domineering greed, and the whole passel of material and emotional motivations
that have driven so many of our kind into the nine circles of Dante’s Inferno.
Then again, Dante himself did manage to transcend the terrible angst of his personal circumstances and made a
transformative journey through Purgatorio, guided by Virgil, the veritable embodiment of rationality, and inspired
by an alluring muse of passionate yet unrequited love. He saw deeply that the touchstones of remorse and
reconciliation were needed to make his way upward, and he was able to transform his own life. Maybe we too,
collectively, are on a similar journey through the pitfalls of hell and the expiatory passages of purgatory, and
maybe we too will be able to reach a relative paradise of a better life on Earth. It is possible!
Conclusion
Let us pray. Help us see the true distinctions between moral actions and immoral actions, as they are rightly
judged by consequentialist ethics. Let us grasp the great Garden of Eden epiphany of the fair knowledge of good
and evil, of what is really in the best interests of our families, our communities, our nation and humanity in the
long run as a whole. And let us act accordingly.
The Earth Manifesto is certainly not a holy scripture, but its ideas deserve reverence more than the narrowly
parochial patriarchal doctrines and propaganda of most of the holy books of old. Together, understanding the
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ideas in this manuscript, humanity could improve the collective prospects of our kind, now and far into the future,
for decades and centuries and millennia to come.
I believe we should all seek redemption and salvation while we are able to do so in this life, by choosing to act in
fairer, more intelligent, more catholic and more responsible ways. Let’s ‘pay forward’ some goodwill, and take
precautionary actions to ensure that our legacy is a more positive one than is implied by our current trajectory!
Let these ideas crystallize in our imaginations. One of my pet theories is that once a large number of people see
more clearly and develop comprehensive understandings of big issues, the vast majority of American people will
join together to force their representatives to change course and give top priority to policies that are honestly
consistent with the greater good. This awakening will be a great step toward a salient common good goal of
preventing wealthy people and amoral corporate entities and their lobbyists from exerting domineering and
determinative sway in all of the consequential decisions being made in Congress and the White House, and in state
legislatures and Governor’s mansions.
Rejoice in the world, for every one of us transubstantiates food into energy, and we can choose to channel this
energy into enthusiasm, appreciation, laughter, love, community, friendship, productivity and salutary social
action, rather than into myopic greed, jealousy, feelings of grievance, hatred or other destructive behaviors.
I seek the truth, elusive though it may be
Explain it to me once again, slowly, honestly, plausibly
And elaborate as you see fit, for I am patient and willing to believe
Tell it to me as it is -- accurately, relevantly and not merely glibly.
The evolution of Creation myths has a rich and fascinating history
A marvelous reflection of the increasing sophistication of human conceptions
From Babylonian Marduk, Hindu Brahma, Egyptian Ra, and Greek Zeus to modern God
And on to scientific perspectives, revelations and other various prophetic perceptions.
Thanks for reading!
Truly yours,
Dr. Tiffany B. Twain
July 7, 2021 (initially written before Easter Sunday in April 2010 with substantial editing and.
updates periodically, including many in April 2016 and March 2020).
------------ The End ------------
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